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Introduction: 
The changing university, and the role of information technology 

"The Changing University, and the Role of Information 
Technology" was motto of the 7th International Conference 
of EUNIS - European University Information Systems Or-
ganization. The conference was held in March 28-30,2001 
at the Humboldt University in Berlin and brought together 
470 participants from 39 countries. For the first tirne in the 
short history of EUNIS this conference was organized to 
be interdisciplinary, covering the application of Informa
tion Technology (IT) in computing centres, libraries, mul-
timedia centres, and university management. More than 
150 scientific and corporate presentations from 26 coun
tries dealt vvith the dramatic changes that have taken plače 
at our universities in the areas of research, teaching, learn-
ing, and administration as a consequence of the digital rev-
olution. Meeting this challenge demands a continuous re-
newal, reassessment of old procedures, search for new so-
lutions, abandonment of old patterns, and encouragement 
of professional growth. The idea is to focus on the uni-
versity as a whoIe and to search for new frontiers for the 
application of IT. 

By the courtesy of Professor Matjaž Gams, Executive 
Associate Editor of Informatica, we were given the possi-
bility to publish some of the best papers presented at the 
Conference in a special issue of Informatica. Taking into 
account the different areas of the use of IT at universities 
we selected 12 papers and collected them into four groups: 

- Supporting Change in Teaching and Learning, 

- Information Systems and Data Warehousing, 

- High Performance Computing and Multimedia, and 

- IT and Network Computing Security. 

The first group consists of four papers. The first, Wiz-
ards of OZ - Change in Learning and Teaching by Coy and 
Pirr, describes a distance learning environment for lectures, 
seminars and practice in computer science at the Humboldt 
University in Berlin. The environment relaxes spatial and 
temporal restrictions of teaching by interconnecting rooms 
at different campuses of the university. The second, A 
Hybrid System for Delivering Web Based Distance Learn
ing and Teaching Material by Greenberg, describes the ex-
perience and plans of The Open University in providing 
courses that combine the usage of the Internet and DVD 
technology. The large data storage capacities and versatile 
functionality of DVD technology can resolve the problems 
of limited bandwidth to student's homes which prevents 
effective on-line delivery of data-intensive media such as 
video and high resolution stili images. The third, Learn
ing by Experience: Networks in Learning Organizations 
by Kuitinnen et al., describes a course entided Networks 
in Learning Organization that will be delivered entirely on 

the web at the Virtual University of Finland. An impor-
tant aim of the course will be to teach students how to use 
network-based collaborative softvvare tools for communi-
cation within a given organization in ways that contribute 
tovvards the development of that organization. The last pa
per in this group, How to Learn Introductory Programming 
over the Web by Haataja, Suhonen and Sutinen, describes 
some experience in delivering the introductory program
ming course at the University of Joensuu, Finland. It was 
found that the learning process could be improved by us-
ing interactive visual tools, adaptive learning materials, and 
more intensive collaboration. 

Papers from the second group deal vvith administrative 
and management information systems. In the first paper, 
Information System Supporting CATS, Ryjaček et al. de-
scribe an information system that supports on-line študent 
registration for courses and provides a support for man-
aging information on study programs, timetables, študent 
records, agenda of admission, alumni records etc. The 
system was developed at the University of West Bohemia 
in Plzen and is now used by six Czech universities. In 
the second paper, A Data Warehouse for French Universi
ties, J-F. Desnos describes the French national project that 
aims to build a global data warehouse containing data from 
different administrative systems (students system, finan-
cial system, and personnel system), local applications, and 
data coming from outside. A brief description of the tar-
get database, software tools used, extraction, transforma-
tion and loading process as well as target queries is given. 
The last paper in this group, Data Quality: A Prerequisite 
for Successful Data Warehouse Implementation by Mah-
nič and Rožanc, explores the possibility of building a data 
warehouse at the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, with an 
emphasis on data quality. An assessment methodology to 
empirically determine the data quality is described and the 
results of the assessment are presented. 

The third group consists of three papers. The first, 'Be-
owulf Cluster' for High-performance Computing Tasks at 
the University: A Very Profitable Investment by Galan 
et al., describes the advantages of the Beowulf Cluster 
that make it specially suitable for the university environ
ment. An implementation of such a cluster using commod-
ity equipment and dedicated to run high-performance com
puting tasks at the University of Las Palmas, Spain, is de
scribed. The second paper, Evaluation of Codec Behavior 
in IP and ATM Networks by Naegele-Jackson et al., com-
pares a codec for teleconferencing and teleteaching appli
cations over an IP network vvith a MJPEG codec for sim-
ilar applications over ATM. Comparison concentrates on 
the Quality of Service parameters delay, jitter and subjec-
tive picture quality. The third paper, An Environment for 
Processing Compound Media Streams by Feustel et al., de-
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scribes a system for processing media streams that are com-
posed of muitimedia data objects. Tlie system is based on a 
liypermedia data model of reusable object components and 
consists of an intejiigent media database, a Web-authoring 
tool, and a time directed presentation stream. 

Papers in the last group deal with security issues. Lin-
den et al. in FEIDHE - Integrating PKI in Finnish Higher 
Education describe the key issues affecting the implemen-
tation of a public key infrastructure (PKI) based identifica-
tion system with smart cards in Finnish higher education, 
while Strachan et al. in Information Systems Delivery in 
a Tiered Security Environment describe how the security 
requirements were incorporated into the design of the net-
vvork and information services at the University of Paisley, 
Scotland. 

We hope that the selected papers give a good overview of 
different aspects of the use of IT at European universities. 
We also believe that this special issue will contribute to fur-
ther promotion of activities of EUNIS with the aim of en-
couraging the communication and transfer of information 
betvveen information system providers in higher education 
establishments in Europe. Once more, we would like to 
thank Professor Matjaž Gams for his help. 

Editors of the Special Issue, 

Jan Knop 
Viljaii Mahiiič 
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OZ is a distance learning environment far lectures, seminaries, and exercises in computer science at 
Humboldt-Universit}', where "OZ" nieans distributed in space (ortsverteilt) and independent of tirne 
(zeitversetzt). The facus is on computer- "exercises", which has certain implications on the technical 
setiip: the back channel is very important and the teacher's presentation as well as the študent's 
computer screens is visible on both places. Different modes ofuse are possible. Two rooms at different 
campuses ofthe university are connected by the universities interna! high-bandwidth, btit non-reserved, 
TCP/IP-connection. Each one is eguipped with two data projectors, where one is used as white board 
mirroring the teacher's or a študent's computer screen, while the other shows the teacher and the 
opposite room inhabitants. Each room has its own control computer that is also used far video or audio 
streaming. By the iise of\vireless connected laptops a comfartable degree offreedom far teachers and 
students is achieved. Despite this, we use low-cost hardware and standard software wherever possible. 
The audio-taped lectures are combined with the screen materials, moslly PowerPoint slides enhanced 
with QuickTime media, so that lectures as well as other stored materials are accessible via Internet. 
After more than two years of thorough experimenls the installalion has reached now a state where it is 
relatively stable, so that it is transferred nowfor regular use in our teaching activities 

1 Introduction 
University teaching has always been an activity 
reflecting two quite contrary challenges, namely the 
motivated acquisition of knowledge and skills 
versus a proof a professional abilities documented 
by examinations and degrees. This strange mixture 
of demands was met over centuries by canonical 
forms of teaching and learning: lectures, exercises, 
seminaries and practical training, followed or 
accompanied by examinations. While societies were 
under a strict pressure of technological change 
during more than two centuries, the teaching 
environment was kept stable to an astonishing 
degree. 
The main technical innovation after the invention of 
lectures and universities in medieval times was the 
use of printed books, the introduction of 
blackboards and quite recently copying machines 
and overhead projectors. 

Now computers and telecommunication allow 
another step that may resolve spiitial and temporal 
unity ofthe classroom. This is a potential that has to 
prove its value by experiment. 

2 Technical Means of Learning & 
Teaching at University Levels 

The use of telecommunication and computing 
technology meets several educational demands in 
post-industrial societies. First, education at 
academic levels often becomes a necessity in a 
complex world of decision-making and high-skilled 
technological interactions. Second education 
guarantees no longer life long job security. Labor 
flexibility, as it is demanded, means more and more 
the ability for life-long learning and studies. 
Universities stili do not reflect these changing 
demands from society and economy. 

Fragmentcd Studies 

As training on the job is not sufficient in highlv 
complex fields of academically trained labor more 
and more short sequences of training and productive 
work will defme a job career. As a simple 
consequence of such an insight, school and 
university studies can no longer establish complete 
education. As a consequence these phases should be 

http://waste.informatik.liu-beriin.de
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shortened and institutions have to be opened for on-
going education processes - or high level education 
will be delegated to other institutions. 

Jn fact, \ve already have experiences with such 
structures though tliey are stili not dominant. 
Distance learning, at the British Open University or 
at comparable institutions, does exist as well as the 
support of some of these demands in on-going 
education or add-on university training. Some 
universities also offer siipplementary studies, but 
this ali may of restricted value if only added to a 
traditional curriculum - it makes much more sense if 
it is considered as training after some job 
experiences. In general, \ve feel that Universities are 
not very open to such ideas. This, of curse, 
fragments the traditional studies into smaller 
consequent pieces. 

Part-time students 

Part-time studies are another exaniple of fragmented 
education. We must accept the fact tliat many 
students especially in, but no way restricted to, 
informatics and IT-related fields are actual]y 
Nvorking in these fields during their university 
studies. The curriculum must reflect the existence of 
these part-time students. They should be supported 
much more than it is actually done. 

Unavoidably this means also a stronger inclusion of 
practical expenences into the curricula - either as an 
underlying assumption, namely that students are 
already practicing their field of studies to some 
degree or as an explicit part of the university 
studies. 

Life-long learning 

We actually are in the process of fragmenting 
education, dispersed over the studenfs who]e 
lifetime. No longer can we rely on the traditional 
sequence of "school-university-job". This sequence 
will loose its character as the standard type of 
education. Of course self-studies are some answer 
to the groNving demand of adult training, but they 
show also distinct disadvantages. So the idea of 
Internet based distance learning is propagated for a 
revised form of selt-studies. It seems to be too early 
to judge the practicability, but there are promising 
field studies. 

Fragmenting discipline 

If education will become a life long effort, we 
should not expect that the sequence of education 

blocks follows traditional curricula as they were 
constructed by different disciplines. A life long 
learning process will very naturally assemble 
different pieces of curricula from different 
disciplines. It is not difficult to foresee that law and 
economics or management studies will become 
standard elements in the life long process for 
engineers or computer scientists. Contrary many 
trained in social or cultural sciences will include 
elements from computer science into their life long 
curriculum. 

This cannot be vvithout infiuence on the disciplines 
as they are formed now. Ne\v disciplines may arise 
(like e.g. cherhical engineering, media informatics, 
or media economics) but this vvill not be the final 
ansvver. After some period of adaptation, \ve will 
become accustomed to complex mixes of diverse 
disciplines, \vhich will be based in a variety of 
disciplines. 

Ncw tcchnologies 

With the advent of new tcchnologies there seem to 
be some ansvvers to the challenge of new 
educational structures worth to be investigated.' In 
the „Wizards of OZ"-project we demonstrated that 
new tcchnologies allow new forms of online-
teaching and learning as well as related offline self 
studies. By the use of computing technology and 
telecommunications we constructed an environment 
where spatial and temporal restrictions of teaching 
were relaxed to some degree. Our first experiences 
show that new forms of teaching could be (and to 
some extent must be) founded on traditional forms. 

3 The Wizards of OZ Project 
o z is a tele-learning environment for lessons, 
seminaries, and exercises in computer science at 
Humboldt-University, \vhere "OZ" means 
distributed in space (ortsverteilt) and independent of 
tirne {zeitverselzt). 

Connccting placcs 

We use two rooms at different campuses of the 
university; one is placed at the central campus in 
Berlin-Mitte, the other at Berlin-Adlershof. The 
distance betvveen these places is one hour by public 
transportation. The rooms are connected by the 
university's interna! high-bandwidth, but non-
reserved, TCP/lP-over-ATM-connection. Each 

' R. STEINMETZ, Multimedia Teclinology - Fundamentais and 
Introduction, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1993 

file:///vhich
file:///vhere
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plače is equipped vvith t\vo data projectors, where 
one is used as vvhite board mirroring tlie teaclier's 
or a studenfs computer screen, while tiie other 
shows tlie teaclier and tiie opposite room 
iniiabitants. Each room lias its own control 
computer that is also used for video or audio 
streaming. The setup is coinpletely symmetrical in 
its functions and in fact, lectures are given from 
Berlin-Mitte as well as from Berlin-Adlershof 
vvithout special arrangements in advance. The same 
hoids for exercises. 

Fig.l Connecting places; one rooiti is at the main 
campus in Berlin-Mitte, theybther at Berlin-
Adlershof. This distance is''One hour by inner-city 
train (S-Bahn). 

Fig.2 Teaching in Adlershof 

iiiiiii 

'l i 

By the use of wireless connected laptops a 
comfortable degree of freedom for teachers and 
students is achieved (actually only in one room for 
experimental purposes). In general, vve use lovv-cost 
hardware and standard software wherever possible. 
This \vas a basic economic decision for the \vhole 
project design and \ve find it vvell justified after 
more than two years experience. 

Tele Exercises 
A focus is on tele-"exercises", which has certain 
implications on the technical setup: the back 
channel is very important and the teacher's 
presentation as vvell as the studenfs computer 
screens has to be visible on both places. Different 
modes of use are possible. 

Fig.3 Remote listeners in Berlin-Mitte 

Online- and Offline Multimedia-Materials 
The audio-taped lectures are combined vvith the 
screen materials, mostly FovverPoint slides 
enhanced vvith QuickTime media, so that lectures as 
vvell as other stored materials are accessible via 
Internet and as CD-ROMs. After some experiments 
vvith video- and audio-tapes, vve decided that audio-
enhanced vvhite-board vvill is sufficient for most 
purposes of training and repetition. But this decision 
reflected also bandvvidth and storage considerations. 
Broadband internet coiinections like DSL- or cable 
and DVD-storage vvill allovv us to reconsider these 
design decisions, as vve did already in some 
experimental setup." 

^ For a different approach ep. R. MULLER, T. OTTMANN, The '-
„Authoring on the Fly" system for automated recbrding and replay of 
(tele)presentations, Polurne 8, Issue 3, pp 158-176, Multimedia Systems 

file:///vhole
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Fig.4 Online- and offline material: PowerPoint 
slides enhanced by audio-stream 
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Fig.5 Online- and offline material: PowerPoint 
slides enhanced by video- and audio-stream 

4 Some Considerations 
After more than two years of practical experiences 
we come to some first conclusions. Though they are 
stili mere hypothesis, they may be used as 
guidelines for further explorations and experiments. 

• lJniversity teaching is standing in a long 
historical tradition. Despite ali obvious 
problems it has demonstrated over the centuries 
some inherent positive qualities. Before we 
expect that new technologies may succeed 
classical forms of teaching, we should keep in 
mind that the printing press improved university 
teaching but it did not turn off lecturing. We 

' For a comaparable but distinctly different setiip ep. Ch. Ziinmer, L. 
Meyer, V, Pipek, B. Schinzel, A. Wegerle, M. Won, V. Wulf, 
Erfahrungsbericlit zur Telelehrveranstaltung "Informatik und 
Gesellschaft" itn Sotnmerseinester 1999, IIG-Bericht 1/2000, Dez, 
2000, Frciburg: UniversitSt Freiburg - Institut filr Informatik und 
Gesellschaft 

may note that lectures are not detlned by pupils 
copying sentences read aloud by a teacher. 
Lectures exhibit a complex social and cultural 
context. It is much more likely that technology 
may enhance lectures than to e.\tinguish it. 

• Lectures and exercises must be well prepared -
not only by content, but also by the used 
technology. This means a stihstanlial additional 
amoiinl of preparation tirne as \vell as 
knovvledge and proficiency with the media 
used. 

• There is a certain danger with perfect media 
deinonstrations. Every lecture that reaches at 
the frontier of scientiflc knowledge can 
probably not avoid a touch of incompleteness 
and a flux from stable basics to yet unsettled 
tlelds stili vvaiting for a better didactical 
treatment. Perfect media finish may give a 
vvrong impression of a closed body of 
knovvledge that may not motivate students for a 
deeper understanding. Therefore the emphasis 
on media technology must not be overstretched. 
It is not TV finish that must reached. Študent 
molivation is much more important than 
technological perfection. 

• Technology should become transparent in the 
process of teaching and learning. This goal will 
probably never be reached in a perfect way. E.g. 
the pages of a book must be turned over again 
and again while reading: Though this introduces 
a break in the reading process, we are usually 
not aware of it. Similarly we accept some 
technical irritations with computers and 
telecommunication equipment, but they should 
never determine the whole work flow. 

• Actual teGhnology suffers, at least under the 
dictate of econoniic resource planning, from 
imperfections: insufficient bandwidth for video 
and audio streams, lack of storage capacities, 
slow computing speed, or bad codec qualities, 
to name a few. Even if they improve, we must 
čope with these imperfect situations for a long 
time. That means, \ve must ti7 to use cost-
ejfective soliitiom: standard equipment, 
standard software, preferable from puhlic 
domain, or sharevvare origin. Open source 
developments may help to adapt software when 
necessary. 

file:///vell
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and exercises even under otherwise less favorite 
conditions. 
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• The process of teaching and learning is context-
sensitive as well as content-sensitive. There is 
no general form of lectures, seininaries, and 
exercises throughout the discipliiies. That 
means, technological decisions for tele-teaching 
miist be adapted to actual needs. hi our čase, we 
found synchronous bi-directional audio to be 
the most important factor, follovved by 
responsive whiteboard demonstrations. Video 
quality for teacher close-ups were considered to 
be imich less important. hi fact, we omitted this 
video channel completely in the CD-ROM and 
web-versions of the lectures (a decision to be 
postponed vvith higher bandvvidth and larger 
storage). 

We assume that changing the structure of teaching 
and learning will not be without influence on the 
structure of the underlying disciplines. Technology 
demands a stricter modularization of single courses 
- and that in turn generates modules for better 
structured disciplines. Our courses were accepted 
by diploma students in the computer science 
department as well as additional courses by students 
in various fields from egyptology, cultural studies, 
mathematics, or language studies. 

5 Outlook 
After more than two years of thorough experiments 
the installation has reached a state where it is 
relatively stable, so that it is transferred now for 
regular use in our teaching activities. Students acted 
favorably. They are well aware of the organizational 
advantages of space distributed teaching and they 
made good use of the CD-ROMs. Last semester, by 
a poli result among ali students of the department 
the lecture was given a prize for outstanding 
teaching. This validates our belief that the use of 
technology must not degrade the quality of lectures 
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There is a growing expectation from distance learners Ihat their learning and teaching environment will 
be on-line. Limitations on bandwidth to the home has so far constrained the richness of such 
environments. A hybrid solution to this problem combines the immediacy of the Internet with the 
versatility ofDVD Technology. This versatility allows the disc-based material to be integrated with web 
based material or used off-line as a self-contained learning environment Ali content which is not 
Computer dependant such as audio-visual material, can be viewedwith a domestic DVDplayerfrom the 
same DVD disc. 

1 Introduction 
Over 150,000 students register with the Open University 
each year, including 5% non-UK EU students and 10% 
outside the EU. The University is considered by many to 
be the world's leading distance learning institution. Ali 
students of the University are offered a comprehensive 
advice, guidance and learning support service, starting 
from the initial point of enquiry through to completion. 
A flill range of media has traditionally been used to 
support students, including a strong telephone-based 
advice and guidance service, študent toolkits on study 
skills, TV programmes, group and individual face-to-face 
support from course tutors and residential and day 
schools. Learning and teaching materials have been sent 
to students in a number of ways including print, 
broadcast television and radio, videocassettes, 
audiocassettes, home experiment kits and CD-ROM. 
The Open University is delivering computer-based 
learning and teaching materials to over 80,000 students 
and has over 140,000 users of its on-line services. 

The quality and effectiveness of the University's 
teaching is monitored through the collection, analysis 
and dissemination of data about the strengths and 
weaknesses of the materials and services provided, and 
the quality of the studenfs experience and learning 
outcomes. 

Web-based advice and guidance, email as an advisory 
medium and the use of computer-media conferencing for 
teaching and leamer support, are expanding across ali 
services. CD-ROM has grown dramatically in the last 
few years as the primary distribution media for 
computer-based learning and teaching materials. 

The Open University aims to establish the critical 
baseline of IT elements for ali courses and programmes 
by 2002; build IT elements into courses to achieve 
compulsory IT elements for ali University degrees by 
2005; increase Web focused courses to at least 20 by 
2002. Several key environmental factors have influenced 
these target levels and the way the University is 
responding to the challenge presented by them. These 
are: 

• the rapid growth of the Internet and prospective 
študent expectation that courses vvill be available on-
line. 

• limited bandwidth to the home with prevents 
effective on-line delivery of data intensive media 
such as video and high resolution stili images. 

• the large data storage capacities and versatile 
functionality ofDVD technology. 

Software tools are now available which take advantage 
of the immediacy of the Internet and the versatility of 
DVD technology. Hybrid developments of this kind are 
referred to as "Connected DVD" and web based študent 
learning environments can be developed which use 
DVD-ROM media to hold up to 9 GB of learning and 
teaching material. The versatility of DVD technology 
allovvs the disc based material to be integrated with web 
based material or used off-line as a self-contained 
learning environment. Ali material which is not 
computer dependant (audio, video, images) can be 
viewed with a domestic DVD player from the same DVD 
disc. 

The Open University is well positioned to exploit this 
technology in its teaching. Over 80,000 students are 
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already using persona! computers in their course vvork 
and an increasing number have DVD-ROM drives in 
their home machines. This approach may offer improved 
media integration and a reduction in the University's 
leaming media production costs. 

2 What is DVD? 

DVD originaliy stood for Digital Video Disc and was 
intended for the distribution of video. It now officiaily 
stands for Digital Versatile Disc as its ušes now include 
standalone audio and distribution of software and data. 
Physically it is the same size as a CD-ROM, but the laser 
beams used are much finer and the rate of rotation of the 
disc is faster (Taylor 2001). 

This data can be played by any suitable application, but a 
key part of the DVD standard is that there is a "standard 
player" vvhich can either be in the form of a standalone 
(table-top) player connected to a TV or a softvvare player 
on a Computer. The player interprets the data on the disk 
in a special way to create a substantially interactive 
experience. This includes multiple camera angles, 
inultiple language audio tracks, multiple sub-title tracks, 
stili pictures and interactive screens (or video) called 
menus. 

There are emerging standards for extensions to this 
player which allow display of web pages at key points 
and also to allow web pages to display DVD video in a 
convenient manner. 

DVD authoring consists of encoding video, audio, text 
data, creating interactive screens and scripts, and 
organising the arrangement of ali these resources on the 
disk so as to vvork appropriately vvith the standard DVD 
player. After testing this (including the vvriting of DVD-
R discs) then a tape is created vvhich is sent off together 
vvith label graphics etc. for the pressing of a large number 
of DVD discs. Additional softvvare and files can be 
included on a DVD and these can include softvvare vvhich 
incorporates the playing of the encoded DVD files in 
ways not possible vvith a DVD player. 

The DVD-ROM format can be used as a distribution 
medium, offering up to 15 times the capacity of the CD-
ROM. A move from CD-ROM to DVD-ROM and VHS 
to DVD distribution vvould result in a considerable 
saving to the University as has a move from floppy disk 
to CD-ROM. The DVD-ROM format in most common 
use in Europe is DVD-9 vvhich holds around 9GB of data 
on two layers of a single-sided disc. DVD-18 production 
is novv underway in the USA and this fonnat holds 18 
GB on tvvo layers on both sides of the disc. 

Recent projections for DVD household penetration in 
Europe shovv a grovvth from 14% in 2000 to around 80% 
by 2005. DVD-ROM drives are novv rapidly replacing 
CD-ROM drives in desktop PCs and an upgrade to a 
DVD-ROM drive is novv an inexpensive option. DVD-

ROM drives are compatibie vvith almost ali CD formats 
including CD-ROM and CD Audio. 

The Open University is currently vvorking vvith tvvo 
systems: the Spruce Maestro DVD authoring system and 
the Daikin Scenarist DVD authoring system. 

3 Applying the Technology 

3.1 Applications in Science 

S103 Discovering Science is a vvide-ranging course that 
introduces important scientific concepts and develops the 
skills needed to study science successfully. It introduces 
the disciplines of biology, chemistry, Earth science and 
physics and shovvs the links betvveen them. The course is 
designed both as a broad foundation for students who 
intend to study for a science degree, and as a stand-alone 
course for those vvho vvant to discover more about the 
science of the vvorid around them. As well as fuU colour 
books, students receive interactive CD-ROMs, 
videocassettes, TV programmes, and a practical kit 
complete vvith ročk specimens and fossil casts. In 
addition, students are allocated to regional tutors, and 
they can participate in computer conferences and attend a 
residential school. Ali of these activities and materials 
form an integrated teaching package vvhere each 
component is used for the purpose to vvhich it is most 
suited. The course offers such a vvide range of media and 
delivery systems, that it is ideal for piloting the 
Connected DVD concept vvith real Open University 
leaming and teaching material. The course in its current 
presentation format includes: 

3.1.1 Books, Study Files and Study Guides 
Students receive eleven printed texts vvhich are the main 
component of the teaching materials and are specifically 
vvritten by academic authors at the University. Each text 
is accompanied by a loose-leafy Stiidy File containing 
notes and activities to help the študent track their 
progress through the leaming materials. A Stiidy Giiide 
card is provided for each text to help students plan and 
co-ordinate their vvork. 

3.1.2 Interactive Media 
Students receive 25 interactive multimedia tutorials on 
CD-ROM to teach topics vvhich are difficult to present in 
printed texts. They also receive software to assess and 
give practice in mathematics skills and self-assessment 
questions vvhich help identify areas vvhere students 
require more vvork to improve their understanding or 
skills. 

3.1.3 TV and Video 
There are ten 30 minute television programmes broadcast 
by the BBC and 5 hours of videocassette material vvhich 
contains 20 video activities. 
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3.1.4 Practical Work 
There are eight practical activities carried out at home by 
students. 

S216 Environmental Science is planning to send students 
a number of Interactive multimedia applications and ali 
of the course video material on DVD-ROM in its first 
year of presentation (2002). The course team believes 
that students will benefit from a reduction in the number 
of delivery platfomis used in the course. 

4 Building the DVD-ROM 

Ali of the learning and teaching materials produced for 
S103 Discovering Science have been put in digital format 
and a pilot DVD-R has been produced which contains aH 
of the S103 software and text material. AH University 
text material is now held in PDF format so text searching 
functionality is easy to implement with the Adobe 
Acrobat Reader. Ali of the video material has been 
digitised and various compression options are being 
investigated. The Interactive media material has been 
easy to integrate and access has been provided through a 
common icon based interface. 

The development strategy is to build a DVD-ROM \vhich 
holds aH of the S103 text, application softvvare, much of 
the video material either broadcast or sent to students on 
videocassette and which has links to web based material. 
Ali of the material vvill be accessible from a PC with a 
DVD-ROM drive and the video material vvill be playable 
on a domestic DVD player. Apart from providing S103 
students with an invaluable resource, the application vvill 
demonstrate the potential of this new technology to 
higher education. This kind of development vvill help 
overcome the concerns of many academics about the 
Internet and the difficulty of integrating high quality 
media with a web site. 

5 Applications in the Humanities 

A number of Arts Faculty projects have been initiated 
including a pilot project for A220 Princes and Peoples: 
France and the British Isles 1620-1714 vvhich looks, for 
example, at the structure of three contrasting church 
buildings of the seventeenth century. Other courses 
vvhich may include DVD based material include A207 
From Enlightenment to Romanticism, and A218 Histoij 
of Medicine. Both of the these courses do not go into 
their presentation phase until 2004 vvhich gives time to 
evaluate the use of standalone and computer based DVD 
players by Arts Faculty students. A218, for example, 
may use CD-ROM during the first half of the course life 
but may then convert its material to a mixed mode format 
containing both DVD-Video and DVD-ROM 
components during the second half of its presentation 
phase. 

6 Technical Issues 

6.1 Storage Limitations 

The most common DVD-ROM format in mass 
production today, DVD-9, consists of two data layers on 
one side of a disc, each layer holding around 4.5 GB. The 
S103 material requires over 13GB of data storage (text 
and softvvare: 4.5GB, TV programmes in MPEG-1: 4GB, 
video programmes: 4.8GB). The amount of data storage 
required by video material depends on the compression 
format adopted. Opting for higher data rates during 
compression results in larger data files but better image 
quality and the MPEG-1 fonnat (1 Mbits/sec) offers a 
reasonable data storage/image quality compromise. As 
there are no direct links fi"om the text material to the 
broadcast programmes, these vvill be put on a separate 
DVD-5 disc vvhich has one data layer. 

6.2 Video Encoding 

While MPEG encoding has yielded some impressive 
results, there is a problem in creating a forniat suitable 
for domestic DVD players and PC based softvvare 
players. Most PCs vvith DVD-ROM drives are shipped 
vvith softvvare DVD players and the various DVD 
authoring products have their ovvn softvvare players. 
Therefore, rather than relying on a vvide range of DVD 
players on student's machines, vve are likely to bundle 
our ovvn player vvith the DVD-ROM based material and 
install it on the studenfs PC. 

6.3 DVD Audio 

There is some ambiguity as to the most compatible 
fonnat for audio and the options include: Dolby (AC3) 5 
channel, Dolby Stereo, Dolby Mono, MPEG Audio 
stereo, MPEG Audio mono, PCM and advanced PCM. 

7 Conclusions 

The potential of DVD technologies has been ignored by 
most of the higher education sector, particularly in 
Europe. Some impressive educational developments 
based around DVD technologies are currently being 
undertaken by the Ohana Foundation and these are 
currently being tested in Havvaii schools 
(www.ohanalearning.org). As more Open University 
courses are presented on-line, the bandwidth available to 
most students in their home will plače constraints on the 
type of learning and teaching material which can be 
delivered on-line. There is a view in the University that 
we over produce our courses and that the constraints 
inherent in on-line delivery may force our course 
production processes to be more efficient. There is also 
ample evidence that non-broadcast audio-visual material 
and other computer-based teaching material which 
cannot be delivered on-line, does enhance the student's 
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leaming process. The hybrid system described in the fi RefercnCCS 
paper will alIow course teams to offer students a richer 
on-line leaming experience until a significant number of 
University students have access to broadband data H] Taylor J. (2001) DVD Demystified, McGravv-Hill. 
networks. 
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As part ofthe Virtual University of Finland, the Connet framework offers undergraduate courses in Cog-
nitive Science. The studies are rnainly organized as vveb-based courses or collaborative študent projects. 
In the basic studies component, a študent completes four one credit methodology courses and chooses a 
related assignment worth three credits for one of them. One of the methodology courses is entitled Net-
works in Learning Organization. It will be delivered entirely on the web, and it also will serve as a pilot 
course to help design other methodology courses. This paper v/ill first briefly discuss the theoretical foun-
dations of learning organizations and organizational learning. Then, we will review the role of networks as 
the technological foundation of a learning organization and continue by discussing the use of educational 
technology to support organizational learning and learn about it. Finally, we will describe the structure 
and the methods ofthe course and present topics that form the starting point far the discourse within the 

1 Introduction coUaborative software tools for communication within a 
given organization in ways that contribute towards devel-

A . f .u ^r . r TT • •. r T- 1 J .u r̂  opmcnt of that organization. For example, the course in-
As part or the Virtual University of Fmland, the Con- "̂  , . J ' ^ , , „ , • 

, t: 1 « J J , • r^ ,• troduces vanous CSCW (computer-supported collaborative 
net framevvork offers undergraduate courses m Cognitive , , , , , , \ ^ , , . , , 
„ . T ^ u . j - r J u u j work) and problem sol vrne tools, which the students are 
Science. The studies are mainly organized as vveb-based , , ^ , . , , , . 

„ , ,. , J , • , T- 1 asked to use to work on topics related to learning organiza-
courses or collaborative študent projects. For example, ^ e o 
in the basic studies component, a študent completes four 
one credit methodology courses and chooses a related as- j ^ e fact that network-based learning is learned via 
signment vvorth three credits for one of them. One of the network-based learning tools is of particular interest. The 
methodology courses is entided Networks in Learning Or- lea^ning by experience principle obviously fits the given 
ganization. It will be delivered entirely on the vveb, and ^^^^^^^ ^gn j ^ e students taking the course are required 
it also vvill serve as a pilot course to help design other ^̂  establish small heterogeneous groups. Thesegroups vvill 
methodology courses. ^^^^^ jP,gĵ  fictitious organizations, specify their goals, com-

For the students, the goal of the Netvvorks in Learning municate vvith organizations of their peer students, and de-
Organization course is to learn to utilize netvvork-based velop their own organizations further on. Students may also 
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use any available open problem solving tools to intensify 
their learning process. To add real life flavor, the students 
can also belong to several organizations at the same tirne. 

This paper will first briefly discuss the theoretical foun-
dations of learning organizations and organizational learn
ing. Then, we will revievv the rele of networks as the tech-
nological foundation of a learning organization and con-
tinue by discussing the use of educational technology to 
support organizational learning and learn about it. Finally, 
we will describe the structure and the methods of the course 
and present topics that form the starting point for the dis-
course within the course. 

2 Learning organizations and 
organizational learning 

The topic of learning organizations (and the related topic 
of organizational learning) has been widely discussed in 
management literature for more than twenty years, at least 
since Argyris & Schon (1978) published their seminal 
book Organizational Learning. The topic has been exten-
sively covered in books (Argyris & Schon, 1978 and 1996; 
Garvin, 2000; Garrat, 2000; Senge, 1990) and in compre-
hensive revievv articles (for example, Dodgson, 1993; Fiol 
&Lyles, 1985;Huber, 1991;Levitt&March, 1988;Robey, 
Boudreau & Rose, 2000). The purpose of this section is not 
to provide a comprehensive integrative review of the area 
but to highlight the most important findings that are impor-
tant in forming the foundation for the course described in 
this paper. 

As several authors (including Garvin, 1993 and Crossan, 
Lane, & White, 1999) point out, the active academic dis-
cussion on organizational learning and a learning organiza
tion has not been able to produce one consensus definition 
for this widely used term. Follovving Garvin (1993) and 
other influential authors in the field as cited below, we be-
lieve that at least the foUovving elements of organizational 
learning are important in understanding the nature of gen-
uine learning organizations (i.e., organizations that consis-
tently exhibit effective and efficient learning behaviors): 

1. In organizational learning, organizations observe their 
own behaviors and actions and modify them based on 
the feedback they receive from the environment with 
the natural goal of improving their performance. (Ar-
gyris, 1977; Fiol & Lyles, 1995). 

2. Organizational learning is a process of sharing of "in-
sights, knowledge, and mental models" (Stata, 1989), 
and it requires efficient and effective communication 
vvithin the organization. 

3. Organizational learning increases "the range of its po-
tential behaviors" (Huber, 1991), i.e., it improves the 
organization's ability to choose a proper behavior for 
a particular situation. 

4. Organizational learning is a continuous and never-
ending process (Garratt, 2000; Garvin, 1993). 

5. Organizational learning requires creativity and in 
vation. (Garvin, 1993). 

ino-

6. Organizational learning requires that the organization 
is capable of encoding the results of its learning in 
both behaviors (Fiol & Lyles, 1985) and repositories 
for conceptual understanding and factual knovvledge 
(Walsh & Ungson, 1991; Robey, Boudreau, & Rose, 
2000). The latter perspective links this issue immedi-
ately to the very popular topic of knovvledge manage
ment (Davenport & Prusak, 1997), and it seems obvi-
ous that any genuinely good learning organization is 
also competent in its knovvledge management activi-
ties. 

Crossan et al. (1999) provide interesting and impor
tant insights about organizational learning for our pur-
poses because they discuss extensively the linkage betvveen 
learning at the individual, group, and organizational lev
els. They specifically emphasize that organizational learn
ing is a multi-level process and it takes plače at aH of these 
three levels simultaneously. According to them, the links 
betvveen these levels are based on four social and psycho-
logical processes, vvhich they call intuiting, interpreting, 
integrating, and institutionalizing (Crossan et al 1999, p. 
525). Intuiting is an individual level process, interpreting 
forms a bridge betvveen the individual and group levels, 
integrating links the group and organizational levels, and 
finally, institutionalizing takes plače at the organizational 
level. Institutionalizing is the true organizational learning 
process in a sense that it is the only stage where learning 
vvill be embedded in the organizational systems, processes, 
and practices, but institutionalizing cannot take plače vvith-
out the previous stages, i.e., the processes that take plače at 
the individual and group levels. Thus, ali levels have to be 
taken into account also in pedagogical approaches utilizing 
organizational learning ideas. 

3 Communication Networks as a 
Foundation for Learning 
Organizations 

In their comprehensive revievv of the literature on the rela-
tionship betvveen organizational learning and Information 
technology, Robey et al. (2000) identify tvvo main streams 
of research: a) use of organizational learning methods and 
tools to learn about Information technology and b) the use 
of Information technology to support organizational learn
ing. From the perspective of creating a learning environ
ment for learning about learning organizations, the latter 
stream is clearly more interesting. In their discussion, 
Robey et al identify tvvo major (and intuitively obvious) 
ways information technology can be used to support orga
nizational learning (and thus learning organizations): 
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1. Information technology can be used for maintain-
ing organizational knowledge repositories and thus, 
supporting organizational memory. Again, the prac-
titioner literature on knowledge management (e.g., 
Davenport & Prusak,1997) is very closely linked to 
this topic. 

2. Information and communication technology can be 
used both for communication and discourse between 
individuals and groups within the organization and 
for access to the knowledge repositories. In addition, 
communication netvvorks support individual learning 
across organizational boundaries. 

4 Learning about Organizational 
Learning using Educational 
Technology 

A successful implementation of virtual courses and curric-
ula requires an explicit need and a well-defined objective. 
Educational technology is too complicated to be wasted 
for building applications or Information repositories with 
an unspecified educational goal. Compared to many other 
subject areas, the motivation for building a virtual course 
on Networks for Learning Organization is strongly related 
to the skills it builds. Summing up the elements of organi
zational learning, it is easy to dravv the goals of the course. 
A študent should 

Organizational knowledge repositories can, naturally, be 
maintained with a rich variety of technologies varying 
from relational database management systems for struc-
tured databases used for administrative Information sys-
tems to highly unstructured repositories of multimedia data 
maintained on a corporate intranet, vvhich can be based ei-
ther on open WWW technologies or on Lotus Notes or 
other similar proprietary technology. The types of tech
nologies that are appropriate for a specific organization de-
pend on a variety of factors (size, industry, technical exper-
tise, knovvledge intensity, etc), but it is essential that every 
organization explicitly recognizes the need to formally or-
ganize and maintain their knovvledge repositories so that 
they support the organization's learning goals. Experience 
from a variety of organizations suggests that particularly 
the efficient utilization of unstructured textual and multi
media data is very difficult, both because it is difficult to 
find strong enough incentives for organizational members 
to consistently contribute to the common repositories and 
because the interpretative processing of the repository con-
tents is often difficult and insufficient. 

It is important to note that the communication support 
that the networks provide takes plače at two different lev-
els: on one hand, they provide efficient access to factual 
knowledgeboth through individual (e.g., e-mail) and group 
(electronic conferencing) communication and through ac
cess to various knowledge repositories. On the other 
hand, they support the group level interpretative processes 
(Crossan et al 1999) by supporting one-to-one and group 
level discussion and debate. The structure Information sys-
tems provide for communication can be a vitally important 
part of efficient support for the organization's learning pro
cesses, although it is clear that individuals and groups do 
not always follow the structures systems create for them -
instead, they appropriate the tečhnology in ways that best 
supports their personal goals (DeSanctis & Poole 1994). 
Therefore, evaluating the fit betvveen the use of commu
nication technologies and organizational learning goals is 
important. 

1. experience herself as a member of a learning študent 
organization, vvhich is linked together by a communi
cation netvvork; 

2. be able to evaluate the tools applied in the netvvork; 
and 

3. analyze the learning process of the group. 

These goals are clearly hard to achieve by a regular 
material-based course, vvhether implemented in a tradi-
tional classroom setting or as a vveb-based Information 
package. Hence, rather than starting from a teacher's point 
of vievv, by providing a learner with extensive material on 
organizational learning, we should give him an experience 
of participating in a organizational learning process and ab-
sorbing the course's goals from inside. 

In educational technology literature, behaviorist meth-
ods have long been juxtaposed vvith constructivist learning 
environments (Boyle 1997; Jonassen et al. 2000). Hovv-
ever, even the latter often emphasize "objective" learning: 
a študent might learn a topic by seeking for Information in 
the World Wide Web or taking a role in a virtual world, be it 
a simulation or a MUD. Even learning environments vvhich 
involve a group of real learners exploring a real čase, like 
distributed cognition (Bell & Winn, 2000), are based on the 
objective approach stressing the distance betvveen a cogni
tive learner and the object to be studied, individually or as a 
coUaborative group. In experience-based learning, or par-
ticipatory learning, the approach is highly "subjective": one 
is learning the system he is in. The learning environment 
is not just a - potentially alienating - cognitive tool but a 
vvorld to be explored and learned; like a profession in the 
traditional system of apprenticeship. 

To learn, an apprentice needs a concrete assignment to 
vvork on. In the čase of learning to use netvvorks for orga
nizational learning, the concrete assignment consists of the 
follovving elements: 

- A learning organization. This could obviously be a 
group of students learning the same course at about 
the same time. 
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- A learning goal. The idea of a learning organization 
is to improve its performance; thus, the študent group 
selects a topic from a given list or develops a problem 
of its own. 

- A communication netvvork. The natural choice is to 
provide the študent group with CSCW software tools 
running over the Web. 

The similarity of organizational learning to problem-
based collaborative learning is evident. Hovvever, the prob-
lems of a learning organization are rarely explicitly speci-
fied, or closed, but rather blurred or fuzzy. This means that 
the group should not only improve the performance of an 
identified process or practice, but even recognize the prob-
lems by themselves. This means that they need to make use 
of a Creative problem solving tool. It is important that the 
students do notonly communicate with each other, sticking 
to their starting points, but are open to novel and innova-
tive approaches. To intensify this process, tools like idea 
generators are needed; for example, the IDEGEN software. 
These tools should be applied to the problem solving phase 
as well as its specification. 

However experience-oriented the organizational learn
ing process might be, the group involved has to be able 
to reflect the process afterwards. Hence, the students need 
tools to keep track of their learning process. The purpose of 
the organizational learning process should not be limited to 
just an improved performance but even a better capability 
to improve performance; a more efficient way of organiza
tional learning. Various tools for creating a collaborative 
learning diary could be applied; for example, Woven Sto-
ries (Harviainen et al. 1999). 

5 Structure and Methods 
In this section, we will discuss at a more detailed level the 
issues related to the implementation of the course and pro
vide a description of the structure that the course will fol-
low. 

The course will be structured as an organizational de-
velopment project in which students will be assigned into 
small teams that work together to solve problems closely 
related to the primary topic areas of the course. The prob
lems will be presented in the forms of small open-ended 
čase descriptions that have been designed to illustrate is
sues learning organizations are facing. For each instance 
of the course, the process will be synchronous and it will 
have a clear starting point and a well-defined end. 

The course will be structured as follows: 

1. At the tirne of the course registration, students pro
vide demographic and academic background informa-
tion. In addition, their pre-course attitudes tovvards 
and their initial ideas regarding soIutions to organiza
tional learning problems will be captured. 

2. The background Information and the data regarding 
the students' initial attitudes and solution models will 

be used to form heterogeneous teams of four or five 
students. The intention is to find heterogeneity not 
only in terms of gender, technical skills, professional 
experience, and academic background but also en-
sure that each team members' basic initial approach to 
solving organizational problems is not the same. We 
believe that some level of initial disagreement is ben-
eficial because it provides a fruitful starting point for 
a fuller exploration of the solution space. The extent 
to which the group formation will succeed depends, of 
course, on the initial heterogeneity of the študent pop-
ulation, but the interdisciplinary nature of the program 
should ensure sufficient diversity. 

3. The students will attend 2-3 initial background mod-
. uies ("lectures") that will be implemented in the vir-

tual environment but delivered synchronously. The 
purpose of these modules is to ensure that the partici-
pants have a sufficient understanding of the basic con-
cepts, fundamental goals, and the most important ex-
isting work in the area. The intention is not to provide 
model Solutions or teach approaches to problem solv
ing, but to provide an initial understanding of the work 
that the students can use as a resource while vvorking 
on their own problems. To the extent it is possible, 
links to the most important resources vvill be provided 
in the virtual environment (see the references of this 
paper for examples of seminal work in the area). 

4. Each team will be assigned a topic that has been iden
tified in the organizational learning literature to be a 
potential problem area. The next section vvill briefly 
discuss these topics. In addition to a brief textual de
scription, the teams vvill get a short čase that illustrates 
the nature of the problem in an organizational context. 
For each instance of the course, the problems vvill be 
categorized into problem families that provide natural 
linkages betvveen the teams. 

5. The teams vvill vvork on the problems using two dif-
ferent types of tools: a) a distributed learning envi
ronment such as Lotus Notes, TopClass, or WebCT, 
and b) a problem-solving support and idea generation 
tool such as IDEGEN described above. The directions 
given to the teams vvill focus mostly on outcomes and 
not on the process because the active discovery of the 
process is one of the most important learning objec-
tives of the entire course. An electronic log of the 
communication events vvill be maintained on both of 
the tools. In addition, the students vvill be asked to 
maintain a personal journal that includes their experi-
ences regarding the learning process. 

The outcomes of the problem-solving process vvill in-
clude the follovving elements: a) a definition and de
tailed Identification of the aspects of the problem; b) 
a conceptual analysis of the factors relevant for the 
problem based on existing literature; c) ravv results of 
the idea generation process; d) a description of solu-
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tion alternatives; and e) a detailed description of the 
selected solution with a carefully developed justifica-
tion for the selection. The final reports will be made 
available for ali students in the course. 

6. The analysis of the learning process is also a vitally 
important part of the learning process. After the teams 
have gone through the idea generation - solution se
lection process described above, they will be asked to 
review the electronic logs and their own personal jour-
nals in order to analyze the strengths and the weak-
nesses of their team as a learning organization with a 
strong focus on the reasons that affected the quality of 
the team's performance. Specifically, the teams are 
asked to make suggestions regarding the ways they 
could have improved their performance and avoided 
the problems they were facing during their work. 

7. In addition to the two team reports (solution report and 
analysis of the learning organization), the course vvill 
require an individual final examination that will be ad-
ministered as a mini-paper that requires the students to 
master not only the results of their own work but also 
the fundamental concepts introduced in the introduc-
tory lectures, a subset of the materials included in the 
course repository and, most importantly, in the work 
by the other teams. 

6 Potential Topic Areas for the 
Teams 

During the course, the topic areas that the project teams 
vvill be vvprking on vvill be expressed as problem descrip-
tions focusing on issues such as these: 

- Only few members of the organization actively con-
tribute to the organizational knowledge repositories. 

- Large amount of data is available in knowledge repos
itories but it is poorIy organized and not interpreted in 
the organizational context. 

- Large amount of Information is available, but the users 
ignore in their daily work the repositories in vvhich the 
Information is stored. 

- The organization suffers from a very strong 'Not In-
vented Here' -syndrome. 

- Best practices discovered within the organization are 
never shared with other members of the organization. 
In general, there is very little communication betvveen 
organizations' members. 

- The organization is very inflexible, reluctant to 
change, and demonstrates very little creativity. 

- The organization performs well in familiar situations 
but it has a very limited ability to adapt to new circum-
stances. 

- Emphasis on organizational learning has become a 
theme that surfaces occasionaIly as a special project, 
but the organization is not able to maintain a consis-
tent focus on learning. 

Ali these topic areas are very close to the core identity of 
organizational learning and learning organization (please 
see the discussion related to the nature of learning organi
zations above in Section 2). 

Please note that these comprise j ust a small subset of 
possible issues, and that the limited amount of space allows 
only brief, cursory descriptions of each of the topics. Ac-
tual problem descriptions will be significantly longer and 
they will, as discussed above, be accompanied with a brief 
čase that links the problem to the organizational context. 
Cases will come vvith instructions stating that the čase illus-
tration is not intended to provide an exhaustive description 
of the problem space. 

7 Future Research and Conclusion 
This course provides plenty of opportunities for future 
empirical research in this area. Although constructivist 
and experiential learning approaches are well-known and 
widely researched topics, in this čase the dynamic interac-
tion betvveen the topic area and the pedagogical approach 
form a unique combination that generates a lot of questions 
for future investigation. 

One of the interesting questions that can be explored 
with this course is the role of repositories and various types 
of repository components in this environment. How much 
will the materials available in the repositories be used in 
the formulation of the solutions to the problems and vvhich 
types of materials vvill be used most? What is the value 
of materials from one course instance to the participants of 
later instances and are the courses able to build on the top 
of material developed by previous participants? With the 
future course instances, it vvill be possible to manipulate 
the availability of the various types of repository materials 
and evaluate the effect this has on the nature of the learning 
process. 

Another interesting area for further exploration is the in-
terteam communication: In this paper, we have only briefly 
referred to the interaction betvveen the teams, but vve be-
lieve that building incentive mechanisms to encourage this 
may have an important impact on the learning process 
through vvhich vve might also be able to model some of the 
knovvledge transfer processes. What are the mechanisms 
that truly encourage cooperation between the teams and 
hovv vvill this cooperation affect the learning results? Fi-
nally, the course vvill provide an interesting opportunity to 
evaluate the relationship and the linkage betvveen the ušes 
of the various tools, in this čase a traditional collaboration 
support tool and a tool for idea generation support. 

The core idea of the course Netvvorks in Learning Or
ganizations vvill be the use of a learning organization to 
learn about organizational learning and learning organiza-
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tions. In this topic area, it is vitaliy importantand beneficia! 
to apply the principles of constructivist and experiential 
learning approaches because they (particularly experiential 
learning) are very close to the fundamental issues of the 
fieid. In the same way passive repositories of knowIedge 
do little good to any organization if they are not actively 
linked to the life of the organization, traditiona! repository 
based approaches to learning are not effective in teaching 
students the core concepts of learning organizations. We 
believe that the planned course that places the integration 
of intellectual activity and practical experience of the stu
dents to the center of the process will provide them with a 
deep and long-lasting understanding of the use of networks 
for building learning organizations. 
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As part of the Finnish Virtual University, the vniversities in the east of Finland offer high 
school students an opportimity to obtain their first 15 university credits of Computer Science 
over the Web. A t the University of Joensuu, the courses consist of three parts: General 
Introduction to Computers (three credits), Inlroduction to Computer Science (five credits), and 
Programming (seven credits). Instruction is almost entirely given over the Web. The students 
folloM' a schedule given in the web sile, learn the related chapters from their textbooks, and 
return the exercises by strict deadlines. 

The students live as far as a hiindred kilometers a\vayfrom the university, and their local high 
schools have not been able to hire any gualifiedprogramming teachers. Wefound a solution to 
this problem by organizing on-line teachers at the university to answer students' guestions, 
and assigning tutors, who had hardly any experience in programming, to encourage the 
students al the local schools. To intensif' the learning outcomes, we are planning to use three 
different learning tools in the web-based course environment: Excel, Jeliot and BlueJ. Each of 
them can be usedfor understanding a given program visually. In particular, the environments 
serve as virtual laboratories for real problems: the students can study their o\vn programs. 

At the Universit}' of Joensuu, the course slarted in August 2000. Out of the 80 enrolled 
students, more than 65 were active after the first three months. Altogether, the course will last 
for 16 months. Students' activity and commitment to their studies indicate that the approach 
chosen to teach programming has proved to be efficient. 

1. Virtual Computer Science Studies 
In Finland, the Ministry of Education is funding a 
three-year project to establish the Finnish Virtual 
University during the years 2001-2003. One particular 
goal in the project is to develop new methods for 
science education. The three universities in the east of 
Finland (University of Joensuu, University of Kuopio 
and Lappeenranta University of Technoiogy) work 
jointly in the Virtual University project: One of the 
concrete objectives is to create a vveb-based learning 
environment for introductor/ computer science, 
intended for high school students. From the research 
perspective of educational technology and computer 
science education, this task is particularly challenging. 

We have aimed at designing a solid model for building 
the environment. 

The project is called "Virtual Certificate", indicating 
that high school students can obtain 15 credits of 
Computer Science studies in one and a half years time 
via the Internet (Haataja et al. 2001). In the Finnish 
university system, each credit equals 40 hours of 
studying; 160 credits are required for the Master's 
degree. Therefore, after passing aH the 15 credits of 
the program, a študent has completed the first year of 
Computer Science studies. Moreover, if a študent 
passes the program with a grade 2/3, she is free to 
enter the university as a Computer Science major 
študent. Almost ali teaching is done via the Internet 
because the students come from ali around the district 

mailto:arto.haataja@cs.joensuu.fi
mailto:jarkko.suhonen@cs.joensuu.fi
mailto:erkki.sutinen@cs.joensuu.fi
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of North Karelia in the east of Finland. We have 
minimized the need for face-to-face teaching 
situations so that the students do not have to waste 
their tirne and money by traveling from their home to 
the university. 

The most important part of our project is to give 
students good programming skills. Hence, our 
emphasis is to make the learning of programming as 
smooth as possible. One essential part of the project is 
tutor-teachers in the high schools and on-line tutors in 
the university. Particularly in the programming 
courses these tutors can give a very valuabie 
contribution to the learning process. Most of the 
courses, including programming courses, have a 
similar structure: students have material to work with, 
they do weekly assignments, and their learning 
outcomes are evaluated in an exam. Hovvever, we have 
tried to add some flavor to the studies by employing a 
few other teaching methods such as follows: 

• Group activities. Some courses will be 
implemented so that the students work in small 
groups. We hope that this would encourage 
students to vvork collaboratively, and would bring 
about interaction into the learning process. 

• Learning by writing. Students compose an essay 
on a certain subject. This is hopefully done in co-
operation with local newspapers: the students will 
be reporting on what they learn. 

• Netbus Consulting. A bus with an Internet 
connection will visit each school for a few hours. 
A Question & Ansvver session vvill be organized, 
as well as individuai consulting. 

• Days at campus. To make the students feel 
themseives as members of the academic 
community, they, are invited to the campus for 
four days during their studies. 

• Camp at campus. A theoretical course on 
algorithm vvill be arranged at campus, as a one-
week intensive period. 

2. Description of Introductory 
Programming Courses 

In general, the basic structure of introductory 
programming course is similar to the other courses. 
We chose Java as our teaching language because the 
graphical Java-applets provide more interesting and 
exciting ways to learn programming than standard 
text-based programming languages do. Basically, our 
method of teaching the programming is vei-y simple. 
The students have got learning materials and weekly 
assignments to vvork with, and the students' own 
contribution to the learning process is essential. The 
študent must have 1/3 of the assignments completed if 
she wants to take part in the exam. Furthermore, by 
doing extra exercises she can achieve bonus points for 
grade of the course. The purpose of the weekly 
assignments is to make the students understand the 

basic and most important aspects of introductory 
programming. We think that learning by doing is the 
most efficient way to accomplish it (Dewey 1918). In 
the follovving chapters, we describe our methods for 
teaching introductory programming in more detail. 

2.1 Learning Material 
One of the most important principles of the teaching 
model is joining together the printed learning material, 
i.e. textbooks, and the material on the web. The 
textbook gives detailed knowledge of the domain to 
the students while vveb materials support the learning 
process. The Web-material provides an overview of 
the programming domain, as well as examples of 
programming to support the textbook material in a 
meaningful way. With the web-material, the študent 
can easily vvork out the different concepts and their 
relationships in the course. We hope that in this vvay, 
the web-material vvill provide a specific mental map of 
the programming concepts. In addition, the vveb-
material divides the domain in logical parts so the 
students are given the opportunity to concentrate on a 
certain subject at a time. Hence, one programming 
course consists of smaller units and in every unit there 
are exercises to vvork vvith. By splitting the course into 
smaller units, vve can control the learning process in a 
sophisticated vvay so that the Information flovv does 
not get too stressful. We are using the WebCT' 
platform as our learning environment, but ali vveb-
materials are designed to function independently. 

As the web-material is providing ali the crucial parts 
of the programming domain, vve use the course books 
to give detailed Information to the students. This way 
vve can link the web-material and textbooks together 
so that the potential of these tvvo media is efficiently 
used to support the learning process. We can be quite 
sure that academic programming textbooks give 
accurate and deep knovvledge about the subjects in 
hand. In the web-material, vve are able to concentrate 
on providing examples, pictures, animations etc. to 
support the learning process in multiple ways. 

http://wvvw.webct.com 

http://wvvw.webct.com
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This way, we can focus our attention to enriching the 
learning process and we do not have to write ali the 
detailed Java programming issues ourselves. Example 

of the learning material used in a programming course 
can be seen in figure 1. 

^ '••'• ••• •• • v,H,iii,i i! i i!"i! ' i l i3'i i i i i^'r' lHi|i 

: ALKU' !viikk'at,viikko2 viikkd3, 'viikko4;;' viikkoS,.iiviikkd6" 

llvUkkoZ viikkoS Viikko9yiikk6l0.viikkoil<viikkoi2 Šervletit,, 

:iLis^ksi'tehtavi^'iltpjen iibksiii 

Tel^ikeirtat,,|lllHiil'!*'''*f 

JlliiiiPilft 

Hiiri-ohjelma jossa toiminto 
mouseMoved ja mouseDragged 

Liikuta hiirta appletin kohdalla 

Ylla olevassa appletissa on kaytetty metodia mouseMoved, joka reagoi hiiren liikkeisiin. 
Vastaavasti on olemassa mouseDragged, joka reagoi hiiren raahaamiseen. 

Mikali halutaan toiminnot mouseMoved ja mouseDragged, niin tehdaan ohjelmaan 
seuraavat lisaykset • 

//Otetaan kajttoon rajapinta MouseMotionListener 

//Lisataan kuuntelija addMouseMotionListener(this); 
addMouseMotionLis1ener(this); 

//Lisataan metodit mouseMoved ja mouseDragged 

Figure 1: Snapshot of the web-based learning material used in the project 

2.2 Tutor-Teachers 
Another crucial aspect of our teaching strategy is the 
tutor-teachers. These teachers work at local high 
schools and their main contribution to the project is to 
prpvide mental support for the students. Because the 
tutors are not necessarily computer science 
professionals, they are not capable of teaching 
programming to the youngsters. We rely on the ability 
of the tutors to contribute the learning process by 
providing pedagogical know-how for the use of the 
students. For this reason, the tutor may choose the 
working methods and timetables during the courses by 
herself There are a few other minor obligations for the 
tutor, but mostly she may organize the activities in 
schools rather freely. 

2,3 On-line Tutors 
Because the high school teachers lack computer 
science knowledge, an on-line tutoring system had to 
be set up. On-line tutors work at the university and 
their main responsibility is to go through the students' 
ansvvers to the weekly assignments. After the 
assessment, the on-line tutor gives feedback to the 
students. In the feedback, the tutor can teli ali the good 
or bad parts of the answers. We hope that this way, the 
on-line tutor can give crucial hints and instructions to 
the students about the things to which they should pay 
attention in the next assignments. When aH the 
assignments have been assessed and the feedback has 
been given, the tutor at the university gives out the 
model Solutions for the assignments. 

After the "correct" ansvvers have been given out, we 
hope that the students would look up the solutions and 
compare them to their own answers. ]n this way (with 
model ansvvers and feedback) the students can reflect 
the good and bad aspects of the solution to the 
problem in hand (Polya 1958). We have made it clear 
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that the 'model solutions are just one way to solve a 
given problem. Ali that really matters is that the 
ansvver gives an appropriate solution to the problem. 
In some cases, we have directly used the students' 
answers as model solutions. We hope that this 
encourages students to really concentrate on finding 
the solutions to the programming problems. 

programming. At the same tirne, the tutor-teachers' 
resources in some schools were too low so the 
students did not get the necessary support during the 
critical periods in the courses. Stili, there has been a 
group of students, altogether about 40, who have been 
capable of handling their high school studies, as well 
as our studies successfully. 

Another important task of the on-line tutor is to give 
instant help for those students who need it. Students 
can use e-mail or bulletin board messages to contact 
the tutor. In the project, our aim is to answer the 
questions as quickly as possible so that the upcoming 
problems do not disturb the learning process. After the 
course, the on-line tutor corrects and grades the 
exams. Our opinion is that the tutor gets a good idea of 
the students' leve! of understanding of the subject 
covered during the course. 

3. What We Learned about 
Teaching Programming over the 
Net 

For us the development of distance education studies 
has been a fairly new experience. We knew that the 
programming part of our studies could be a difficult 
one. In some cases, we have managed well and the 
students' opinions towards it have been mainly 
positive. The assignments and learning materials have 
inspired the students to work hard vvith their studies. 
This can be seen in the students' ansvvers to the 
exercises, which in many cases have been of high 
quality. In fact, one of the first big surprises was that 
the majority of the students accomplished over 70 % 
of ali the assignments. Under normal circumstances, 
university students' first aim is to get 1/3 of the 
exercises done so they can take the exam. 

We assumed that this was to happen vvith our students, 
too. In some cases we had to ask them to slow down 
with the assignments because the students were 
complaining about the amount of assignments per 
week. We pointed out that there was no need for them 
to accomplish ali of the assignments. We think the 
reason for the amount of returned assignments derives 
from the learning culture in high schools. Often ali the 
work at high school is compulsory to the students and 
learning is measured, for example, by the amount of 
exercises completed. Therefore, students do not work 
with their assignments in order to learn. They do the 
assignments to prove that they are capable of keeping 
up vvith the studies. 

Another quite disturbing discovery vvas the fact that 
the students had in some cases over 35 hours of high 
school studies a week. By taking our courses, the 
students' vvorkload became far too heavy. For some 
students this led to a situation vvhere they had to quit 
our studies. They simply did not have any time to 
concentrate on rather a complicated domain like 

4. How to Intensify the Learning 
Outcomes? 

During the "Virtual Certificate" project, it has been 
clear that out method of teaching programming is not 
effective for ali kinds of learners. To make the 
learning process as efficient as possible, we are 
planning to use the foUovving methods: interactive 
visual tools, adaptive learning materials and intensive 
collaboration. 

4.1 Visual Tools 
Visualization has long been an important pedagogical 
tool in CS education. The use of the vveb and 
interactive animations provide opportunities to expand 
the availability of visualization-based teaching and 
learning tools. We have been experimenting BlueJ, 
Jeliot and Excel. Each of them can be used for 
understanding a given program visually. In particular, 
the environments serve as virtual laboratories for real 
problems: the students can study their ovvn programs. 

4.1.1 BlueJ 
BlueJ' is a visual programming environment designed 
for teaching and learning object-oriented 
programming using Java as the implementation 
language (Kolling 2000). The environment is 
specifically designed to support object-oriented 
programming in the beginners' courses (Kolling & 
Rosenberg, 2001). BlueJ is based on the Blue system. 
Blue is an integrated application merging an object-
oriented language and an object oriented development 
environment, generated at Sydney University and 
Monash University, Australia. The implementation 
language for the Blue system vvas C++. BlueJ is an 
environment that offers an almost identicai platform to 
Blue, but vvith Java as the supported programming 
language. The system runs on ali knovvn Java 2 
platforms (Kolling & Rosenberg 2001). 

The environment is designed to enable the use of the 
"objects first" approach in Java, helping students to 
develop understanding of object-oriented concepts, 
such as objects and classes, message passing, method 
invocation and parameter passing. The aim is to 
concentrate on solving programming problems 
vvithout becoming distracted by the mechanics of 
compiling, executing and testing Java programs. 
Hence, the teacher can present the object-oriented 

http://bluej.monash.edu 
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concepts before teaching the non-trivial facts 
concerning the traditional use of Java. For exaiTiple, 
the "main" method in Java includes various 
complicated concepts such as static, puhlic, void, 
str ing, arrays <md parameters. 

In addition, the BlueJ environment provides some 
tools for handhng Java programs: an integrated visual 
debugger, support for generating and executing 
applets and an export function that can create 
executablejarfiles. 

With BlueJ, the teacher can choose the appropriate 
timing for such concepts to be presented in the course. 
Furthermore, the system gives a visual presentation of 
classes and objects created. These are presented so 
that the students can actually see, for example, the 
relationship between different objects (Kolling & 
Rosenberg 2000). 

4.1.2 Jeliot 
Jeliot animates algorithms or programs written in the 
Java programming language by visualizing data 
structures as graphical objects that move smoothly. 
Jeliot aims at automatic animation, i.e. the user 
submits a plain algorithm and Jeliot generates the 
visual presentation (animation) of the algorithm 
(Lattu, Meisalo & Tarhio 2000). Jeliot is basedon a 
theater metaphor. 

onssBH jšm 

impoLt ^ e l i o c . i o . * ; 

puhlic ciass Random { 

puhlic static void main() { 

int n = 6; 

int[ ] ai.Lay = neu int[n]; 

int 1, :, tmp; 

// initialize ai:i:ay 

foc (i = 0; 1 < n; -f+i) { 

ari:ay[i] = i; 

} 

// randomize array 

for (1 = n-1; i > 0; — i ) { 

: = (mt) (Ilath. Eanilom() * i) 

cmp = a r i : a y [ i ] ; 

a rLay[ i ] = a rLay[3] ; 

arLay[3] = tmp; 

} 

innziiiLz:zniiimM^2SEm 

array f 

| 5 j 

I 2 I 

tmp 

•4-

f\:'f-

'•;„'?;-

' i^^ij^ 
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Figure 2: Jeliot 2000 animation environment 

The algorithm given by the user is a script in a play 
where the variables are acting the roles. The user is the 
director of the play controlling, for example, the speed 
of the presented animation (Lahtinen, Sutinen & 
Tarhio 1998). Jeliot is used with a Java-capable Web 
brovvser and the application can be utilized in distance 
education context such as "Virtual Certificate. 

high school students (Ben-Ari, Levy & Uronen, 2000). 
The emphasis of Jeliot 2000 is on program animation, 
which demonstrates the execution of input-output, 
assignment, selection and loop statements. Animation 
of higher lever data structures and of algorithms is not 
necessar/ on high school level. Example of the 
students' interface at Jeliot 2000 can be seen in 
figure2. 

Jeliot 2000 is the newest version of Jeliot and it is 
intended for teaching computer science especially to 

The main features and modifications introduced in 
Jeliot 2000 are (Ben-Ari, Levy & Uronen, 2000): 
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• A single window is displayed with two panels, 
one for the source code and the other for the 
animation 

• Al! the variables are animated uniformIy 
• Expression evaluation and control decisions are 

animated 
• The only controls are the familiar VCR-Iike ones 
• Text input-output is animated 
• Jeliot 2000 is a single Java application 
• Simplified user interface 

Jeliot 2000 is implemented in Java using version 1.2,2 
of the SDK. Jeliot 2000 is complete in that it animates 
ali the constructs of the programs it accepts, but the 
current implementation is limited in the language 
constructs it supports. Jeliot 2000 is distributed freely 
at: http://stwww.weizmann.ac.il/g-cs/benari/vis.htin 

4.1.3 Excel Animations 
We have also been studying how to prepare 
animations of simple algorithms with Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet program. Excel offers a light, adaptive 
and inspiring platform for creating visualizations of 
various needs in CS (Rautama, Sutinen & Tarhio 
1997). A teacher can prepare visualizations for 
teaching, or the visualizations can be študent 
assignments. Two standard features of Excel, i.e. data 
visualization and macro programming with VBA, 
provide together an easy-to-use environment for 
animating algorithms. The animation is seen as 
updating charts representing the data structures of the 
algorithm. However, the basic scheme can be 
enhanced in many ways. Besides macros, Excel has 
three layers: workbook, object and chart. By 
combining these features with a WBA program, it is 
possible to produce interesting animation features 
(Dybdahl, Sutinen & Tarhio 1998). Additionally, the 
drawing tools and textboxes in Excel have proved to 
be very useful in constructing animations. 

In the Excel environment, the user starts from a rough 
idea and he approaches a satisfactory solution step-by-
step with the help of the feedback of the system by 
adjusting and improving the visualization. It has been 
proved that Excel provides the students an easy 
entrance into the world of algorithms (Rautama, 
Sutinen & Tarhio 1997). The students start from 
simple programs or concepts and visualize them with 
Excel. After this they can compile more complicated 
algorithms and animate them with more advanced 
systems like Jeliot. Jeliot and Excel have been 
successfully experimented in computer science 
courses in the University of Helsinki'. 

^ Excel animations, 
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/research/aaps/excel/ 

4.2 Adaptive Learning Material 
During the two programming courses, we noticed 
some difficulties in the learning processes of the 
students. Especially during the first programming 
course, we detected that our learning material was not 
sufficient for the needs of different learners. Students 
complained that the learning material was focused on 
wrong things. It was important for us to offer the 
students a smooth start. And that vvas the reason why 
we concentrated too much on the easy part of the 
course to get things going on. We thought that if the 
beginning went well we could speed up the pace. In 
some cases this led to a situation vvhere some parts of 
programming, for example while-loops, were not 
understood correctly. It could be that the easy start led 
some students to believe that our studies vvere not so 
demanding. The exam at the end of the course showed 
this very clearly. There were students who managed 
very well, but there were also students whose 
performance was fairly poor. Next year we are going 
to emphasize more those aspects of the course that 
appeared to be especially difficult for the students. 

One rather clear absence in our model of teaching is 
the fact that our web-based learning environment does 
not pay attention to the needs of different students. For 
example, the learning materials and exercises are the 
same to ali students. In this situation, it is difficult to 
come up with learning materials and exercises that are 
suitable for the use of ali kinds of students. It was very 
clear that certain assignments were too difficult for 
some students, and at the same tirne other students 
found them to be too easy and they got frustrated. This 
leads us to a clear conclusion; we have to provide 
different materials and exercises for different kind of 
students. One can say that the learning environment 
should be adaptive for the needs of different learners 
(BrusiIovsky 1999). 

4.3 Collaboration 
Modem learning theories emphasize the value of 
discussion and collaboration in the learning process 
(Slavin 1990). We have found that discussing 
programming concepts is almost impossible in the 
normal bulletin board format. In face-to-face learning 
situations, it is easy to point out the different parts of 
the code, However, specifying the problem in written 
format only is not a trivial task. As the code gets 
longer, the difficulties become even more obvious. We 
are sure that a collaboration tool for teaching 
programming should provide the means for presenting 
or pointing out the parts of the program that are under 
discussion. When we think further, the next step 
vvould be an environment where students can write 
and compile programs together. They could discuss or 
point out the most important aspects of the code in 
hand at the same time. 

http://stwww.weizmann.ac.il/g-cs/benari/vis.htin
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/research/aaps/excel/
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5 Discussion 
The purpose of this paper is to shortly describe our 
experiences in delivering the introductory 
programming studies over the net. Our project is going 
on firmly, and at the moment, we are planning the next 
phase, vvhich will start in autumn 2001. We are aware 
that our method of teaching programming needs to be 
improved in certain issues. On the other hand, we 
believe that the general principle of delivering the 
studies is vvorking rather well. There are some crucial 
issues to deal with, but our intention is to enhance the 
implementation of the studies as described in the 
previous chapter. 

During the project, some rather interesting subjects for 
future research have arisen. One interesting discovery 
is that our students are eager to give frank feedback 
about ali aspects of the project. Because the feedback 
has been mainly pertinent, we have been able to 
change certain approaches in the project. For example, 
the tirne limits of the weekly assignments have been 
modified according to the opinions of our students. 
We feel that this kind of chat-like intensive feedback 
can help the development and implementation of 
distance education projects. Another subject is how to 
combine face-to-face leaming situations with distance 
education as efficiently as possible. In the future, the 
need for maximizing the balance between face-to-face 
and distance education will be of great interest for 
business and academic communities. 
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The U. W.B. has developed an information and database syslem, supporting the internal Credit Accumulation 
and Transfer System (CA TS). The syslem primarily supports an on-line študent registration to courses within 
the framework of the existing limetable, and fiirther provides a support for designing and filing study 
programmes, timetables, študent records, agenda of admission and alumni etc. We give a survey of basic 
features ofthe system and ofthe history ofits development and we present basic rules ofthe internal CA TS that 
have to be followed by eveiy instilution that wants to adopt the system. The system has been already installed at 
5 furlher Universities in the Czech Republic. 

1 Introduction 
In 1992, after the substantial political changes in East 
European countries, the management ofthe University of 
West Bohemia in Pilsen (UWB) decided to reorganize 
the traditional system of studies at the University in 
terms of a credit accumulation and transfer system 
(CATS). The main reasons for the reorganization were to 
provide students more flexibility in building their 
individual curricula, and to meet the (expected) growing 
demand on študent mobility and compatibility of the 
internal system with the EU standards (ECTS). Based on 
the structure of the university, which is unique in the 
country for its high percentage of classes shared by 
students from different faculties, it was decided that the 
internal credit accumulation and transfer system (CATS) 
under development shall have uniform rules across ali 
faculties of the University. This allows much more 
flexibility for the faculties to develop more 
interdisciplinary study programmes, and for the students 
to build their own individual curricula. This solution also 
allows much better efficiency of the courses, but at the 
same tirne it brings much more demand on the 
administrative and organizational aspects of running such 
a system. 

2 The goals ofthe project 
The UWB CATS is designed to meet the following main 
goals: 
• compatibility with ECTS, 
• uniformity of rules at ali faculties, providing 

necessary conditions for development of 
interdisciplinary courses and programmes, 

• high flexibility, allovving to describe various study 
programmes offered by individual departments in an 
uniform language of credit transfer system, 

• accessibility of ali courses for students of ali 
faculties (of course vvithin certain prerequisity and 
capacity constraints), 

• measurability of teaching load at individual 
departments as a data for internal budgeting at the 
University. 

The main goal of the database system is to provide an 
organizational and administrative support to this system 
of study for 
• students (on-line registration to courses and exams, 

access to timetable, curricula, syllabi and further 
information). 

mailto:rviacek@kma.zcu.cz
http://zcu.cz
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• faculties (študent records, computerized check of 
fulfillment of the requirements by every individual 
študent and further standard outputs), 

• departments (offer and advertising of courses, 
Information about students enrolled to courses, 
agenda of exams and of registration to thein), 

• persons responsible for timetabeling (support for 
creating the timetable by providing free room search 
and collision checking), 

• internal accreditation board as a part of the internal 
quality assurance system. 

• aH individual faculty members (timetable 
Information, lists of students registered to courses, 
search for free rooms etc.) 

3 The environment: administrative, 
technical as well as financial 
constraints 

At present, the UWB has approx. 11000 full time 
students, enrolled at 7 faculties: 
• Faculty of Apllied Sciences, 
• Faculty of Economics, 
• Faculty of Electrical Engineering, 
• Faculty of Humanities, 
• Faculty of Education, 
• Faculty of Law, 
• FacultyofMechanical Engineering. 

The multidisciplinarity of the University gives very high 
requirements on flexibility of the CATS such that the 
language of the CATS allows ali departments to describe 
their specific requirements and needs in an uniform and 
algoritmizable way. 

The team of the University computing centre was 
succesful in the last years in obtaining several grant 
projects. Thanks to this success the University has a 
relatively very modem and efficient internal computer 
network. 

It was evident already from the first outline of the 
designed CATS that the related administrative tasks 
cannot be resolved vvithout a specialized database 
Information system. After a short search it was clear that 
no eligible software product is available. That is why the 
database group of the University computing center 
commenced development of our own Information system 
that would match the specific needs of the UWB. 

4 The Project Life Cycle 
System design and development is supported by Oracle 
ČASE tool - Oracle Designer. This tool consists of four 
components, namely Process Modeling, Systems 
Modeling, Systems Design and Systems Generation, and 
it supports structured analysis (Vourdon 1989). 

However, it was clear already from the first steps of the 
analysis of the problem that the classical structured 
project life cycle is not the right method in this čase, 
since it is not possible to complete the abstract paper 
model in reasonable real time. A university with seven 
relatively independent faculties is a very specific 
environment in which a detailed description of the 
behavior of an Information system is impossible before 
its implementation as a coUection of programs. There are 
many important potential users of the system at the 
university, and since many of them have their own 
opinion on many features of the university life, it is very 
difficult to find an approach that is simple enough to be 
implementable, but at the same time general enough to 
yield a common algorithm, acceptable for ali parties. 
These difficulties with implementation of Information 
systems at Universities are described in (Vrana et. al. 
1999). 

The prototyping life cycle or also iteration life cycle 
(Vourdon 1989, Lacko 1994, Richta & Sochor 1996) is a 
method that is recommended in such cases, and the 
Information system supporting CATS was developed 
with its use. 

At first, the context diagram and the decomposition of 
the systeiTi must be done. Based on the results of the 
decomposition, the so-called kernel of the Information 
system (i.e., the minimal content of the prototype, 
meeting the main goals of the system) is determined. The 
first phase of development of the system then covers 
creating the prototype as a functioning system that covers 
the kernel and possibly some further features. The second 
phase comprises further iterations (or, so-called 
expansion) of the prototype. 

The general functions of the kernel have to be defined by 
the users, while details of functions are usually specified 
by the project manager. Oracle Designer offers three 
tools for system modeling: 

• Entity Relationship Diagrammer, 
• Function Hierarchy Diagrammer, 
• Dataflovv Diagrammer. 

Major emphasis must be given on the analysis of the data 
at the prototyping stage, since changes of the data 
structure are much more complicated than changes in 
functions later on. Entity Relationship Diagrammer 
supports creating E-R-A models (e.g. Connolly et. al. 
1995) evolved from work by Chen. 

In our čase, the primary task (the prototype of the 
system) consisted in an on-line študent registration to 
courses within an existing timetable, with a possibility of 
Interactive reaction of faculties and departments on the 
development of the registration. This goal was met by the 
first version of the system, which was installed in 1994. 
Grovving demand from the academic community for 
further functions and features resulted in a continuous 
development of the system within the existing data 
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structure. These expansions of the prototype were based 
on the solid-state database model. 

In 1995, the continuous grovvth of the amount of 
functions supported by the system resulted in necessity 
of designing a new database structure and developing a 
second version of the system. It is interesting that the 
main motivation for creating a new data model was not 
an immediate need for a new function, but a very long 
response tirne (which in peak hours was sometimes more 
than 3 minutes). Within the existing structure, new 
settings of Oracle system parameters helped to shorten 
the response tirne only about 30% which was insufficient 
(the data model of the prototype was, as the analysis of 
real system, correct, but it did not take into account the 
future functions over the database). 

5 The project actual state 
At present the University is running third version of the 
system, which has been already in routine operation for 4 
years. In peak hours, the system is able to serve up to 300 
users working on the data on-line in parallel with 
response tirne at most 1 second. 

At present the system consists of the core module - study 
agenda, and two cooperating modules - agenda of 
admission and enroUment^ procedures, and agenda of 
graduates and alumni. 

System design and development are supported by Oracle 
ČASE tool - Oracle Designer. System ERA model 
consists of UO entities, 1132 attributes and 120 
elationships. 

Available functions cover the folovving areas: 
students (20) 
courses and syllabi (6) 
timetable(15) 
study programmes and specializations (3) 
curricula (5) 
examinations (8) 
standard print outputs (31) 
študent registration to courses and to examintions (8) 
anonymous browsing of selected Information (19) 
admission procedures (35) 

agenda of graduates and alumni (24) 
other system ahd support functions (20) 

altogether: 194 functions 
Under preparation is a quality evaluation module for 
automatic generation, evaluation and statistical analysis 
of študent feedback questionnaires 

The system development is from the beginning based on 
Oracle development tools and Oracle database. At UWB 
we are now using Oracle 8i server (version 8.1.6) and on 
the client side Oracle Developer (version 6). At present, 

the system has about 15000 users. 

System security is based on Oracle roles, grants and "fme 
grained access control". This means that the system 
administrator has a possibility to decide vvhich functions 
and vvhich data are accessible for particular users. For 
example, it is possible to restrict the access for users 
'faculty', 'department' to their own records only. This 
solution is very flexible and it allows the system 
administrator to parametrize the system according to 
specific requests of the university. 

Users login data including password are trasmitted in 
encrypted form. The system itself does not encrypt data 
transmision, but encryption of ali data trasmission can be 
achieved by extending the system with the Oracle 
Advanced network security component. 
System documentation is available at http://stag.zcu.cz 
Anonymous brovvsing of selected Information is also 
web-based and it is available at 
http://stag.zcu.cz/prohlizeni 

6 An analysis of the results of the 
project and of its impact on the 
institution 

At the beginning of the project, a part of the academic 
community was reluctant to the new ideas and challenges 
of the system. The scepticism culminated in the third 
year of the project (i.e. approx. in 1995), when already a 
lot of work had been invested (especially as concerns 
filling the system with data), but due to some technical 
problems (insufficient capacity of some connections, 
continuous development of the system) the impact of the 
system on simplification of the routine everyday work of 
the comrnunity was stili insufficient. At present the 
system is an integral part of the academic life of the 
University and many of its features are considered by the 
academic community as a common and obvious part of 
their work. 

7 Further developments 
At present, a next, fourth version of the system is being 
developed. The need for a new version was evocated by 
• the new University law of the Czech Republic, 

which has been valid since 1999 and which changed 
many circumstances, 

• requirements and needs of other Universities in the 
Czech Republic, who are running the system in their 
specific conditions. 

In the new version, the client-server communication will 
be restricted only to a few users with highest rights in the 
system. AH functions that are accessible to a wide part of 
the academic community (students, teachers, 
departments) will be web-based. Under a cooperation 
with the Prague branch of Lucent Technologies, the 
development team is designing selected system functions 
to be accessible via voice-modem. 

http://stag.zcu.cz
http://stag.zcu.cz/prohlizeni
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There are two database companies in the Czech Republic 
(Pragodata, Magion) who have deveioped information 
systems for Universities covering aH fields (economics, 
budgeting, human resources etc.) except for study 
agenda. In cooperation with them, the new version is 
being designed to be compatible with both these systems 
such that there will be a coniplex information system for 
Universities available. The outcome of the cooperation 
with these companies will be available also on 
commercial basis. 

8 Applicability to other institutions 
Due to its flexibility and universality, the system can be 
used at any institution that has organized study 
programmes and courses in terms of a credit transfer 
system, or who intend to introduce an interna! CATS. 

The UWB is willing to provide the system to other 
academic institutions. At present, the system has been 
installed at four Universities in the Czech Republic: at 
Palacky University in Olomouc, at the University of 
South Bohemia in Ceske Budejovice, at the University of 
Ostrava, at the Technical University at Pardubice and at 
Jan Evangelista Purkyne University in Usti nad Labem 

In Ostrava and in Ceske Budejovice the system is already 
in routine operation for second academic year, the 
Universities in Olomouc, in Usti nad Labem and 
Pardubice are filling the system with data. Four flirther 
institutions are preparing technical conditions for 
installation. The dissemination of the system within 
academic institutions at the Czech Republic is partially 
financially supported by the Czech Ministry of Education 
who conribute the purchase of Oracle licenses for the 
adopting institutions. There are no basic obstacles that 
would restrict eligibility of the system even for academic 
institutions in other countries. These are the two main 
questions that should be discussed prior to such an 
arrangement: 

• the courses at the adopting institution have to be 
organized in terms of an internal ECTS-compatible 
CATS, or the institution has to be vvilling to 
introduce such a system, 

• the adopting institution would be asked to cooperate 
with the UWB database development team on the 
translation of the system and its documentation to 
the respective language. 

As soon as both these preconditions are resolved, the 
UWB is vvilling to provide the adopting institution a copy 
of the system on a cooperation basis. 

9 Conclusion 
The way of development of the system by the University 
staff was the only possibility to meet the goals envisaged. 
The method of prototyping life cycle was chosen because 
it eliminates the impossibility of speciiying the abstract 
model of the system at the beginning of the project and 
because it reflects the need for paral lel system 
development and development of needs and users 
requirements. However, it should be emphasized that this 
way of development is very expensive. Since the project 
commencement, the University has been employing (full-
time) a team of 4-5 database specialists. 
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This paper presents the French universities national dala warehouse project, which was begun in 1999. 
The Source databases are the administrative systems, and the target data base, or, data warehouse, is 
designed to be the executive information syslem of the institution. Pilot universities in Amiens, Pariš, 
Rennes, Strasbourg, and Versailles are presently lesting the prototype. A first release will be done in 
2002 for other interested institutions. 

1 Introduction 

The French national Agence de Modernisation des 
Universites, (AMUE), is an Information Technology 
Consortium with most French Universities (about one 
hundred and ten) as members. AMUE provides large 
management softvvare applications to its members, e.g. 
študent, financial, and personnel systems. AH of them are 
designed with Oracle client/server technology. AMUE 
also acts as a consultant to its members in the fields of 
information technology, university management, and 
professional development. The Data Warehouse project 
is one aspect of the management improvement process 
conducted by AMUE. 

Present applications are heterogeneous: The študent 
system has been designed by AMUE and developed by a 
software company while the fmancial system has been 
bought on the market and adapted. The personnel system 
has been done entirely by AMUE. Because of this 
heterogeneity, it is presently difficult, and even 
impossible, to present reports that cross-reference 
information coming from several data bases. For 
example, a report mixing študent, staff, and fmancial data 
is not really available automatically per request. 
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Figure 1: Some key-numbers for a given field of studies 

The production data bases are continuously evolving and 
are organized for transactional use: for example, register 
a študent, print a money order, or pay a new employee. 

They are not intended for extraction of data sets within 
an executive information system. 

A data vvarehouse (Inmon, 1996) achieves this last 
objective. A data vvarehouse (DWH) is built by 
extracting data from source data bases, verifying and 
transforming them, and then loading a target data base 
which becomes the DWH. This process of extraction, 
transformation and loading, done periodically, provides 
historical layers of data, which are snapshots of the 
institutional information system. This DWH is designed 
principally to edit reports on paper, the Intranet, or by e-
mail. 

A data vvarehouse is a set of snapshots of the institution's 
information system. It is designed to provide on demand 
indicators to ali the concerned individuals of the 
university. 
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Figure 2: Principles of operations for a DWH 

For French universities, the source data bases are the 
študent, financial, and staff systems, ali of them provided 
nationally, plus ali the local applications, and also data 
coming from outside (for comparative reports for 
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exampie). The DWH has to take into account the 
complexity, variety and the dynamic character of the 
source data bases as well as the unsteady quality of 
source data. 

2 The steps of the project 

The project schedule was defined considering 
recommendations from (Kimball, 1996), and includes the 
foilovving steps: 
• requirements specifications, 
• building the meta-dictionary, 
• target data base design, 
• softvvare development, 
• delivery of the first release to pilot sites, 
• beta-testing, 
• development of new, improved releases that will be 

available at no charge to ali interested universities. 

During the requirements specifications phase, three 
"scenarios" or classes of indicators were defined by a 
working committee, with university presidents, general 
secretaries, statisticians and Information technology 
managers from nine institutions as members. The 
specifications were validated in March 2000. 

Then a data warehouse meta-dictionary was built that 
describes the pieces of data extracted from source 
databases, how the Information is treated, and then 
transfered to the target. This very important step of DWH 
design was validated by the steering committee in 
August 2000. 

As most of the sources are Oracle 7 based databases, the 
Oracle 8i standard relational technology (Oracle 8 
library, 2000) was chosen for target data base 
implementation. 

During the softvvare development phase, two kinds of 
procedures had to be implemented: 
• procedures that extract data from source data bases, 

transform them, and load the data warehouse (viz. 
ETL - Extraction, Transformation, and Loading 
procedures), and 

• procedures for querying data warehouse and 
presenting results to end users. 

In order to ensure good productivity and easier 
maintenance of softvvare we decided to build ETL 
procedures using a commercially available tool rather 
than full in-house softvvare development. After a two-
month comparative study, Data Stage (Ascential 
SoflAvare, 2000) was selected, versus Genio from 
Hummingbird. We also looked at Oracle Warehouse 
Builder, Decision Base from Computer Associates, and 
Sunopsis. 

. On the other hand, Business Objects R5 (Business 
Objects, 1999) vvere selected for target extractions, data 

analysis (slice and dice), and presentation of data to end 
users. 

The first release was delivered to pilot sites in November 
2000. The five pilot universities are Jules Verne, 
(Amiens), P. et M. Curie, (Pariš), Louis Pasteur, 
(Strasbourg), Rennes 1, and Versaiiles. Four of them: 
Amiens, Rennes, Strasbourg, and Versaiiles, use the 
same študent, (Apogee), financial, (Nabuco), staff 
(Harpege), and payroll (Paye) systems. Major sources 
thus become the same, but of course, other locally built 
sources exist. 

Pariš does not run Apogee, and also had the ETL tool, 
Genio, before the project began. This pilot institution has 
therefore to adapt ETL procedures to their študent 
source, and to their ETL tool. 

A number of technical documents have been delivered 
vvith the software: 
• Technical recommendations and specifications, 
• Design and development documentation, 
• Examples of outputs, (about 30), 
• An installation methodology. 

In 2001, a technical meeting with pilot teams is 
scheduled in Pariš about every month. The steering 
committee meets every two months. 

A minor corrective release vvas delivered in January 
2001, while major new release, including evolutions of 
the target database and querying possibilities will be 
ready in April 2001. 

A national seminar wiil be held in May hosted by 
Agence de Modernisation to report on this experiment to 
ali interested French universities. In July 2001, a CD-
ROM including ali software and documentation of the 
project will be available at no charge to ali interested 
universities. 

3 The specifications 

The committee, which made the specifications for the 
pilot issues of the data vvarehouse, defined three 
executive Information boards, vvhich have been calied 
"scenarios". 

The first scenario is about the evolution of the number of 
professors vvith regard to the research and teaching 
needs. The aim is to help a presidenfs decision about 
recruitment. It produces a set of reports on the number of 
students and teachers per the field of study, and the ages 
of teachers, (to forecast retirement schedules). The same 
Information is provided regarding laboratories, thesis 
directors, and researchers. 

The second scenario is a synthetic presentation of the 
faculties making up the institution. Human Resources, 
(academics, associates, staff), and the financial means 
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regarding number of students, number of degrees offered, 
and the developments over several years are analysed 
and reported in this scenario. 

The third scenario aims to measure the international 
attractiveness of the institution. The purpose is to control 
the institution's policy on international reputation and 
exchanges. AH students involved in exchange programs 
with foreign universities, invited professors, and the 
exchange of scientific and coUaborative programs are 
listed per field and academic year with the budgets 
involved. 

4 The target database 
The target or data warehouse itself is a ROLAP Oracle 8i 
database consisting of: 

• Four principa! tables: ŠTUDENT, PERSONNEL, 
BUDGET, and HC, (HC is made of extractions from 
payro]l). Each of these tables gathers information 
from the various operational applications. 

• A number of vvording and aggregate tables. Columns 
of aggregate tables are calculated during the loading 
process: for example the number of professors in a 
given field. 

• Two "service" tables: The "structure of the 
university" table, and the "observation dates" table. 
The "structure of the university" table gives a unique 
code to each faculty member, and each school of the 
university. This is necessary because aH of the 
operational source application has its own code and 
wording. The "observation dates" table permits that 
the Business Objects tool creates reports using data 
from different layers. For example, a report can be 
created based on the snapshot on 15/01/2001 of the 
študent system, and the snapshot on 01/01/2001 of 
the financial system, etc... In these tables the value 
of an indicator is a number (derived from a boolean) 
the value of which is O (false) or 1 (true). Indicators 
will simplily the scorings with Business Objects. 

ŠTUDENT 
Studeiitcodc ' i | * ̂ ii f Mi 
Acadcmicjcar 
Crcditcodc , ' s ,„ \ 
Seinesicrcode ' 
^Coursc code h ' ' ' ' . ^ ' 'I 
LoadiiiBdate „ l ^ , \ 
Dcgrcc code 
Faculu code 
DWH facull> code 
Ficld of studics code 
Grad ualioii code 
Principal rc(jtst(ntion code 
Europcan program code 
Scnsc of Europ. prg code 
Group code 
Tliesis direclor code 

Sludcnt rO 
^Sludcntcode„ji|y|jjU|^ „ y 
Studciil number 
FaiTiiIy name 
First name 
DBlcofbinh 
Scx 

I Um VI v nggrcgalcs | 
Um\crau> code 
Niiivbtr sludcnls 
Number curopean 

Number gonc off 
sludcnls 
Number hosicd students 
Number foreign students 

Uegre« code 
'Acadciiucjcar tj H 
Loading date^, , 
Number sludcnls 
Number icaching liou 

Wording 
CouiiIiy 
Europcan program 
F ne u! Iv 
Group 
Dcgrcc 
Ficld orstudtes 
Crcdil 
Semester 
C our se 

Ycar of sludics 
nggrcgalcs 

^Ycai ^orsiudiCS code SE 
WwidenBc jea r ^iM!|''',i51 
Loadmg datc^. „„ _ x 
Number sludcnls 
Number gradualo 
sludcnls 
Ratio graduatcd/studcnts 
Number Europcan 

Course aggregates 
Čoursccodc 
Academic \car > "|"li 
Loading dale „ , 
Number students 
Number graduatc 
students 

o gradunled/studciits 

Coui 
jC,6ijrsc code .^^ 
Field ofsiudies 
code 
Number Icctures 

Figure 3: ŠTUDENT and subsidiary tables. 
The ŠTUDENT table and its subsidiary tables are 
represented in Figure 3, avoiding specific French system 
data. 

5 Metadata 
Metadata (Kimball, 1998) include definitions of ali items 
(data fields, aggregates, fact tables) in the data 
vvarehouse, describing the way how they are extracted, 
calculated, and inserted in target tables and columns. Our 
metadata repository being a 55 page document, is listed 
here with only few general notions. 

• Academic year: it's a key concept of the DWH. For 
most of extracted data, the reference year is the 
academic year, except for the financial data, where it 
is the calendar year. The existence of two reference 
periods is one of the difficulties of the DWH 
building and querying. 

• Course: the educational organization is tree-
structured. Only terminal elements of the tree-
structure are used for calculations. 

• Faculty, school: some of them do not appear in ali 
the source application. The structure of the 
institution and the codes can also be different. A 
common "institution structure" table, with source 
and structure iinks, has been added to the DWH 
tables. 

• Teaching units: the payment of teaching hours for an 
associate professor depends on what is done: 
lectures, tutorials, labs, and on the teacher's rank. 

6 Data Stage job example 
In this section an exampie of ETL process, viz. loading 
the budget, is given. Job parameters are (1) university 
structure code and (2) a set of calendar years. Extraction, 
transformation, and loading of budget data consists of the 
follovving steps (see Figure 4): 

Source expenclilure table 

Sourcfi incoming table 

Figure 4: Loading DWH BUDGET table 

• Expenditure data is extracted from the financial 
source database. Data is written in a hash file for 
performance reasons. 

• Income data is extracted from the financial source 
database and written to the second hash file. 

• The BUDGET target table is updated from hashl 
and hash2, with the loading date and the university 
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structure code (expenditure and income do not 
necessarily correspond). 

Why use a ccmmercial ETL tool ? 
ETL procedures could be developed using SQL and C for 
example, and not a specific tool, which is expensive 
(15,000 to 50,000 Euro). But such an ETL tool allows: 
• faster development, 
• more reliable corrections and evolutions, 
• better adaptation to changes in sources and target 

bases, 
• adaptability to a changing information system, and 
• when operating, loading of layers ("snapshots") by a 

planning tool. 

7 Target queries 

In our implementation, a commercial softvvare tool 
Business Objects (BO) is used to extract, analyze, and 
present data discovered in a data base (data mining). BO 
is designed to make these operations easier. A BO query 
extracts data and presents it in sheets which can be 
dynamic (multidimensional "slice and dice"), and 
published on the Intranet. With the present release of the 
project (March 2001) two Business Objects universes are 
provided. 

BO is used by two categories of users: 
• IS specialists, who define the universe (in other 

words, the architecture of data extraction), and 
• End users, who can either create new queries, or 

simply set the parameters and run existing queries. 

Navigating trough a report 
Business Objects variables, also called objects, are mainly 
of two types: 
• dimension: a dimension has a list of values, 
• indicator: a number. 

• For študent: the študent registration number. 

The indicator "registration" is a number, having value O 
or 1, which is to be summed. 

Dimension table 
School 

School (key) 
School name 

Address 
Director 

Dimension table 
Academic Year 

Year (key) 
Year name 
Semesters 

Fact table 
School 

Academic year 
Nationality 

Študent code 
Registration 

Dimension table 
Nationality 

Nationality (key) 
Continent 

European Union Y/N 
Country 

Dimension table 
Študent 

Študent # (key) 
Študent code 
Študent name 

Address 

Figure 5: A simple dimensional star schema 

The number of registrations can be represented on an 
array, here a 3-dimensional array, also called cube as 
there are three dimensions (see Figure 6). 

Lefs take a simple example of a dimensional star schema 
which is a simplified extraction from our datawarehouse 
tables. It consists of a fact table with four dimensions: 
• school, 
• academic year, 
• nationality, 
• študent code, 

and one indicator: 
• registration (0/1) 

The corresponding schema is shown on Figure 5. The grain 
of the fact table is the študent registration (for each 
individual) per school, year and nationality. 

Computer Science, 
The values of the dimensions are: 

• For school: Chemistry, 
Economics, etc... 

• For academic year: 1999-2000, 2000-2001, etc. 
• For nationality: Italy, France, etc... 

Nation 

< 

ltaly 

France 

USA 

China 

igure 6: The D 

/ 

g 

1999 2000 2001 
Y 

Year 

ata Cube 

/ 

/ 
/ 

; 

School 

Cheniistry 

Economy 

If one of the dimensions is set as a constant, for example 
fixing the value of "School" to "Computer Science", we 
obtain a two dimensional array (spread sheet type), and 
in each element of the array, the number of registrations 
per year and nationality for the school " Computer 
Science". In the same way, a value of the "Academic 
year" or the "Nationality" could be fixed. This fixing 
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operation is called a dimension rotation or a "slice and 
dice" of the cube. 

There are three different ways of performing the slice 
and dice with three dimensions. More generally, if an 
indicator is associated to n dimensions (« > 3) the cube 
becomes an hyper-cube, but is stili called a cube with 
linguistic simplicity in mind. Several indicators are 
generally associated to the n dimensions. In our example, 
the second indicator could be the number of PhD thesis. 

Drilling 
Lefs consider our "school" dimension. If a school can be 
Split in "graduate" and "undergraduate" parts, and in 
"fields of studies" in each part, the "school" dimension 
can be repiaced by three hierarchica! dimensions 
(inclusion relation): 

• Level 1: school 
• Level 2: level of studies (graduate/undergraduate) 
• Level 3: field of studies 

Details can then be obtained on the two indicators 
(number of registrations and number of PhD thesis). The 
elements of the array can be detailed by level of study, or 
by field of study, and this is called the drill down, or, on 
the opposite, summed by level, or for the entire school, 
vvhich is called drill up. These operations are called 
navigation operations, down (detailing) or up (grouping). 

In the same way, "academic years" could be made of 
shorter periods (semesters, trimesters), and nationalities 
could be gathered by continents or others sets (European 
union for example). Navigation should then be done on 
the three hierarchical sets of dimensions, with a number 
of reports possibilities. This is called multi-dimensional 
navigation. 

To conclude on navigation, when data are organized on 
proper hierarchical dimensions and indicators, there are 
two classical analysis methods, which are both supported 
by Business Objects, and used in our project: 
• slice and dice, and 
• drill up and down. 
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8 Conclusion 
This project is a national attempt to give each French 
university a starting core model for the future 
development of its own Decision Support System. This 
was feasible because in 1992 French universities organi-
sed a software consortium which provides most members 
their main administrative systems. The pilot universities 
vvill test the prototype, and adapt it with the project team, 
until July 2001. A free delivery to volunteer universities 
will take plače from the end of the year 2001. This 
project is part of a general modernization of management 
processes started in the universities under the auspices of 
the Agence de Modernisation des Universites. 
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Building a data warehouse for a large decentralized university such as the University of Ljubljana is an 
attractive challenge, but also a risky and demanding task. Experience has shown that projects 
attempting to integrate data are especially vulnerable to data quality issues. Therefore, before 
embarking on a data warehouse initiative a thorough quality assessment ofthe source data is necessaij. 
We describe how the assessment criteria based on the Total Qiiality data Management Methodology 
were adapted to our specific needs and used to determine the quality of študent records data at two 
member institutions, viz. the Faculty of Computer and Information Science, and the Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering. The most important results of the assessment are described and proposals are given for 
further activities. The assessment has shown that the študent records data at the Faculty of Computer 
and Information Science and Faculty of Electrical Engineering are good enough to be used as source 
for the global warehouse at the imiversity level after some data cleansing takes plače. Additionally, 
special attention must be devoted to the integration ofsuch data that are replicated at many individual 
departments (viz. employees, subjects taught, and students). Therefore, we propose that a unique coding 
schemefor ali employees, students, and subjects taught be defined in thefirst step ofthe data warehouse 
design, and an ongoing data quality management process is established clearly defining the roles and 
responsibilities ofall personnel involved. 

1 Introduction 
the Standish Group states that 83 percent of data 

The University of Ljubljana is the largest university in migration projects overrun their budget (or fail) primarily 
Slovenia. It consists of 26 member institutions (20 as a result of misunderstandings about the source data 
faculties, 3 academies, and 3 colleges) and has more than and data definitions. Similar surveys conducted by the 
40,000 students. In the past, the member institutions had Gartner Group point to data quality as a leading reason 
substantial autonomy regarding the usage of information for overruns and failed projects [3]. 
technologies, which led to uncoordinated development of 
their information systems. Different applications were In order to avoid such a pitfall, a thorough assessment of 
developed for the same purpose and due to this the quality of data that are used as input to the global 
heterogeneity it is very difficult or even impossible to data warehouse is necessary. Since we decided that our 
create reports that require cross-referencing data from data warehouse will be populated gradually, starting with 
different institutions orapplication areas [1]. študent records data, the quality of these data was 

analyzed first. The aim of this paper is to describe in 
In such a situation, the building of a data warehouse at detail the assessment methodology and results obtained 
the university level seems to be an appropriate solution. at two typical member institutions, viz. the Faculty of 
Therefore, a pilot project started with the aim of defining Computer and Information Science (FCIS), and the 
a data model for a global data base which will be fed by Faculty of Electrical Engineering (FEE). 
data from member institutions on a regular basis and 
which will serve as a basis for analytical processing at The assessment criteria were defined according to 
the university level. One of the main tasks within this English's Total Quality data Management methodology 
project is to define the granularity of data in the data [4] and Forino's recommendations [3]. A description of 
warehouse and different levels of detail that will support these criteria is given in Section 2, vvhile the results of 
best the decision making processes. the assessment are presented in section 3. Section 4 
However, experience from other organizations has shown describes the proposals for further activities, and section 
that projects attempting to integrate data are especially 5 summarizes the most important conclusions. 
vulnerable to data quality issues [2]. A recent study by 
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2 Data Quality Assessment Metho-
dology 

Data quality assurance is a complex problem that 
requires a systematic approach. English [4] proposes a 
comprehensive Total Quality data iVlanagement 
Methodology (TQdM), which consists of 5 processes of 
measuring and improving information quaHty, and an 
umbrella process for bringing about cultural and 
environmental changes to sustain information quality 
improvement as a management tool and a habit: 

Process 1: Assess Data Definition & Information 
Architecture Quality 

Process 2: Assess Information Quality 

Process 3: Measure NonquaIity Information Costs 

Process 4: Reengineer and Cleanse Data 

Process 5: Improve Information Process Quality 

Process 6: Establish the Information Quality 
Environment 

Each process is further divided into steps that must be 
foIlowed in order to achieve the desired data quality. 
Organizations embarlcing on data warehouse initiatives 
and that do not yet have an information qua!ity function 
must conduct many of these steps, but may do so in a 
different sequence, based on their specific needs. 

Considering our specific needs, we concentrated on 
Process 2 which defines two aspects of information 
quality: the inherent information quality and the 
pragmatic information qua]ity. Inherent information 
quality is the correctness or accuracy of data, while 
pragmatic information quality is the value that accurate 
data has in supporting the work of the enterprise. In this 
paper the results of inherent information qua]ity 
assessment are described. 

In order to determine the quality of data a field-by-field 
assessment is required. However, simply having data is 
not enough, but the context for which the data is to exist 
must also be known. To put in other terms, a clear data 
definition or the so called meta data must be provided 
[3]. Generally speaking, one can find meta data in data 
models, data dictionaries, repositories, specifications, etc. 
If current meta data does not exist, then a subject matter 
expert is needed, and meta data is a much-desired by-
product of a data quality assessment. 

The extent of assessment in great deal depends on the 
availability of meta data. According to [3], assessments 
usua!ly focus on one or more of the folIowing types of 
quality criteria: 

1. Data type integrity 

2. Business rule integrity 

3. Name and address integrity 

If the assessment team knows nothing more than field 
names, types and sizes, then the focus is on testing the 
field's integrity based on its type (numeric, alphanumeric, 
date, etc). If additional characteristics of the field are 
provided (domain, relationship with other fields, etc), 
then business rule integrity is also performed. Finally, if 
name and address data is critical (particularly if it will be 
Consolidated with other data), then name and testing 
shouid be performed. 

On the other hand, English [4] defines the follovving 
inherent information quality characteristics and 
measures: 

1. Definition Conformance 

2. Completeness (of vaiues) 

3. Validity, or business rule conformance 

4. Accuracy to surrogate source 

5. Accuracy (to reality) 

6. Precision 

7. Nonduplication (of occurrences) 

8. Equivalence of redundant or distributed data 

9. Concurrency of redundant or distributed data 

10. Accessibility 

Considering the aforementioned quality characteristics 
and our specific needs we decided to measure the quality 
of our data using the following criteria: 

1. Completeness of vaiues: Users were encouraged to 
prioritize a subset of source fields that must have a 
nonnull value. For each field the percentage of 
records with missing vaiues was computed. 

2. Validity, or business rule conformance: For a 
chosen subset of most important fields we measured 
the degree of conformance of data vaiues to their 
domains and business rules. 

a) Ali 1:N relationships were examined for 
existence of foreign keys in master tables. 

b) Since time represents an important dimension in 
a dimensional data warehouse a range check 
was performed on ali date fields in order to find 
possible out-of-range vaiues. 

c) A range check was performed on ali other fields 
from the highest priority subset (e.g. academic 
year, year of study, grades etc). 
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d) Special cross-checks were defined for fields 
having relationships with other fields that 
further define the allowable domain set, e.g. 

• when a študent applies for an exam for the 
first time (i.e. N0_0F_ATTEMPTS=1) the 
date of previous examination must be blank 
and vice versa; 

• the date of previous examination must be 
lesser than the date of next examination; 

• in each degree record the difference 
between the degree date and thesis issue 
date must be positive and less than six 
months. 

Nonduplication of occurrences and equivalence of 
redundant and distributed data: In our čase two 
different tests were performed; 

b) The študent and employee files at both facuJties 
were checked for the existence of the records 
that are duplicate representations of the same 
študent or employee respectively. 

3 Assessment Results 

3.1 Completeness of values 

The most important fields in 33 files were checked for 
nonnull values, and it was found, that only few values 
were missing. Results are summarized in Table 1, while 
Tables 2 and 3 show the fields and files with most 
missing values for each faculty, respectively. The 
greatest problem represent the missing student_id values 
in alumni records. This is a consequence of the fact that 
15 years ago (when alumni records started) some 
students were not assigned a študent Identification 
number. 

a) AH files in the študent records database were 
checked for eventual duplicafions of primary 
keys. 

Faculty 

FCIS 
FEE 
TOTAL 

No.of 
files 
33 
33 
66 

No. of checked 
attributes 

69 
69 

138 

No. of checked 
records 
201617 
405436 
607053 

No. of records vvith 
missing values 

43 
996 
1039 

% of erroneous 
records 
0.021 % 
0.246 % 
0.171 % 

Table 1: Completeness of vaules (Summary Data) 

Field name 

VPIS ST 
IME 

Field description 

študent id 
eniployee first name 

File name 

DIPLOMA 
DELAVEC 

Total no. 
of records 

961 
391 

No. of records with 
missing values 

18 
4 

% oferroneous 
records 
1.873% 
1.023% 

Table 2: Fields with most missing values (Faculty of Computer and Information Science) 

Field name 

VPIS ST 
IME D 
DELAVEC 

Field description 

študent id 
employee first name 
employee id 

File name 

DIPLOMA 
DELAVEC 
VAJE 

Total no. 
of records 

2926 
399 

152071 

No. of records with 
missing values 

185 
4 

737 

% of erroneous 
records 
6.323 % 
1.003% 
0.485 % 

Table 3: Fields with most missing values (Faculty of Electrical Engineering) 

3.2 Validity, or business rule conformance 

Existence of foreign keys in master tables: The 
examination of ali 1:N relationships revealed that in 
about a half percent of records foreign keys do not have 
their counterpart values in the corresponding master 
tables (see Table 4). Hovvever, this average is 
misleadaing, since the majority of errors appear within a 

small number of relationships. The follovving 
relationships appeared to be the most problematic at both 
faculties (see Tables 5 and 6): 

1. the relationship betvveen entities DIPLOMA 
(studenfs degree thesis) and NAČIN (a code table of 
possible types of study, e.g. full-time or part-time); 

2. multiple relationships between enfities STUD_F 
(studenfs personal data) and OBČINA (a code table 
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of territorial units in Slovenia) representing the 
territorial unit of studenfs residence, plače of birth, 
secondary school finished etc. 

The first of the aforementioned problems is simply a 
consequence of the fact that (within the alumni records 
database) the faculties started coUecting the type of study 
data in 1994, vvhile this datum is missing in older 

records. The second problem is much harder and was 
caused by significant changes in territorial organization 
at the local level in Slovenia after independence, which 
required several consequent modifications of the 
corresponding code table. Although each year's 
enrolment data corresponded to the currently valid 
version of the code table, there are a lot of inconstancies 
when we look at the data in tirne perspective. 

Faculty 

FCIS 
FE 
TOTAL 

No. of 
files 

49 
49 
98 

No. of 
checked 

relationships 
207 
207 
414 

No. of 
checked 
records 
1361758 
2702005 
4063763 

No. of 
relationships 
with errors 

38 
51 
89 

No. of 
records 

with errors 
6360 
16605 
22965 

%of 
relationships 
vvith errors 

18.357% 
24.638 % 
21.498% 

%of 
records 

with errors 
0.467 % 
0.615% 
0.565 % 

Table 4: Existence of foreign keys in master tabies (Summary Data) 

Entity 
(File) 
DIPLOMA 
STUD_F 

STUD_F 

STUD_F 

STUD_F 

No. of 
records 

961 
4062 

4062 

4062 

4062 

Foreign key field 
Name 
NAČIN 
OBCINA_SS 

OBCINA_R 

0BC1NA_S 

OBCINAZ 

Description 
type of study code 
territorial unit code of 
studenfs secondary school 
territorial unit code of 
studenfs plače of birth 
territorial unit code of 
studenfs permanent residence 
territorial unit code of 
studenfs temporary residence 

No. of non 
existent vaiues 

546 
1340 

1331 

1314 

603 

% 
oferrors 
56.816% 
32.989 % 

32.767 % 

32.349 % 

14.845 % 

Table 5: Problematic relationships (Faculty of Computer and Information Science) 

Entity 
(File) 
DIPLOMA 
STUD_F 

STUD_F 

STUD_F 

STUD_F 

No. of 
records 
2926 
8164 

8164 

8164 

8164 

Foreign key field 
Name 
NAČIN 
OBCINA_SS 

OBCINA_R 

OBCINAS 

OBCINA_Z 

Description 
type of study code 
territorial unit code of 
studenfs secondary school 
territorial unit code of 
studenfs plače of birth 
territorial unit code of 
studenfs permanent residence 
territorial unit code of 
studenfs temporary residence 

No. of non 
existent vaiues 

1461 
3565 

3503 

3502 

1422 

% 
oferrors 
49.932 % 
42.908 % 

42.896 % 

42.896 % 

17.418% 

Table 6: Problematic relationships (Faculty of Electrical Engineering) 

Range checking of date fields did not reveal any serious 
problems. In the worst čase the rate of out-of-range field 
vaiues reached 0.149 % at FCIS, and 0.493% at FEE. 

Range checking of other fields from the highest 
priority subset also yielded quite good results. The filed 
IME_D (viz. employee's first name) was ranked the 
worst at both faculties containing 1.023 % erroneous 
vaiues at FCIS, and 1.003 % erroneous vaiues at FEE. 

Special cross-checks pointed out that the business rule 
requiring that each študent completes his^er degree 
project in six months is sometimes violated. Namely, the 
difference betvveen the degree date and thesis issue date 
was more than six months in 0.976 % of cases at FCIS, 
and in 1.805 %> of cases at FEE. Error rates reported by 
other cross-checking tests were less than 0.5 %. 
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3.3 Nonduplication of occurrences and 
equivalence of redundant and 
distributed data 

Nonduplication of primary keys: The študent records 
Information system at FCIS and FEE [5] (as well as at 
other member institutions of the University of Ljubljana) 
is implemented using Clipper which does not 
automatically force the uniqueness of primary keys. In 
spite of the fact that ali programs have been carefully 
written in order to avoid duplicates, some can be 
introduced through the manual maintenance of data, 

especially code tables. Therefore, ali files in the študent 
records database were checked for eventual duplications 
of primary keys. An excerpt of assessment results 
shovving only files with most duplicates is presented in 
tables 7 through 9. Table 7 shows the number of 
duplicated primary keys in code tables that are 
maintained centrally by the University computing center 
for ali member institutions, while tables 8 and 9 refer to 
duplicates at FCIS and FEE respectively. A relatively 
high percentage of errors in some code tables indicates 
that the maintenance of code tables at the University 
computing center should be improved. 

File 
VSI.DBF 
SS POKLI.DBF 
CENTRI.DBF 
ZAVOD.DBF 

No. of records 
1314 
1566 
51 
100 

No. of duplicated primary keys 
68 
42 
1 
1 

% of errors 
5.175% 
2.682 % 
1.960% 
1.000% 

Table 7: Nonduplication of primary keys (Code tables maintained by the University computing center) 

File 
IZJEME.DBF 
TEMA.DBF 
DELAVEC.DBF 
DVIG.DBF 

No. of records 
56 

978 
391 
922 

No. of duplicated priniary keys 
1 
3 
1 
1 

% of errors 
1.786% 
0.307 % 
0.226 % 
0.108% 

Table 8: Nonduplication ofprimary keys (FCIS) 

File 
SPP.DBF 
PRED PR.DBF 
PP.DBF 
DVIG.DBF 

No. of records 
270 
746 

2557 
2825 

No. of duplicated priniary keys 
11 
8 
12 
9 

% of errors 
4.074 % 
1.072% 
0.469 % 
0.319% 

Table 9: Nonduplication of primary keys (FEE) 

£quivalence of redundant and distributed data: Given 
the fact that the some teachers teach at both faculties as 
well as that some students study at both faculties (e.g. a 
študent can obtain his/her B. Se. degree at FEE and enrol 
for graduate study at FCIS or vice versa) some data are 
replicated across faculties. In order to state the extent of 

such a replication two measures were introduced: the 
number of replicated entity occurrences (viz. the same 
teacher or študent in both databases) with the same 
primary key, and the number of replicated entity with 
different primary keys. 

Entity(File) 

DELAVEC 
ŠTUDENT 

Description 

Employees 
Students 

No. of replications 
Same primary key 

388 
4 

Different priniary key 
0 

121 

Table 10: Equivalence of redundant occurrences (FCIS and FEE) 

Assessment revealed that employee files at both faculties 
are consistent: ali replicated employees have the same 
primary key. This is not the čase with študent files. Due 
to the decentralized organization of the University of 
Ljubljana each faculty assigns its students a different 

Identification number regardless the fact that the študent 
has already been enrolled at another faculty. 
Unfortunately, this kind of inconsistencies may be a 
source of major problems when integrating data into a 
global warehouse. 
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4 Proposed Further Actions 

On the basis of assessment results we propose two kinds 
of further actions: cleansing of source data and an 
appropriate design of the global data warehouse at the 
university level. 

Some erroneous source data can be cleansed 
automatically (e.g. missing type of study code in file 
DIPLOMA), while other data require manual or 
combined manual and automatic approach (e.g. removal 
of duplicated primary keys, re-establishment of 
relationships using territorial unit codes). Some errors 
(e.g. out-of-range values) can be prevented by the 
incorporation of appropriate controls in the program 
code. 

Special attention must be devoted to the maintenance of 
code tables that are common for the whole university. A 
relatively high percentage of duplicate codes in code 
tables, maintained by the university computing center up 
to now indicates that the maintenance of these code 
tables must improve. 

the university level after some data cleansing takes plače. 
In first plače, missing študent Identification numbers 
must be provided in alumni records and the broken 
relationships using territorial units codes must be re-
established in students' personal data. 

During the design of the global data warehouse a special 
attention must be devoted to the integration of those data 
that may be replicated at many individual departments 
(viz. employees, subjects taught, and students). Since 
each department has its ovvn policy of coding, many 
duplications and code conflicts may occur during the 
integration. Therefore, we propose that a unique coding 
scheme for ali employees, students, and subjects taught is 
defined in the first step of the data warehouse design. 
Additionally, an ongoing data quality management 
process must be established and the roles and 
responsibilities of aH personnel involved should be 
clearly defined. 
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We describe a high performance/low priče "computer cluster" named Beowulf Cluster. This kind of 
device was initially developed by T. Sterling and D. Becker (N.A.S.A) and it is a kind of cluster built 
primarily out of commodity hardware components, running an OSS (Open Source Software) operating 
system like Linux or FreeBSD, interconnected by a private high-speed network, dedicated to running 
high-performance computing tasks. We will show several advantages ofsuch a device, among them we 
can mention very high performance-price ratio, easy scalability, recyclingpossibilities ofthe hardware 
components and guarantee of iisability/upgradeability in the medium and long-term future. Ali these 
advantages make it specially suitable for the university environment and, thus, we make a description 
about the implementation of a Beowulf Cluster using commodity eguipment dedicated to run high-
performance computing tasks at our imiversity focusing on the different areas of application of this 
device that range from prodiiction of high quality multimedia content to applications in numerical 
simidation in engineering. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Concurrency and Parallelism 
Regarding program execution, there is one very 
important distinction that needs to be made: the 
difference between "concurrency" and "parallelism". We 
will define these two concepts as follows: 
• "Concurrency": the parts of a program that can be 

computed independently. 
• "Parallelism": the parallel parts of a program are 

those "concurrency" parts that are executed on 
separate processing elements at the same tirne. 

The distinction is very important, because "concurrency" 
is a property ofthe program and efficient "parallelism" is 
a property ofthe machine. 
ldeally, "parallel" execution should result in faster 
performance. The limiting factor in parallel performance 
is the communication speed (bandwidth) and latency 
between compute nodes. 
Many of the common parallel benchmarks are highly 
parallel and communication and latency are not the 
bottleneck. This type of problem can be called 
"obviously parallel". Other applications are not so simple 
and executing "concurrent" parts of the program in 
"parallel" may actually cause the program to run slower, 
thus offsetting any performance gains in other 
"concurrent" parts of the program. In simple terms, the 
cost of communication tirne must pay for the savings in 
computation tirne, otherwise the "parallel" execution of 
the "concurrent" part is inefficient. 

Now, the task of the programmer is to determining what 
"concurrent" parts of the program should be executed in 
"parallel" and what parts should not. The answer to this 
will determine the efficiency ofthe application. 
In a 'so called' perfect parallel computer, the ratio of 
communication/processing would be equal to one and 
anything that is "concurrent" could be implemented in 
"parallel". Unfortunately, real parallel computers, 
including shared memory machines, do not behave "this 
well". 

1.2 Architectures for Parallel Computing 

1.2.1 Hardware Architectures 
There are three common hardware architectures for 
parallel computing: 
• Shared memory machines, SMP, that communicate 

through memory, i.e. MPP (Massively Parallel 
Processors, like the nCube, CMS, Convex SPP, Cray 
T3D, Cray T3E, etc). This king of configuration is 
sustained on dedicated hardware. The main 
characteristics are a very high bandvvidth betvveen 
CPUs and mernory. 

• Local memory machines that communicate by 
messages, i.e. NOWs (Netvvorks of Workstations) 
and clusters. In this category each workstation 
maintains its individuality, however there is a tight 
integration with the rest of the members of the 
cluster. So we can say they constitute a new entity 
knowri as "The Cluster". In our proposal we will 
focus on a particular kind of cluster called "Beowulf 
Cluster" (see [3]). 

mailto:manolo@polaris.ulpgc.es
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• Local memory machine that integrale in a ]oosely 
knit collaborative netvvork. In this category we can 
include several collaborative Internet efforts which 
are able to share the load of a difficult and hard to 
solve problem among a large number of computers 
executing an "ad hoc" client program. We can 
mention the SETl@home (see [4]), Entropia Project 
(see [5]), etc. 

The formed classification is not strict, in the sense that it 
is possible to connect many shared memory machines to 
create a "hybrid" shared memory machine. These hybrid 
machines "look" like a single large SMP machine to the 
user and are often called NUMA (non-uniform memory 
access). It is also possible to connect SMP machines as 
local memory compute nodes. The user cannot (at this 
point) assign a specific task to a specific SMP processor. 
The user can, hovvever, start two independent processes 
or a threaded process and expect to see a performance 
increase over a single CPU system. Lastly we could add 
several of this hybrid system into some collaborative 
Internet effort building a super hybrid system. 

1.2.2 Software Architcctures 
In this part we will consider both the "basement" 
softvvare (API) and the application issues. 

1.2.2.1 Software API (Application Programming 
Interface) 

There are basically two ways to "express" concurrency in 
a program: 
• Using Messages sent between processors: A 

Message is simple: some data and a destination 
processor. Common message passing APIs are PVM 
(see [6]) or MPI (see [7]). Messages require copying 
data whi]e Threads use data in plače. The latency 
and speed at vvhich messages can be copied are the 
limiting factor with message passing models. The 
advantage to using messages on an SMP machine, as 
opposed to Threads, is that if you decided to use 
clusters in the future it is easier to add machines or 
scale up your application. 

• Using operating system Threads: They were 
developed because shared memory SMP designs 
allovved very fast shared memory communication 
and synchronization betvveen concurrent parts of a 
program. In contrast to messages, a large amount of 
copying can be eliminated with threads. The most 
common API for threads is the POSIX API. It is 
difficult to extend threads beyond one SMP 
machine. It requires NUMA technology that is 
difficult to implement. 

Other methods do exist, but the formers are the most 
widely used. 

1.2.2.2 Application Issues 
In order to run an application in parallel on multiple 
CPUs, it must be explicitly broken into concurrent parts. 
There are some tools and compilers that can break up 
programs, but parallelizing codes is not a "plug and play" 

operation. Depending on the application, parallelizing 
code can be easy, extremely difficult, or in some cases 
impossible due to algorithm dependencies. 

1.3 Definition of Cluster 
Cluster is a collection of machines connected using a 
network in such a way that they bebave like a single 
Computer. Cluster is used for parallel processing, for load 
balancing and for fauU tolerance. Clustering is a popular 
strategy for implementing parallel processing 
applications because it enables conipanies to leverage the 
investment already made in PCs and workstations. In 
addition, it's relatively easy to add new CPUs simply by 
adding a new PC or workstation to the network. 

1.4 The Beowulf Cluster 
Beovvulf is not a special softvvare package, new netvvork 
topology or the latest Linux kernel hack. It is a kind of 
cluster built primarily out of commodity hardvvare 
components, running an OSS (Open Source Softvvare) 
operating system like Linux or FreeBSD, interconnected 
by a private high-speed netvvork, dedicated to running 
high-performance computing tasks. 
One of the main differences betvveen a Beovvulf Cluster 
and a COW (Cluster of Workstations) is the fact that 
Beovvulf behaves more like a single machine rather than 
many vvorkstations. The nodes in the cluster don't sit on 
people's desks; they are dedicated to running cluster jobs. 
It is usually connected to the outside vvorld through only 
a single node. 
While most distributed computing systems provide 
general purpose, multi-user environments, the Beovvulf 
distributed computing system is specifically designed for 
single user vvorkloads typical of high end scientific 
vvorkstation environments. 
Beovvulf systems have been constructed from a variety of 
parts. For the sake of performance some non-commodity 
components (i.e. produced by a single manufacturer) 
have been employed. In order to account for the different 
types of systems and to make discussions about machines 
a bit easier. It has been propose the follovving 
classification scheme: 
CLASS I: This class of machines built entirely from 
commodity vendor parts. We shall use the "Computer 
Shopper" certification test to define "commodity off-the-
shelf parts. (Computer Shopper is a one-inch thick 
monthly magazine/catalog of PC systems and 
components). A CLASS I Beovvulf is a machine that can 
be assembled from parts found in at least 3 
nationally/globally circulated advertising catalogs. 
The advantages of a CLASS 1 systems are: hardvvare is 
available form multiple sources (lovv prices, easy 
maintenance), no reliance on a single hardvvare vendor, 
driver support from O.S. commodity, usually based on 
standards (SCSI, Ethernet, etc). 
On the other side, the disadvantages of a CLASS 1 
systems are: best performance may require CLASS II 
hardvvare. 
CLASS II: This class is simply any machine that does 
not pass the Computer Shopper certification test. 
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The advantages of a CLASS II system are: performance 
can be quite good 
The disadvantages of a CLASS H system are: driver 
quality of supjDort may vary, reliance on single hardware 
vendor, rnay be more expensive than CLASS I systeiTis. 
One class is not necessarily better than the other. It ali 
depends on your needs and budget. In the last times we 
are seeing an increment in the number CLASS H 
Beovvulf Clusters using 64-bit ALPHA Processors due to 
the large performance increase that can be achieved. 

1.5 Evolution of the Beowulf Cluster: State 
of the Ar t 

The first Beowulf-class computers that achieved the 
gigaflops goal appeared at Supercomputing '96 in 
Pittsburgh. One of those came from coUaboration 
betvveen Caltech and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and 
the other from Los Alamos National Laboratory. Both 
systems consisted of 16 200-megahertz Pentium Pro 
processors and were built for about $50,000 in the fall of 
1996. One year later, the same machines could be built 
for about $30,000. 
In a paper for the 1997 supercomputing meeting --
simply called SC97 ~ Michael Warren of Los Alamos 
and his colleagues wrote: "We have no particular desire 
to build and maintain our own computer hardware. If we 
could buy a better system for the money, we would be 
using it instead." (See [8]). 
Finally, we can mention that the Avalon, which is a co-
operative venture of the Los Alamos National Laborator/ 
Center for Nonlinear Studies and Theoretical Division, 
built as a 140 64-bit processors Alpha Beowulf Cluster 
machine appeared as the 265* in the list of the fastest 
computer systems in the word (see [9]). 
There are a lot of Beowulf Clusters spread around the 
word dedicated to every kind of computationally 
intensive task. Among them we can mention: 
• Stone SuperComputer Oak Ridge National Lab 

(ORNL) a 126 node cluster at zero dollars per node 
The system has already been used to develop 
software for large-scale landscape analysis (see[10]). 

• The SuperAbacus is an implementation in the CityU 
Image Processing Lab at City University of Hong 
Kong. to support multimedia signal processing 
(see[ll]). 

• LoBoS Supercomputer for Molecular Graphics and 
Simulation Laboratory, National Institutes of Health 
NIH, (see[12]). This cluster is dedicated to study 
more complex biological systems using 
computational methods. 

Beowulf Clusters are also deployed in our country 
(Spain), they are used also for intensive computation. 
The most mature projects could be: 
• HIDRA University of Barcelona's UB-UPC 

Dynamical Systems Group dedicated to several 
projects that require a huge amount of computations 
(i.e., numerical simulations of continuous and 
discrete systems, bifurcation analysis, numeric and 
symbolic computation of invariant manifolds, etc.) 
(see [13]). 

• LAMA's Materials Laboratory at UPV/EHU running 
Monte Carlo simulations of phase transitions in 
condensed matter physics (see [14]). 

1.6 Characteristics of the Beovvulf Cluster 
Commodity netvvorking, especially Past Ethernet, has 
made it possible to design distributed-memory systems 
with relatively high bandwidths and tolerably low 
latencies at a low cost. 
Free operating systems, such as Linux, are available, 
reliable, and well supported, and are distributed with 
complete source code, encouraging the development of 
additional tools including low-level drivers, parallel file 
systems, and communication libraries. 
With the power and low prices of today's off-the-shelf 
PCs and the availability of 100/1.000 Mb/s Ethernet 
interconnect, it makes sense to combine them to build 
High-Performance-Computing and Parallel Computing 
environment. 
With free versions of Linux and public domain software 
packages, no commercially available parallel computing 
system can compete with the priče of the Beowulf 
system. 
The dravvback to this system is, of course, that there will 
not exist any "support center" to call when a problem 
arises (anyway, "support centers" are many times only 
marketing hype and do not provide real support). We can 
say that the Open Source Support Center is the whole 
Internet, in the sense that there does exist a wealth of 
good Information available through FTP sites, web sites 
and newsgroups. Besides that you can also since a 
maintenance agreement with any of the increasing 
number of companies that provide commercial support to 
these installations. 
Another key component contributing to forward 
compatibility is the system softvvare used on Beowulf 
With the maturity and robustness of Linux, GNU 
software and the "standardization" of message passing 
via PVM and MPI, programmers now have a guarantee 
that the programs they write will run on future Beowulf 
Clusters, regardless of who makes the processors or the 
networks. 
That said, the main characteristics a Beowulf Cluster can 
be summarized in the follovving points: 
• Very high performance-price ratio. 
• Easy scalability. 
• Recycling possibilities of the hardvvare components. 
• Guarantee of usability/upgradeability in the future. 

2 Our proposal of Beowulf Cluster 
for the University of Las Palmas 

Ali the good characteristics of the Beowulf Cluster 
justify its deployment in any organization that require 
high computational povver. In the čase of an academic 
institution we can say that it is not only advisable but 
also imperative. The Beowulf cluster is not only a 
wonderful tool to provide high computing povver to the 
University but at the same time, is a very interesting 
object of study "per se". The evaluation' of its 
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performance, adaptability, scalability, its behavior 
regarding the parallelization of procedures, etc. is a field 
of study that we suspect ful! of findings. 

2.1 Systein Description 
Our system has a hardvvare part and a softvvare part. 
Hardware part consists in eight PCs connected by a Fast 
Ethernet switch at 100 Mb/s. One of this PCs is the 
cluster's consoie that controls the whole cluster and is the 
gateway to the outside vvorld (master node). Nodes are 
configured and controlled by the master node, and do 
only what they are told to do. 
The proposed node configuration consists of an AMD 
single processor based PC at 750 Mhz, with 256 
megabytes of RAM and including a local IDE hard disk 
drive of 8GB capacity. They have also a non-expensive 
video card and floppy disk drive. Besides they vvill be 
provided with a Fast Ethernet network interface card. 
The master node is provided with a larger hard disk drive 
(24 MB) and a better graphics video card, besides it has a 
second network interface and also CD-ROM drive, 
medium sized monitor and keyboard and mouse to be 
able to perform the controlling tasks for the cluster. 
The proposed Fast Ethernet switch wi]l have 24 
autosensing ports and will be SNMP capable. 
In the description of the hardware we can see that only 
one node needs input/output devices, The second 
network interface card in the master node is used to 
connect the Intranet to the Internet. The svvitch has a 
number of port bigger than strictly necessary to can 
enlarge the cluster in the future. 
The logical part will be built using GNU / Linux 
operating system according to the distribution "Extreme 
Linux CD" with additional OSS software such as kernel 
modifications: 
• PVM: Parallel Virtual Machine: PVM is a softvvare 

package that permits a heterogeneous collection of 
Unix / Linux or NT computers hooked together by a 
network to be used as a single large parallel 
Computer. It is freely-available, portable, message-
passing library general ly implemented on top of 
sockets. It is clearly established as the de-facto 
standard for message-passing cluster parallel 
computing (see [6]). 

• MPI libraries: Message Passing Interface: 
Communication between processors on a Beowulf 
Cluster is achieved through the Message Passing 
Interface (MPI). This is a standardized set of library 
routines. Both the C and the Fortran programming 
languages are supported (see [7]). 

Additionally we will be proceed to the installation of 
several configuration, management and monitoring tools 
vvhich make the Beowulf architecture faster, easier to 
configure, and much more usable. 

2.2 Basic Software Installation and 
Configuration 

As previously stated the installation pathway vvill run 
along the "Extreme Linux CD". The follovving steps vvill 
be taken: 
The first step we vvill be installing the Master Server, 
vvhich involves the follovving tasks: 
• Partition sizes; installing Red Hat Linux; netvvork 

configuration; setting up DNS; network file 
configuration: "/etc/hosts", "/etc/resolv.conf and 
"/etc/hosts.equiv"; local file configuration: ".cshrc"; 
clock synchronization. 

After the installation of the master server we vvill precede 
to the installation and configuration of the client nodes: 
• Installing the operating system on one client; cloning 

clients; configuring clients. 
The third step vvill be installation of basic application 
softvvare: 
• Compilers; communication Softvvare: PVM and 

MPI; conversion Softvvare; System Monitoring 
Softvvare: bWatch, httpd and CGI scripts, Netpipe, 
netperf, NASA parallel Benchmarks, CMS. 

Finally we vvill attend the security concerns both in the 
master sever and client nodes. 

3 Fields of Application 
There are a lot of OSS softvvare packages optimized to 
run in clusters like Beovvulf We can mention the 
follovving: 
• MP_SOLVE, Parallel Sparse Irregular System 

Solvers solving large, irregular, sparse, indefinite 
systems of equations vvith multiple excitation vectors 
on distributed memory parallel computers using LU 
factorization (see [15]). 

• NAMD is a parallel, object-oriented molecular 
dynamics code designed for high-performance 
simulation of large biomolecular systems (see [16]). 

• POV-RAY, The Persistence of Vision Raytracer is a 
high-quality tool for creating stunning three-
dimensional graphics (see [17]). 

Nevertheless there are many others applications that can 
take profit vvhen run in a Beovvulf Cluster their range 
covers from standard numerical applications, going 
through high intensive physical and chemical 
computation, biochemical modeling and multimedia and 
CAD applications. 

4 Conclusions 
In the present paper we have made quick and succinct 
overvievv about the state of distributed computing, 
centering our focus on a concrete cluster configuration 
called "Beovvulf Cluster". 
The advantages of this class of cluster configuration are 
evident for any organization that requires high 
computational povver "for the bučk". This is, vvhen vve 
take into account the performance/price ratio, easy 
scalability and 'upgradeability' and recycling properties 
of the hardvvare components. If this is true for any 
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organization, we are convinced that it is imperative for 
an academic institution like our University. Therefore we 
make a proposal of deployment of such a device starting 
with a schematic installation to be eventually enlarged 
and improved. 
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As midtimedia applications are becoming more and more widespread, there is a needfor video data to 
be transmitted over IP as well as ATM networks. While ATM with its Quality of Service features is able 
to provide adeguate transmission guarantees for the slrong timing and bandwidth constraints of video 
data, the transfer of video over IP networks is an issiie wherever ATM is not available and applications 
are used tkat can tolerate longer delays and occasional impairments. The study evaluates a codec for 
teleconferencing and teleteaching applications over an IP network. A direct comparison is made to a 
MJPEG codec for similar applications over ATM with empirical measurements in a simple testbed. The 
main focus lies on the Quality of Service parameters delay,Jitter and subjective picture quality. Network 
overload situations and realistic network behavior are simulated and their impact on picture quality is 
evaluated. 

1 Preface 
With an increased use of video and audio transmissions 
over data networks the term Quality of Service (QoS) has 
become a primary focus of interest. Multimedia 
applications with their strong tirne constraints cannot rely 
on best effort service, but are in need for a guaranteed 
transmission quality if video and audio sequences are to 
be displayed at the receiver without interruptions. 

Before the video signal of a camera can be sent over an 
IP or ATM network, coders compress and transform the 
signals into packets suitable for transmission. Once the 
packets have reached their destination it is the 
responsibility of decoders to regain the video signal and 
make it available for display. 

In the first chapter of the paper QoS parameters for video 
transmissions are explained. This paragraph is follovved 
by a discussion of QoS in IP and ATM networks. In 
chapter three an IP codec for teleconferencing and 
teleteaching applications is evaluated with the main focus 
on delay, jitter and subjective picture quality over an IP 
network. A direct comparison is made to a MJPEG codec 
for similar applications over ATM. The intluence of 
network impairment or overload situations on the picture 
quality is evaluated as well. 

2 Quality of Service Parameters for 
Video Transmissions 

Quality of Service (QoS) can be described as the 
collective effort of service performance and as such 
determines the overall degree of satisfaction of a user 

with a service [12]. The ISO [9] further extends this 
defmition of QoS and includes ali characteristics which 
can be measured or recognized by a user. Any evaluation 
of the quality of a service should therefore not only 
consider objective measurements, but a user's subjective 
impressions as well. Objective and subjective quality can 
be described by several parameters [10, 11]. Examples 
for objective measurements are throughput, delay, delay 
variation and errors or losses. The overall transmission 
quality can be considered as an example for a subjective 
parameter. 

One of the main Quality of Service requirements of video 
applications is to have enough bandwidth available 
during the transmission to make room for a continuous 
flow of data which allows the receiving side to display a 
video sequence with its original data rate. If data packets 
are delayed the receiver can no longer display 25 frames 
per second (as in PAL) to deliver a flowing and 
uninterrupted motion picture. Movements become jerky 
as frames are lost and the picture may even freeze 
temporarily. The delay variation must be kept within 
very small limits and the maximum distance betvveen 
arriving packets should not be exceeded. Every packet 
received after the given tirne frame is considered late and 
must be discarded. In addition to timing errors 
transmissions may also be affected by losses due to 
hardware or software errors. Packet loss can be caused 
by congestion in network nodes with buffer overflovv. 
To keep bandvvidth requirements at a minimum a digital 
video signal of 270 Mbit/s is compressed to much 
smaller bandwidths before transmission. Data streams 
typically range from 1.5 Mbit/s to 40 Mbit/s streams after 
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compression. This process of compression - and 
subsequent decompression on the receiving end - adds a 
significant amount of delay to the overall transmission 
tirne and is accomplished by so-called codecs 
(encoders/decoders). Encoding and decoding delay times 
are very much determined by the equipment that is used 
and as such have - next to the underlying quality of the 
network - a strong impact on the overall quality of a 
transmission. 

3 ATM vs. IP Technology for Video 
Transmissions 

In today's networks most of the high quality video is 
transmitted over ATM networks [8]. ATM technology 
was developed especially for multimedia traffic and 
therefore provides excellent mechanisms for bandvvidth 
reservations and guaranteed Quality of Service. But vvith 
the increasing integration of ali kinds of services into one 
infrastructure, the JETF proposed the addition of QoS 
functionality to the IP protocol as well. 

Quality of Service in the ATM Protocol. In the ATM 
protocol, extensive QoS and traffic management 
functionalities are implemented. To achieve connections 
with different QoS characteristics the ATM Forum has 
defmed several service categories [1]. A distinction is 
made between real-time and non-real-time service 
classes: Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and real-time Variable 
Bit Rate (rt-VBR) provide real-time characteristics. Two 
other classes, the non real-time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-
VBR) and Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) are non-real-time 
services vvith no QoS guarantees. 

To manage the netvvork capacities and control the f1ow of 
data traffic management functions [1] such as the Call 
Admission Control (CAC) and the Usage Parameter 
Control (UPC) are specified. During the connection setup 
the CAC ensures that enough resources are available in 
the network and rejects a request if the required 
capacities cannot be provided. 

If a call is accepted, the necessary performance and QoS 
parameters are guaranteed during the lifetime of the 
connection. To avoid congestion in netvvork components 
the UPC monitors and controis the traffic and the validity 
of a connection. The UPC discards cells if the sending 
rate is higher than the previously negotiated rate. 

Quality of Service in the IP Protocol. The Differentia-
ted Services [2] architecture is a scalable approach to add 
QoS to the IP protocol in order to provide different 
service classes to applications. IP packets are classified 
according to the first six bits in the Type of Service 
(TOS) field in the IP header, which is named 
Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP). Traffic 
profiles are checked to ensure that they conform with the 
characteristics of the class and packets are dropped if the 
Service Level Agreement (SLA) is violated. The quality 
of the service class determines the queueing and 

scheduling algorithms and has an impact on resource 
allocation in the network nodes. In the worst čase 
scenario of a congested network, however, this approach 
can only provide best effort service. 

Another approach of the lETF is the Integrated Services 
proposal [3], which is based on an admission control 
unit, a packet forwarding mechanism and a protocol to 
reserve resources in network components and end 
devices. One such protocol presented by the lETF is 
called Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [3]. This 
protocol does not offer scalability in broadband WAN 
interfaces because of its complex signaling and the 
storage of flow states in each netvvork node and end 
device. But the concept is able to offer absolute 
guarantees concerning the quality of a service. 

4 Measurements and Tests 
The study evaluates two pairs of codecs vvith the main 
focus on the parameters delay, delay variation and 
picture quality: A pair of CellStack Classic (KNET) [4, 
5] codecs for ATM netvvorks using MJPEG as 
compression algorithm, and a pair of CAMVision-2 7615 
[15] Litton codecs compressing in MPEG-2 (4:2:0) 
MP@ML format. The Litton codec vvas equipped vvith 
both an ATM interface and a 10/100 Ethernet interface. 
For the tests only the Fast Ethernet card vvas used. 

Delay and Jitter. To measure the delay the codecs vvere 
setup back-to-back in loopback mode (Fig. 1) vvithout 
any netvvork components involved and ali parameters 
mentioned above vvere evaluated: 

video source 

oscilloscope 

Fig. 1: Test Setup for Delay Measurements 

As a video source a PAL sequence vvas used vvhere 12 
black and 12 white frames alternated in a nonstop loop. 
The video signal vvas connected to an oscilloscope 
(Tektronix 2220) [17] and at the same time fed into the 
encoder video input slot. After the encoding process the 
compressed signal arrived at the decoder and vvas 
subsequently transmitted to a second input channel on 
the oscilloscope. For observation and control the signal 
vvas aiso displayed on a monitor. With the original signal 
on one input channel and the delayed signal on the other 
channel the oscilloscope shovved the time spent on the 
encoding and decoding process. The jitter vvas derived 
using 100 samples of measured delay values and vvas 
calculated as the difference betvveen maximum and 
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minimum delay vvithin the obtained value range (Table 
1). The indicated values include both encoding and 
decoding times. 
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Table 1: Delay and Jitter Measurements 

The CellStack Classic codecs scored considerably better 
in both jitter and delay measurements compared to the 
Litton CAMVision CV2. According to the 
recommendation of the ITU [14] the delay has a 
disturbing impact if the video transmission is 
bidirectional and 150 ms are exceeded. Therefore the 
CellStack Classic codecs can be considered more suitable 
for bidirectional transfers such as in videoconferencing, 
for example. 

Picture Quality. The quality of a video sequence can be 
measured objectively or subjectiveiy [18, 7]. So far 
subjective tests have been used predominantly, since in 
the end it depends on how a human spectator evaluates 
the perceived quality of a service [6]. Subjective testing, 
however, has the disadvantage that a large number of 
people are required to evaluate the picture quality in a 
]aboratory under conditions that remain the same for 
every test and can be reproduced at aH times, if 
statistically relevant information is to be obtained. For 
this reason objective methods of evaluation have been 
developed which focus on high conformity with the 
subjective perception of a human spectator and use this 
degree of correlation to validate their tests [16]. 

The objective of this study is not to reach evaluations in a 
standardized laboratory that are statistically represen-
tative; instead the intention of the authors is to assess 
picture quality subjectively and provide some interesting 
resuits and insights into codec behavior using different 
compression formats over different types of networks. In 
the subjective evaluation the video sequences are rated 
according to the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) with its 
categories "excellent", "good", "fair", "poor" and "bad". 
[13]. The tests also include the simulation of WAN 
behavior vvith an impairment tool and the creation of 
overload situations with synthetically generated traffic. 

Evaluation of Picture Quality vvith Impairment Tool. 
A camera zoomed in onto a moving metronome vvas used 
as a video source (Fig. 2). The picture qualities vvere 

varied by introducing errors vvith an Impairment Tool 
(Intervvatch 95000) to simuiate WAN behavior. 

Fig. 2: Video Input Signal for Subjective Evaluation 
of Picture Quality 

The video signal traveled from the encoder over tvvo 
netvvork components to the decoder and vvas then 
displayed on a control monitor for subjective evaluation 
(Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3: Test Setup vvith Impairment Tool 

CellStack Classic Codecs. The CellStack Classic 
codecs for ATM technology vvere connected to tvvo 
FORE LE-155 ATM svvitches as netvvork components. 
One ATM PVC (Permanent Virtual Circuit) vvas 
configured to carry the video stream. The PVC vvas 
classified as UBR (Unspecified Bit Rate) traffic, since 
both svvitches involved in the test did not carry any other 
traffic and the full bandvvidth of 149.76 Mbit/s vvas 
available across the interfaces. In a first reference test no 
errors vvere introduced into the netvvork connection and 
the picture quality vvas rated as excellent. 
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Table 2: Picture Quality of the CellStack Classic Under 
the Influence of Error Rates 

As errors vvere introduced vvith the impairment tool the 
quality of the picture started to deteriorate (Table 2). The 
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video sequence turned into a frozen picture vvith an error 
rate of 10"l 

Litton Codecs. The Litton codecs were connected to 
two Cisco 7500 routers over Fast Ethernet interfaces. The 
bandvvidth was set to 7.2 Mbit^s. The codecs were first 
evaluated vvithout the introduction of errors with the 
impairment tool. As soon as strong motion was added to 
the video input, the picture froze and the codecs locked 
up. For.this reason the picture quaHty was only rated as 
good at best (Table 3). 

Camera 
Generator and Analyzer 

Fig. 5; Test Setup with Background Traffic 

Display 
Monitor 

Fig. 4: Severe Blocking in Areas vvith Strong Movements 

CellStack Classic Codecs. Fore LE-155 ATM svvitches 
vvere also used as netvvork components for testing the 
CellStack Classics vvith background traffic. The FORE 
LE-155 STM-1 interfaces are capable of handling a total 
load of 149.76 Mbit/s. The coder vvas sending 6800 
Protocol Data Units (PDU) per second. 
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Table 3: Picture Quality of the Litton Codecs Under the 
Influence of Error Rates 

Evaluation of Picture Quality vvith Background 
Traffic. A camera focused on a moving metronome vvas 
used again as video input. The video signal traveled from 
the encoder over tvvo netvvork components to the decoder 
and vvas then dispiayed on a control monitor for 
iubjective evaluation (Fig. 3). Background traffic vvas 
generated vvith a HP 4200B Ana]yzer and caused an 
overload situation at the outgoing interface of the 
netvvork component nearest to the encoder (Fig.5). 

Fig. 6: Influence of Background Traffic on PDUs 

Figure 6 shovvs the influence of background traffic on the 
PDUs of the video stream. Due to the increasing 
background traffic the demand for bandvvidth of the 
video signal can no longer be satisfied. As a consequence 
the picture immediately starts deteriorating to quality 
ratings of "fair" and "bad". 

Litton Codecs. As in the impairment test Cisco 7500 
routers vvere used as netvvork components. The codecs 
vvere configured to use 7.2 Mbifs for data packets. The 
GOP size vvas set to 1 (1 frames only). The connection 
betvveen the routers vvas implemented as an ATIS4 
connection vvith ATM Interface Processors (AlPs). 

In accordance vvith the findings in the čase of the 
CellStack Classic codecs there vvas also an immediate 
decline of the picture quality as soon as the background 
traffic claimed an amount of bandvvidth that exceeded the 
minimal bandvvidth requirements of the video signal. 

It is obvious that for both codecs even a fevv losses 
already reduce the picture quality to the point vvhere the 
spectator is no longer satisfied. 

QoS Features. As vvas shovvn in the previous chapters 
small iinpairments of the transmission quality already 
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have a severe impact on the picture quality and thus on 
the satisfaction of the user. 

The CellStack Classic Codecs compress the video signals 
in separate streams which can then be transported over 
ATM using PVCs. Since ATM techno]ogy provides the 
possibility to configure each traffic stream as Continuous 
Bit Rate (CBR) traffic which reserves the requested 
bandvvidth as a maximal rate, the video signal can be 
shielded from any netvvork overload situations. 

The only mechanism to offer Quality of Service over IP 
implemented in the Litton codecs is the setting of the 
Type of Service (TOS) bit via the registry in the 
Windows NT platform [15]. Unfortunately this feature 
could not be tested, since the available codecs were 
issued vvith an older software version where the TOS bit 
capability was not enabled. 

To receive guaranteed QoS in networks video codecs 
must be able to reserve resources in the network, for 
example with RSVP. At the moment the tested Litton 
codec is not able to compensate for the lack of Quality of 
Service (QoS) features of the transport protocol in IP 
traffic. 

5 Conclusion 
The tests show, that QoS guarantees are required for the 
transport of video over netvvorks. If parameters such as 
bandwidth, delay and jitter are not guaranteed or kept 
within certain bounds, packets are lost and the picture 
quality deteriorates, even if loss rates are small. To 
ensure high quality bidirectional video transmissions, the 
two-way delay, the delay variation and the loss rates 
should be kept to a minimum. Since the stability of the 
Litton codecs was limited fiirther tests are recommended. 

High quality applications require a netvvorking 
infrastructure which is able to make Quality of Service 
guarantees. The Internet with its best effort IP service is 
not yet able to meet these demands and is therefore stili 
not suitable for the transmission of high quality video 
data. 
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JVilh today's widespread availability of networked multimedia potenlials embedded in an infrastructure 
of qualitative siiperior kind the distribution ofprofessionally slyled multimedia streams hasfallen in the 
realm ofpossibility. This paper presents a prolotypic environment - both model and runtime system -
for procešsing composite media streams variably composed of midtimedia data objects. The system 
consists ofan intelligent media database, a IVeb-authoring tool, a time directed presentation stream and 
is based on a hypermedia data model ofreusable object components. The plug-in free runtime system is 
designed as a pure JA VA implemenlation. Further educational applications of oiir architecture are 
presented, as well. 

1 Introduction 
Today's standards of internet-connected computers 
provide easy, intuitive access to multimedia 
Information documents within classrooms as well as 
students homes and thereby confront students as 
well as teachers with a new paradigm of knowledge 
transfer: Not only the offer of an unfiltered totality 
of the present (rapidly changing) knovvledge 
requests for continuous (netvvork) access, but also a 
formerly unknown multitude of presentation 
methods to the lecture hali or - in the framevvork of 
teleteaching - to students homes has come around. 
Nothing since the invention of blackboard and 
chalk, we are tempted to claim, has revolutionized 
teaching in a more fundamental way than 
networked multimedia. 
Consequently web-based teleteaching and distant 
learning offers are by now seriously considered 
parts of the educational system and gain increasing 
importance. But by preparing educational 
applications the insufficiency of approaches purely 
grounded on html-style technologies becomes more 
and more evident: Design and maintenance of a 
website approximately reflecting the complexity of 
an interactive online course is on the one hand an 
experience of little practicability. On the other hand 
Information streams formed of time-based media or 
continuously online processed data hardly 
incorporate into a stateless presentation layer. 
Consequently a growing awareness for the demand 
of better Information models can be presently 

observed within the community of educational 
computing [1],[3]. 
Learning modules request for a coherent design of 
interrelated portions of information being at the 
same time subject to structural subdivisions 
regarding thematic aspects such as topic, subtopic, 
related field etc, didactic classifications concerning 
complexity, order, relevance to the objective, etc, 
presentational attributes like positions in space and 
time, display contexts, ... and finally meta 
information regarding format, author, access rights 
etc. The meaningful shaping of such structural 
overlays belongs to the author. Therefore a 
desirable information system not only should 
exhibit capabilities of embedding its contents into 
flexible structuring but also needs to strongly 
support the process of authoring in accordance to its 
abilities, unique points of source editing being the 
most prominent feature under request. 
Of equal relevance appears the support of 
multimedia data. Different types of media such as 
text, images, animations interplaying with time-
based material i.e. audio, video or online data 
procešsing request for an individual specialized 
treatment which for the non technical oriented 
author is hard to fulfil. In recent times it has been 
widely understood that the preparation of qualitative 
advanced multimedia material ranges far beyond the 
scope of individual lecturers. Facing the demand for 
good multimedia supplements in teaching on the 
one hand and recognising the difficulties in the 
production of such material a 'marketplace'-type 
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idea of exchange and reuse appears quite natural in 
multimedia supported teaching. 
Teaching has to account for perception being a 
time-dependent process. The important notion of 
tirne in teaching is one major reason for drawing a 
lot of attention in recent research works to WorId 
Wide Web techniques which distribute multimedia 
documents with temporal and spatial reiations. In 
addition the grovving demand for šynchronized 
handling of time-based media such as video and 
audio serves as a general motive for introducing 
temporal aspects to the Web. Finally, streaming 
data sources invent a new level of scalability by 
accounting for transport timing and therefore 
rapidly gain quantitative importance throughout the 
Internet. 
In this paper we present ongoing work on an 
environment grounded on an object oriented 
multimedia Information model. Residing in a 
database management system media objects can 
combine to form complex documents by means of 
an active document structuring, allowing for 
temporal and event-type inter-object reiations. The 
environmental basis is employed for the Media 
Objects in Time time-based runtime environment as 
well as in further teaching applications. Ali 
components together allow for composing complex 
teaching applications from media objects and 
streaming them to the Web. 
This paper is organized as follovvs. In section 2 we 
introduce the basic ideas of our Media Object 
Model and exemplarily compare to related vvorks. 
Section 3 presents the underlying multimedia 
database system and introduces to its authoring 
toolset. Principles, architecture and implementation 
properties of the MoblT runtime environment will 
be discussed in section 4. A brief introduction to 
further applications is given in section 5. Finally, 
section 6 is dedicated to conclusions and an outlook 
on the ongoing work. 

2 The Media Object Model and 
related Works 

2.1 Enabling active Document Structurcs 
The teaching and presentation environment 
introduced here aims at the one hand at profoundly 
supporting arbitrary media data including time-
based material. On the other hand we want to 
provide a flexible mechanism for structuring 
documents which not only accounts for thematic 
interrelations (e.g. links), but aiso gives rise to 
object compositions including temporal aspects or 
complex interaction events. Thus led by our object 

model and guided by its web authoring toolset an 
author should be able to produce for instance a 
multimedia Information stream being the composite 
of any heterogeneous collection of media data (text 
blocks, audio, images, video, ...). 
Central to our object oriented Information model 
therefore is the notion of active references as a basic 
composition mechanism. These interrelations not 
only carry the ability to refer to subordinate 
presentation data, but are capable of imposing 
event-type actions on its references. As typical 
notions of referential actions betvveen documents 
we consider the connections in tirne and 
(presentation-) space or the predefinition of possible 
user interactions. Since these active references are 
foreseen in the data object model authors may by a 
simple editing of attributes build up a document 
structure which inherits some active processing 
from its information object class. The individual 
mark-up of active document structuring is defined 
vvith the design of an educational application. 
Structuring process has been kept very flexible to 
permit application-oriented, semantically meanings, 
thereby donating intuition to authors when dealing 
with the system. 

As pointed out above an important role is dedicated 
to the reusability of document data. As it is of 
course easy to assure muUiple exploitability of 
simple media files, reusability of complex, 
composite media documents is of much higher 
importance. These collections of interrelated 
documents usually play the role of knowledge 
modules and bury significant amounts of authoring 
vvork. They are also subject to singular change, 
depending on the knowledge evolution. Our model 
does support for reusable presentation components 
by providing a uniform, media independent data 
structure which we denote by Media Objects. Mobs 
serve as universal containers for embedding either 
subsequent Mobs or media data. By referencing one 
another Mobs allow for arbitrary compositions of 
unlimited complexity, where the atomic nodes of 
the resulting graph structure are formed by distinct 
Data Objects. Besides its uniform appearance the 
Media Object entities support for application reuse 
in restricting active links to referenced objects 
thereby relying on referential integrity ensured by 
the underlying database system. 

2.2 Media Objects 
Media Objects may be seen as the central 
constituents to comprise the data structure of our 
object model. As the basic design idea a Mob 
consists of both, the subordinate reference list and 
the collection of active references, the latter being 
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restricted to act on Mobs included in the reference 
list. Simultaneously arbitrary annotations may stick 
to these hulls, neutral with respect to applications or 
actual media data. 
Defining an application at first requests for turning 
the Mob structure into a meaningful formation. 
Semantics can be brought onto Mobs in a twofold 
fashion: Dynamic content processing may ground 
on (mandatory) attributes assigned to the data and 
thereby organize content according to meta 
Information. Media objects in this first step remain 
singular informational units. The powerful approach 
however lies in interpreting the active references 
native to Mobs. An application designer not only 
can choose from arbitrary interelations such as 
trees, Petri-nets, circuits, but can dedicate operative 
instructions to those data links ranging from a 
simple automated Web-link generation over spatial. 
and temporal construction policies up to conditional 
interactions vvithin arbitrary scenes. 

2.3 Related Works 
Numerous activities rank around document 
structuring and authoring of more compIex 
Information models than HTML-formatting. From 
the educational area we exemplarily mention the 
group of Maurer [3],[4], who propose and 
implemented the Hypermedia Composite Model as 
a semantic container for learning documents. Even 
richer research is going on in the area of multimedia 
database systems. For an excellent overview we 
referto[6]. 
As mentioned earlier several interesting research 
activities are presently enforcing the notion of time 
to the Web, the most prominent being the W3C 
recommendation Synchronized Multimedia 
Integration Language (SMIL) [10]. As a declarative 
languageSMIL allows for-synchronization of media 
objects in an somevvhat simplistic, HTML-style 
fashion. Synchronization is done in object pairs, 
either sequential or in parallel. The appearance of 
any object may be bound to a duration parameter. 
SMIL extends the meaning of hyperlink to 
connecting temporal and spatial subregions. 
The runtime behaviour of any SMIL interpreter 
thereby is more or less left open, which probably is 
the most important dravvback of the model. 
Combined with the absence of a stringent handling 
of timelines temporal inconsistencies in more 
complex documents can be foreseen. Besides few 
reference implementations of SMIL players there is 
an attempt to include synchronization features into 
the Web browser named HTML+TIME [U]. This 
proposal addresses temporal extensions to HTML 
and incorporates basic elements of SMIL. 

Both ideas hovvever suffer from strong limitations 
due to the simplistic ansatz of HTML omitting any 
structuring for media object use. Rutledge et al [12] 
consequently report about severe difficulties in 
authoring SMIL presentations mainly due to the 
lack of reusability for object compositions as well 
as SMIL's inability to deal with complex object 
relations. In most recent works, the 2.0 specification 
of SMIL [10], the World Wide Web Consortium 
heads towards a realization of SMIL as a module 
within the framevvork of the XHTML language. 
Most of this work is presently ongoing and far too 
incomplete from permitting implementations. 
As a completeIy other example more similar to our 
work we like to mention the Nested Context Model 
(NCM) of Soares et. al. [13]. With the aim of 
grounding a strong structure for flexible deployment 
of hypermedia documents the NCM provides a 
composite meta-structuring for different media 
types, called nodes, up to an arbitrary level of 
complexity. Those nodes may contain a reference 
list of denoted nodes giving rise to an arbitrary 
graph structure of the composed document. The 
model, which has been implemented in a system 
called HyperProp, treats hypermedia documents 
essentially as passive data structures. 
Synchronizations define through events vvhich may 
occur as the result of object presentation or user 
interaction. 

Since embedding of media objects within the NCM 
results in a passive mesh without further 
presentational meaning, an additional structure of 
activation, events and contexts (called 
perspectives), has to be superimposed. This 
characteristic on one hand leaves some liberty to the 
author (the same object. structure may encounter 
different behaviour in different contexts), on the 
other hand it adds an additionallevel of complexity 
to the modelled hypermedia system and denotes the 
major difference to our work. 

3 MIR - A IMedia Information 
Repository 

3.1 The Media Object Database System 
The core of our multimedia environment is formed 
by a media object database system. Named Media 
Information Repository (MIR) it combines ali 
operations related to data storage and at the same 
time keeps track of Information structuring ensuring 
referential integrity. Although MIR fully 
iraplements the media object model it remains 
neutral with respect to applications built on top of 
the database layer. The intention in designing the 
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media repository was to provide a robust, powerful 
basis, on which a multitude of educational systems 
may be established with rather limited effort. 
MIR divides into two functional groups: The Media 
Object Lattice and the Data Store (s. fig 1). Objects 
in both repositories may be addressed by symbolic 
names embedded in a virtual file system. Besides 
administrative Information concerning owner, group 
and access rights data entities can carry arbitrary 
annotations by means of an open property list. 
Technically only distinct by data type definitions 
properties may contain any kind of meta 
Information, e. g. content descriptors such as 
subjects and keywords, didactic annotators 
concerning presentation order or Information depth, 
and technical markers being specific to the 
educational applications on top of the database, as 
well. 
Media entities in our object oriented database 
design belong to classes, which defme their 
properties. Any object instantiates the class its 
derived from and thereby inherits the property set 
including type and attribute definitions. 
Customisation of the MIR to support a new 
application thus limits to the set-up of appropriate 
object classes with the possible need for extending 
authoring functions (see below). Quite independent 
of actual exp]oitation the universal data structure 
MOB is offered for application processing. 
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Figure 2: Media Object Database Architecture 

As an advantage of the MIR data logic actual media 
handling separates completely from application 
design: The Data Objects (DOBs) reside in a Data 
Store together with its media descriptors, rsp. 
mime-types. They are ready for multiple access by 
either MOB-based applications or directly through 
http-requests, where media specific treatment has to 
be taken čare of by clients and - if necessary - by 
middleware components independent of the actual 
application. 

3.2 The MIR Authoring Environment 
Easy access for authors the system grants through a 
Web authoring tool. It is designed to guide through 
the different levels of complexity by means of 
severa] adapted vievvs. As it is well known and to 
some extend obvious that the WYSIWYG paradigm 
does not hold in the čase of temporal, structural or 
event editing [5], we attempt to relate the multiple 
aspects of authoring to specific, intuitive 
appearances of the tool, thereby re]ying on the 
semantics of structural relations mentioned above. 
Application design by means of an object class 
editor though carries no presentational meaning and 
remains rather formal as its use might be restricted 
to technical staff. 
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Figure 1: The MIR authoring tool 

At the first stage of content authoring our tool 
allows for DOB upload and control. Guided by an 
object brovvser the author may organize and retrieve 
objects in a directory structure of a virtual file 
system, donate names, media types and properties 
to the dobs and upload actual data to the MIR data 
store (s. fig. 2). In general media data manipulation 
is not meant to be part of the application authoring 
process, but for the sake of simplicity a simple text 
editor which also supports for HTML-formatting is 
included in the system and perinits the direct 
generation of written text. 
Whereas the object browser in the MOB editing 
regime remains unchanged, dedicated support is 
given to the author in designing presentations. With 
the help of a structure view, a spatial view and an 
(relative) object timeline authoring of MOB-based 
applications receives its basic Instruments. As was 
pointed out above, however, the specific semantic 
of media object structures is only fixed with 
application layout. The authoring requirements thus 
may significantly change between different fields of 
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use and specific aspects cannot be foreseen in 
general. Including a toolbox of methods our open 
system therefore provides a programming interface 
to allow for easy, application dependent extensions 
in the form of specific views. 

3.3 Architecture and Implcmcntation 
The technical concept of the MIR environment is 
formed by an open multimedia architecture 
designed according to a 3-tiered principle as is 
shown in fig. 3. Implementation thereby follovved 
the major goals 

Funcdonality: The environment - meant as a 
uniform platform for media object processing - must 
provide aH fiindamental operations on MOBs and 
DOBs like load, store, search etc. 
Flexible Media Handling: The system must adapt to 
a general range of possible media types including 
discrete and continuous objects. 
Standard Conformance: Ali used or implemented 
components should conform to present standards 
established. User or application interfaces should rely 
as far as possible on application standards s.a. the 
Web protocol, mime-type handling, streaming 
protocol standards etc. 

Performance: According to well known resource 
requirements of (continuous) media data specific 
measures concerning leanness, optimization and 
scalability of the system should be applied. 
Encapsulation: Access to media object data should 
only be granted by a set of appropriate, general 
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Figure 3: Networked Architecture 

operations, thereby hiding low level manipulations 
such as SQL-statements. 
Extensibility: Characteristics of applications as well 
as additional media types can be expected to impose 
specific requirements to the environment. Besides a 
uniformly suitable data environment application and 
media processing units need to offer universal 
programming interfaces for adding the requested 
capabilities to the system. 

The current implementation of the media object database 
runs in a relational database management engine, a 
Sybase adaptive server, with special tuning applied to it. 
This platform we chose as a robust, very fast and lean 
basis. For the sake of encapsulation and performance, but 
also to achieve an 'object oriented' data modelling aH 
data accesses and manipulations are realised by means of 
stored procedures. Media specific operations such as 
compression/decompression, streaming or 
synchronisation tasks are performed by the middleware 
components, since middlevvare services are scalable, 
support load balancing and in our čase accommodate 
caching. 

Ali middleware components are vvritten in JAVA and are 
primarily responsible for the session and transaction 
management and for a buffering cache layer which 
allows for latency hiding. Even though we employ a 
single component server solution, the Sybase Jaguar, 
most of the implementations fulfil the JAVA EJB 
specification and are therefore rather neutral with respect 
to the specific product. Client access is granted in a 
manifold way (s. fig. 3); On the standard side the natural 
I10P-exchange of objects is offered to intelligent client 
apps complemented by standard Web protocol http for ali 
public entities in the database, the latter being 
implemented by a servlet in the back of an apache/tomcat 
installation. As serialisation of binary large objects forms 
an inefficient way of transport we decided to incorporate 
the Sybase proprietary transaction protocol TDS, which 
shuffles binary data in bulk. The client programming 
interface for TDS-transport is hidden behind JDBC, so 
that proprietar/ code can be kept from application 
programming. 

As an important feature of the platform introduced here 
may be seen its ability to deal with pluggable subservers 
(s. fig. 4). Subserving not only opens up the field for 
application dependent media streams, but also allows for 
incorporation of new, complex functionality such as 
online data processing without fattening a thin applet 
client. For an overall stream oriented system it appears 
quite natural to include served media for streaming and 
such. MIR provides a flexible and simple interface for 
this purpose. In current applications subservers are used 
to incorporate the high performance optimized JAVA 
Wavelet video player of Cycon et al [7], a direct text 
sender which permits messaging to ongoing 
presentations and an MPEG3 server which processes 
audio. 

The interface to include any type of subserver has been 
purposely designed in minimal fashion: Any subserver in 
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perspective must implement the methods getPortCount to 
allow for inquiry on requested number of ports, setPorts 
to permit port assignment, setData to receive data 
handles and the initialization. Additional information 
classes etc. are kept optional. The interface at the 
corresponding client site appeals as even simpler: 
setServerInfo and getServerInfo are the methods needed 
here. Within this open framevvork it should be easy to 
bring additional data servers to the system as for instance 
to include real-time visualization or live streams or... 
Implementations on the client side merely depend on 
application complexity than on guidelines taken from 
MIR environment: Clients may be applets based in 
Swing like our authoring tool, simple HTML-pages or 
Servlets running JAVA Beans in correspondence to 
JAVA Server Pages. Any time-based application we 
however have not undertaken without browser's JAVA 
machine. 
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Figure 4: Subserving as a Plug-In 

4 Media ObjectS in Time 

4.1 Presenting a media stream 

As one major application the teaching and 
presentation system Media Objects in Time 
(MobIT) centres aboiit the idea of media objects 
synchronizab]e in tirne which may be linked to form 
fairly complex presentations. But at the same tirne 
any object remains self consistent and of 
independent use. Roughly speaking our basic 
concept consists of deflning media object instances 
and llning them up in time as is shown in figure 5. 
Mobit intends to provide an accurate scheme for 
temporal and spatial placement of presentation 
objects, where authors neither have to take čare of 

interobject synchronization dependencies nor 
adaptation to possibIy inaccurate netvvork 
performance, the latter being subject to 
implementation of latency iiiding techniques. 
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Figure 5: Media Object Instances in Time 

Presenting itself on a timeline any presentation 
becomes a time-based data object, even if composed 
only from timeless media such as texts or images. 
Any presentation component wi]l carry an instance 
of initial appearance and a moment (possibly at 
infmitum) for fading avvay from the clienfs screen. 
Within this framevvork of MIR any streaming media 
such as video or audio may be included and 
synchronized to the scene and the overall data 
stream. 

Aiming at the combined utilisation in lecture rooms 
as \vell as teleteaching our model focuses on a clear, 
straight forward concept of reusable compound 
media components. Any of these will be 
accompanied by screenplay scripts arranging their 
behaviour in space and tirne. Thus in plače of the 
page oriented WWW concept or the typica]ly event 
driven nature of CBT products MoblT runs as a 
flow oriented presentation model showing for 
example a crash-test video combined vvith charts of 
relevant statistics and vocally explained CAD car 
models in subseqiience. 

4.2 The Compound Flow Model 
Jn designing an educational system vvithin our 
environment structuring has to be given an 
applicational meaning. in the context of MoblT this 
is done by the Compound Flovv Model (CFM), 
which takes much čare to detlne a simple structure 
of straight forward logic intuitively appealing to 
document authors. The CFM organises the uniform 
hull entity Mob in a tree structure, where any 
branch reference expresses a temporal and spatial 

file:///vell
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incliision rekuion. (s. figure 6). 

Media objects form the central construction element 
of the CFM data structure. As bound to the basic 
design idea of MIR Mobs include the subordinate 
object reference list and a screenplay script acting 
on the references, thereby describing aH parameters 
responsible for their behaviour in tirne and space. 
Those scripts we denote as Playlists. Playlists 
describe the states attained by the corresponding 
Mobs in total. 

Tightly bound to the concept of combined reference 
to objects and their states is the notion of 
generalized reusability for any component involved. 
Roughly speaking an object exhibits generalized 
reusability, iff it is self consistent, i.e. free of 
recursions, and parametrizable in state space. The 
fundamental parameters of the state space up until 
now are the spatial size and the duration in tirne. 
Some additional features such as background color 
or font type change have been implemented. 

Vital to the framevvork of CFM is an environment 
for generating and controlling the ilovv. As media 
objects for a given presentation may be widely 
branched, each one of them equipped with a 
complex structural inheritance and its own 
synchronization demands, a flow control module 
needs to resolve ali structural data dependencies. It 
thereafter has to linearize resulting bulk 
information, to form an ordered now and at last 
addict objects to the externally provided primary 
timer. 

Even though components of the Model are of 
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Figure 6: Media Object Hierarchy 

active, self consistent nature an additional flow 
generator needs to be present. Generating a flow in 
our context has to fulfil the task of resolving ali 
open object dependencies, collecting the data and en 
passant performing co-ordinate transforms and at 
the core linearize data with respect to time. As a 
result of such linear alignment ali playlists are 
merged to form a complete script for the screenplay 
the whole presentation consists of. Additionally 
may be observed that the flow generator as 
described is - if properly implemented - well 
suitable for transmitting presentations data 
collection as a sequential stream over the network. 
For a more detailed description of the MobIT 
application see [2]. 

5 Further Applications 

5.1 Virtual Design 
The design studio of tomorrow will not contain a 
computer anymore, but will consist of the computer 
network. Guided by this maxim a completely 
different idea of computer based educational system 
has been developed in collaboration with Bildo 
Akademie flir Kunst und Medien Berlin. Interactive 
picture networking has been adopted as a basic co-
operative internet platform for designers of digital 
images [8],[9]. The project has been honoured in the 
meanwhile with the "New Talents Award" at the 
direct marketing congress DIMA in Dusseldorf 
1998 and the special priče Multimedia Transfer at 
Learntec 2000. 
People from art and design communicate through 
their visual products. As it is rather difficult to 
circumscribe representational and aesthetic contents 
in standard language terms, a specific way of 
expression needs to be utilized: A Language of 
Pictures. Like any stream of statements such a 
visual speech needs basic order principals, a time-
line and thematic assignments at minimal. 
The Virtual Design project started from the idea of 
supplying a networked communication platform 
which allovvs for creation of visual dialogs. Starting 
from a "white canvas" each participant is enabled 
to contribute data sets consisting of an image, a title 
and a textual commentary to the system. The system 
itself requests such contributions to be a reaction of 
a former entry. It thereby links entities and lines 
pictures in time chains, optionally branching at 
nodes which invoked multiple reactions. As time 
evolves the Virtual Design system will give rise to a 
tree of pictures with each branch representing a 
visual dialog betvveen authors (s fig. 7). 
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Relying on MIR basic environment Virtual Design 
MOBs enclose images, thumbnails and textual 
complements. The media object structure in the 
virtual design application is defined by the virtual 
dialogs performed by using the systeiTi and is 
assigned automatically as part of the work process. 
Note that no separate authoring is needed since VD 
combines workspace and presentation. 

5.2 Knovvlcdge Market Placc 
As a third, much simpler application of the MIR 
data environment we vvant to introduce a small 
knowledge cafe prototype. The system ranks around 
pieces of Information which are ciassified according 
to topics and keywords and with respect to 
Information complexity, as well. Generating 
content-based meshes from Mob references the 
information repository not only is able to answer 
property related searches but will dynamically 
present document groups as Mob references are 
automatically transformed into Web links. With the 
use of XML/XSP-techniques this useful application 
could be developed in a very limited number of 
days by relying on the strength of the MIR 
technology basis. 

6 Conclusions and Outlook 
The multimedia information technology presented 
in this paper is an ongoing project in many ways: 
Having accomplished an efficient basic solution on 
structured media processing several teaching 
applications to be used either in the lecture hali or at 
students homes are to be implemented. Most 
exciting hovvever we consider future developments 
in the area of time-based learning and presentation 
system. 
Much work hovvever has to be done in this ongoing 
project. Interactions have not been defined in CFM 
yet. As simple smil-type hyperlinks in our flovv 
oriented model could only support hopping betvveen 
- possibly nested - parallel timelines and as we do 
not intend to produce some sort of interaction 
programming language, our current activities 
concentrate on modelling an interaction paradigm. 
Accounting for the CFM potential to operate on self 
consistent media objects we are aiming at a small 
'alphabet' of operations vvhich enables authors to 
open up an unlimited number of navigational paths 
to the receptor vvith only a limited number of 
interactions defined. 
Interactions vvill introduce an additional complexity 
to the treatment of netvvork behaviour as they might 
contradict latency hiding techniques in some parts. 
This is unavoidably true for user dialog elements. 

For the loading of binary large elements a careful 
time control vvill be needed. The buffered pre-
reading of Mobs hovvever may be vievved as filling 
an instruction cache of a processing unit. 
Interactions impose branches to the instruction flovv 
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Figure 7: Virtual Design Visital Navigator 

and can be buffered in parallel so that immediate 
system response generalizes. 
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The FEIDHE project aims at spečijying what it will take to implement a puhlic key infrastructure (PKI) 
based Identification system with smart cards in Finnish higher education. Main drivers of the project 
are data security, flexible use of electronic resources over the network and the national PKI initiative 
FINEID (Finnish Electronic Identification). The project is looking far a way to manage Identification 
and authentication when accessing electronic resources and services over networks. 

1 Introduction 
In Finnish universities and poiytechnics students and 
staff members have access to several information 
systems and services requiring user authentication. 
Traditionally authentication is based on username-
passvvords pairs. In the information systems the 
passwords or, alternatively, some one-way hash values 
deriving from them are stored in a user database. When 
the user is to be authenticated to the system, he is 
prompted to enter his username and password, vvhich are 
then compared to the data stored in the database. If the 
username-passvvord pair corresponds to the one in the 
user database, access is granted to the resources that are 
available for the user. 

In the username-password pair authentication, the 
Identification of the user is based on the knowledge that 
the user has. Using encrypted connections provides 
protection against attackers who listen to the 
communication channel in order to capture passwords. 
Hovvever, from the security point of view, the username-
passvvord authentication has some distinct vulnerabilities, 
vvhich are mostly due to the 'human factor': the user may 
use a passvvord that is too short or it can be easily 
guessed, or the same username-passvvord pair is used in 
several systems at the same time. Some countermeasures 
can be implemented for examp]e by rejecting passvvords 
that are too vveak or by forcing the user to change 
passvvords frequently. Furthermore, there is no 
administrative tools available for preventing the user 
from storing the passvvords on different media than one's 
memory (i.e. the user may vvrite dovvn the passvvords on 
a small piece of paper just next to the vvorkstation). 

An alternative approach to user authentication is to use 
public key cryptography (aka asymmetric cryptography) 

in vvhich there are two distinct keys, one for encryption 
and the other for decryption. The encryption key (the 
public key) is made available for everyone vvilling to 
send an encrypted message to the user. Only the user has 
the private key that is needed for decrypting the 
encrypted message. 

In order to authenticate a user the computer system sends 
to the user a challenge, vvhich is basically a sequence of 
random bits encrypted vvith the user's public key. If the 
user has the corresponding private key, she is able to 
decrypt the challenge and send the decrypted bit 
sequence back to prove her identity. 

The private key can be stored in a cryptographic token, 
e.g. a smart card, that vvill never reveal the key, but 
instead ušes it for decryption when user authentication is 
needed. Novv, vvhen the information system encrypts a 
challenge vvith the user's public key, it can be responded 
to only if the corresponding private key in the token is 
available. Furthermore, the cryptographic token is 
generally protected vvith a personal identiiy number 
(PIN) or other protection fianctions that prevents 
unauthorised users to misuse the token. Hence, the public 
key authentication vvith the cryptographic token is based 
on something the user knovvs (PIN code) and something 
unique the user possesses (a cryptographic token). 

2 PKI and its national 
implementation in Finland 

The generation of a private-public key pair is not 
enough for the comprehensive use of public key 
cryptography in authentication. A system called Public 
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Key Infrastructure (PKI) is needed for managing the 
keys. This chapter introduces some principles of the PKI 
and its national implementation in Finland. 
From the system point of view, a user in the PKI is the 
owner of the private key. The PKI is needed to define 
how to distribute the public key to the authenticating 
Information system and how to pair the public key to a 
particular user possessing the corresponding private key. 
In order to implement a large scale PKI to be used for 
example in the Internet, a trusted third party, called 
Certificate Authority (CA), is needed. The CA is 
exclusively responsible to ensure the identity of the 
private key's holder. 

The CA defines its policy in a public document called 
Certificate Policy (CP). The Certificate Practice 
Statement (CPS) is a document that states specifications 
on the CP. Typically, the CPS defines for instance how 
the identity of the user is verified and who is authorised 
to do that when the user is applying for a certicifate. 
Internet Engineering Task Force has specified a 
framework for CP and CPS for the Internet community 
(Chokhani & Ford 1999). 

As a proof of the identity of the private key's holder the 
CA issues a certificate. It is a statement that by the virtue 
of the digital signature of the CA binds the identity of the 
user in a real world to the particular public key in the 
netvvork. A certificate contains, typically, name of the 
user, the public key of the user, serial number for the 
certificate, and the validity period and the intended usage 
of the certificate. In order to make the certificate 
available for everyone in the network, it is stored in a 
public directory server. Internet Engineering Task Force 
has specified the certificates to be used in the Internet 
(Housley et. al. 1999). 

In PKI authentication, the identity of the user can be 
verified as follows: the authenticating system fetches 
user's certificate from the public directory and then gives 
to the user a challenge that can be correctly responded to 
only if the user has the private key. However, commonly 
used PKI-enabled protocols, such as Secure Sockets 
Layer (Frier et. al. 1996), pass the certificate to the 
authenticating systeiTi in the beginning of the 
authentication so that the certificate directory is not 
needed. 

The certificate has a finite validity. Also the user can 
loose or destroy the private key, or the key might be 
stolen or compromised. Due to these reasons, the CA 
maintains a public list of invalid certificates. This list is 
called in the literature as the Certificate Revocation List 
(CRL). Therefore, in the PKI authentication process also 
the validity of the certificate must ascertain from the 
CRL. 

The market is gradually getting ready for large scale 
deployment of PKI'. The standards are becoming stabile, 
and commercial PKI products are entering markets. 

2.1 PKI fundamentals 

2.2 National PKI in Finland 
In Finland the public sector has been the driving force in 
PKI implementation. In 1996 a common vvorking group 
of three ministries issued a report (Ministry of Finance 
et. al. 1996) stating that the electronic Identification of a 
citizen belongs to the infrastructure of the Information 
society. According to the report it is necessary to develop 
and maintain Information systems needed. A project 
called Finnish Electronic ldentity (FINEID) was 
launched to speciiy a national PKI and to make other 
necessary preparations. The Population Register Center 
was nominated as CA. Related modifications in the 
legislation were made in the parliament. 

From the beginning of December 1999 the citizens of 
Finland have been entitled to apply for an electronic ID 
card, FINEID card (Police of Finland 2001). The 
application procedure is similar to the practice for the 
conventional ID documents (e.g. passport); the citizen 
files an application at the local police office, where the 
oftlcer identifies the applicant and checks the validity of 
the application. Electronic ID cards with the embedded 
chip are manufactured by Setec, a Finnish smart card 
vendor, and the certificate is issued by Population 
Register Center. The priče for the electronic ID card is 27 
euros (card is valid for three years), vvhereas the 
conventional ID card costs 22 euros. 

The FINEID card contains two private keys and the 
related public key certificates. One of the keys is used 
only for authentication and decrypfing messages and the 
other for digital signatures. 

Until September 25"', 2000 Population Register Center 
had issued 6045 FINEID cards (Population Register 
Center 2001). The bottleneck for the rapid increase in the 
number of FINEID cards has been the lack of services 
relying on the FINEID card and PKI. Only one bank has 
launched a FINEID based authentication to its vveb 
services, and few public sector services, mostly ufilising 
digital signatures, have been introduced. The private 
service providers seem to hesitate as long as the number 
of potential customers having the FINEID card is so 
small. Another barrier delaying the grovvth of the user 
number is the cost and availability of equipment i.e. the 
smart card reader and the software necessary for utilising 
the reader in applications. 

3 FEIDHE - Electronic 
Identification in Finnisli Higher 
Education 

Reliable user authentication has been an issue in Finnish 
universities and polytechnics as well. The national 
FINEID project accelerated the related discussion in 
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universities among the people responsible for network 
security. 

Students in Finland have national plastic študent ID card, 
Nvhich is used for getting študent prices in public 
transportation and other študent discounts. The študent 
cards are issued by the študent unions, which have strong 
position in Finnish universities. For students embedding 
a chip to the študent card is considered to be a natural 
step in expanding the current range of the services to the 
PKI based services. For staff members it would be the 
responsibility of the university to provide the EID cards 
needed. Because ali the universities in Finland are owned 
by the state, the FINEID project formed a natural starting 
point for building up PKI in the universities. 

A FEIDHE (Electronic identification in Finnish higher 
education) project was chartered in May 2000 as a 
common project of ali the Finnish universities, the 
national union of the Finnish študent unions and CSC -
Scientific Computing Ltd., which is a non-profit 
company owned by the ministry of education and the 
maintainer of the national research and education 
network in Finland. Polytechnics and their študent unions 
joined the project in October 2000. Altogether there are 
50 project members and they cover approximately 250 
000 potential users (including students and staff 
members), which is about 5% of the population in 
Finland. 

The goal of the project is to develop a smart card based 
authentication system for the needs of the Finnish higher 
education. The project aims at enabling an introduction 
of an EID smart card for higher education (FEIDHE 
card) during year 2002. 

To reach the goal the project evaluates solutions 
available in the markets and makes specifications and 
recommendations needed. Furthermore, the project 
estimates the costs and funding needed to build the 
necessary infrastructure. The project also collects and 
distributes Information to the project members on PKI 
and how to build services on it. 

The main interest of the project is the introduction of 
stronger user authentication methods in the universities 
and polytechnics. Hovvever, digital signatures are also a 
subject of interest because of the increase in service level 
and cost-reduction in the administration that they would 
imply. There has also been interest in using the FEIDHE 
card for various payments in the campus. 

4 Technical aspects 
From the technical point of view the project field can be 
divided into four layers (Figure I). The security of each 
layer is based on the underlying layers. 

Basically ali the security is based on cryptography, 
especially on the RS A algorithm and SHA-1 hash 
fianction, that are used in FINEID PKI and cards. 

Network protocols, such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), 
utilise PKI in user authentication. End user services are 
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Cryptography 

e.g. logging on a vvorkstation, 
web services 
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e.g.RSA, SHA-I 

Figure 1. Technical ]ayers in FEIDHE. 

built on top of the network protocols, such as WWW 
services, which are run on SSL. This chapter examines 
the PKI layer, Netvvork protocol layer, Service layer and 
their integration in the user management of the institute 
in more detail. 

4.1 PKI planned in FEIDHE 
The FEIDHE PKI will be based on interoperability with 
as many services as possible in the public and 
commercial sectors in Finland. To that end the PKI will 
lean heavily on compatibility with the existing 
governmental PKI and Finnish legislation on electronic 
identification. 

The project proposes that one or more commonly trusted 
commercial certificate authorities should be selected for 
issuing the certificates for the users. CA signs the 
certificates with its own private key to bind the person's 
identity to the public key. CA is also responsible for 
maintaining a public directory for the certificates and the 
certificate revocation list. 

CA does not necessarily do everything by itself It is 
usual that the task of identiiying the applicants and 
distributing the issued cards is given to a separate body 
that is called Registration Authority (RA). In FEIDHE 
the duty of RA is planned to be performed by the študent 
administration of higher education institutes. Each 
applicant vvill be identified with a valid visual identity 
card such as a driving licence or a passport according to 
the CA's certificate policy. Then the applicant vvill fill an 
application form and give a photograph. 

The project vvill use standard X.509 certificates (Housley 
et. al. 1999). No additional iiiformation is included vvith 
the possible exception of an email address. This is to 
avoid constantly updating the certificates to reflect 
changes e.g. in person's role or position. The certificates 
vvill be placed both in the smart card and in the public 
directory that supports Light-vveight Directory Access 
Protocol(Wahlet. al. 1997). 

Components needed in the client and server side are 
illustrated in Figure 2. In the client side a smart card 
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Figure 2. Client and server components in a smart 
card (SC) enabled PKI. 

reader and some extra software is needed to enable the 
worl<station to use smart cards. PC/SC vvorking group, 
which is a consortium of the major computer operating 
system and smart card vendors, has pubiished a de facto 
standard (PC/SC 1997) for client side softvvare 
architecture. Microsoft has released the base components 
of the architecture for Windows operating system, and 
the corresponding softvvare for Linux environment is 
implemented in a project called MUSCLE, Movement 
For The Use Of Smart Cards In A Linux Environment 
(MUSCLE 2001). 

The PC/SC architecture as such is generic, The 
component specific to EID cards is called PKI client, and 
it is built on top of the PC/SC base components. The PKI 
client provides a standard interface to client applications, 
such as web browser and mail client, to access the 
services in the EID smart card. 

To make user authentication PKI-enabled some extra 
functiona]ity needs to be implemented in the server side 
as well. The signature and the validity dates of the user's 
certificate need to be verified. Furthermore, the server 
needs to check that the certificate is not in the certificate 
revocation list. Each institute will integrate this 
functiona]ity in their centralised authentication server or 
set up a separate PKI server to handle it. 

4.2 Network protocols utilising PKI 
From the network protocol point of view the operation, 
in which the user is- authenticated, is called client 
authentication. Fortunately most existing netvvork 
protocols have support for. PKI in client authentication 
implemented or at least specified. 

Maybe the most important network protocol supporting 
client authentication is Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), 
securing transactions on World Wide Web. Client 
authentication is a feature of SSL handshake protocol 
and the most popular WWW browsers have a built-in 
support for it. During SSL handshake the server can 
optional]y request the client to send its certificate. To 
ensure that the client has also control of the 
corresponding private key, the server ušes the public key 

of the certificate to encrypt a challenge to the client. The 
client implementation of SSL ušes the underlying PKI 
client to utilise the attached smart card to get a proper 
response to the challenge. 

Another protocol for secure transport is Secure Shell 
(Secure Shell 2001), that is commonly used in remote 
shells in Unix environments. Secure Shell supports client 
authentication based on certificates, and commercial 
products using the feature are entering the markets. In 
FEIDHE project the extensions needed in Secure Shell 
client and server are investigated. 

Kerberos is a well-known, complex protocol used in 
authentication and session key distribution. Kerberos is 
traditionally based on symmetric cryptography. It is 
included in Windows 2000 operating system as the 
primary authentication method, but Microsoft has 
replaced the first Kerberos transaction with public key 
operation called PKINIT (Kerberos 2001). This enables 
the use of a smart card in Windows 2000 login. 

Several commercial Virtual Private Network (VPN) 
products based on IP Security Protocol (IPSec 2001) 
have been launched, some of them supporting PKI in 
client authentication as well. IPSec is commonly used in 
establishing remote connections to corporate networks 
over insecure public netvvorks such as the Internet. 
FEIDHE project evaluates existing VPN solutions to test 
their smart card support. 

4.3 End user services in FEIDHE 
End user service is a extensive and complex concept in 
FEIDHE. Logging on to the Windows network using 
Kerberos, establishing a remote shell using Secure Shell 
and setting up a remote connection using IPSec can be 
considered grass-root level services in the project. More 
advanced services can be implemented on WWW. 

Because there are much more students than staff 
members, the large volume services are those used by 
students. Enrolments to periods, courses and exams are 
examples of administrative services for students. 
Educational services for students would cover the large 
variety of e-learning environments that have been 
discussed a lot in public. The FEIDHE card would 
replace the-use of passvvords in these services. 

Using smart card authentication instead of passvvords 
may increase convenience for the user, but it does not 
cause significant cost reduction for the institute. More 
savings may be obtained by introducting the digital 
signature in services and processes in the administration. 
Routine work can be reduced if documents requiring 
traditional print-and-sign procedure can be converted to 
the paperless format with digital signature. This concerns 
especially the administration of the institutes, e.g. travel 
expense reports, bookkeeping etc. In addition to the cost-
savings in administration, the implementation of digital 
signature can benefit from the improved level of services 
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experied by the end-user (e.g. faster and more flexible 
service, plače and time independent use of services etc). 

The FEIDHE project will not implement end-user 
services in a large scale. Only some single services are 
implemented to test the technology and to get some user 
experience. Instead the project should be considered as 
an initiative to build up the infrastructure on top of which 
services can be implemented. It is the responsibility of 
the institutes to develop the services when the 
infrastructure is fully implemented and tested. 

4.4 Integrating PKI in user adtninistration 
The user database of the higher education institute 
contains data about the network users in the institute; 
their name and contacts, role (študent or/and staff 
member and so on), username and password to the 
information systems on campus and usually many other 
attributes. The planed FEIDHE implementation separates 
the user authentication and the user authorisation (access 
control) as detached services. 

When a user authenticates to the system with a FEIDHE 
card the validation of the certificate will be examined at 
first. Challenge is used to ensure that the user controls 
the corresponding private key. After authentication the 
server consults the user database to find the access rights 
for the presented certificate, and hence, for the user. For 
instance only students are authorised to enrol on an 
examination and only staff members to read the 
enrolment data. Therefore, the certificate needs to be 
mapped to a user and her role in the user database. To 
enable this one or more fields from users certificates 
need to be introduced for each user in the user database 
in advance. 

We will probably end up with an FEIDHE architecture in 
which each user has several alternative authentication 
methods providing different levels of security. The 
vveakest authentication method provided for personal 
services is the use of username and password. Use of 
certificate is considered to be significantly more secure, 
especially if the related private key is stored in a smart 
card. As the time past the PKI markets will probably 
grow, there will be severa! commercial sector's PKI 
systems that are launched e.g. by banks, mobile 
operators, trade etc. The use of PKI is however, final!y 
defined by the level of trust that end-users and service 
providers have to Certificate Authority. In FEIDHE 
project the FINEID card and certificate are considered as 
the strongest authentication method, because the 
registration operations are made by the police. 

Prospects of dynamic, secure and Ilexible use of national 
and interinstitutional services and resources among 
higher education institutes is the main driving force in 
implementing electronic Identification for higher 
education. However, as the FEIDHE solves only the 
authetication part of the whole procedure, more work has 
to be done; interinstitutional access control is yet another 

matter. Finnish higher education community is currently 
considering a decentralised directory approach for 
distributing information relevant to authorisation from 
one instutition to another. 

5 Further prospects in FEIDHE 
Large scale deployment of PKI and services relying on it 
is not possible without piloting. To get technical 
experience and early user experiences on the services to 
be implemented, a set of pilots is to be launched during 
2001 in seven universities and polytechnics. 

Pilots vary with respect to the target group and service, 
number of users and the network protocols used. In most 
pilots the environment is WWW, taking advantage of the 
security provided by SSL. Another important pilot 
environment is Windows, because higher education 
institutes are gradually upgrading their network 
environments into Windows 2000 that has built in 
support for smart cards. The necessary modifications in 
the user database and administration are also 
implemented in the biggest pilots. 

In the smallest pilot the target group consists of 10 
system administrators, which are considered as an 
important target group, because their secure 
authentication to the information system is crucial. In the 
largest pilot 700 pilot cards are distributed to students. 

6 Conclusions 
Public key infrastructure makes it possible to replace 
authentication based on passwords with public key 
authentication. To implement smart card based PKI, 
smart card readers need to be installed in workstations. 
Extra software is needed both in the client and server 
side to make use of the PKI-enabled client authentication 
built in most network security protocols. Furthermore, 
modifications to the user administration and procedures 
for issuing and distributing smart cards to netvvork users 
have to be implemented. 

FEIDHE is a project in Finnish universities and 
polytechnics vvhose goal is to develop smart card based 
authentication system for the needs of the Finnish higher 
education. The project aims at enabling an introduction 
of electronic identity smart card during year 2002. In the 
project a PKI and netvvork protocols relying on it are 
piloted to establish a secure environment on top of vvhich 
services requiring high security can be implemented. 
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The University ofPaisley, located in the South-tVesl of Scotland operates across several campuses and 
has experienced many changes. These changes include the reorganization of academic stnictures, and 
a študent population becoming more diverse. 

Linking ali the campuses is a Wide Area Network which has been stnictured intofour distinct layersfor 
security purposes. The network infrastructure has been developed itsing a framework model to support 
the delivery of Information systems services and intranet developments. These developments 
incorporale both access and security reguirements. Inilially, delivery and operation ofvarious services 
was centralized, but gradually this has been changing with a move to more devolved operations as well 
as additional services coming on slream. 

This paper presents an example application that demonstrates the change in delivery ofa service, partly 
as a response to organizational and resource issiies. It also demonstrates the application of an 
Information systems model allied to a technical model to helpfocus on reguirements. 

1 Introduction/Environment 
The University of Paisley, located in the South-West of 
Scotland, operates across several campuses at dispersed 
geographical locations (Figure 1). The University was 
originally located only on one site at Paisley, but due to 
mergers etc. has now expanded to another site in Paisley 
itself, to Ayr, and more recently, to Dumfries as part of a 
joint project with Glasgovv University. It has undergone 
rapid changes not only to its študent population and the 
structures of the courses it offers, but also to its 
organisational structures, particularly on the academic 
side. This rapidly changing environment continues to 
make demands for appropriate Information services. 
A prime example of how changes are evolving is 
demonstrated by the way in which the University 
manages its portfolio of modules. A module is a basic 
taught unit that can be studied individually or can 
constitute an element of a named course vvhich full-time 
students normally pursue. The management of this 
Information has changed from being a central 
management function to one in vvhich responsibility is 
devolved to the individual academic divisions, a 
corollary of which is the acknovvledgement of different 
individual rights in maintaining the Information content. 
These changes have occurred concurrently with a rapid 
expansion in part-time students as the University has 
focused on being a major provider of education for wider 

access. In fact, Paisley is the leading institution in 
Scotland vvhich is committed to wider access with recent 
funding allocation reflecting this commitment. 

2 Network and Information System 
Resources 

2.1 Network and Information Systems 
Management 

Network and Information Systems Management (NISM) 
is a technical support department of the University of 
Paisley and is responsible for both Information 
Technology and Information Systems strategy. This 
includes overseeing both netvvork operations and 
network planning and undertaking information systems 
design, development and support. It also plays a key role 
in IT services development vvhich includes netvvork 
development and information services development 
vvhilst ensuring appropriate security. The department 
comprises approximately 33 staff consisting of 1 
director, 9 application developers, 8 systems and netvvork 
staff, 10 frontline support staff, 3 administration staff and 
2 procurement staff There is a total of 1100 staff in the 
University. 
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Glasgow Edinburgh« 

Paisley 

Figure 1: Location of Paisley campus 

At an operational level, NISM staff are responsible for 
managing most of the network services including Netvvare 
application servers, a number of Unix servers used by 
University Administration, Unix servers that form part of 
the Campus-wide information service and non-
departmental (i.e. not owned by specific academic 
departments) World Wide Web servers. This 
responsibility involves the routine administration of a 
range of Netware and Unix servers as vvell as the 
management of the University staff e-mail system. In 
general, NISM has no responsibility for operational 
aspects of študent services, particularly with respect to 
teaching and leaming, but does provide technical advice to 
staff working in this area. 
The University's main business systems are aiso the 
responsibility of the department. These include the 
Admissions and Enrolment systerns, ali the Examination 
systems and other support systems that enable changes 
and additional information to be recorded about students. 
Changes to current študent information is maintained 
separately as transactional data, and is periodically 
distributed as a service to satellite systems to enable them 
to update their iocal records. These satellite systems are 
the responsibility of the departments that developed 
them. 

2.2 Netvvork Overview 
The University's central network and systems consists of 
a category 5 cabled netvvork vvithin buildings. Four pairs 
of fibres run from each building to a central computer 
room via building switches or hubs to the central switch. 
The switches provide ATM connection and the hubs 
10Mbytes connection to each virtual LAN. There are 
approximately 3000 connected data points. 
The core central network is managed by a combination of 
in-house management and seiective outsourcing of 
various aspects of the service. 

2.3 Systems Overview 
There are approximately 39 central systems. These 
consist of a mix of NT, Unix and Netvvare server running 
core application and print services to staff, central 
netvvork services, such as firevvall, domain name service 
and mail systems, and študent record information 
systems. Ali internal systems are managed in-house with 
external consultants being involved where necessary as a 
mechanism to enable change and provide skills transfer. 

3 Paper Outline 
As the network has developed with an increasing demand 
and need for access to appropriate information and/or use 
of information systems, the approach to delivering 
information systems has used a framevvork model in 
order to focus on requirements. In considering this 
approach, the paper examines: 
• The development of an Information Systems model 

and the subsequent technical model for the network 
infrastructure. 

• The benefits that have resulted from these 
framevvork models. 

• The evolution of an example application in 
conjunction with the development of the framevvork 
models. 

4 Information Services Model 
The design of the network was influenced by several 
factors. Although some factors are not relevant to the 
current discussion, an important one was the realisation 
there were different categories of user with widely 
differing requirements, not least of vvhich were differing 
security constraints. Consequently, an Infonnation 
Systems model was developed initially describing the 
proposed services from a user perspective. This 
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Staff information resources 

staff Information server 

stafT/student W W W server 

Študent information resources 

public W W W server 

public infonmation resources 

Internet access 

Figure 2: Information access for different user groups 

influenced the subsequent development of the technical 
model. 
The relationship between the sets of services is shown in 
Figure 2. Clearly staff potentially have access to a wider 
range of services than either students or the public. Note 
the initial classification of staff does not distinguish 
betvveen academic and other staff; although there will be 
differences in terms of service requirements at a local 
level. 
This model is intended to encompass virtually ali 
foreseeable requirements but does not include some 
occasional specialist facilities. It is assumed that the 
establishment of any specialist facilities will be a very 
closely controlled process including authorisation of the 
connection of items to the network and appropriate 
security controls. This represents a significant change 
from previous practice where there has been very limited 
control over the connection of users (both internal and 
external to the University) to the network. 

5 Tiered Network Structure 
NISM vvere initially responsible for' the original 
administration netvvork, although other separate networks 
existed at the Paisley site. However, in 1996, NISM took 
over responsibility for the entire netvvork, although at 
that time the campus netvvork comprised a disjoint 
collection of single netvvorks and a single Wide Area 
Network (WAN) linking Paisley and Ayr. At the start, 
much effort was put into designing an appropriate 

UK University Netvvork 

technical model for the network infrastructure and 
services, whilst taking into consideration emerging 
requirements especially with respect to Teaching and 
Learning and remote access. In addition, issues relating 
to security and associated network management had also 
to be considered (DTI 1993). The result was a hierarchy 
of separate netvvorks being established in 1997. 
Figure 3 illustrates the principle of the technical model, 

the main characteristics of which are: 
• It is hierarchical with the ability for users on one 

netvvork to access directly devices on any other 
network lower down the hierarchy. 

• AH netvvorks are monitored and controlled to an 
appropriate level. 

• Server resources can be located as appropriate 
to the user category that they service. 

• There is a public netvvork to meet the 
requireiTient of increased availability to Internet 
resources vvithout unreasonable overheads on 
user administration activities. 

At the outset the desire was to move tovvards a more 
structured information services environment vvhere basic 
good practice in the areas of security, standards and 
service provision could exist. This resulted in different 
netvvorks being identified for administration, academic 
and študent users, and also the public. The public 
netvvork vvould be the home for resources such as the 
public web server. The resultant tiered security 

Networii Router 

Admin Network 

Academic Networl< 

Študent Netvvork 

Public Netvvork 

Central 
Switching 

Access 
Control 

and 
Monitoring 

Figure 3: Netvvork infrastructure technical model 
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environment has subsequently directed the deployment 
of information services at both LAN and WAN sites. 
Figure 4 illustrates how various services relate to 
different user groups. 

•\ 
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InfServers elc SlU Net 
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Public DNS, Mail 
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Figure 4: Service distribution in relation to the 
model 

Development of a managed WAN, which had to support 
the four-tier network model including traffic 
prioritization, took plače in late 1997, in conjunction 
with the establishment of a commercial firevvall for 
protection of the network. Concurrent with these 
technical developments was the development of a 
University security policy. This ensured that access 
issues were carefially considered and that the different 
requirements relating to the four networks (and any 
subsets of these) could be incorporated into the policy. 
In planning the WAN, attention focused on vvhat type of 
service was required at the various locations and vvhich 
ones justified being connected to the WAN. So, for 
example, the needs of others including študent residences 
would be met through remote access. 

5.1 Tiered Network Benefits 
There have been various benefits resulting from the 
netvvork model including the following: 
• The way in which it has been relatively 

straightforward to configure the network firewall in 
line with the different networks/user classifications. 

• The extent to which the model has served to help 
structure discussions on planning and expenditure. 
At a time vvhen financial resources are limited the 
model has made it easier to balance the technical 
planning and expenditure requirements associated 
with the different network/user classification. 

• The framework has also enabled the needs of the 
many to take precedence over the wants of the few. 
That is, the model has helped ensure that emphasis 
has been placed on identifying the key requirements 
of each of the user categories rather than be 
dominated and distracted by, for example, individual 
departmental perspectives. 

6 Example Application 
The selected application example facilitates the 
maintenance of the definitive description of each module 
called a Module Descriptor. At the start, the original 
'system' was paper-based with documents being sent 
from academic departments to Registry and held there as 
the definitive source. Ali updates were handled in the 
same way. In 1995 this was followed by a freestanding 
computer-based system based in Registry whose purpose 
was to act as a primary information collection 
mechanism. This system comprised a Module 
Administration application and a Data Entry application 
which alloNved data from amended paper-based Module 
Descriptors to be entered. Ali new Module Descriptors 
and amendments to existing ones were handled centrally 
by Registry staff in this way. 1995 marked the beginning 
of various computer-based applications to tackle this 
issue. 
Subsequently, the overall system provided for version 
control such that two versions of a module were allovved 
to exist at one time. This was handled by using two 
databases, one termed the Planning database, the other 
the Live database. The current version of a Module was 
held in the Live database and the new version was held in 
the Planning database. Information in the Planning 
database was transferred to the Live database at a 
predetermined time dictated by Registry. However, due 
to staff resources and volume of work due to the 
proliferation of modules, the task became unmanageable. 
This situation was exacerbated as awareness of the 
deficiencies of the module descriptor database content 
became more apparent vvhen the application allovving 
Module details to be vievved became available in 1996. 
This awareness increased with the availability of updated 
browser facilities via the študent intranet in September 
1997. It should be noted that the process for managing 
the modules was handled by manual procedures under 
the control of Registry. 
The initial applications were operated centrally under the 
control of one department. Despite the original 
requirement vvhich had been for a central operation, no 
secondai7 mechanism having been specified, this was 
really the only effective way of iinplementing the system 
at the time. Security vvas achieved simply by locating the 
application vvithin the department and relevant staff had 
access to the entire collection of modules. Hovvever, 
vvith the development of the netvvork, a facility to search 
for and vievv the module information vvas relatively easy 
to provide, the main consideration being the location of 
the database vvith respect to the tiered netvvork. The 
original database and application remained accessible for 
editing purposes by the one department. A copy of the 
database vvas located on an appropriate server accessible 
by both staff and students to allovv read-only access. No 
other security provisions vvere needed as the vievv facility 
vvas read only and the database vvas not the original on 
vvhich editing took plače. 

As a result of various pressures, the situation vvas 
reassessed, vvhich also coincided vvith some requirements 
changes. In revievving the purpose of the application, the 
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Figure 5: Resulting user classification 

principle established vvhen developing the Information 
Systems model was applied. That is, users were 
classified to focus on the applications required and help 
prioritize the work. In this way five groups of users were 
identified, each requiring to access the data in some way. 
Three user types needed to be given explicit permission 
and access to carry out necessary functions. Figure 5 
indicates in general terms which database each group 
would want access to and what they would want to do. 
The specific details were further elaborated during the 
development process. 
It was acknovvledged the task of maintaining the module 
Information was too great for Registry alone and the 
decision was taken to allow authorized users to be able to 
change that Information for which they are responsibie. 
This raised issues of delivery and security on the data 
editing application which hitherto had not needed to be 
addressed. A web-based application delivered over the 
intranet was deemed the best way forvvard, with the 
modules database suitably located on the staff network, 
vvhich is accessibje by administrative users. AU staff 
have a network login identifier. Novell Netware ušes the 
Lightvveight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 
mechanism for authenticating users and this mechanism 
was employed by the application to veriiy users. Once in 
the application, a secondary mechanism was needed to 
ensure that only those users who had the authority to edit 
specific modules could do so. 
Currently, further changes are in progress, partly as a 
result of recommendations from the Quality Assurance 
Agency (QAA 2001) and partly as a result of 
streamlining procedures in response to the academic 
restructuring that has taken plače. The net effect is that 
the existing database will have to be restructured and the 
applications revvritten. However, by developing a model 
of user classification it will be much easier to get the user 
groups to focus on their needs and to be able to prioritize 
the applications. 

7 Conclusions from the Evolution of 
the Application 

7.1 Factors Promoting Change 
Over time, there have been various factors which have 
emerged to promote change. These are summarized as 
folloNVs: 
• A centrally managed operation was unable to čope 

with the amount of vvork that resulted. 
• The academic community wanted access to reliable 

current Information. 
• There was a need for better and more reliable 

Information for students. 
• Within the University there was an apparent need for 

change in vvorking practice. 
• The network developments provided a means to 

devolve operations securely. 
• There was a need for a more efficient and effective 

Information management process. 

7.2 Issues 
• Conceptually, the data concerned is relatively simple. 

Hovvever, the organizational process is complex and 
generally not well understood. It is further 
complicated by organizational restructuring 
provoking a need to rethink the process. 

• User classification was a difficult concept to promote, 
and stili can be. Many academics regard it as a right 
to have access to any and aH Information the 
University may have. 

• One overarching application versus multiple 
applications. AUied to user classification, this is 
another difficult concept for some users who find it 
hard to understand that multiple applications, relating 
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to different types of users, can run against the same 
underlying database. This led to a misconception that 
classification was a mechanism to be used to preyent 
users from having any access, rather than to provide 
the required access. 
Deployment of a service whilst maintaining security 
and appropriate access does require more careful 
thought, a necessary requirement when addressing 
sensitive data. 
Who the person is to dri ve a project forward and be 
responsible for the project management process, 
including resourcing. 

Management. British Standards Institution (DISC) 
PD0003. Superceded by BS 7799. 

[2] QAA (Quality Assurance Agency) (2001) The 
Framework for Qualifications of Higher Education 
Institutions in Scotland, January 2001. 
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/crntwork/nqf/scotfw2001/cont 
ents.htm 

[3] Henderson J. (2001) Using Role Based Access 
Conlrol to Administer Information Security Policy. 
http://iii.gla.ac.uk/scotmid/gendocs/rbac-smp.htiTil 

7.3 Benefits 
• Removai of the workload and responsibiiity for 

maintaining Module Descriptors from the Registry 
staff, although they stili have full access. 

• Devolving respansibility from a central 
administrative department has empowered academic 
staff to take ownership of their Module Descriptors 
with the attendant responsibility to maintain their 
currency. 

• The information management process is more 
efficient and effective. 

• From an application development perspective, there 
may be opportunities for the re-use of application 
components across the various user groups. 

• Staff and students have more confidence in the 
University's module information. 

8 Concluding Remarks 
Security issues and attendant data protection matters are 
of paramount concern to IT staff, but not to most users. 
One of the difficulties in pursuing any project is in 
getting the users to appreciate there are security issues 
here that affect projects. 
Other, less complex applications have been delivered by 
the intranet, and the framework model of user 
classification has been a useful one to empIoy. For 
example, a classification of Course Administrator was 
identified and a suite of applications developed to 
support this role. This was carried out in consultation 
with a small group of course administrators. Access to 

' the application was restricted to this small group of users 
only. The LDAP mechanism of authentication is used in 
ali cases where applications deal with personai data. 
Authorization to use a particular application is controlled 
by an access table. Although roles are not specifically 
defined as such, the notion of a role giving the right to 
use a particular application is implemented in this way 
(Henderson 2001). There may be further controls within 
an application, such as that within the module editor 
which restricts users to their own set of modules. 
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The problem ofallocating a finite number ofbardware registers to evaluate arbitrarily comp}ex arithmetic 
expressions arises in the implementation of programming language compilers. Traditionally, register 
ailocation has been implemented by using graph-theoretic algorithms. In contrast, we discuss an approach 
based on direct algebraic manipulation of the expressions for which registers are to be allocated. These 
manipulations employ simple identities and canonical forms from "program algebra". The algebraic 
approach admits a straightforward implementation of the required identities as rewrite-rule program 
transformations. The use of canonical forms for the intermediate expressions makes it possible to apply 
the transformations automatically. 

The approach we describe offers a number of advantages. The algebraic approach is easy to understand, 
because expressions are manipulated directly instead ofbeing converted to graphs. Moreover, the algebraic 
approach can implement efficient register-ailocation strategies v/ithout sacrificing this understandability, 
through the use of suitably chosen intermediate canonical forms. Finally, the correctness of the algebraic 
approach is easy to prove, because the program transformations that perform the manipulations are based 
on identities from program algebra. 

1 Introduction (approximately) minimize the number of loads and stores 
required. 

Animportantactivityperformedby compilers for programs The algebraic approach manipulates the expressions in 
written in typical programming languages such as C orFor- a form closely related to their source-language form. This 
tran is register ailocation: the assignmentof the high-speed feature confers several advantages: 
registers provided by the central processor architecture to 
hold the operands and intermediate results of computa- " t̂ avoids converting the expressions to an alien inter-

It makes the process underlying register ailocation 

tions. For most computer architectures, access to values mediateform (i.e. a DAG). 
held in registers is faster than to values held in either ran-
dom access memory (RAM) or cache. Thus, the goal of , , , . • ,. ^ ,. 
^r. . . , , , • • , J • r 11 easy to understand, because each intermediate form of 

etficient register ailocation is to avoid, msoiar as possible, , . , , , 
,, , • J C,,- r • , .• , ,, J ,. the expression can be understood as a source language 
the storing and re-tetching ot intermediate results and the ^. ° ° 
re-fetching of operands when evaluating expressions. ^ 

In this paperwe describe a program-a/ge/jra/c approach _ ^ g^ales up nicely to register ailocation over basic 
to register ailocation over expressions. In the algebraic ap- blocks by combining multiple expressions and care-
proach, the expressions in the program are manipulated di- fuiiy controlling the list of available registers as you 
rectly (without conversion to an intermediate form, typi- move between blocks. 
cally a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (see [1], chapter 9)) 
according to rulesofa program algebra (in this čase, simple - It enables register ailocation to be implemented us-
rules from the A-calculus) to introduce the required tempo- ing source-to-source rewrite-rule program transforma-
raries, to eliminate common subexpressions, and then to tions. 

mailto:dresler@vcu.edu
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- Most importantly, it opens the door to a relatively 
straightforvvard proof of correctness of the register al-
location process, by using the program-algebraic iden-
tities on which the program transformations are based 
to prove that the transformations preserve the correct
ness of the program at each step. 

We have implemented the program-algebraic approach 
to register allocation described here as a sequence of 
sets of program transformations that are applied by the 
TAMPR program transformation system (see, for example, 
[7,2, 3,4] for discussions of TAMPR and its applications). 
TAMPR program transformations are pure rewrite rules, 
expressed in terms of the syntax of the source language be-
ing transformed. 

As discussed in [4], the problem of applying sets of pro
gram transformations automatically can be solved by us
ing intermediate canonicalforms. A distinctive feature of 
the TAMPR system is that it applies each set of transfor
mations to exhaustion; that is, it applies each set of rules 
to a program until the program no longer contains any in
stance to which a rule in the, set could apply. Thus, if the 
application of a set of transformations to a program termi-
nates, then the program is in a canonical form defined by 
the set of transformations. This feature naturally leads to 
structuring a complex task, such as compilation or register 
allocation, as transformation through a sequence of canon
ical forms. In the čase of register allocation, the canonical 
forms correspond exactly to the three steps described ear-
lier: ali temporaries created, ali common subexpressions 
eliminated, and ali temporaries allocated to hardware reg-
isters. 

2 Notations and Assumptions 
In this paper, we assume that the target for compilation of 
a program is a RISC-architecture CPU. As discussed ear-
lier, such CPUs typically supply just two instructions that 
refer to memory, load and store. Ali other arithmetic and 
logical operations are performed register-to-register within 
the CPU; in most RISC architectures, these instructions are 
three address instructions; that is, they permit the indepen-
dent specification of two operand registers and a destina-
tion register. 

To simplify the exposition of the algebraic approach, 
we restrict the programs being compiled to contain only 
assignment statements whose expressions consist of any 
number of binary arithmetic or logical operations per
formed on simple constants or identifiers. Thus, for sim-
plicity, we consider neither unary operations nor sub-
scripted variables as operands. (One of the strengths of 
the algebraic and transformational approach to this prob
lem is that transformations can be developed for this re-
stricted problem, and then they can be easily extended in-
crementally to handle the omitted features.) 

Because we intend to employ source-to-source program 
transformations to manipulate expressions at the source-

language level, we use the typical assignment statement no-
tation of programming languages to express the hardvvare 
load, store, and arithmetic and logical operations. Thus, for 
the compiler we are describing, the output of the register 
allocation phase is a program in which (1) each complex 
expression has been broken into a number of assignment 
statements, each of which has at most a single arithmetic or 
logical operation on the right-hand side, and in vvhich (2) 
some special notation, such as Rj, denotes those operands 
that are registers. Figure 1 compares generic assembly lan
guage instructions (first column) with the source language 
notation we use to express them (second column). Here, 

load m, Ri 
store Ri, m 
opRj,Rk,Ri 

Ri = m; 
m = Ri; 
Ri = Rj op Rk; 

Figure 1: Notation 

registers are denoted by Rn, and ali other identifiers refer 
to values residing in memory; op denotes any arithmetic or 
logical operation provided by the hardvvare. 

We further assume that this generic RISC architecture 
CPU permits reuse of an operand register as the result reg
ister for an operation. In such an architecture, a minimum 
of two registers is required to compile code for an arbitrary 
arithmetic expression, assuming the ability to spili values 
to memory allovving for register reuse. (Of course, there 
are certain situations, for example, when i = j = k in 
Figure 1, vvhere only one register would be required.) 

An expression and representative of those for vvhich reg
ister allocation needs to be performed (and having operand 
reuse) is Expression 1; we use it for examples throughout 
this paper. 

{a-{b + c))*b- {b + c) (1) 

Under the assumption that only two registers, RO and RI 
are available, the code shown in Figure 2 vvould be gener-
ated from expression (I). Note that, as one vvould expect, 

RO = C ; 
RI = b ; 
RO = RI + RO ; 
RI = a ; 
RI = RI - RO ; 
spili = RO ; 
RO = b ; 
RO = RI * RO ; 
RI = spili ; 
RI = RO - Rl ; 
X = Rl ; 

Figure 2: Code for expression (1) 

the need to retain the value of the common subexpression 
b + C causes its value to be spilled from register RO to 
memory. 
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3 Algebraic Approach to Register 
Allocation 

In this section we describe the algebraic approach to reg
ister allocation, emphasizing the mapping from an un-
bounded number of registers to a finite set of registers. Our 
goal is not to propose a new heuristic that provides more 
nearly optimal register allocation than what is attainable 
using the conventional graph-theoretic approach, but rather 
to discuss an approach to register allocation that provides 
adequate performance, is easily understandable, and whose 
correctness is readily amenable to proof. 

One of the properties of the transformational approach is 
that often the same objectives can be met in different ways, 
by defining different intermediate canonical forms and re-
arranging the order in which transformations are applied to 
produce these forms. The approach we describe here pro-
gresses through a series of logical and self-contained trans
formational steps that does indeed produce high-quality 
code; we do not claim, however, that applying this set of 
transformations in the order about to be described is the 
only, or even the optimal, way to perform register alloca
tion. 

The algebraic approach to register allocation progresses 
through seven major steps: 

1. Transformation to lambda expression form—each 
operand and each result of an operation in an arith-
metic expression is transformed into an identity 
lambda expression, in which the A-variable name is 
drawn from an unbounded set of temporary variable 
names. 

2. Common subexpression elimination—ali common 
subexpressions are eliminated from the expression re-
sulting from the preceding step, thereby eliminating 
both operand reloads and recomputation of identical 
subexpressions. 

3. Register pressure reorganization—the evaluation 
order of the lambda expressions in the expression is 
changed to allow for early calculation of subexpres-
sions having a high "register pressure" (those requir-
ing a large number of registers for their evaluation). 

4. Scope reduction—bindings of temporary variables 
are moved closer to their first ušes, if possible. (A 
temporary variable in a lambda expression is eventu-
ally allocated a register; therefore scope reduction re-
duces the number of assembly instructions over which 
that register in use.) 

5. Marking free temporaries—the last use of each tem-
porary is marked to allow for register reuse. 

6. Allocation of registers to temporaries^temporary 
variables in lambda expressions are allocated to reg
isters; lambda expressions to implement register 
spilling and reloading are introduced if necessary. 

7. Transformation to assembly language—the lambda 
expressions are transformed to assembly-language-
like assignment statements and then to three-address 
assembly instructions. 

The foIlowing subsections discusses the details of each 
of these steps. 

3.1 Transformation to Lambda Expression 
Form 

The algebraic approach to register allocation begins by 
making each program variable, constant, or result of an op
eration the value of a temporary variable drawn from an un
bounded set. In the program algebra, these temporary vari
ables are represented by lambda expressions. Thus, each 
program variable, constant, and arithmetic operation must 
be made the argument of a lambda expression. 

This property is easily and correctly accomplished by 
representing each variable and arithmetic expression as 
an identity lambda expression of the form Xai.ai{arg). 
For example, the expression 'a -t- b' is represented by the 
lambda expression 

Ai3.i3(Aoi.ai(a) -I- Xb2.b2{b)) (2) 

Thus, for this example, this step introduces the A-variable 
temporaries t^, oi, and 62. Clearly, this step has not 
changed the meaning of the original expression. 

Note that we use the ASCII notation 

lambda \-variable @ 
\-body 

end {\-argument) 

for lambda expressions in the remainder of this paper. Us
ing this notation, expression (2) is 

lambda t3 @ 
t3 

end { 
lambda al @ 

al 
end ( a ) + 
lambda b2 @ 

b2 
end ( b ) 

Figure 3 shows expression (1) using this notation. 
Each lambda expression will eventually be represented 

in the.assembly code by either a register load, or, where re-
quired, a store instruction to spili a register to memory. To 
achieve this representation, the register allocation process 
continues through a series of transformations that produce a 
more-nearly-optimal ordering of arithmetic operations and 
memory loads. 

The final code is then produced by assigning registers 
to each A-variable prior to generating load or spili instruc
tions. The transformations generate such code beginning 

file:///-variable
file:///-body
file://{/-argument
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lambda tOOOll @ 
tOOOll 

end ( 
lambda t00007 @ 

t00007 
end ( 

lambda tOOOOS @ 
tOOOOS 

end ( 
lambda aOOOOl @ 

aOOOOl 
end ( a ) -
lambda t00004 @ 

t00004 
end ( 

lambda b00002 @ 
b00002 

end ( b ) + 
lambda c00003 @ 

C00003 
end ( C ) 

) 
) * 
lambda b00006 @ 

booooe 
end ( b ) 

) -
lambda tOOOlO @ 

toooio 
end ( 

lambda bOOOOS @ 
booooa 

end ( b ) + 
lambda c00009 @ 

C00009 
end ( C ) 

) 

Figure 3: Identity lambda representation of expression (1) 

with the outermost lambda expression and moving in to-
wards the center of a nest of lambda expressions. There-
fore, any reorganization of the lambda expressions results 
in a new, and perhaps more nearly optimal, ordering of reg
ister use in the assembly code. 

3.2 Common Subexpression Elimination 

Once each program variable and arithmetic expression has 
been made the argument of a lambda expression, the next 
step is to eliminate common subexpressions. Common 
subexpression elimination is easy to understand and ver-
ify in the algebraic approach (see [5] for a thorough dis-
cussion). It simply involves expanding the scope of each 
lambda expression until that scope encompasses aH possi-
ble instances of the subexpression the lambda expression 
represents. Any instances of the subexpression within the 
scope of that lambda expression can then be replaced by 
instances of the A-variable. 

For example, consider the following expression (which 
is an intermediate form that appears when transforming the 
lambda expression in Figure 3 to a A-nest in which aH com
mon subexpressions have been eliminated): 

lambda t00007 © 
t00007 

end ( 
lambda b00002 @ 

lambda cOOOOS © 
lambda t00004 @ 

lambda tOOOOS @ 
tOOOOS 

end ( aOOOOl - t00004 ) 
end ( b00002 + c00003 ) 

end ( C ) 
end ( b ) * 
lambda b00006 @ 

booooe 
end ( b•) 

Note that program variable b is the value of two dis-
tinct A-variables (b00002 and b00006) in the preced-
ing expression. To eliminate one of these common subex-
pressions, first the scope of lambda expresslon b00002 is 
increased to encompass the outermost A-t00007 expres-
sion. The redundant A-b00006 expression can then be 
deleted, replacing it, and ali occurrences of bO O O O 6 in the 
expression, by b00002. This step produces the expression 

lambda b00002 @ 
/* Scope of lambda b00002 expanded. */ 

lambda tOOOOV @ 
tOOOOV 

end ( 
lambda cOOOOS ® 

lambda t00004 @ 
lambda tOOOOS @ 

tOOOOS 
end ( aOOOOl - t00004 ) 

end ( b00002 + cOOOOS ) 
end ( C ) * b00002 
/* bOOOOe replaced by b00002. */ 

) 
end ( b ) 
/* Scope of lambda b00002 expanded. */ 

The result of common subexpression elimination is a A-
nest having the property that no lambda expression has any 
lambda expressions in its argument;,Figure 4 shows the ex-
ample expression of Figure 3 after common subexpressions 
have been removed. 

3.3 Register Pressure Reorganization 

The third major step in the algebraic approach is to re-
organize the A-nest taking into consideration the register 
pressures of each subexpression. The register pressure of 
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lambda aOOOOl @ 
lambda b00002 © 

lambda c00003 @ 
lambda t00004 @ 

lambda tOOOOS @ 
lambda t00007 @ 

lambda tOOOll @ 
tOOOll 

end ( t00007 - t00004 ) 
end ( tOOOOS * b00002 ) 

end ( aOOOOl,- t00004 ) 
end ( b00002 + c00003 ) 

end { C ) 
end ( b ) 

end ( a ) 

RO 
Rl 
R2 
R2 
Rl 
Rl 
R2 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R3 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

a ; 
b ; 
C ; 

Rl * 
d ; 
R2 / 
e ; 
f ; 
R2 * 
Rl -
RO + 

(a) 

R2 ; 

Rl ; 

R3 ; 
R3 ; 
R3 ; 

no reorganization 
requires 4 registers 

after 

RO 
Rl 
Rl 
RO 
RO 
Rl 
R2 
R2 
R2 
RO 
R2 

reorg 
requires 3 

= b ; 
= C ; 

= RO * 
= d ; 
= Rl / 
= e ; 
= f ; 
= Rl * 
= RO -
= a ; 
= RO + 

(b) 
anization 
registers 

Rl 

RO 

R2 
R2 

R2 

Figure 4: Expression (1) after common subexpression 
elimination 

Figure 5: Register pressure reorganization of a + {{b * 
c ) / d - ( e * / ) ) 

a (sub)expression is defined to be the maximum number of 
registers required to evaluate that (sub)expression. 

The A-nest can be reorganized by calculating subexpres-
sions having higher register pressures early. The value of 
this reorganization is easy to see: Suppose that the subex-
pression of an expression having the higher register pres
sure requires five registers for its calculation. If this subex-
pression can be calculated first, perhaps a total of only five 
registers will be required to calcuiate the entire expression 
(including the register required to hold the result of this 
subexpression); whereas if the five-register subexpression 
is calculated after one or more registers are in use, more 
than five registers will be required for the entire expres-
sion. Thus, performing this reorganization often results in 
a more nearly optimal use of registers over an entire ex-
pression by freeing up registers used in the evaluation of 
more complex subexpressions. Figure 5 illustrates the po-
tential advantage of this reorganization.for the. evaluation 
of the expressibn a+ {{b* c)/d— (e * / ) ) ; evaluating the 
subexpression {b*c)/d— (e,*/) priorto loading a register 
with a requires one fewer register. 

Note that, while register pressure reorganization is im-
portant for many expression, Expression 1 is not complex 
enough for the order of its operations to be altered by the 
register pressure reorganization transformations. 

3.4 Scope Reduction 

Optimal use of registers requires delaying register loads un-
til just before the value loaded is needed. The preceding 
transformations, hovvever, especially the ones that elimi-
nate common subexpressions, do not guarantee this; in fact, 
they can have quite the opposite effect. Eliminating com
mon subexpressions requires making the scopes of lambda 
expressions as large as possible—loading values early—in 
the hope of finding commonable expressions. For example, 
consider the follovving A-nest, representative of a form that 

occurs frequently after common subexpressions have been 
eliminated: 

lambda x00001 @ 
lambda y00002 © 

lambda z00003 @ 
lambda tOOOOl @ 

end { y00002 + z00003 ) 
end { z ) 

end ( y ) 
end ( X ) 

Note that when allocating registers moving from the outer-
most lambda expression (lambda x00001) into the A-
nest, variable x wouId be loaded into a register prema-
turely (it is not needed until after the expression y00002 
-I- z00003is evaluated). This would result in an unnec-
essary spillsbould there be only two registers available for 
calculation of the A-nest. 

This problem can be solved by reducing the scope of ev-
ery A-variable as far as possible prior to allocating regis
ters. Generally this involves "pushing" a A-Ui expression 
into the A-nest over aH expressions that do not use the A-
variable vi. 

Čare must be taken, however, not to 'undo' any of the 
previous register pressure reorganization of the A-nest. Pre-
serving the evaluation order of subexpression operands 
while forcing lambda expressions inward suffices to pre-
serve the register pressure reorganization. For example, 
suppose that the evaluation order of expression subexpri + 
subexpr2 (assuming left-to-right evaluation of subexpres-
sions) has been changed to subexpr2+subexpri as a result 
of determining that subexpr2 has a larger register pressure. 
The scope reduction transformations are free to move the 
evaluation of operand subexpr2 as close as possible to per
forming the addition as long as subexpr2 is always com-
pletely evaluated prior to evaluating subexpri. 
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Applying these transformations to the commoned A-nest 
of Figure 4 results in the more nearly optimal arrangement 
shown in Figure 6. There are two types of lambda expres-

lambda cOOOOS ® 
lambda b00002 @ 

lambda t00004 © 
lambda aOOOOl @ 

lambda tOOOOS @ 
lambda tOOOOV ® 

lambda tOOOll © 
tOOOll 

end ( tOOOOV - t00004 
end ( tOOOOS * b00002 ) 

end ( aOOOOl - t00004 ) 
end ( a ) 

end ( b00002 + cOOOOB ) 
end ( b ) 

end ( C ) 

lambda cOOOOS @ 
lambda b00002 @ 

lambda t00004 @ 
lambda aOOOOl © 

lambda tOOOOS © 
lambda tOOOOV @ 

lambda tOOOll @ 
tOOOll 

end ( tOOOOV : $free$ 
- t00004 : $free$ ) 

end ( tOOOOS : $free$ 
* b00002 : $free$ ) 

) end ( aOOOOl : $free$ - t00004 ) 
end ( a ) 

end ( b00002 + c00003 : $free$ ) 
end ( b ) 

end { C ) 

Figure V: Expression (1) after marking last ušes 

Figure 6: Expression (1) after A-variable scope reduction 

sion in the canonical form in Figure 6: siniple-variable-
load lambda expressions and binary-operation lambda ex-
pressions. The scope-reduction transformations guaran-
tee that this canonical form possesses an important prop-
erty (an invariant) required by the register allocation trans
formations discussed later: at most two simple-variable-
load lambda expressions separate any two binary-operation 
lambda expressions in a A-nest after scope reduction. 

The pattern-matching capabilities of the TAMPR pro
gram transformation system greatly simp]ify locating and 
marking the last ušes of variables within each expression. 
Figure V shows the example expression with the last ušes of 
each A-variable marked with the type qualifier free. This 
qualifier indicates that the register eventually allocated for 
that variable is free to be reused in subsequent operations; 
this mark is automatically transferred to the allocated reg
ister when it is substituted for the variable. 

3.5 Marking Free Temporaries 

Scope reduction is used to avoid loading a value into a vari
able (register) too early. It is also important to avoid retain-
ing the value of a variable (register) beyond its last use, 
because a variable containing a value no longer needed in 
subsequent operations could be reused to store a new value. 
To reuse registers, it is first necessary to identify the last 
ušes of each variable in the A-nest. 

Fortunately, it is easy to identify last ušes in the algebraic 
approach (although we have been unable to find a notation 
for expressing this Information comparabie in elegance to 
the scopes of lambda expressions). Because the argument 
of a lambda expression represents an operation that must 
always be performed prior to any operations in the body of 
the expression, the last use of a variable in tiine is its most 
deeply nested occurrence in an argument in a canonical A-
nest. This use corresponds to the first use of the variable 
lexicographicaUy in the A-nest. 

For example, consider the ušes of variable 100004 in 
Figure 6. The last use of t00004 in this expression is 
its most deeply nested occurrence, found in the argument 
of the A-tOOOlI expression. This use is actually the first 
occurrence of t O 0004 in the argument of a lambda ex-
pression when preforming a left-to-right textual scan of the 
entire A-nest. 

3.6 Allocation of Registers to Temporaries 

The final step in the algebraic approach to register alloca
tion is to map the unbounded set of A-variables used in a 
A-nest to a finite set of available hardware registers. Sim-
ply put, this mapping involves simulating the unbounded 
number of A-variables by spilling a hardvvare register to 
memory when ali registers are in use. The value spilled to 
memory must, of course, then be reloaded into a register 
prior to its next use. Provided the set of available hardvvare 
registers contains at least as many registers as the maxi-
mum number of operands in any hardvvare arithmetic op
eration (two for the RISC instruction sets discussed here), 
this simulation of an unbounded number of registers can 
always be performed. 

Transformationally, the mapping is accomplished by al-
locating registers in a "vvave" from the outside of the A-nest 
invvard. The vvave leaves in its vvake A-variables allocated 
to registers. If the allocation vvave encounters a A-variable 
and no free registers are available, a register that is stili in 
use is spilled to free it for allocation. Spilling is accom
plished by making the register to be freed an argument to 
a lambda expression that binds its value to a new unique 
memory temporary (i.e., by binding its value to a A-variable 
that represents the register's contents in memory). Figure 8 
shovvs expression (1) after register allocation vvith only tvvo 
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registers available; in this čase, spilling the value in register 
rO and reloading it later is required. 

lambda rO @ 
lambda rl @ 

lambda rO @ 
lambda rl @ 

lambda rl @ 
lambda spillOOOlB @ 

lambda rO @ 
lambda rO © 

lambda rl ® 
lambda rl © 

rl 
end ( rO - rl 

end { spill00013 
end ( rl * rO ) 

end ( b ) 
end ( rO ) 

end { rl - rO ) 
end ( a ) 

end ( rl + rO ) 
end ( b ) 

end ( C ) 

Figure 8: Expression (1) after register allocation 

In the following subsection, we describe a somewhat ide-
alized strategy for allocating a finite number of registers to 
anunboundedsetof A-variables. Then, in Subsection 3.6.2, 
we introduce some of the tactics and details that we use 
to implement the approach in practice. Finally, Subsec
tion 3.6.3 discusses an example that shows how allocation 
proceeds. 

3.6.1 Allocation concept 

Register allocation begins after ali common subexpressions 
have been eliminated, the scope of each A-variable has been 
reduced, and the last ušes of A-variables have been marked. 
To perform register allocation, two pieces of Information 
are required: 

- the complete set of registers available for use in eval-
uating the A-nest, and 

- some measure of the relative costs of allocating each 
register in that set. 

This information can be made available to the transforma-
tions by associating with the A-nest a list representing the 
set of available registers and theircosts-of-use. Wecall this 
list the "available register list" (ARL). The transformations 
can then select registers for allocation or spilling from this 
ARL. 

One way to encode the ARL in the program text is to 
embed the A-nest in a two-argument function of the form 

allocate ( \-nest, register-Ust) 

This function is semantically the identity function on its 
first argument. (Such notation is necessary in TAMPR be-
cause transformations must transform code segments into 
syntactically and semantically equivalent constructs.) The 
register list in the second argument is the ARL. 

Broadly speaking, a register on the ARL has one of three 
reuse costs: 

1. a zero cost, because the register is free; 

2. an infinite cost, because the register contains a value 
that will be used in the next binary operation; or 

3. a finite non-zero cost, because the register holds the 
value of a commoned subexpression and this value 

) will be reused deeper in the nest. 

) When a register holds an operand for the next binary op
eration, we assign it an infinite reuse cost. If the cost of 
reuse of such registers were not infinite, then the register 
holding the value for one of the operands of the next binary 
operation could be selected to be spilled and allocated to 
hold the value of the other operand. Then, the spilled value 
would need to be reloaded prior to performing the binary 
operation, requiring the allocation of yet another register, 
possibly leading to an allocation loop. 

The semantics of lambda expressions (and of the corre-
sponding RISC hardvvare operations) allow for the reuse of 
either operand register in a binary operation, should that 
register be available, to store the result of the operation. 
(Reuse is possible because the values in the operand reg
isters have been used before the result of the operation is 
stored.) Therefore, while the reuse cost of the registers 
holding the operands of a binary operation is infinite just 
prior to encountering the lambda expression for the oper
ation, the cost of reusing these registers drops to a finite 
value before allocating a register for the result of that bi-
nary operation. 

The particular finite cost value of a register on the ARL 
is based on a heuristic; ideally, this heuristic should give 
the lowest cost to the register that causes the fevvest reloads 
if its value were to be spilled. Obviously, then, the heuristic 
must give free registers a cost of zero. 

Provided that (1) no operation in a A-nest requires more 
than two operand values, (2) the set of available registers 
contains at least two registers, and (3) the invariant guaran-
teed by the scope-reduction transformations (that at most 
two simple-variable-load lambda expressions separate any 
two binary-operation lambda expressions in a A-nest, see 
Section 3.4) holds, there will always be one or more regis
ters having a finite reuse cost on the ARL and, hence, avail
able for allocation to load the values needed for a binary 
operation. Thus, regardless of the number of A-variables 
used in a A-nest, the allocation of a finite number of regis
ters to these variables can be completed. 

3.6.2 Allocation details 

The register allocation concept described in the preceding 
section can be implemented in a number of ways. We have 

file:///-nest
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chosen to maintain the ARL ordered in terms of increasing 
reuse cost, re-sorting the list each time a register is entered 
with an updated cost. We also have chosen to "represent" 
registers having an infinite reuse cost by deleting them tem-
porarily from the ARL. This representation is possible be-
cause ali such registers are known to be used in the next 
binary operation, so they can be re-entered on the list (giv-
ing them a finite cost) just prior to allocating a register for 
that operation. Hence, the names of the infinite cost regis
ters are not lost when they are deleted from the ARL. Not 
entering them in the ARL with an infinite cost saves time 
by avoiding pointless re-sorting of the list. 

Thus, in the transformations discussed here, aH registers 
actually present on the ARL have finite reuse costš. Free 
registers have a zero cost. For the others, we use a heuris-
tic to determine reuse cost: a combination of (1) how re-
cently a A-variable has been referenced and (2) the num-
ber of times a A-variable is referenced in the body of its 
defining lambda expression. (The first of these measures 
is similar to the least-recently-used strategy often used for 
replacing pages in a virtual-memory management system.) 

Because the transformations assume that the ARL is 
sorted in order of cost of reuse (cheapest to most expen-
sive), the ARL requires careful maintenance when regis
ters are added or their costs updated. Thus, certain main
tenance tasks must be performed every time a register is 
inserted into the ordered ARL. First, any other instances 
of that register must be removed from the list, because the 
cost associated with the inserted register is the (possibly) 
new cost of using the register at the current point in the al-
location process. The ARL must then be sorted by reuse 
cost in order to guarantee that the register at the head of the 
list is always the cheapest one to allocate. 

Before specifying the behavior of the register allocation 
transformations in more detail, we consider what happens 
when a register must be spilled. As discussed earlier, when 
there are no zero-cost (free) registers on the ARL, a live 
register must be freed by spilling its value to memory (if 
the value is not already in memory) and setting up a later 
reload just prior to the next use of the register's value. 

To spili a value to memory, the unallocated portion of 
the current A-nest is "wrapped" in a new lambda expression 
that associates the spilled register variable with a memory 
temporary, and then ali occurrences of the spilled register 
in the body of the current expression are transformed to 
the name of the new memory temporary. Another lambda 
expression is then added just prior to the first use of the new 
memory temporary to cause re-al location of a register for 
the value in memory. 

As a representative example, suppose that the transfor
mations have completed part of the allocation of a A-nest, 
so that the partially transformed expression looks like: 

$ a l l o c a t e $ 

$ r e g i s t e r s $ ( 

Assume that at this point in allocating registers for a A-
nest, the transformations need to spili register rO to mem-
ory (i.e., rO holds the result of an operation rather than a 
value already stored in memory). First the lambda expres-
sion representing the actual spili (to a memory temporary 
sp i l lTemp) is created, taking čare to transform ali oc
currences of rO in the A-nest to s p i l l T e m p and adding 
the spilled register rO to the ARL with zero reuse cost (in-
dicated by free): 

lambda spillTemp @ 
$allocate$ ( 

lambda tOOOll @ 

end ( spillTemp * ... ) 

$registers$ ( rO : $free$ , . 
) 

end ( rO ) 

A second lambda expression is also generated to 
reload the spilled value (defining the A-variable 
sp i l lLoadTemp in this example) and pushed in as 
closely as possible to the first use of s p i l l T e m p . AH 
occurrences of s p i l l T e m p in the A-nest are then trans
formed to the new A-variable. Assuming that the first use 
of s p i l l T e m p is in the A-tOOOll expression, this step 
produces 

lambda spillTemp @ 
$allocate$ ( 

lambda spillLoadTemp @ 
lambda tOOOlI @ 

end ( spillLoadTemp * .. 
end { spillTemp ) 

$registers$ ( rO : $free$ ) 
) 

end ( rO ) 

lambda tOOOlI @ 

end( rO * ... ) 

Spilling the value of a register being freed is skipped if 
the value already resides in a named memory location; that 
is, if the value in the register is that of a program variable or 
constant or if it is a value that has previously been spilled. 
In this čase, it is only necessary to perform the last two 
steps just shown: transform aH occurrences of the name of 
the reused register in the body of the A-nest to the name 
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of the value in memory, followed by inserting a lambda 
expression just prior to the first use of the substituted mem-
ory location name to cause re-allocating a register for the 
value in memory and renaming the memory variable to the 
A-variable of this inserted expression. 

With these tactics, the behavior of the register alloca
tion transformations has a simple description. Recall that 
the transformations preceding register allocation plače the 
program in a canonical form in which the register allo
cation transformations can encounter only three types of 
lambda expression, which differ only in the nature of their 
argument. We discuss register allocation schemes and 
ARL maintenance requirements for each of these types of 
lambda expression in turn. 

lambda s p i l l 0 0 0 1 3 © 

end ( rO 

lambda b00002 @ 

end ( b 

(a) (b) 

lambda t00004 © 

end { rO + rl ) 

( C ) 

Figure 9: Types of lambda expression in canonical A-nest 

Čase 1 (Figure 9(a)) involves a lambda expression that 
spills a register to a memory temporary. Because such a 
lambda expression specifies vvriting a register's contents to 
memory, no register need be allocated for its evaluation. 
However, such an expression frees a previously allocated 
register for reuse; freeing is accomplished by inserting the 
register in the ordered ARL with a reuse cost of 0. 

Čase 2 (Figure 9(b)) involves a lambda expression that 
has a variable or constant as its argument. Here a register 
must be allocated, and because the register currently at the 
head of the ARL is (by construction) the cheapest one to 
use at this point, it is selected for allocation. If the register 
selected for allocation is stili alive (i.e., if it is referenced in 
the body of the current lambda expression, indicated by its 
having a non-zero reuse cost), then it first must be spilled 
to memory, as just discussed. Whether the selected register 
was previously allocated or not, ali occurrences of the A-
variable being allocated must be replaced by the allocated 
register throughout the body of the current lambda expres-
sion. 

Čase 3 (Figure 9(c)) involves a lambda expression whose 
argument is a binary arithmetic operation. In this čase also, 
a register must be allocated for the A-variable. To guarantee 
that there are always registers available on the ARL, the 
already-allocated operand registers referenced in the binary 
arithmetic operation of this lambda expression are added to 
the ARL with finite reuse cosi just prior to allocation of the 
register for the result of the binary operation. (The ARL 

must, of course, be re-sorted to maintain least-cost order.) 
Again, the transformations select the register at the head of 
the ARL as in Čase 2 and perform the appropriate spili and 
re-fetch, if required. 

3.6.3 Allocation example 

In this section, we illustrate the operation of the register 
allocation transformations on a simple example expression. 
Suppose that only two registers, rO and r l , are initia;lly 
available, and that these registers are to be allocated for the 
A-nest in Figure 7. Then to initiate the allocation process 
this A-nest is transformed into the form: 

$allocate$ ( 
lambda c00003 © 

lambda b00002 © 
lambda t00004 © 

end ( b00002 + cGOGOB : $free$ ) 
end ( b ) 

end ( C ) , 
$registers$ ( rO : $free$ , rl : $free$ 

) 
Allocating a register for the outermost A-variable in this 

example follows Čase 2 and involves transforming the A-
variable c00003 to rO (the first register on the ARL) 
wherever c O O O O 3 occurs in the 1 ambda c O O O O 3 body. 
After allocating a register for this lambda expression, the 
transformations move the $ a l l o c a t e $ function in to sur-
round the body of that expression and remove the register 
just allocated from the ARL (because its reuse cost is now 
infinite), producing 

lambda rO © 
$allocate$ ( 
lambda b00002 © , 

lambda tOOO04 © 

end ( b00002 + rO : $free$ ) 
end ( b ) , 
$registers$ ( rl : $free$ ) 

) 
end ( C ) 

After the next step, in vvhich a register is allocated for A-
variable b00002 according to Čase 2, the expression be-
comes 

lambda rO © 
lambda rl © 

$allocate$ ( 
lambda t00004 © 

end ( rl + rO : $free$ ) , 
$registers$ ( ) 

) 
end ( b ) 

end ( C ) 
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At the next step, registers rO and r l from the binary 
operation are added to the ARL just prior to allocating a 
register for t00004 (Čase 3); rO is allocated because it is 
free. The resulting expression (with the innermost ellipsis 
filled in to permit carrying the example further) is 

lambda rO © 
lambda rl @ 

lambda rO @ 
$allocate$ ( 
lambda aOOOOl @ 

lambda tOOOOS @ 
lambda tOOOOV @ 

lambda tOOOll @ 
t:00011 

end ( t00007 : $free$ 
- rO : $free$ ) 

end ( tOOOOS : $free$ 
* rl : $free$ ) 

end ( aOOOOl : $free$ - rO ) 
end { a ) , 
$registers$ ( rl ) 

) 
end ( rl + rO ) 

end ( b ) 
end ( C ) 

Note that no free register is available to allocate for 
aOOOOl, because bothrO a n d r l holdvalues that are used 
in more deeply nested computations. At this point, spilling 
would occur (as in the example discussed in the preceding 
section) if r l held a value not already in memory. How-
ever, its value, b, already resides in memory and therefore 
need not be spilled; r l is simply marked free, after intro-
ducing a lambda expression to reload its value from mem-
ory just prior to its next use and substituting the name of 
the A-variable in that expression for ušes of r l : 

lambda rO @ 
lambda rl @ 
lambda rO @ 
$allocate$ ( 
lambda aOOOOl @ 

lambda tOOOOS © 
lambda loadOOOlS © 

lambda t00007 © 
lambda tOOOlI © 

tOOOlI 
end ( t00007 : $free$ 

- rO : $free$ ) 
end ( tOOOOS : $free$ 

* load00013 : $free$) 
end { b ) 

end { aOOOOl : $free$ - rO ) 
end { a ) , 
$registers$ ( rl : $free$ ) 

) 
end ( rl + rO ) 

end ( b ) 

end ( C ) 

Register allocation proceeds in this manner through the 
remainder of the A-nest. When a register must be allocated 
for loadOOOlS, both rO and r l contain values not held 
in memory; therefore, one of these values must be spilled. 

Register allocation stops when the first argument of the 
$ a l l o c a t e $ function no longer contains a lambda ex-
pression. At this point, registers have been assigned to ali 
temporaries in the A-nest. 

3.7 Transformation to Assembly Language 
Once register allocation completes, the A-nest is ready for 
transformation to assembly code. Transforming lambda 
expressions to three-address assembly code involves as-
signing the argument of each lambda expression to its A-
variable (a register); for example 

lambda rO © 

end ( r l * rO ) 

becomes 

RO := Rl * RO 

Such transformations are trivial and do not vvarrant further 
discussion. 

4 Transformations and Trusted 
Compilation 

One of the major advantages of the algebraic approach 
to register allocation is the possibility of proving that the 
transformations that implement it preserve the correctness 
of the programs they transform. Such transformations 
could be used to construct a trusted compiler—a compiier 
that has been formally verified to correctly compile any 
correct program [6]. 

To formally verify a compiler constructed using conven-
tional techniques requires proving that the program imple-
menting the compiler is correct. Proofs of such programs 
tend to be massive and monolithic, even when the cor
rectness of individual subroutines is proved independently 
[8]. The task is complex and labor-intensive even for sim-
ple computer programs; it is aimost impossible to carry 
out for complex programs such as compilers that perform 
optimization. Even verifying only the register allocation 
phase of a conventional compiler would require proving the 
correctness of the graph-theoretic subroutine that performs 
register allocation, a daunting task. 

In contrast, a compiler based on the algebraic ap
proach and implemented by program transformations can 
be proved correct by proving that each individual trans
formation rule preserves the correctness of any program to 
which it applies. Because the transformations are relatively 
simple, so are their proofs; thereby the need to construct 
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massive, monolithic proofs is avoided. (Of course, one 
must also know that the TAMPR transformer, the program 
that applies the transformations, is correct. The TAMPR 
transformer can be used to bootstrap its own implementa-
tion from simpler versions, thereby helping to simplify its 
own proof of correctness.) 

We have begun work on a methodology for formaliy 
proving that TAMPR transformations, such as those for 
register allocation, preserve the correctness of the programs 
they transform. Space does not permit a discussion of this 
methodology here (see, however, [9]). 

5 Conclusions 

We have discussed a program-algebraic approach to a 
compiier's allocation of registers for arbitrariiy complex 
arithmetic expressions. We have demonstrated that the 
program-algebraic approach offers two major advantages 
o ver the traditional graph-theoretic methods: 

- The algebraic approach is easy to understand, because 
expressions are manipulated directly instead of being 
converted to graphs. The program is always a program 
throughout the manipulation, and it is always correct. 
The required manipulations are implemented by a se-
quence of small, easily understood rewrite-rule trans
formations that automaticaIly carry a program through 
a series of canonical forms. 

- The correctness of the algebraic approach is easy to 
prove, because the program transformations that per-
form the manipulations are based on identities from 
program algebra. Thus, the algebraic provides an ap
proach to constructing a trusted compiler. 
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We consider main properdes of a neural field whose state is determined by a vector of some topological 
space (such as Banach or Hilbert ones). Dynamics of the field (tirne evolution of its state) is associated 
with information processing and mental phenomena. We formulate the learning problem for neural fields 
and offer several solutions that are generalizations of learning algorithms proposed for neural networks 
before. The state vector of a neural field is represented in a form like in quantum theories, which gives a 
clue to a kind of supersymmetry, viz symmetry between bosonic and fermionic modes ofexcitation ofthe 
neural field. An evolution equation for a field function is suggested. A minimal architecture ofa cognitive 
system is proposed which comprises perceptual, lexical and semantic subsystems. It is suggested to treat 
the meaning of a piece of information as a code associated with a settled field function produced by a 
semantic neural network. 

1 Introduction 

It is a burning issue how nonlinear dynamical effects could 
be used for information encoding (lE) and information pro
cessing (EP). The advance in this direction may appear 
fruitful to deepen and broaden the understanding of general 
principles of lE and IP, to gain new insights into dynami-
cal mechanisms of brain activity and mental phenomena, to 
develop new methods, algorithms and hardware implemen-
tation for artificial systems. 

The prevailing type of systems whose dynamics is cur-
rently exploited for IP tasks is neural networks (NNs) (for 
an introduction see, e.g., [Amit, 1989; Frolov, Murav'ev, 
1987, 1988; Hertz et al, 1991; Peretto, 1989; Vedenov, 
1988]). In the broad sense, a NN may be defined as any 
complex dynamical system composed of interacting units 
called neurons (or, more strictly, neuron-Iike elements). 
Nonlinearity may occur both in dynamics of a single (iso-
lated) neuron and in interneuronal (synaptic) connections. 
Undoubtedly, it would be desirable to deal with realistic 
models in which formal neurons resemble real biologi-
cal nerve cells and their interactions are also close to real 
synaptic couplings as much as possible. This way leads us 
to the notion of NNs in the narrow sense as models of the 
brain which emerges as a nonlinear dynamical system ex-
hibiting complex, highly ordered spatiotemporal behavior 
at various time and length scales. Hovvever, the tremendous 
number of neurons and essential heterogeneity and nonho-
mogeneity of the brain hampers description of processes 
underlying mental phenomena. This suggests to develop 
an approach in which information is set into a neural field 

(NF) which may, in general, be defined as a system whose 
state is determined by a vector of some linear topologi
cal (infinite-dimensional) space (such as Banach or Hilbert 
ones). Dynamics of the NF (time evolution of its state) 
is associated with information processing and mental phe
nomena. 

Various ways for NFs to occur may actually be sketched 
as follovvs. 

(1) NFs may be conceived just as intended for IP. Then 
this is the only advantage that can justify particular models, 
softvvare and hardware relied on this approach. 

(2) NFs can be generated by NNs. So, probability dis-
tributions and geometrical characteristics of phase spaces 
may easily be treated as NFs. 

(3) NFs may be introduced as a continuous approxima-
tion of NNs (similar to the hydrodynamical description in 
statistical physics). 

(4) It seems also worthwhile to study electromagnetic 
fields radiated in the course of the brain activity. 

(5) NFs under consideration can be connected with 
quantum fields. So, it is often supposed that only quantum 
physics can, in principle, enable explanation of mind-brain 
interactions (for an introduction see, e.g., [Eccles, 1993; 
Perus, 1996, 1997a, 1997b] and references therein). How-
ever, the ordinary quantum mechanics seems to be too poor 
for this purpose, and only nonlinear quantum fields that 
incorporate self-interaction and possess complex intrinsic 
dynamics could provide, being associated with mind, a 
physical foundation for links betvveen mental phenomena 
and brain activity. But a huge number of gauge theories 
and other nonlinear quantum models meet this general re-
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quirement and may turn out to be promising. It is reason-
able therefore to put forward, as an oncoming approach, a 
generic mathematical description of NFs that can be rele-
vant for Information processing and mental phenomena. 

(6) NFs, being interpreted in a quantum fashion, may be 
incorporated in the wave function of the Universe, which 
is in line with some interpretations of quantum measure-
ments. 

(7) Also, one can speculate about NFs in the špirit of 
esoteric traditions and parapsychology interpreting NFs as 
prana, qi, sansa, subtle energy, vital energy, biofield, 'Č'-
field, Information and energetic flows (streams), etc. 

Gestalt psychology and the field theory due to W. Koh-
ler, K. Lewin and others may be viewed as a precursor of 
contemporary studies of NF's variously treated (see, e.g., 
[Wilson, Cowan, 1973; Amari, 1977, 1983; Ingber, 1991; 
Liang, 1995; Bressloff, 1996; Jirsa, Haken, 1996; Kistler 
et al, 1998]). 

It is worth noting that NFs can appear essential for lE 
and IP. So, the primary property which enables Informa
tion to be useful for an individual is its meaning. Hence, 
thinking, as a transformation of Information, turns out to 
be operations with meanings of objects instead of manipu-
lations with the real objects. 

It is significant that the meaning of any thought is, gen-
erally speaking, inexpressible completely in a finite num-
ber of words (or signs of another kind), and consequently 
meanings are inevitably infinite-dimensional entities. In 
particular, if a person would like either to convey or to un-
derstand a meaning more precisely, one can sequentially 
clarify it in dialogs, in conversations or repeated attempts 
to read and comprehend texts. 

It is attempts to handle meaning of Information that are 
the direct reason to deal with NF here. To treat NFs, we 
exploit quantum theory to take advantage as a clue. (In 
this methodological sense we follovv the špirit of the knovvn 
books [Arbib, 1972; Hofstadter, 1979; Pribram, 1971].) 

We try to develop a fairly general framevvork such that 
ordinary (deterministic) 
NNs, their stochastic counterparts and proper quantum sys-
tems appear to be particular cases of the subject. In a sense, 
our general setting should embrace both the NNs machin-
ery and the world of systems treated in quantum mechanics 
and quantum field theory, and it bridges the gap between 
these two realms. (The second quantization is not incorpo
rated yet into the approach, but this seems to be attainable 
with the aid of the functional integration technique.) 

A part of the results given in the paper was presented 
before, in a preliminary form, at meetings [Linkevich 1996, 
1998b, 1998c, 1999a, 1999b, 1999c]. 

The paper is organized as follovvs. In the next section we 
consider main properties of a NF and introduce basic quan-
tities to describe lE and IP associated with time evolution 
of the field. In Sect.3 we formulate the learning problem 
for NFs and give solutions of the problem that are direct 
generalizations of learning algorithms proposed before for 
NNs in [Kapelko, Linkevich, 1996; Kartynni.ck, Linkevich, 

1994; Linkevich, 1992,1993a, 1993b]. Sect.4 is devoted to 
the representation of the state of the NF in a form similar 
to that accepted in quantum theories, which lead us to a 
kind of supersymmetry. An evolution equation for a field 
function is suggested in Sect.4. A structure of a cognitive 
system is considered in Sect.5 where the meanings of Infor
mation are treated as codes determined by a settled neural 
field function. 

This paper is conceived as the first in a series of works 
devoted to NFs. In subsequent papers, we are going to 
consider in more detail such issues as measures generated 
by NNs and other dynamical systems, connections of NFs 
with NNs as well as with quantum fields, implications of 
NFs for dynamical foundations of mental phenomena and 
for mind-brain interactions. 

2 Main Properties of Neural Fields 
Let us consider a neural field (NF) whose state at time 
moment t is described by a vector \(j){t) > of some lin-
ear topological space $. Specifically we will deal with 
Banach and Hilbert spaces. (For an introduction into no-
tionš of functional analysis used in this section see, e.g., 
[Edvvards, 1965; Kantorovich, Akilov, 1982; Reed, Simon, 
1972; Yosida, 1968].) 

Further we define a field function (FF) 4){x, t) which can 
variously be viewed depending on what the state space $ 
is. So, let $ be a kind of functional space, i.e. $ = {(/>: 
{x,t) —> y, X & X,t £li,y £ Y}. Then it is natural to 
define the quantity <f){x, t) as the value of a function from 
$ : (j>{x, t) e Y. If $ is regarded only as abstract space, 
then one can involve its dual space $ (i.e. the space of 
linear continuous functionals defined on $) and interpret 
the FF (f>{x, t) as either the value of a functional a; S $ at 
the point \4>{t) > G $, or, vice versa, as the value of the 
functional \(p{t) > G $ at a point a; £ $ (the latter variant 
becomes possible if we appropriately redefine # and $ so 
that $ be proper space and $ its dual space). 

If # is separable Hilbert space, then there exists a fi
nite or countable infinite complete set of orthonormal basis 
vectors. Taking such a set of vectors \x > as a basis, we 
may assign the scalar product < x\4>{t) > to be the FF: 
(j)(x,t) = < x\4){t) >. 

If $ is infinite-dimensional (that is the čase of our main 
concern), then one can use not only a countable set of or
thonormal basis vectors, but also an uncountable (contin
uous) set of orthogonal vectors normalized on the Dirac's 
delta function. It is often convenientto choose a basis com-
posed of eigenvectors \x > of a linear operator, and then the 
basis is countable or uncountable depending on whether the 
operator spectrum is discrete or continuous. It is signifi
cant that the eigenvectors \x > belong, generally speaking, 
not to the space $, but to another space [Gelfand, Shilov, 
1967]. 

We assume that Information is set into the FF (f){x,t). 
Then time evolution of the NF generates IP, and the result 
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of computation (the output of IP) may be extracted from 
the NF. Specifically, we suppose that any piece of infor-
mation (PI) is derived from some settled neural field func-
tion (SNFF) 'il){x) which emerges under suitable conditions 
after a time interval. Thereby we announce an operator 
r : 0 -> V'-

A natural way is to define '4'{x) = 
lim d>(x,t) where T is set to be eaual to either infin-
ity or a certain finite value which is preassigned in ad-
vance or adjusted during a session of IP. Another variant 
is to average the FF ({){x, t) with some weight K{t) so as 
ip(x) — J K{t) (f>{x, t) dt, which has a certain neurobio-
logical motivation as well. 

It is obvious that the inverse transformation F"^ is, gen-
erally speaking, not unique, which may play a role in the 
NF learning because a significant freedom remains in de-
termining the function ip{x). 

The crucial issue is hovv to read out Information from 
the SNFF ^{x). To put forvvard a feasible approach to this 
point, we suppose that there exists an operator A : /̂) —> 
H to transform ip{x) into a Borel measure /x(a;) supported 
on X. (For an introduction into the theory of measure see, 
e.g., [Halmos, 1974; Reed, Simon, 1972; Royden, 1968].) 

Introduce further the integral 

Q{f,A M) = / / ( . a;) d^{x) (2.1) 

for any Borel measurable function f{x) defined on X and 
for any Borel measurable set A from the u-algebra a{X) 
on X. The functional Q may be assigned to convey Infor
mation embedded in the NF. Indeed, given an appropriate 
function / and set A, the value of Q depends on the NF 
State and can be viewed as a carrier of some PI. Variation of 
/ and/or A yields then different PIs šunk into the given NF. 
Having chosen in advance a family of functions / and/or a 
family of sets A, one can evaluate, for each of them (and 
for a given NF state), the quantity Q and treat the family 
of its values as codes of the corresponding PIs stored in the 
NF. (The quantity Q can, in particular, be vievved also as 
the average /Li^(/) of the function f{x) with the measure 
lj.{x) over the space A.) 

To put the above suggestion in slightly more detail, 
let us consider a family of measurable functions /* = 
{f°'{x),x 6 X,a 6 / / } and/or a family of measurable 
sets A* = {A'' G cr{X), /3 £ IA}- Here the indices a 
and P may, generally speaking, take both discrete and con-
tinuous values from some sets J/ and IA respectively (and 
these / / and IA may be admitted to be unions of finite, 
countable and uncountable sets). As elements of the fam-
ily /*, one can use both functions given by different equa-
tions and algorithms, and functions which are determined 
in just the same manner but differ only in numeric values 
of some parameters. A similar consideration can be offered 
for the family of sets A* as well. Actually, dependence of 
Q on A may easily be incorporated into dependence of Q 
on / since Q{f,A,^) = Q{fxA, X, fi) where the indica-

tor XA{X) = 1 for any x E A and XA{X) = O if a; ^ A. It 
may appear rather advisable to distinguish, however, these 
two factors in some cases (e.g., if fractal sets are taken to 
be elements of A'). 

The value of the functional Q( / " , A'', A^^) obtained 
for a given function f" and a given set A^ provided that 
the NF occurs in a state resulting in a given SNFF -ipk can 
be interpreted as a code U^'^ of the corresponding PI which 
is stored in the NF. 

There is an essential distinction betvveen the scheme 
stated above and prevailing approaches to neural and quan-
tum computations. So, in the attractor neural netvvorks 
paradigm, what is really used to encode a PI is only the 
number (label) of an attractor. As such an attractor has 
been retrieved, nothing else may be obtained in respect to 
the corresponding PI. Similarly, in quantum IP systems, 
only labels of quantum states are commonly used to rep-
resent PIs. In contrast, if, for given / and A, the values of 
Q{f, A, Alp) do not provide an appropriate representation 
of PIs, one can enrich the codes by making use of additional 
functions / and/or sets A. 

A family of functions /* together with a family of sets 
A* act like a measuring device which determines, vvith a 
certain accuracy, data describing the NF, viz the values of 
the functional Q. Using different elements of /* and /or 
different elements of A* enables one to read out different 
PFs from just the same state of the NF. Moreover, the res-
olution of this "device" may, in principle, be improved as 
much as required, and a code U^^ associated with a PI 
may be obtained as precise and detailed as necessary vvith 
the aid of additional "measurements" exploiting, as a mat-
ter of fact, additional functions / " and/or additional sets 
A^ chosen to be more and more "subtle". 

Let us mention in passing that vvith a more general and 
abstract point of view the function '4>{x) looks like an "em-
bryo" of a measure, and this can easily be čast in the defi-
nition of an appropriate mathematical object as follovvs. 

Let t/i be a function defined on space X, and there ex-
ists an operator A such that fi = A ?/) is a Borel measure 
supported on X. Then %p is called a generator of a Borel 
measure associated with the operator A. 

The operator A may variously be chosen depending on 
both specific IP tasks to be solved and implementation fa-
cilities. So, one can simply identify '>p{x) with the proba-
bility distribution density, which leads to our previous ap
proach [Linkevich, 1998]. This scheme emerges naturally 
if one deals, e.g., with a NN governed by stochastic differ-
ential equations. 

For a pure (coherent) quantum system, it is natural 
to regard •ipi^) ^s the wave function of the system in 
the a;-representation, and define accordingly fi{dx) = 
\'4>{x)\ dx. Another possibility is to treat the measure ^(a;) 
as the Wigner distribution function. 

A special čase is when the measure ^(a;) is absolutely 
continuous with respect to another measure v{x) taken to 
be fixed. In other words, we suppose that for any mea
sure ji{x) that can occur during IP and for a given measure 
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i'{x), there exists such a function p{x) called the Radon -
Nikodym derivative that diJ.{x) = p{x) du{x). Then one 
can assume existence of an operator A : ip —^ p and čast 
Q into the form 

Q = f p{x)dF{x) (2.2) 

where the measure dF{x) = f{x) di'{x) appears to be ab-
solutely continuous with respect to the "reference" measure 
v{x) as well. 

In the particular čase when di'{x) = dx, we have the 
fofm 

(2.3) Q = p{x) f{x)di 

similar to a scalar (inner) product of the functions p{x) and 
/ ( ^ ) . 

It is quite reasonabie to choose the functions / to be 
elements of an orthonormal basis of the space $. Then 
eq.(2.3) provides the Fourier coefficients of the expansion 
of the function p{x) over this basis. 

Vet another justification for the quantities (2.2) to be in-
troduced appears if the space $ comprises ali bounded con
tinuous complex functions 'ip{x) vanishing at infinity, i.e. 
such that '4){x) ^ O as ||a;|| —> oo. Then any continuous 
linear functional defined on # may uniquely be represented 
in the form (2) with F{x) taken to be a bounded complex-
valued measure (see, e.g., [Jost, 1965]). 

Time evolution of the NF may mostly be put on display 
as folloNVS (a particular čase is considered in more detail in 
Sect.5). Let ?7(i, to) be the evolution operator for the NF 
State, i.e. 

m)> = U{t,tn)mo)> (2.4) 

Then the time evolution of the field function 

(j){x,t) = / dxoG{x,t\xo,to)^{xQ,to) 

is governed by the Green function (propagator) 
G{x,t\xQ,to) = < x\U{t,to)\xo > . 

A large class of NFs meet evolution equations 

d^ 
dt 

m) > = Ht{<f>) (2.5) 

with, generally speaking, nonlinear continuous operators 
Ht{4>). It is significant that, under certain conditions, the 
above evolution operator Uit, to) appearing in (2.4) is ex-
pressed through Ht{4') with the aid of a nonlinear general-
ization of theFeynman path integrals [Maslov, 1976]. 

If a basis of the space $ comprises eigenvectors of a 
time-dependent operator, then they evolve in time: \x > 
= \x{t) >. This may appear appropriate if X is the state 
space of a dynamical system. For the čase when $ is some 
Hilbert space one can hence put (f>{x, t) = < x{t)\(p{t) >, 
or even (p{x, t) = < x(t)\ (j) > with the NF state taken to be 
constant. Thus the three interpretations of (p{x, t) may, in 
principle, be offered, viz < x\(p{t) >, < x{t)\cj) >, < 

x{t)\(t){t) >. HoNvever, the two latter cases can easily be 
reduced to the first with the aid of the relevant evolution 
operator V{t) such that \x{t) > = V{t) \x{0) >. There-
fore we can, vvithout loss of generality, restrict ourselves to 
the čase when ^(a;, i) = < x\<f){t) >. 

If $ is actually finite-dimensional (i.e. the real dynam-
ics of the NF makes the state vector |(/)(t) > confined in 
some finite-dimensional subspace $ C $), then the NF 
is reduced to a finite number of interacting elements gov
erned by relevant dynamical equations. Such a system can 
be vievved as a kind of the NN appropriately defined. Our 
main concern is, however, the čase when the NF is an 
infinite-dimensional system. 

It is worth also noting that we have to admit measures 
that are not positive definite in order to incorporate proper 
quantum systems into our setting. 

3 Some Learning Rules for Neural 
Fields 

3.1 IVIathematical Formulation of the 
Learning Problem for Neural Fields 

If a NF can occur in states specified by settled neural field 
functions (SNFFs) tpk, k E I^p and one ušes to read 
out information a family of measurable functions /* = 
{f°'{x), X e X, a € If} and a family of measur
able sets A* = {A/^ G a(X), /3 € IA}, then the 
NF contains PIs whose codes are Q{f", A'^,Aipk), a G 
If, P & IA, k € lip. Accordingly, the learning prob
lem is formulated as the inverse problem: given a set of 
codes Uf, a e If, p e IA, k e /,/,, find SNFFs 
ipk, measurable functions / " and measurable sets A^ such 
that 

Q{r,A^^,) = Uf (3.1) 

with Hk = Aipk for ali a, /3 and k. 
It is easy to observe that this task falls apart into the fol-

lovving two problems: (i) given a set of codes U^'^, find 
measures fj,k, functions f" and sets A^ such that the above 
condition (3.1) holds; (ii) given a set of known (obtained) 
measures pk, construct an operator A~^ : Pk -^ i^k-

It is obvious that the second problem has no general Solu
tions for lack of a general constructive definition of the op
erator A. In the simplest čase, p and t/i are simply the same. 
For quantum systems, usually one has dp{x) = |'0(a;)| dx 
so that V' is easily reconstructed up to an arbitrary phase 
factor. 

In the present work we are concentrated on the first prob
lem restricting ourselves by the čase vvhen p{x) is abso-
lutely continuous with respect to a "natural" Lebesgue mea
sure defined on the same space X: dp{x) = p{x)dx. Here 
p{x) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative (density). Thus in-
stead ofQ{f, A, p) we will deal in what follows with func-
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tionals of a more special type: 

q{f,p)= j f{x)p{x)dx (3.2) 
X 

(Here dependence on the set A is incorporated into depen-
dence on the function / as discussed above.) Accordingly, 
the learning problem is reduced to finding measure densi-
ties pk and functions / " such that 

q{r,Pk)=ul, aelf, kel^ (3.3) 

for a given set of codes M^ . 

3.2 Reduction of the Learning Problem to 
an Algebraic Problem 

Further we will consider the customary čase when the do-
mains of indices / / and /^ are finite sets of discrete values 
which always (after an appropriate renumeration if neces-
sary) may be vvritten so as 7 / = { 1 , . . . , M } , /^ = 
{ 1 , . . . ,K}. Let us expand the measure density ph {x) over 
abasis hi{x),l = 1,2,... : 

Pk{x) = '^Pkihi{x), yk = l,...,K (3.4) 
1=1 

Here the number L of terms of the series should be, gen-
erally speaking, infinite, but we will traditionally restrict 
ourselves by finite values assuming thereby that the chosen 
value L ensures a required accuracy of approximation of 
the measure. If in the course of real Information process-
ing it appears that this is not the čase, then the value of L 
should appropriately be increased and therefore the method 
under consideration must enable us to carry out additional 
calculations in a convenient enough manner. This pertains 
also to situations when it is demanded to increase the num
ber M of functions in order to get more precise values of 
codes of PIs. 

Substitution of (3.4) and (3.2) into (3.3) yields the fol-
lowing system of equations: 

J2Pki< = Uk, k =:!,..., K, a = l , . . . , M , 

(3.5a) 
or in the matrix form 

pv'^ -u" a = 1, ,M (3.56) 

Here 
vf = I r{x)hi{x)dx (3.6)-

and we have introduced the K x L- matrix p = \\pki\\ and 
vectorsu" = (v",... ,v1) and w" = (wf,... ,w^). 

Thus the learning problem is reduced to finding the K x 
L- matrix p which satisfies eq.(3.5) for given sets of vectors 

3.3 Finding a Family of Solutions of the 
Learning Problem 

The learning problem for neural fields represented in the 
form (3.5) turns out to be a straightforward generalization 
of the corresponding task for neural networks for which one 
has K = L. This only difference does not cause any sig-
nificant obstacles and allows us to extend results obtained 
previously for netvvorks [Kapelko, Linkevich, 1996; Kar-
tynnick, Linkevich, 1992, 1993a, 1993b] in the čase of 
fields. Therefore we will mention only key points of the 
procedure of constructing the matrix p. 

Since (3.5) is a linear system, its general solution can be 
čast in the form 

p=R+BH 

where i? is a particular solution of (3.5), H is a solution of 
the corresponding homogeneous system, and B is an arbi-
trary real K x K- matrix. 

The matrix R can be found as follows. Let R'' be a so
lution of the system (3.5) for the first /x pairs of vectors 
v^,... ,v'^ and u^,... ,u'^ respectively, i.e. 

R''v''=u'', K.= l , . . . , / / (3.7) 

Then 

R" +1 R'' + {r'',v''+^) {u M+l R''v''+')®r'', 
(3.8a) 

or 

(3.8b) 

Here and below (a, 6) = ^ a/6; is the scalar product of 
1=1 

vectors a and b; the notation o ® 6 is used for their direct 
(tensor) product, i.e. (a ® 6)-• = aibj. The vector r** = 
(rj^,. . . , r^) should be orthogonal to vectors v^,... , v^, 
i.e. 

{r^,v^) = 0, K = l,...,n, (3.9) 

and, in addition, the condition 

(r'',w^+^)7^0 (3.10) 

must be satisfied. 
Accordingly, the matrix H is determined by the relation 

H, M+l = m 
G R ^ , 

\i=l / 
YlH'kS. 

e R 

(3.11a) 

M-t-l „M 

(3.116) 
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which again may easily be verified by direct inspection. 
The above receipt of constructing the matrices R and H 

holds in such a form only if the vectors v^,... , v^ are 
linearly independent, which is necessary for existence of 
the vector r'^ obeying the condition (3.10) at any value 
fi = 1 , . . . ,M. If this is not the čase for some n then the 
algorithm needs a modification. Specifically, let us assume 
first that vectors v^'^^ and u^~^^ are the same linear com 

spectively, i.e. 

, ; ' ' + l = ^ C « « ^ U' '+1 = ^ C « W « , (3.12) 
K = l 

where Ci, . . . , c^ are some real constant coefficients. From 
(3.8), (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain the relations 

iZ" '̂̂ +1 = u^+i, H''v''+^=0 (3.13) 

Thus in the čase under consideration one has R>^'^^ = 
Rt", F^+i = H". 

Suppose now that the first equation (3.12) holds at some 
values of the coefficients c i , . . . , 
c^, vvhereas the second is not satisfied. Then, as is known 
(see, e.g., [Albert, 1972]), there does not exist an exact so-
lution of the linear system (3.5). Nevertheless in this čase 
we can put again Rf'+^ = R^", H''+^ = Hi", vvhich 
yields an approximate solution of eqs.(3.5). 

Thus it is required to construct a vector r^ obeying the 
conditions (3.9), (3.10) only when vector v^~^^ is linearly 
independent of vectors v^,... ,v^. As a result, we ar-
rive at the following algorithm: calculate the vector A'' = 
F " u^+i; if A^ = O then put 7?"+^ = i?^, F^^+i = i J" 
and take the next pair of vectors v'^,u'^ from the sets 
{v^,... ,v^}, {u^,... , u ^ } , otherwise find a vector 
r*" that meets the conditions (3.9), (3.10). 

In this manner the learning problem is reduced to con
structing a family of vectors r^, jU = 1 , . . . , M, obeying 
(3.9), (3.10) for ali /i = 1 , . . . , M provided that vectors 
v^,... ,v'^ are linearly independent. To this end, just as 
in the čase of NNs, one can use a number of algorithms as 
partly described below. 
a. Sequential Learning 

The simple expression 

fc=i 

fi=l,...,M, (3.14a) 

or in the matrix form 

r" = (H^f u''+'^, n=l,...,M, (3.146) 

has the following remarkable property. Equation (3.14) to-
gether with (3.8), (3.11) provides with not only a solution 
of the learning problem, but also a solution of the sequen-
tial learning problem which may be posed as follows. Let 
R^ and H'^ be matrices that ensure storage (memorizing) 

of /x pieces of information, i.e. they yield a solution of the 
learning problem (3.5) for JJL pairs of vectors v'^,u"': 

R" v" = u", H"- v'' = Q, K=l, ,P 
It is required to find matrixes R'^^^, H'''^^ that are a solu
tion of the learning problem for fi+1 pieces of information 
so that 

binations of vectors v^,... ,v^ and vectors v},... ,u^ ve,- "• fjii+i O, K; = 1, ,M+1> 

and, moreover, the matrices R'^'^^,H'^^^ should be 
expressed only through the matrices R'^,H'^ and 
vectors v'^'^^,u''~^^, but not through the vectors 
v^,... ,v>^, v},... ,u^. 

In the čase of NNs K = L and therefore one can also 
putr' ' = ( F ^ ) ^ «"+1 as in [Linkevich, 1992,1993b]. 

b. Using Outer Products of Vectors 
Algebra of tensors and outer products of vectors enables 

us to construct a family of vectors r^ for a given set of 
vectors v^,... , v*' as follovvs [Linkevich, 1993a; Kapelko, 
Linkevich, 1996]. (For an introduction into the mathe-
matical methods used here see, e.g., [Efimov, Rozendorn, 
1970].) 

Let us introduce a skew-symmetric tensor V whose com-
ponents {m — L — n) 

Vi, 
ki,... ,kft = l 

1 M 
n...trnki...k^V,.^ .--Vj. 

are expressed through the coordinates of the vectors 
v^,... ,w'' with the aid of the fully antisymmetric tensor 
^ji--.jL- Po"" the čase of the linearly independent vectors 
v^,... ,v^^ the tensor V is nonzero and consequently there 
exists at least one nonzero component, say, Kii,..n„ with 
ni < ... < Um-

We construct a vector b taking arbitrary values as coordi
nates 6«!, . . . , 6„,„ and determining the other components 
by the relation 

771 

i= l 

where j € { 1 , - . . ,L}\ {n i , . . . ,nm}. Every such a vec
tor is orthogonal to the vectors v^,... ,v'^ and therefore 
can be used as the vector r''. 

It is easy to see that the vector r'̂  = 6 is determined up to 
m arbitrary parameters given explicitly. These degrees of 
freedom may be exploited to control information process-
ing like it appears in the čase of NNs [Kapelko, Linkevich, 
1996]. 

C. Using the Gram-Sclimidt 
Orthogonalization 

This known method (see, e.g., [Gantmacher, 1959; 
Strang, 1976]) enables us to construct the vectors r'^ as fol
lovvs: 

r>^=v^+^-ySLl!L^r", (, = 0,1,...,M 
a=0 
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Here the value /x = O is added because the auxiliary vector 
r° = v^ is necessary for calculations. For NNs this learn-
ing rule was considered in [Linkevich, 1993a; Kartynnick, 
Linkevich, 1994]. 

4 Neural Fields vs Quantum Fields: 
Supersymmetric Neurodynamics? 

Here we address ourselves again to separable Hilbert space 
$ associated with a system vvhose state at tirne moment t is 
described by a vector \(f){t) > € $. We offer a considera-
tion along lines of quantum theory (for an introduction see, 
e.g., [Bogolyubov, Shirkov, 1959; Emch, 1972; Itzykson, 
Zuber, 1980; Ryder, 1985; Umezawa et al, 1982; Ziman, 
1969]) though we do not imply any proper quantum ob-
jects to be involved further. On the contrary, ali this proves 
to be nothing but only a mathematica! framework that can 
be used for a wide range of situations (so, in [Linkevich, 
1999b] a similar treatment is suggested in slightly more 
detail for signal processing). 

As $ is separable, there exists a finite or countable 
infinite complete set of basis vectors \a >, |Q:i,a2 > 
, . . . , | a i , . . . , a„2 > , . . . where any index a^ takes dis
crete values. We can assume, just as in quantum theory, 
that there exist a unique cyclic unit vector |0 > € $ called 
the vacuum state vector and operators a^ such that any ba
sis vector arises as 

| Q I , . . . ,Qm > =al J0>, (4.1) 

Nvhereas a„ |0 > = 0. Here and below the sign + denotes 
the Hermitian conjugation. It is convenient to deal with 
such operators a«, a+ that are permutable so that 

: 0,3 — ^»13 Ofl fla + da0 (4.2) 

where Cap and d„/j are some c-numbers. Then the or-
thonormality condition < a\l3 > = Sap yidds dap = Sap, 
while Ca/3 remains arbitrary. 

In quantum theory, only two values of the quantity Cap 
are commonly considered, viz Cap = ± 1 , so that (4.2) 
takes the form: [aa,at] = Sap. The first (upper) čase 
corresponds to the Bose-Einstein statistics, while the sec-
ond pertains to the Fermi-Dirac one. 

In contrast, in our scheme any value of Cap may be taken, 
and the theory should, strictly speaking, be invariant with 
respect to such a choice. In this way, we immediately meet 
a kind of supersymmetry, or symmetry between bosonic 
and fermionic modes of excitation of the NF. 

Thus we conclude here that any state vector |(/i > 6 $ 
can be represented in the form 

|<^>=E E «̂ 10 > (4.3) 
m=Q ari,.. 

tion of the system in the a-representation. The above ex-
pansion is ultimately adopted in most contemporary mod-
els of the quantum physics including such modem trends 
as supersymmetric quantum theories, string models, etc. 

Further we can introduce the operators 

qa = -iqa{a^-aa), P a = P a ( a + - l - a a ) 

with c-number constants qa, Pa such that these operators 
obey the canonical commutation relations: [qa, Pp]zr — 
ihSap. 

One can also show that the so-called harmonic oscillator 
appears the simplest system in the sense that its tirne evo-
lution is governed by linear differential equations for the 
operators a«, a+. No wonder that the harmonic oscilla
tor is the prevailing model system in various areas. This is 
nothing but the first approximation of dynamical equations. 

An interpretation and possible implications of bosonic 
and fermionic modes of excitation of the NF will be given 
in a subsequent paper where a further advance in exami-
nation of connections betvveen NFs and quantum fields is 
supposed to be presented as well. 

5 5 An Evolution Equation for the 
Neural Field 

The aim of this section is to specify appropriately the FF 
<p{x,t) and suggest a particular dynamical equation to de-
scribe its time evolution. Namely, we suppose that a real d-
dimensional variable x = {xi,... , Xd) determines a point 
inside a neural system (either brain or an artificial com-
puting system), whereas a real M-dimensional function 
4>{x,t) = {(l>^{x,t),... ,4>^{x,t)) represents the state of 
the neuron located at point x at time t. (More precisely, 
it is usually implied a short-time average and average over 
neurons placed around the position x.) The FF is chiefly 
chosen to be the postsynaptic somatic membrane poten-
tial of the neuron (so that M = 1). (For more detail see 
[Wilson, Cowan, 1973; Amari, 1977, 1983; Ingber, 1991; 
Liang, 1995; Bressloff, 1996; Jirsa, Haken, 1996; Kistler 
et al, 1998].) 

This continuous' approximation can be justified by suf-
ficiently dense disposition of neurons such that the dis-
tance between two nearest neurons is significantly smaller 
than the characteristic length scale of a function W°'^{x, y) 
that describes the synaptic interaction of neurons located at 
points X and y. This enables us to replace the real discrete 
arrangement of neurons by a continuous line {d = 1), sur-
face [d = 2) or medium {d = 3) formed by the nerve 
tissue. 

Relying on data acquired in neurosciense we suggest de-
scribing dynamics of the NF by equations 

dtr{^,t)=F''i^ix,t)), a=l,.. ,M, (5.1) 

where the term with m = O is simply ^o|0 >. In quantum 
theory, thequantity <}>ai...am '^referred to as the wavefunc-

vvhere the operator 

F"(0(x,t)) = A''l^{x) <f{x,t) + d^, d^. 
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(B^fiz) 4P{x,t)) +J"{(l>{x,t))+I'^{x,t) (5.2) andsuggestthefolloNving variants: 

contains two quasilinear terms, viz the first and the second, 
vvhich correspond to weak excitations of the NF and gen-
eralized diffusion effects respectively, the nonlinear contri-
butions 

J-(^(a;, t)) = K"icf>{x, t))+ldy W^"^(x,y) f{4>{y, t)) 

(5.3) 
to incorporate self-interaction of the NF and interaction 
betvveen its different parts, and an external input signal 
I°'{x,t) entering the neuron located at point x at tirne t. 
Summation over repeated indices is assumed hereafter, and 
we use the notations dt = §i, 

The matrices A"^{x) and B°'^{x) are taken, generaily 
speaking, to be dependent on the variable x in order to 
take heterogeneity and spatial nonhomogeneity of the sys-
tem into account. If, instead, the NF may be regarded as 
spatially uniform, then these matrices are constant. 

The matrix A°'^{x) is responsible for the dynamical be-
havior of the NF under its weak rippling excitations (when 
the values of <f>{x,t) are small, the self-interaction term 
K"{(j)) can be omitted, the transfer function ^^{(f)) is close 
to zero and entails cross-interaction vanishing, and, in ad-
dition, the spatial distribution of disturbances is nearly flat 
so that diffusion turns out to be negligible). 

The second term in (5.2) makes the system to be of the 
reaction-diffusion type to model effects of the spatiotem-
poral organization of the brain in a nonsynaptic diffusion 
neurotransmission field in accord with evidence of diffu
sion through extracellular fluid and across membranes (see 
[Liang, 1995] and references therein). 

The self-interaction term K°'{4>) is the chief novelty of 
our model and it may appear requisite to originate and 
maintain ordered structures in the NF. So, it is widely be-
lieved that the nerve tissue manifests itself as an excitable 
medium. In models of NNs, this peculiarity is usually pro-
vided by an appropriate architecture inspired by the struc-
ture of the visual cortex that includes a short-range exci-
tation and a long-range inhibition of interacting neurons. 
Such systems exhibit a surprisingly rich repertoire of pat-
terns including traveling waves, rotating spirals, concentric 
expanding rings, etc. (see, e.g., [Ermentrout, 1998; Kistler 
et al, 1998]). Meanwhile, there exists neurobiological evi
dence that a single isolated neuron is by itself an excitable 
element, vvhich result, in particular, in existence of sus-
tained complex oscillations (see, e.g., [Kapelko, Linkevich, 
1996] and references therein). 

To incorporate this feature of the NF, we folloNv the 
FitzHugh neuronal model [FitzHugh, 1961] and its mod-
ifications [Kapelko, Linkevich, 1996; Linkevich, 1997, 
1998] choosing the form of K^ (0) and putting ali the other 
K"{(l)) = 0 , Q = 2 , . . . ,M. To wit, we introduce the 
notation 

K{(l>)=A^^(l> + K\(l)) (5.4) 

k{(j>)=a(i)-b(i)^, 6>0, (5.5) 

( -h(j) +{9 +h) (I)>1 
k{4,) = <̂  50 - K </> < 1 (5.6) 

[ -h^- {g + h) (/>< - 1 

k{^) zz -acp + bt&nh{g(j)), a > O, (5.7) 

with constants a, b, g, h. It is significant that these func
tions ensure asymptotic description of experimental data on 
the neuron current as a function of the membrane potential 
and the remarkable A''-like shape of/?((/>) which contains a 
negative resistance region essential to maintain oscillations 
in bursting neurons [Wilson, Wachtel, 1974]. 

Lastly, the function W"^{x, y) yields the strength of the 
influence of the output firing rate LJ^ = f^i<l>{y, t)) of tbe 
neuron located at point y on the state of the neuron at point 
X. Here the transfer i nput-output function f^{4>) of the neu
ron is taken to be of a sigmoid shape, i.e. strictly monoton-
ically increasing and bounded. A simple prevalent choice 
is w = C tanh(g(^) with positive constants c,g (see, e.g., 
[Linkevich, 1997] and references therein for other forms). 

Particular cases of our model are diverse and can be 
obtained along various lines of simplification. So, if we 
put M = 1, A"(a;) = A = const, 5"(a;) = 
O, K^ {(p) = O, then from the above equations one gets 

dt(t>{x, t) = A (t>{x, t) + j dy W{x - y) 

f{Hy,t))+I{x,t) (5.8) 

where W{x — j/) = W^^{x — y) — W^^{x,y) in view 
of the homogeneity assumption adopted here. It is j ust the 
equation that is mainly used to model the nerve tissue (see, 
e.g., [Amari, 1977, 1983; Heiden, 1980; Murray, 1990]). 

A stochastic counterpart to the model (5.1) is established 
so as 

dtrix, t) = F"{cl>{x, t)) + e{x. t) (5.9) 

vvhere ^'^{x,t) is Gaussian white noise with zero means 
< i°'{x, t) > = Q and the autocorrelation functions 

< e{x,t) e{y,s) > = 2r"^(a;,y) 6(1 - s) 

6 A Minimal Architecture of a 
Cognitive System, Dynamica! 
Background of Representation of 
Meanings, and Mental Phenomena 

Here we sketch the general structure of a cognitive system 
relying on data accumulated in modern science (for an in-
troduction into cognitive psychology see, e.g., [Anderson, 
1990; Barsalou, 1992; Johnson-Laird, 1983; Pylyshyn, 
1986; Shepard, 1990; Solso, 1988]) and outline ways to 
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implement basic elements of such a system in the frame-
work of the developed approach. A more detailed descrip-
tion and results of computer simulations will be presented 
in a subsequent paper. It is worth also noting that a NF ap
pears rather a kind of informational machine [Zeleznikar, 
1995,1997] that cannot be reproduced completely by digi-
tal computers. 

Objects of the environment produce stimula that influ-
ence on receptors and, after processing by sense organs and 
the brain, generate mental images called percepts. Such 
images may be stored in the memory and then they become 
known as memorized images or memorized patterns. 

Images can also be created. To imagine something 
means to produce an image of an object that is not per-
ceived here and now, i.e. the object is outside the area of 
direct perception, or the object does not exist either yet or 
at ali. Such images are referred to as imagined (created) 
images. 

Language provides facilities to develop, maintain and 
exploit an elaborate system of meanings and associate them 
with objects of the environment. Therefore a cognitive sys-
tem should be capable to deal with words and sentences 
during IP. 

Thus a cognitive neural system (CNS) should comprise 
at least three interconnected subsystems referred to as per-
ceptual neural system (PNS), lexical neural system (LNS) 
and semantic neural system (SNS). 

In our previous approach [Linkevich, 1997] three in
terconnected NNs are treated as perceptual, lexical and 
semantic NNs (PNN, LNN and SNN) and their activity 
spaces Ap, Ai,As are used as perceptual space (PS), lex-
ical space (LS) and semantic space (SS) so that (i) any im
age is encoded by an attractor Wp in the perceptual space; 
(ii) any known word is given by an attractor uf in the lex-
ical space Ai; (iii) any meaning understandable to the sys-
tem is represented by an attractor u^ in the semantic space 
As. 

However, such a uniform description is deficient because 
meanings are rather infinite-dimensional and a kind of con-
tinuous medium seems more appropriate. Therefore we in-
troduce a neural field and treat it as a semantic field to im
plement meanings. Of course, such a field is only a sketchy 
substitute for real complicated structures and interactions 
between various parts of the brain and other organs. 

Thus our refined approach to representation of Informa
tion looks as follows. 

(i) Any image is stili viewed as an attractor uj^ in the 
activity space Ap of an analog NN called the PNN. 

(ii) It may be more appropriate to exploit a discrete (e.g., 
binary) NN to encode words so that any word is given by 
an attractor LJ^ in the activity space of a LNN. 

(iii) It is suggested to treat the meaning of a piece of 
Information as a code wj' = Q{f°',A^,Aipk), P = 
{a, P, k}, associated with a settled field function ipk gen-
erated by a NN referred to as the SNN. 

Here and belovv index q stands for p, I or s (i.e. 
perceptual, lexical or semantic), the sign ~ denotes 

steady states of neural systems used for lE, the state 
vector of the NN X,(f) = {xqi{t),... ,XqN,{t)) is 
composed of the state vectors of neurons Xgi{t) = 
{xli{t),... ,x^i'{t)), i = 1 , . . . ,iV„ andtheactivity 
vector is w, (t) = (w,i(f),. . . ,w,Ar,(f)). 

The learning of the PNS, LNS, SNS may be carried out 
as follovvs. A supervisor provides input signals / " and 
/« , a 1,2,... , to the PNS and LNS. Attractors w^ 
and ijj" are formed due to an appropriate adjusting of the 
synaptic couplings, relevant settled states emerge due to in-
terections between the three NSs. Thus, connections be-
tweentOp,u!f andčjf areproduced. 

Performance of the system in response to an external sig
nal can be of the two kinds: (i) As an input Ip is close to 
some sample input I" the attractor ČD" is retrieved. Be-
sides, the patterns (Df and to" are restored due to intercon-
nections betvveen the NSs. (ii) As a signal /; appears close 
to some Jf, the corresponding Cj" and, hence, uip and u)f 
emerge. 

Performance in the no-signal condition when activity of 
the NS evolves toward a settled state during IP, whereas no 
input signal exists: (iii) Appearance of a word (attractor) 
oj" brings ijp and ij^. (iv) If a state ip occurs close to some 
meaning, the NSs approach the corresponding o)", o)" and 

A system composed of the PNS, LNS and SNS could 
provide a mathematical proving ground for studies of men
tal phenomena along the lines of the dual-coding hypoth-
esis, radical imagery hypothesis, conceptual-propositional 
hypothesis and other assumptions of cognitive psychology 
concerning representation of information in the mind. 

Thus the scheme of the CNS can be sketched as follovvs: 
- perceptual neural system (PNS) 

kind: neural network 
to represent: images 
state: Xp{t) e S p C R ^ " ^ " , 
carrier: activity ujp{t) € Ap C R+'' 
codes: attractors Cjp G Ap, 

/C ^ i , . . . , i \ p . 

- !exical neural system (LNS) 
kind: 
to represent: 
state: 
carrier: 
codes: 

neural network 
words, sentences 
Xi{t) eSi c R ^ ' ^ ' 
activity uji{t) G Ai C R+ 
attractors a>;̂  G Ai, 

X = l,...,Ki 

- semantic neural system (SNS) 
kind: 
to represent: 
state: 
carrier: 
codes: 

neural field 
meanings 
1 <fiit) > € * 
settled field function jp{x) 
w^ = Q{r,A^Ai;k), 
p.^ {a,f3,k}-l,... ,K, 
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7 Conclusion 

Thus we put forward a rather general approach in which 
information is set into a kind of infinite-dimensional topo-
logical vector space referred to as the NF, and IP is asso-
ciated with tirne evolution of the field due to its intrinsic 
dynamics. 

The episteinology which is in tune with our framework 
can be phrased as follovvs [Gombrich, 1960; Popper, 1963; 
Popper, Eccles, 1977]. 

Knowledge is always a modification of previous knowl-
edge, and it is gained due to learning for aH the life. The 
senses challenge us to make our hypotheses and match 
them, and a hypothesis precedes an observation. 

In broad outline, we accept that knowledge is embedded 
into a NF, and learning is the NF updating. Input signals 
disturb spontaneous dynamics and make the NF undergo 
the forced feedback time evolution treated as IP. The output 
of IP is extracted from the NF after a time interval. 

NFs seem to be particular dynamical systems that belong 
to the class of informational machines that are character-
ized by non-computability so that they cannot be imitated 
completely by digital computers but should operate by 
themselves as informing entities [Zeleznikar, 1995, 1997] 
and possess certain primary meanings embedded into them 
[Linkevich, 1997]. The infinite dimension of NFs appear 
essential to handle information taking its meaning into ac-
count. 

As a NF is not a set of discrete elements, but rather a 
kind of continuously distributed systems, it is quite natu-
ral to try condensed mediums for implementation of the 
suggested approach. In this respect, mediums obeying 
reaction-diffusion equations could be especially promising 
due to a rich variety of remarkable nonlinear phenomena 
such as self-organization, dissipative and fractal structures, 
phase transitions, spatio-temporal chaos, etc. [Prigogine, 
1990]. 

In subsequent paper we are going to proceed investiga-
tion of these and other issues. 
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Mobile agents can be regarded as software components which can move from bost to bost to perform 
computations. Research over tbe past balf-decade bas found the mobile agent paradigm to be useful for 
many applications. This paper aims to show the broad applicability of mobile agents for enterprise dis
tributed applications. It first provides an overview of mobile agent usage in three types of enterprise 
applications: intra-organizational, inter-organizational and customer-to-business, with focus on data man-
agement, distributed parallel processing, computer-supported collaborative work, virtual enterprises, and 
customer-facing systems. Tben, we discuss issues and future work. 

1 Introduction 
Information technology has had broad impact on enter
prises and commerce. The trend has been bringing the util-
ity of computers from back-office applications to the desk-
tops of employees, and more recently to the global market. 
According to [2], there are three types of enterprise appli
cations: 

- intra-organizational which concerns applications 
vvithin a business such as corporate knovvledge man-
agement, and collaborative work support; 

- inter-organizational which concerns business-to-
business applications such as supply-chain manage-
ment involving virtual enterprises, and knovvledge 
sharing with shared networks called Extranets; and 

- customer-to-business which concerns the customer's 
experience with the business such as transactions 
(e.g., purchases, orders, etc), and services. 

Numerous softvvare systems have been built in support 
of the above applications. With resources and operations 
within an enterprise being typically distributed in nature 
(e.g., multiple staff, multiple computers, multiple depart-
ments and sub-departments) and with homes and enter
prises harnessing the Internet, the World Wide Web, In-
tranets, and Extranets, distributed computing has and will 
play an important role in these applications. The client-
server model with message-passing of data and remote pro
cedure calls (RPGs) has been a dominant paradigm of en
terprise computing for many years. More recently, the 
client-middleware-server model has become very popu-
lar with the introduction of middleware component frame-
works such as ČORBA [58], and DCOM [69]. 

Meanwhile, agent technology has been exploding in 
popularity.' Numerous definitions have been given for in-
telllgent software agents. In essence, as the word implies, 
an agent is software which performs a task on behalf of a 
person. In [91], an intelligent agent is defined to be soft-
ware which can be described with attributes normally as-
sociated with human intelligence such as autonomy, proac-
tiveness, reactivity, and communicative (with other agents 
and users) ability. Further attributes and characteristics of 
agent software are discussed in [57]. Stronger notions of 
agency employ mentalistic notions such as knowledge, be-
liefs and intentions. 

The use of agent technoIogy has resulted in flexible and 
useful softvvare in the enterprise, for example, in business 
process enactment (e.g., [41]), financial portfolio manage-
ment and organizational decision-making (e.g., [76]), in
telligent manufacturing (e.g., [72]), product design sys-
tems (e.g., [17]), and Intranet and Internet-based knovvl
edge retrieval and synthesis (e.g., [19, 50]). A roadmap of 
agent research and applications is presented in [42]. 

An aspect of agent systems growing in popularity in re-
cent years is mobiIity [68, 67, 61]. The first language for 
programming mobile agents called TeleScript [88] was in-
troduced in 1994. Mobile agents are softvvare components 
vvhich can move (i.e., not only is data transferred, but also 
code and computation state), on their own volition or in-
vited, from one plače to another. A plače is a server vvhich 
can receive agents, and is vvhere an agent executes. A ma-
chine may host several places. Figure 1 shovvs tvvo inter-
connected places vvith an agent at one plače and tvvo at 
the other. When a plače is interfaced to services such as 

' For exaniple, see the oniine survey on intelligent softvvare agents at 
http://www.sics.se/ps/abc/surveY.html. 

mailto:swloke@dstc.monash.edu.au
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Figure 1: Two places with three agents. 

databases, an agent running at that plače can interact with 
the database. For this paper, we define a mobile agent in-
frastructure as a network of places equipped with basic fa-
cilities for mobile agents such as agent execution, agent 
transfer, and inter-agentcommunication. 

There has been a proliferation of mobile agent systems in 
recent years such as D'Agents [26], Jinni [78], and many 
others in the Java language (e.g., as described in [90]). 
Standardization by the Object Management Group (OMG) 
to enable different mobile agent systems to inter-operate 
is being carried out [56]. The first system conforming to 
the existing standard has been released [4]. FIPA (Foun-
dations of Intelligent Physical Agents)^ is an organization 
formed to produce standards to allow software agents to 
inter-operate. Several FIPA-compliant agent systems have 
emerged. For example, Grasshopper^ is one which is both 
FIPA and OMG MASIF compliant. Recent vvork has begun 
to add mobility to ČORBA objects [11]. 

Current research has involved finding killer applications 
for mobile agent technology. Current thoughts [44, 84] 
are that applications implemented with mobile agents could 
just as well be implemented using other techniques albeit 
perhaps with poorer performance. Instead of one niche ap-
plication, the mobile agent paradigm has been found useful 
for numerous distributed applications. A challenge posed 
in [44] is: 

"... researchers must present a set of applications 
and argue that the entire set can be implemented 
with much less effort (and with that effort spread 
across many different programming groups)." 

In the above three types of enterprise applications, mo
bile agents have been used. For example, the mobile agent 
paradigm has been used or proposed for 

1. intra-organizational data management such as dis
tributed data retrieval and data vvarehousing, 

2. intra-organizational distributed parallel process-
ing where hosts within an Intranet are collectively uti-
lized for distributed processing, 

3. intra- and inter-organizational computer sup-
ported collaborative work (CSCW) such as business 
process enactment, team awareness, and networked 
device control. 

http://www.fipa.org 
'http;//www.grasshopper.de 

4. virtual enterprises such as dynamic supply-chain 
creation and product-tracking, and 

5. customer-facing systems vvhich delivers business 
services to customers such as buying and selling, auc-
tioning and advertising. 

In this paper, we nominate enterprise applications as a 
set of applications in the špirit of the above quotation. We 
show that the mobile agent paradigm is being applied in the 
above five areas. Our focus is on applications. The reader 
is referred to [68, 67, 61, 63, 43] for an overview of mobile 
agent research. 

2 Data Management 
Data is an important asset for an organization. Technol-
ogy is required to enable efficient data sharing and distance 
learning with up-to-date data and to permit distributed and 
mobile workers access to Information on-demand. Mo
bile agents have been explored for managing data within 
an enterprise. We look at querying and mining distributed 
data resources, data vvarehousing, and transactions involv-
ing databases. 

2.1 Querying and IVIining Distributed 
Resources 

Both querying and mining databases involve computation 
on data. A sophisticated query might include processing 
of results returned from SQL database queries. Mining 
of databases involves analysis of large databases to extract 
rules capturing observed regularities in data. 

In the system described in [59], Java agents move from 
one database to another interacting with databases via the 
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) interface. In [62], a 
framework for accessing databases using mobile agents and 
JDBC has been developed called the DBMS-Aglet Frame-
work. A DBMS mobile agent (called a DBMS-aglet) car-
ries an itinerary of database servers to visit, security cer-
tificates and queries. The DBMS-aglet is sent from a Java 
applet [28] to a plače residing on the database server's host. 
On arrival, the DBMS-aglet initiates loading of appropriate 
JDBC drivers for communicating queries to the database 
server, and is then parked at the host. Additional queries 
can be sent from the applet to the parked DBMS-aglet via 
messenger aglets. Instead of a mobile agent (or DBMS-
aglet) acting as mediator between the client applet and the 
database server. Dale et al [14], describes a mobile agent 
architecture where mobile agents interact with static re-
source agents vvhich interface to databases. 

Papyrus [65] is a distributed data mining system vvhere 
mobile agents (built vvith AgentTcl) are used to transport 
queries to data mining services and clusters of data, and to 
return results. The agents arrange for the parallel execu-
tion of queries on the clusters and is capable of operations 
such as selection and averaging of query results. In [93], a 

http://www.fipa.org
http://www.grasshopper.de
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mobile agent contains a document classification algorithm 
which is sent to a remote host. Once relevant documents 
obtained from the classifier are sent back to the local site, 
the agent dies. 

The use of mobile agents permits different kinds of com-
putations to be sent to the server, and so, the server's design 
need not have anticipated ali possible kinds of process-
ing. In addition, using agents in these scenarios reduces 
network communication costs. Instead of moving huge 
amounts of data from the database's server to the client 
where computations occur, computation in the form of the 
agent is sent to the database's server host. Processing with 
the data then happens locally. Experiments comparing the 
use of mobile agents with client-server techniques for data 
mining showed improvements in performance vifith mobile 
agents [38]. Other experiments recorded in [81] showed 
that mobile agents can be used to reduce communication 
costs in distributed Information filtering. Similar results in 
[40] shovved that mobile agents are better than client-server 
calls for Information retrieval when mobile agent code is 
not too large and if the wireless link over which the agent 
travels is error-prone. Also, in a computation involving 
frequent interactions with the database, moving the com
putation to the server minimises latencies due to network 
Communications as demonstrated in [18]. 

Mobile agents are also useful for accessing databases 
from mobile devices. Mobile agents could be sent from a 
mobile device to a database server and picked up later, re-
moving the need for maintaining the (vvireless) connection 
betvveen the mobile device and database. 

However, it is not always the čase that moving the agent 
to the database is more efficient, particularly when the size 
of the agent is large compared to the size of messages. A 
combination of factors are involved in optimizing agent 
performance such as netvvork conditions, and the size of 

,information transferred. An agent interacting vvith a net
vvork of databases might perform optimally by using a mix-
ture of migrations, RPCs, and message-passing. For ex-
ample, in experiments described in [10], a combination of 
message-passing and agent migration gave optimal perfor
mance compared to using message-passing or migration 
alone. 

In [1], an extension of Java is implemented to allow pro-
grams to monitor netvvork latency. Using the latency es-
timations, an agent implemented in the language can esti-
mate the tirne to transfer data, and only if this time is too 
large, the agent moves to the data source. Hence, agents 
can be programmed vvith heuristics for optimizing netvvork 
resources. 

With multiple information sources, vvhere the probabil-
ity of each site containing the desired information and es-
timations of netvvork latency betvveen sites are knovvn, a 
planning problem emerges of finding the sequence of sites 
the agent must visit in order to find the desired information 
in minimum time. Investigations have been carried out to 
find optimal planning algorithms in such scenarios [5]. 

2.2 Data Warehousing and Integration 

In data vvarehousing, an information repository called the 
data waiehouse Stores information extracted from multiple 
distributed databases. The data vvarehouse (on one host) 
can be queried vvithout going back to the original databases 
(on other hosts). An issue is keeping the data vvarehouse 
up-to-date vvhenever the databases change. Maamar [52] 
proposes the use of mobile agents to automate this process. 
The agents extract data from different sources and trans
fer them to the data vvarehouse. Extraction of data might 
involve data mining and so the functionality in the agents 
presented in the previous subsection could be utilized here. 

Softvvare agents not necessarily mobile have also been 
a key metaphor for softvvare vvhich extracts information 
from Web-based sources (e.g., the systems mentioned 
in [19, 50]). Agents can (albeit vvith proper engineering) 
retrieve (if necessary, after moving to resources) informa
tion from distributed heterogeneous information sources 
including structured databases and unstructured Web docu
ments, and synthesize a report for the user, thereby provid-
ing an integrated front-end to heterogeneous information 
sources. 

Beyond information retrieval is the management of 
knovvledge. The proposed Distributed Knovvledge Net-
vvorks (DKNs) [32] includes the use of mobile agents to 
move among distributed information resources to access, 
analyze and synthesize knovvledge to support distributed 
problem-solving and decision-making under real-time con-
straints. Due to these constraints and the effort required to 
represent knowledge from different sources in a consistent 
format, DKNs are more feasible on Intranet-scale than on 
Internet-scale. 

2.3 Transactions on Distributed Resources 

Besides simply sending an agent to perform a task at a 
remote database, a mobile agent could be used to imple-
ment an entire transaction involving several distributed re
sources. 

In [16], an architecture is proposed vvhere places are ex-
tended vvith transaction support. An agent moves from one 
place to another and implements a transaction by perform-
ing the tasks of the transaction at the places it visits. An 
advantage of using mobile agents in such transactions is 
support for distributed environments and mobile devices. 
The latter is because mobile agents can perform transac
tion tasks asynchronpusly vvithout maintaining a continu-
ous connection betvveen the mobile device and task places. 

Instead of using one agent to implement a transaction, 
multiple agents are employed in [30]. The advantage over 
the single agent approach is the ability to react to dynamic 
changes in the environment. For example, in the single 
agent approach, vvhile the agent is moving from place to 
place, changes might occur in previ6usly visited places 
vvhich vvould cause the transaction to later abort. In the 
multiple agent approach, an originator agent, vvhile going 
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from plače to plače, vvould leave monitoring agents at pre-
viously visited places. Changes are detected and forwarded 
by the monitoring agent to the originator agent which could 
then take immediate action. In response to changes, the 
monitoring agent might also move to another plače (or re-
source) and inform the originator agent. When the origina
tor agent reaches the last plače in its itinerary, a two-phase 
commit protocol involving ali the agents is used to finalize 
the transaction. 

These mobile agent based transactions are usable not 
only vvithin the enterprise but also for electronic transac
tions between customers and businesses. For example, us-
ing the multiple agent approach, a transaction can be im-
plemented to buy ali components of a computer or none, 
where each component is bought from a different plače and 
the stock of components can vary during the agents move-
ments. 

3 Distributed Parallel Processing 
Mobile agents are also being investigated for distributed 
parallel processing (e.g., [23, 89]). This is useful for uti-
lizing idle CPU cycles, particularly in organizations with 
a large number of networked computers. For example, at 
night when CPU load in the company's computers are low, 
mobile agents can move to these hosts to perform computa-
tions. Tasks encapsulating both code and data can be added 
to a tasks pool for execution by "worker" mobile agents. 

An organization might also rent out idle CPU tirne but 
not vvithout proper protection of its resources and mecha-
nisms for charging for resources used (e.g., using software 
described in [66]). Other organizations use these resources 
by sending jobs encapsulated in mobile agents. Such re-
source renta! wouId have to be governed by appropriate 
service level agreements. 

4 CSCW 
Two areas to vvhich mobile agents have been applied in 
CSCW are vvorkflovv and team awareness. We also discuss, 
as a CSCW application, multi-user control of networked 
devices via mobile agents. 

4.1 Workflow 
A workflow (often called a business process) consists of 
a set of activities (or tasks) which need to be executed in 
some controlled order to realize a business purpose. Work-
flow management systems aim to automate and streamline 
business process enactment. For example, opening a bank 
account involves Information and control flow among en-
tities (e.g., customer, bank representative, and supervisor) 
within an organization, where each involved entity must 
perform a specific task. Static (or non-mobile) agents, each 
performing a specific role or representing an entity, and 
communicating by message-passing, have been extensively 

used to realize business processes (e.g., the systems de
scribed in [41,79,94]). 

A different approach to workflow utilizes mobile agents 
(e.g., the DartFlow [9] and Autopilot [22] software). The 
key difference from the static agents approach is the trans-
fer of business logic from entities into the mobile agent. 
For instance, in the example about opening a bank account 
in [9], a mobile agent encapsulates customer details and 
knowledge about how the details need to be processed for 
an account to be opened. The agent moves from plače to 
plače performing some task at each plače tosvards the goal 
of opening an account. These places might be interfaced to 
databases or the agent might present a graphical user inter-
face to interact with a person. 

The places representing entities visited by the mobile 
agents become passive compared to the static agents repre
senting entities in the static agents approach. Also, the path 
taken by an agent might be determined at runtime from in-
teractions at places or by querying a service broker. Hence, 
each request for opening an account vvould have its own 
thread of control providing flexibility and specialization. 
The agent's movements correspond naturally to the flow of 
work (or sequence of tasks). 

For a robust and efficient workflow system, runtime 
changes to the agent's itinerary, and congestion due to a 
large number of agents simultaneously working, must be 
managed. These issues have been dealt with in part in Au
topilot. 

In [92], a tool for distributed project management is de-
veloped using mobile and static agents. Project activities 
are represented by static agents and mobile service agents 
can be sent along critical paths of static agents to retrieve 
activity Information and to calculate overall project dura-
tion. Agents can clone themselves to calculate the overall 
duration of parallel activities. A resource agent represents a 
resource (e.g., material, machines) and can also move when 
the resource is transferred to another location. In the tool, 
mobility is a useful attribute for agents representing mov-
able resources. When required, cloning and code mobil-
ity enables parallel and distributed processing to happen at 
specified locations. 

Lightvveight CSCW systems involving simple coordina-
tion among multiple entities can easily be built with mobile 
agent systems. For example, one can build meeting sched-
uler agents which move among potential participants and 
interact with them [86]. These agents can tailor their user 
interfaces according to Information obtained from previous 
participants. 

A recent idea integrates mobile agents with distributed 
event notification services aiming to combine their advan-
tages. For example, in the PROSYT process support sys-
tem [13], entities subscribe to events they are interested in 
by sending a message to a notification server, and receive 
notifications about these events when other entities pub-
lish event notifications. The event system is used to coor-
dinate business processes and cooperation among entities. 
PROSYT utilizes reactive objects which can migrate be-
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tween hosts in response to event notifications. 
A notable feature of PROSYT's event system (as well as 

others such as Elvin [71]) is that event publishers do not 
need to know the identity or location of event notification 
subscribers, i.e. we have decouphng of event publishers 
from subscribers and undirected inessaging. The notifica
tion server acts as an intermediary between event publish
ers and subscribers maintaining the Ipcations of subscribers 
and forvvarding notifications to the right places. The decou-
pling is useful when the locations of subscribers are con-
tinually changing (e.g., when the subscribers are mobile 
agents). Although more work is stili required to investigate 
the advantages of such an integrated approach, with the 
likely presence of event systems in future office environ-
ments (as indicated by the success of Elvin in CSCW [21] 
and the increasing interesi in event-based systems [37]) and 
the use of mobile agents in business processes, such inte-
grations could become more prevalent. 

Besides intra-organizational workflow, mobile agents 
have also been expIored for inter-organizational workflow. 
For example, based on the Common Open Service Mar-
ket (COSM) architecture [55], mobile agents have been 
proposed for coordinating workflow across organizational 
boundaries. The mobile agent approach suits the lack of a 
central coordination mechanism, and.permits applications 
(encapsulated in mobile agents) to move into organizations 
which do not have those applications. The latter is partic-
ularly useful when the inter-organizational cooperation is 
transient. What is required is only that the cooperating or
ganizations provide a basic infrastructure for the execution 
of the mobile agents, rather than permanent changes to the 
organizations' systems for temporary inter-operation. Such 
systems have to be carefully engineered so that agents can 
perform tasks as needed. For instance, the agent may need 
to access different kinds of databases in different organi
zations. Such inter-organizational workflows are essential 
activities of virtual enterprises discussed in the next sec-
tion. 

We conclude this subsection by listing some potential 
benefits of mobile agents for workflow: 

- workflow extensibility and adaptability: These at-
tributes refer to a workflow system vvhich permits 
component-based extensibility, vvhere new places rep-
resenting new business entities or interfaced to new 
databases (or software) can be added to the existing 
network of places, nevv workflows can be introduced 
by creating new agents at run-time to extend work-
flows on-the-fly, and agents can uptake or replace its 
components at run-time to čope with task changes 
(e.g., to interact with different databases). 

- workflow integration: Two or more workflows vvhich 
are simultaneously running (e.g. each workflow hap-
pening in different organizations) can be integrated 
via communication between the agents enacting the 
workflows. 

- workflow lifecycle monitoring: A workflow being en-
acted by an agent could be monitored by tracking the 
agenfs activities. 

- workflow for mobile device users: Mobile agents can 
be launched from mobile devices into a fixed network 
(or to other mobile devices) to perform tasks, with-
out requiring the mobile device to be continuously 
connected, and can reduce netvvork traffic over nar-
rovvband vvireless networks by moving computation to 
databases instead of moving huge amounts of dala to 
where computations are carried out. 

- remote installation ofworkflow components: In inter-
organizational workflows where there is heteroge-
neous computational infrastructure across different or
ganizations, lack of central management and high 
costs of integrating systems across organizations, mo
bile agents support ad-hoc workflows by being moved 
as softvvare components to places as needed. Fur-
ther benefits of mobile agents for inter-organizational 
workflow are detailed in [55]. 

Despite this conceptual advantage, a more rigorous com-
parison is needed between workflows implemented using 
mobile agents and the corresponding static agents imple-
mentation. 

In general, we can envision more complex inter-
organizational vi'orkflows vvhere the agent's task at an or
ganization is only part of the organization's internal vvork-
flovv. Other tasks vvithin an internal vvorkflovv might be car
ried out by static agents, mobile agents, or by non-agent 
vvorkflovv systems, i.e., vve can imagine each organization 
as having their own vvorkflovv system but integrated vvith 
other organizations' vvorkflovv systems via the tasks per-
formed by mobile agents moving among places. Tools vvill, 
hovvever, be needed to model and build such large scale 
vvorkflovvs. For example, using Petri-Nets to model mo
bile agents for coordinating inter-organizational vvorkflovvs 
is proposed in [49]. 

4.2 Team Awareness 
Mobile agents can be used to support team avvareness in 
CSCW, acting as observers and reporters of events vvithin 
a distributed environment. For example, vvith the MOLE 
Office tool [7, 8] users (or team members) can send remote 
users (also running the MOLE Office tool) mobile observer 
agents vvhich stay at the remote ends to listen for and filter 
events. The mobile agent sends back relevant events to the 
originating user. This approach has a number of advantages 
including reducing netvvork traffic since not ali events are 
transmitted and filtering takes plače at the source end, and 
flexibility, since agents can be sent to observe newly con
nected users or retracted from disconnecting users. Also, 
users can launch observer agents from their mobile devices 
into a fixed netvvork and collect the agents when they next 
reconnect. 
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4.3 Networked Device Interfaces 
Mobile agents can be used as intermediaries between users 
and devices (such as a sUde projector or a printer) on a 
netvvork. Mobile agents can be dovvnloaded to a host on 
demand much like Java applets. A person who wants to 
control a device but does not have the software to do so can 
download an agent which knows the protocol for commu-
nicating with the device. The agent provides a graphical 
user interface for the person on one hand and communi-
cates with the device on the other. Two advantages are: 

- software on-demand: the user can download agents 
to control devices whenever required, and so, does not 
need pre-installed software, and 

- passingof control and coordination: passingof con
trol from one person to another is easily carried out 
by passing the agent; the agent maintains state which 
is also transferred. Similarly, when the agent moves 
from one plače to another, control is shifted from one 
party to another, and so the agent's movement can be 
used for control coordination among parties. 

Similar mechanisms have been used in [31] whereauser 
can dovvnload to his/her mobile device the user interface 
for interacting with devices in a seminar room, and in the 
Jini framework [75], where a device vvishing to use another 
device downloads a service object from a registry. 

5 Virtual Enterprises 
Virtual enterprises enable a business organization to out-
source or utilize services of other organizations vvithout the 
need for expanding. This coUaboration of organizations 
might only be temporary and once-off for the production of 
a new product or service. The set of collaborating organi
zations (or parts thereof) is called a virtual enterprise [80]. 

Key issues for enabling the virtual enterprise outlined in 
[80] and [83] include inter-operability of systems across 
organizational boundaries, and the ease and efficiency of 
setting up a virtual enterprise. In [80], a global infrastruc-
ture spanning organizational boundaries is proposed as a 
key technoIogy for virtual enterprises. With recent vvork 
on applying mobile agents to virtual enterprise applica-
tions [55, 64,77,6,60,15], the mobile agent infrastructure 
might become one such infrastructure. 

Three research prototypes [6, 60, 15] have been built 
vvhich use mobile agents to enact a supply-chain in man-
ufacturing. In these systems, the buyer places an order for 
an item by interacting with a mobile agent directly or indi-
rectly via another agent. The mobile agent then moves to 
the suppliers' hosts with the order. If the order cannot be 
satisfied internally, another level of the supply-chain would 
be created when the agents move to other suppliers' hosts. 
Similar to the workflow agents in Section 4.1, the agents 
encapsulate both data and business logic. The agents might 
initiate actual physical processes to create a product. These 

systems have ali been prototyped using IBM's Aglet Java 
mobile agent toolkit [46, 36]. 

Conceptual parallels betvveen physical production pro
cesses (e.g., assembly of a PC, garment, or food) and In
formation production processes (e.g., workflow) are being 
examined with the aim of using mobile agents to coordinate 
and track the process of product creation [24, 77]. 

In [12], an architecture is proposed for establishing tem-
porary inter-organizational workflows using mobile agents 
(called adlets). An adlet might roam an area to gather Infor
mation and connect related workfiows. Adlet based work-
flovvs are similar to the inter-organizational workflows de-
scribed in Section 4.1 but with greater emphasis on the 
evolving, temporary, and ad hoc nature of virtual enter
prises. For example, a workflow can be expanded on a 
need-to basis by dynamically spawning new adlets. Plans 
for a prototype implementation using IBM's Aglet toolkit 
are reported. 

6 Customer-Facing Systems 
Agents have been extensively investigated for various 
stages in consumer buying behaviour [29,51]. These stages 
include brokering to determine what to buy and who to buy 
from, negotiation for terms of a transaction, purchasing and 
delivery of products. 

More recently, mobile agents are being explored for elec-
tronic marketplaces and electronic auctions: 

- electronic marketplace for agents: an electronic 
marketplace functions as a brokering environment 
(also called a digital bazaar [53]) where customers 
send agents to find services or sellers of desired 
goods. An example is e-Marketplace [35] a mid-
dleware for electronic marketplace supporting three 
kinds of agents: customer/buyer agents, shop/seller 
agents, and advertising agents which monitor activi-
ties at an e-Marketplace server to seek out customer 
agents. An electronic marketplace can be formed 
by a federation of e-Marketplace servers. The pre-
cursor to e-Marketplace is the TabiCan Web site 
(http://www.tabican.ne.jp/index.html) which supports 
mobile agents for determining travel arrangements. 

- electronic auctions: an electronic auction house per-
mits customers to bid for advertised goods. An 
electronic auction house could be part of an elec
tronic marketplace. Although several electronic auc
tion houses exist on the Web, the Nomad system 
which works with the eAuctioiiHouse servers appears 
to be the first use of mobile agents in electronic auc
tions [33]. The mobile agents are used for bidding, In
formation collection, priče distribution learning, and 
setting up auctions. 

The advantages of mobility in these consumer environ-
ments are similar to that for databases such as support for 
mobile devices, and reducing network traffic, especially in 

http://www.tabican.ne.jp/index.html
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the čase where the cost of transferring the agent is less than 
the amount of messages vvhich need to be transferred. Mo
bile agents are an attractive means for monitoring an auc-
tion or the auction house and informing the consumer of 
new bids or new goods instead of the consumer repeatedly 
polling the auction house. 

To support electronic commerce applications, mobile 
agents need mechanisms for negotiation, accountability, 
and reliability. 

If the agents are to perform transactions on their own, 
they must have negotiation capabilities. In [82], an ar-
chitecture for plugging negotiation protocols into mobile 
agents is proposed. The aim is that the agents dynamically 
take up appropriate negotiation protocols as needed. The 
use of such mobile agents for negotiating contracts among 
businesses or customers is proposed in [27], where an agent 
carrying a contract moves from one collaborating party to 
another, interacting with the parties, and recording Infor
mation obtained from the parties. Four features of this ap-
proach are (1) the agent can check consistency of the con-
tracfs contents as it is being modified by the different par
ties, (2) no concurrency control on the contract is necessary 
since the agent visits one party at a time, (3) on arrival the 
agent shows a user interface customized to the contracfs 
current contents, and (4) the agents would migrate over In
ternational boundaries at the appropriate working hours. 

Accountability and reliability mechanisms are important 
for electronic commerce transactions especially since mo
bile agents can get lost due to netvvork or host errors, or be 
attacked by remote hosts. Several such mechanisms have 
been developed. For example, in [87], a trust service is pro-
vided between customer and business hosts. When an agent 
is transferred from the customer host to a business host and 
back, messages are sent to the trust service to create a his-
tory log. Also, in [74], an aspect of reliability dealt with 
is the exactly once property, i.e. that the agent moves to a 
plače and performs a task exactly once. A protocol is pre-
sented to guarantee this property. This property is partic-
ularly important for electronic commerce transactions, for 
example, when the agent is making a flight or hotel reser-
vation. 

7 Conclusions and Speculations on 
Future Enterprise Applications 

We have described a set of enterprise applications for 
mobile agents: data management, distributed parallel 
processing, CSCW, virtual enterprises, and customer-
facing systems. This set of applications spans ali three 
types of enterprise applications: intra-organizational, inter-
organizational and customer-to-business. While stili un-
der research, further developments of the ideas mentioned 
could lead to more robust industrial strength systems. 

We have also noted how the benefits mobile agents out-
lined in [47] such as reducing rietwork traffic, encapsulat-
ing protocols, distributed software installation, and asyn-
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Figure 2: Three layered conceptual architecture illustrated 
with tvvo places. 

chronous and autonomous computation are being exploited 
in these applications. Although not aH components of en
terprise software will be mobile, mobile agents will likely 
play an integral role in many distributed applications, par-
ticularly to enable flexible softvvare systems for dynamic 
and/or virtual enterprises. 

In the final three subsections, we discuss possible devel
opments and ongoing issues in using mobile agents in the 
enterprise. 

7.1 Enterprise-Wide Agent Platform and 
Application Suites 

To use mobile agents for the set of applications we have 
surveyed, we can envision a mobile agent based applica
tions suite for the enterprise, in the špirit of Microsoft Of
fice and Lotus eSuite.'' Such a mobile agent based office 
tool will enables its user to send agents, receive agents, and 
interact with agents (e.g., provide input to agents). The tool 
functions as an interface to a myriad of "intelligent mobile 
assistants". The mobile agent the user interacts with might 
be an interface to the corporate's distributed databases, an 
agent enacting a business process, an agent organizing a 
meeting, an agent for communicating with a device, an ad-
vertising agent, an observer agent for team avvareness, or 
an agent managing a supply chain. 

The applications suite could be supported by a soft-
ware infrastructure vvhose conceptual architecture spread-
ing over tvvo places is illustrated by Figure 2. We envision 
this architecture for large enterprises to spread over tens or 
even hundreds of places. The architecture consists of three 
layers: 

1. a common basic mobile agent infrastructure for 
the entire enterprise: different distributed applica
tions would use the same mobile agent infrastructure 
which provides the basic facilities for ali agents. Al
though the agents have to be carefully engineered for 
different applications, the agents would use the com
mon infrastructure. This would enable the same agent 

''Lotus eSuite consists of eSuite applets each either an application such 
as spreadsheet or word processor, or a building block for applications. See 
http://www.esuite.lotus.com/. 

http://www.esuite.lotus.com/
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to utilize different resources and different agents to 
utilize the same resources. 
For instance, if a database server and software in-
terfacing with manufacturing equipment are located 
vvithin the same infrastructure, an agent enacting a 
business process could visit the database and commu-
nicate with manufacturing equipment. Other agents 
used in a virtual enterprise or managing data ware-
houses could run on the same infrastructure. It would 
not be cost effective if three different mobile agent in-
frastructures have to be set up: one for database ac-
cess, one for workflow, and another for a virtual en
terprise, especially when agents access common re
sources. 

Existing mobile agent toolkits [90, 63] already pro-
vide the basic infrastructure for mobile agents. 

2. mobile agent middleware: The mobile agent infras
tructure might need to be augmented with additional 
software components to support specific applications. 
For example, to support transactions involving several 
places, each of these places would need to be aug
mented with a component for implementing transac
tions [16]. To support an electronic marketplace over 
a coUection of places, each designated plače would 
be augmented with components for hosting market
place agents. Places might be interfaced to corpo-
rate databases or other existing corporate softvvare. 
Places which function as gateways between organiza-
tions would need to be appropriately augmented (e.g., 
with directories of places within each organization 
and security softvvare). A plače might be augmented 
with components for different applications, and it is 
not necessary for ali places to have the same aug-
mentations (unless required by the applications). We 
call such components augmenting places mobile agent 
middleware. 

Such middlevvare (e.g., transaction support) would be 
useful for more than one application (e.g., database 
transactions and workflow), and so could reduce im-
plementation effort for applications through software 
reuse. Mobile agents could be used to install such 
middlevvare at the appropriate places. 
Further work will be needed to identify and implement 
appropriate mobile agent middlevvare. 

3. a mobile agent based enterprise applications suite: 
the mobile agent based office tool sits at the top of the 
conceptual architecture. 
Apart from an interface to agents, such a tool could 
also be an environment for developing applications: 
agents could be created by different members of the 
organization and injected into the mobile agent infras
tructure. Tools will be needed for constructing or con-
figuring application agents. 
Application sub-suites could also be explored. For 
example, an enterprise database application sub-suite 

would consists of a collection of mobile agents with 
database-related functionality, similar to the library of 
database aglets proposed in [62]. 
There is also opportunity for reusing agents. For ex-
ample, an agent which knows about databases could 
be used by a workflow agent. 

7.2 IVTobile Agents for Nomadic Users and 
JVIobile Platforms 

Finally, we note that as the vvorkforce is not only becom-
ing increasingly distributed but also mobile (e.g., as argued 
in [54]), we can expect mobile agents, with their advan-
tages for asynchronous and autonomous computation, to 
play an important role in enterprises. Intensive research 
has already begun on mobile agents for mobile platforms 
(e.g., [25, 39, 70, 45, 48]) and to support nomadic users 
that move from one (not necessarily mobile) device to an
other. The Magnitude^ project aims to investigate mobile 
agents as intermediaries between nomadic users and agents 
on the fixed infrastructure; negotation is investigated to 
control mobile agent access to resources and for coopera-
tion with other agents. The LEAP (Lightvveight Extensible 
Agent Platform) project'' aims to develop an agent platform 
which is lightweight and executable on small devices such 
as PDAs and phones. 

7.3 On-going Technical Issues 
We have seen in this paper a number of research proposals 
and prototypes where mobile agents are used, and there are 
many industry-released mobile agent toolkits.^ However, 
there is hardly any commercial-off-the-shelf (or industrial 
strength) mobile agent based enterprise applications. 

Indeed, mobile agent technology is stili maturing. Re
search is underway to tackle existing technical hurdles for 
vvidespread adoption of mobile agent technology [44]. We 
briefly mention four hurdles: security, execution perfor-
mance, standardization, and robustness. 

Security and resource control are crucial when agents ex-
ecuting on a local machine come from foreign hosts and 
when agents cross organizational boundaries. Security is
sues must be dealt with to encourage the uptake of mobile 
agent systems and is more difficult for the open Internet 
than for an Intranet within a firevvall. Problems of pro-
tecting hosts from agents, agents from other agents, and 
agents from hosts are being tackled (e.g., [85]), and eco-
nomic models for agents to purchase resources from sites 
are being explored [3]. 

Execution performance is important (e.g., for parallel 
processing) but often sacrificed in order to achieve porta-
bility via code interpretation. Just-in-time compilation is 
one way towards better performance. 

'See http://www.ecs.soton.ac.ukriavm/magnitude/ 
case.html 

*See http://leap.crm-paris.com 
'See http://moIe.inrormatik.uni-stuttgart.de/mal/preview/preview.html 

http://www.ecs
http://leap.crm-paris.com
http://moIe.inrormatik.uni-stuttgart.de/mal/preview/preview.html
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Standardization is important to enable the mobile agent 
systems of different organizations to inter-operate. Apart 
from OMG's standardization efforts^ standards efforts on 
inter-agent communication languages (e.g., KQML) could 
be exploited for iriter-operability betvveen agents, and be-
tween agents and mobile agent middleware [20]. 

Adding robustness involves fault-tolerance schemes 
(e.g., coping with hosts crashing) and is key for trust and 
acceptance of the technology in companies. 

Solutions to these hurdles could be mobile agent mid-
dlevvare or be incorporated into the underlying agent in-
frastructure. 

Work aiming to tightly integrale mobile agent applica-
tions into the vvorkplace has already begun with the inte-
gration of mobile agent places with Web brovvsers (e.g., the 
Fiji applet [34] and thePESOS browser [73]). The brovvser 
then becomes a front-end to both mobile agent applications 
and the Web. 

Mobile agents of the future will also exhibit more intelli-
gent behaviour building on Al research. We speculate that, 
then, mobility will not be seen as a luxury but as a read-
ily available option to be taken on the basis of the agent's 
rational decision-making. 
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We match a template depicting a "bullflag" 60-day price behavior to closing prices ofthe New Vork 
Stock Exchange Composite Index to detect biiying opportunities at a 20 trading day horizon. The 
results ofthe experiment indicate that the technique is capable ofachieving results which are superior 
to those attained by random choice. Statistical results are significant. The paper constitutes evidence 
that the stock markets are not efficient. 

1 Introduction 
Many academic studies promulgate the thesis that the 
prediction of stock market prices using historical 
price data is futile. This point of view, codified as the 
efficient markets hypothesis (Farna 1970, Haugen 
1997), States that market prices follovv a random walk 
and cannot be predicted based on their past behavior. 
According to the efficient markets hypothesis there 
are three degrees of market efficiency. The strong 
form States that ali Information that is knowable is 
immediately factored into the markefs price for a 
security. If this is true, then ali of those stock analysts 
are definitely wasting their time, even if they have 
access to private Information. In the semi-strongform 
of the efficient markets hypothesis, ali public 
Information is considered to have been reflected in 
price immediately as it became known, but 
possessors of private information can use that 
Information for profit. The weakform holds only that 

anv information gained from examinins the securitv 's 
past trading historv is immediately reflected in price. 
Of course, the past trading history is public 
information, which implies that exceptions and 
counter-examples to the weak form aiso apply to the 
strong and semi-strong forms. 

A great many of the professional stock market price 
predictors practice technical analysis, which is based 
on the assumption that patterns in past price and 
volume history can be used to predict future price 
behavior. By using technical analysis, these 
individuals choose to ignore the weak form of the 
efficient markets hypothesis. 

Technical analysis is concerned solely with the 
dynamics ofthe market price and volume behavior as 
a basis for price prediction. The dynamics are 
described in terms of metrics and patterns (called 
"stock price chart patterns"). Charles Dow developed 
the original theory of technical analysis in 1884, and 
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modern expIications are published periodically 
(Edvvards & Magee 1977). Papers and books on 
technical analysis appear frequently in the 
practitioner literature (Martinelli & Hyman 1998, 
Plummer 1990), but in the past there has been little in 
the academic literature and then usually in an 
indirect, pejorative, or defensive form (Treynor & 
Ferguson 1985, Irwin & Uhrig 1984). Hovvever, 
studies which offer evidence of market inefficiencies 
and some support for technical approaches to market 
forecasting are beginning to appear (Gencay 1998, 
Hong et. al. 2000, Hong & Stein 1999, Chan et. al. 
1996, Caginalp et. al. 2000). These studies 
concentrate on the "momentum" strategy (that is, past 
vvinners continue to perform well and past losers tend 
to continue to lose) and use numerical metrics rather 
than the recognition of stock priče chart patterns. 

The results of the experiment reported in this paper 
constitute strong confirmation of one bit of technical 
analysis lore. Speciflcally, we take one stock chart 
priče pattern heuristic from technical analysis that is 
thought to be a signal for a priče increase; implement 
a recognizer for this stock chart priče pattern; and use 
the output of the recognizer to predict vvhether there 
will be a priče increase or not. Our results are 
statistically significant and fail to confirm the implied 
null hypothesis that predictions using the method are 
no better than random choice (vvhich is implied by 
the efficient markets hypothesis.) 

2 Pattern Recognition 
The process that we use is an example of template 
matching (Duda & Hart 1973), a pattern recognition 
technique used to match an image to a template. 

Our work concentrates on one technical analysis 
pattern, the buli flag, vvhich is considered to signal an 
imminent increase in priče. The definition of "flag" 
(Downes and Goodman 1988 p.212); "a technical 
chart pattern resembling a flag shaped like a 
parallelogram with masts on either side, showing a 
consolidation vvithin a trend. It results from priče 
fluctuations vvithin a narrovv range, both preceded 
and followed by sharp rises or declines." A buli flag 
pattern is a horizontal or downward sloping flag of 
"consolidation" foUovved by a sharp rise in the 
positive direction, the "breakout." The template that 
we use for the buli flag pattern, shown in Figure 1, is 
represented with a ten-by-ten (10X10) grid, the cells 
of vvhich contain vveights ranging from -2.5 to +1.0. 
The pattern of positive and negative vveighting 
defines areas in the template for the descending 
consolidation and for the upvvard-tilting breakout 

portions of this buli flag heuristic pattern. Note that 
the vveights in each column of the template sum to 
1.0, reflecting that no column is vveighted higher than 
another. We tried several buli flag templates vvith 
vveights similar to this one, but vvhich did not perform 
as well as this one. 

We fit this 10X10 buli flag template grid to the 
closing priče for each trading day in the time series of 
priče Information. We map the 10X10 grid to 60 
trading days at a time. We tried several vvindovvs 
other than 60 days, but none vvorked as vvell as 60 
days vvith this template. 

The leftmost time series data point in the 60 day 
window represents the trading day vvhich precedes 
the current day by 59 trading days, and the rightmost 
time series data point in the vvindovv corresponds to 
the trading day vvhich is being analyzed. Values for 
the earliest 10% of the trading days (6 trading days) 
are mapped to the first, leftmost, of the ten columns 
of the grid, values for the next-to-earliest 10% of the 
trading days are mapped to the second-from-the-left 
column of the grid, and so on until the most recent 
10% of the trading days are mapped to the rightmost 
column. 

Within each 60 days of data, we 'vvindsorize' 
(Sargent 1993 p.150) to remove the vvorst noise by 
replacing every observation vvhich is beyond tvvo 
standard deviations from the mean vvith the 
respective tvvo standard deviation boundary value. 

The fitting process is adaptive in the vertical 
dimension: the highest value in the vvindovv is made 
to correspond vvith the top of the grid, and the lovvest 
value in the vvindovv is made to correspond vvith the 
bottom of the grid, and the intervening vertical cells 
are made to correspond vvith linearly vvith the values 
in betvveen. For a fitting to the time series data, we 
enter into each celi of a column the percentage of 
priče values vvhich fal! into the respective celi in the 
column; for example, if ali of the values in a column 
vvere betvveen the lovvest value in the 60 trading day 
vvindovv and a value vvhich is higher than the lovvest 
value by 10% of the difference betvveen the vvindovv 
lovvest and highest values in the vvindovv, then that 
column's lovvest celi would be coded vvith 100%, and 
the rest of the cells in the column would be coded 
vvith 0%. 

To compute the degree of match betvveen the buli 
flag template and the grid of values derived from the 
time series data, the percentage of values vvhich falls 
in each celi of a column is multiplied by the vveight in 
the corresponding celi of the buli flag template. This 
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cross-correlation computation is done forthe 10 cells 
in the column and summed, resulting in a fit value for 
the column. Thus, 10 column fit values for priče are 
computed for each trading day. Summing ali 10 
values for a trading day results in a total fit for the 
trading day. 

For example: There will be 6 trading days 
represented in each column of the fitting of a single 
60 trading day window. If ali 6 of these trading days 
have priče values that are in the lowest decile of the 
60 priče values for the day, then 100% (6 values out 
of a total of 6 in the column) will be the value in the 
lowest celi of the ten cells in the column. If this 
column is the leftmost of the columns in the window, 
then this 100% will be multiplied by the value in the 
corresponding celi in the buli flag template (which is 
the one in the lowest left-hand corner), which has the 
value of-I.O (See Figure 1), to result in a celi fit 
valueof-l .0X 100% =-1.0. This is done for the 10 
cells in the column and summed, resulting in a fit 
value for the column of-1.0, since in this example 
there will be 0.0% of the values in the other 9 cells of 
the column. 

3 Implementation and Results 
This study focuses on the prediction of increases in 
the New York Stock Exchange Composite Index with 
a 20-day horizon for the period from 08/06/80 to 
09/15/99. The priče data used are obtained from the 
Standard & Poor's DRI database. We programmed 
the template matching procedure in Microsoft 
Corporation's Excel spreadsheet. 

Figures 2 through 7 report the results of applying this 
buli flag priče chart pattern recognizer. 

Figure 2 plots the 60 trading day buli flag template 
total fit value for each trading day in the sample 
against the 20-day priče change experienced 
following the trading day. Each point represents a 
single fitting of the 60-day buli flag template. The 
template fit value is the result of the cross-correlation 
calculation betvveen the template and the priče data in 
the window. Note the apparent positive correlation of 
fit and priče increase which shows on the right side 
of the chart (toward the better fits). 

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution of trading 
days by their fit value. Notice that approximately 
1000 of the almost 5000 trading days in the period of 
the study have a 60-day buli flag template fit value of 
2 or better. This implies that if a template fit of 2 or 
better were used as a trading rule, then purchases 

would be indicated on about 1000 trading days. The 
distribution appears to be approximately normal with 
a mean slightly belovv zero and a negative skew. 

Each point on the plot in Figure 4 represents the 
mean value of priče increase for ali trading days 
having the indicated fit or better. Figure 4 show that 
the cumulative mean 20-day priče change increases 
dramatically for fits of 1 to 6. After 6 there is a 
marked falling off. We suspect that this falling off is 
a symptom of some defect in our template, and we 
are currently investigating why this is so 

The cumulative standard deviation for ali fit values 
for a given fit value and greater is plotted on Figure 
5. The standard distribution decreases, showing less 
risk, for fit values greater than about 4. 

Figure 6 shows one-tailed t-test probabilities for the 
difference betvveen a) the overall mean 20-day priče 
change and b) the mean 20-day priče change for days 
with a certain fit value or better. Note that fit values 
of 2 and greater have statistically significant t-test 
probability values. The dip in t-test probability values 
in the negative fit values is due to the markedly low 
profit percentages experienced, making the 
cumulative t-test probability significant but for a 
lower than average overall profit. This effect can be 
examined on Table I. 

Table I presents the results summarized for 100 
trading day groups ordered by fit value. The first row 
contains summaries for the 100 trading days with 
best template fit values, and so forth. The 20 day 
profit for each 100 day group is compared with the 
overall 20 day profit average for the complete 4816 
day test period, and the cumulative 20 day profit to 
that point is compared with the overall profit. 

Figure 7 is an attempt to present the results in terms 
of the time line. Pairs of points for each trading day 
represent (I) the 20 day profit percent (small round 
symbols ranging betvveen O and about .05) for ali 
buys vvhich vvould have been indicated by a fit value 
of 6 or better in that day or in the 249 preceding days 
and (2) the one-tailed t-test probability (triangle 
symbol ranging from 0.0 to 0.5) of that average 
compared vvith random buys in that 250 day period. 
Pairs are plotted only when trading days vvith fits of 6 
or better occurred in that day or in the previous 249 
trading days. We choose the fit value of 6 and the 
rolling vvindovv vvidth of 250 days because these 
values result in a display that clearly shovvs the 
effectiveness of the method. We observe good 
profitability and good t-test significance in active 
buying periods around Feb-82, j ust before Nov-84, 
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around Mar-86, Dec-88, Oct-95, and just before Jul-
98. Performance is not so good in active buying 
periods around May-90 and Jan-93. 

Figure 7 embodies a cross-validation of this vvork 
through tirne. The face validity of this cross-
validation is a defense against charges that the 
reported results are the result of a search of parameter 
values until good results are achieved. Ali forecasting 
and statistical studies may be accused of this "data 
snooping." It is the unreported procedures and results 
that must be examined, and therein is a paradox. 
Always, the reader must judge the likelihood that the 
reported results are repeatable and robust, regardless 
of the statistical significance reported. Highly 
significant results, which are demonstrated to hold 
across many cuts and slices of the data, are excellent 
evidence for the defense. It is not difficult to defend 
the opinion that the rolling window cross-validation 
reported in Figure 7 has considerable face validity 
and constitutes strong evidence that the technique is 
valid. 

4 Conclusion 
These results indicate that there is support for the 
technical analysis approach to stock priče prediction 
using the buli flag priče chart pattern heuristic. Much 
further work, however, is needed to examine fitting 
windows other than 60 trading days, priče horizons 
other than 20 trading days, and other pattern heuristic 
templates in order to assemble enough response data 
to begin to speculate on the mechanism behind this 
phenomenon. Explanations may lie in the effects of 
information diffusion and/or bounded rationality of 
traders. 
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Figure 1: Buli Flag template used in this experiment. The first seven columns depict a 
consolidation and the last 3 columns represent a breakout. 
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Figure 2: Buli flag template fit value compared to 20-day priče change. Each point represents 
the fit value and priče change for a single trading dav. 
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of better fitting trading days. 
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Figure 4: Buli flag template fit value compared to mean 20-day priče change for aH better fitting trading days. 
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Figure 5: 60-day buli flag tempiate fit compared to cumulative standardard deviation of 20-day 
priče change for better fitting trading days. 
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Figure 6: 60-day buli flag tempiate fit compared to cumulative t-test probability of difference in means 
betvveen a) 20-day priče change for better fits and b) priče change overall. 
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Table 1: Results summarized for 100 trading day groups ordered by fit value. The first rovv 
contains summaries for the 100 trading days with best template fit values, and so forth. The 
"100 Trading Days" 20 day profit is compared with the overall 20 day profit average for the 
complete 4816 day test period. 

Rank in 
begin 

1 
101 
201 
301 
401 
501 
601 
701 
801 
901 
1001 
1101 
1201 
1301 
1401 
1501 
1601 
1701 
1801 
1901 
2001 
2101 
2201 
2301 
2401 
2501 
2601 
2701 
2801 
2901 
3001 
3101 
3201 
3301 
3401 
3501 
3601 
3701 
3801 
3901 
4001 
4101 
4201 
4301 
4401 
4501 
4601 
4701 
4801 

Fit 
end 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
1500 
1600 
1700 
1800 
1900 
2000 
2100 
2200 
2300 
2400 
2500 
2600 
2700 
2800 
2900 
3000 
3100 
3200 
3300 
3400 
3500 
3600 
3700 
3800 
3900 
4000 
4100 
4200 
4300 
4400 
4500 
4600 
4700 
4800 
4816 

100 Trading Days 
20 day profit 

2.36^0 
1.75% 
2.25% 
1.34% 
0.39% 
1.61% 
1.88% 
1.12% 
0.44% 
0.59% 
0.67% 
0.50% 
1.05% 
0.57% 
0.19% 
0.58% 
0.81% 
1.37% 
0.74% 
0.76% 
0.01% 
0.24% 
0.24% 
0.58% 
-0.20% 
0.33% 
0.21% 
0.52% 
0.26% 
1.57% 
0.89% 
1.02% 
1.27% 
2.00% 
-0.19% 
0.54% 
0.99% 
1.23% 
1.85% 
1.62% 
0.91% 
1.11% 
1.94% 
1.74% 
0.67% 
1.91% 
1.96% 
0.90% 
-1.58% 

ttest prob. 
0.0003 
0.0294 
0.0009 
0.1834 
0.0772 
0.0606 
0.0136 
0.3583 
0.0959 
0.1766 
0.2279 
0.1243 
0.4273 
0.1638 
0.0282 
0.1663 
0.3488 
0.1636 
0.2834 
0.3007 
0.0090 
0.0360 
0.0359 
0.1696 
0.0022 
0.0580 
0.0315 
0.1330 
0.0408 
0.0707 
0.4158 
0.4506 
0.2339 
0.0061 
0.0026 
0.1485 
0.4810 
0.2624 
0.0155 
0.0568 
0.4390 
0.3719 
0.0087 
0.0286 
0.2315 
0.0105 
0.0078 
0.4299 
0.0047 

Cumulative 
20 day profit 

2 . 3 6 ^ ^ ~ 
2.05% 
2.12% 
1.92% 
1.62% 
1.62% 
1.65% 
1.59% 
1.46% 
1.37% 
1.31% 
1.24% 
1.23% 
1.18% 
1.11% 
1.08% 
1.06% 
1.08% 
1.06% 
1.05% 
1.00% 
0.96% 
0.93% 
0.92% 
0.87% 
0.85% 
0.83% 
0.82% 
0.80% 
0.82% 
0.83% 
0.83% 
0.85% 
0.88% 
0.85% 
0.84% 
0.84% 
0.85% 
0.88% 
0.90% 
0.90% 
0.90% 
0.93% 
0.95% 
0.94% 
0.96% 
0.98% 
0.98% 
0.97% 

ttest prob. 
0.0003 
0.0001 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0004 
0.0001 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0005 
0.0024 
0.0068 
0.0204 
0.0230 
0.0464 
0.1192 
0.1778 
0.2089 
0.1629 
0.2010 
0.2379 
0.4003 
0.4690 
0.3487 
0.2944 
0.1594 
0.1102 
0.0693 
0.0530 
0.0334 
0.0568 
0.0572 
0.0630 
0.0814 
0.1520 
0.0860 
0.0712 
0.0760 
0.0934 
0.1488 
0.2012 
0.2001 
0.2146 
0.3037 
0.3822 
0.3542 
0.4505 
0.4485 
0.4564 
0.5000 
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Figure 7: Results expressed in terms of a 250 day rolling average. Pairs of points for each trading day 
represent (1) the 20 day profit percent (smaiier symbols ranging between O and about .05) for ali buys 
vvhich would have been indicated by a fit value of 6 or better in that day or in the 249 preceding days and 
(2) the one-tailed t-test probability (larger triangle symbol ranging from O to .5) of that average compared 
with random buys in that 250 day period. Pairs are plotted only when trading days with fits of 6 or better 
occurred in that day or in the previous 249 trading days. 
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A digital neural net\vork architecture is presented \vhich is based on three-dimensional massively 
parallel opto-electronic circuits. A suitable optical interconnect syslem and the structure ofthe reguired 
electronic circuits is specified. For this system general formulas for the performance of such a neural 
network architecture are determined. A parameter study using current technological limitations and 
timing values from electronic implementation is carried out. Based on this analysis it is shown that this 
novel type of neuro-architecture that is using 3D massively parallel opto-electronic circuits shows 
performance rates ofup to one magnititde higher Ihan systems using digital neurochips based onfully 
electronic implementation. 

1 Introduction 
Massively parallel processing units like multi-layer 
perceptron neural networks (MLPs) are powerful tools 
used for a wide range of purposes from pattern classifi-
cation over modelling to implementations for control. 
For some of these tasks timing matters only to a iimited 
extend. For others real tirne performance is not only 
desired but of vital importance. In such cases simulatiori 
of the required MLP on mainframe computers or micro-
controUers might not provide sufficient performance. 
Employing dedicated hardware is necessary. Hardvvare 
implementations of MLPs that use purely electronic 
implementafions suffer from shortcomings: Digital hard
vvare has to čope with problems related to high Fan-Outs 
of each neuron and the fact that a very large number of 
interconnects between neurons result in large routing 
areas. Analogue hardvvare is also faced with the problem 
of high Fan-Outs as well as that of possibly low precision 
of data processing. 
In this paper we propose a hardvvare architecture that 
ušes dedicated digital circuits for high precision data 
processing combined vvith optical interconnects for 
transmission of data betvveen neurons. The art of chip-
level optical interconnects is stili in the development 
phase, nevertheless advances have been made. Experi-
mental data from current vvork can be used to evaluate 
the performance to be expected from hardvvare using 
VLSI-circuits vvith optical interconnects. We intend to 
apply this hardvvare to control of movement in vvalking 
or hopping autonomous systems [I]. 

2 Multi-Layer-Perceptrons 
MLPs consist of a number of neurons (or perceptrons) 
that have inputs and generate an output using a nonline-
arity [2, 3]. Neurons in a MLP can be categorised in 
input neurons, output neurons and neurons that are 
neither of the tvvo - so called hidden neurons. An MLP 
netvvork is grouped in layers of neurons, i.e. input layer, 
output layer and hidden layers of neurons that can be 
seen as groups of parallel process-ing units. Each neuron 
of a layer is connected vvith ali neurons of the follovving 
]ayer. These connections are directed (from the input to 
the output layer) and have vveights assigned to. The 
operation of a MLP can be divided into tvvo phases: 
1. The training phase: Here the MLP is trained for its 

specific purpose using learning algorithms (e.g. 
Backpropagation training [2]). 

2. The retrieve phase: The previously trained MLPs are 
used to generate outputs. 

2.1 Structure of a neuron 

A neuron n has a number of inputs and one output no, the 
so called activation state of the neuron. The activation 
States of the R neurons p(l),...,p(R) from the previous 
layer that are connected to n are multiplied vvith their 
respective vveights w(l),...,w(R) and then summed up by 
the neuron in order to generate the neural input ni. 

. ^ ,. ,. (1) 
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To the neural input ni a bias vaiue b is added. The output 
of the neuron no is determined using the transfer function 
T. This transfer function is usualiy sigmoid (s-shaped, 
[3]). Typical transfer functions are tangens hyperbolicus 
(2a) and the iogistic function (2b): 

T(x) = tanh(x) (2a) 

Input Layer Layer1 Layer 2 Output Layer 

T(x)-- 1 
l + e" 

The output no of the neuron is defined as 

no = T {ni + b) 

(2b) 

(3) 

The values w(l),...,w(R) of the connection weights and 
the bias b are detemiined during the training phase and 
used in the retrieve phase. For a supervised learning 
approach for controi purposes, buiiding the respective 
learning algorithm into hardware is not necessary. The 
training data is generated by numerically or analytically 
solving the controi task [1]. For this study we will be 
focusing on netvvorks that are trained by softvvare 
simulation. 

2.2 LayoutoftheMLP 

The neurons are grouped in layers. The MLP consists of 
an input layer, an output layer and one or more hidden 
layers that are neither input layer nor output layer. In the 
input layer the inputs for the first hidden layer are 
generated. These inputs are connected to aH neurons in 
the first hidden layer. The input layer itself is not used 
for processing, it is oniy generating the inputs for the first 
hidden layer. Each output in the first hidden ]ayer is 
again connected with ali neurons of the second layer and 
so on. The final output of the MLP is generated using the 
output layer. The neurons in the output ]ayer differ from 
the previously introduced neurons by the transfer 
function used. The transfer function T used by output 
neurons usually is 

nx)=x (4) 

3 Mapping the MLP onto an 
optoelectronic 3D architecture 

Our hardvvare implementation of an MLP neural netvvork 
is build up with VLSI circuits using a three-dimensional 
optical interconnect system (see Figure 1). An optical 
realisation is favourable because of its high connection 
density. For processing data in each neuron an electronic 
design offers high integration density and good handling 
to implement logic functions. 

Output 

•=) optic 

1 ^ ^ electronic 

Figure 1: MLP as three dimensional systern using optical 
interconnects with two hidden layers. 

The transfer of the activation state of one neuron into the 
following layer is done optically, the processing of the 
activation state in each neuron electronically. In each 
neural celi the input signals (activation states of aH 
neurons in the previous layer) are multiplied with their 
respective vveights, then summed up and have the bias 
added to. Eventuaily the transfer function is applied to 
this sum yielding the activation state of the neuron. The 
processing is taking plače altemating between electronic 
processing and optical transmission. In the input layer the 
scaled input signals are converted from electronic into 
optic form and then transmitted to the first hidden ]ayer. 
In the output layer the optical signals are transformed 
into electronic signals and are then made the output of 
the neural netvvork for further processing. The ]ayered 
structure suggests to build one dedicated optoelectronic 
chip for each layer. 

3.1 Specification of the optical inter-

connection system 

Figure 2 shows a structure that can be used to connect 
two layers. The following notation is used: 
• #NsL. number of physical neurons in the sending 

layer. 
• #Nii,;. number of physical neurons in the receiving 

layer. 
• b: number of bits used for representing the activation 

state and vveights of each neuron. 
• bi: transmitted wordlength - number of bits that are 

transmitted in one step. bi is determined as bl=b/ac 
with the division factor ac6 (1,2,4,8,...) and b<bl. 

The neurons in the sending layer are arranged 
horizonta]ly (Figure 2). The light emitted by one 
transmitting unit is split into multipje beams by means of 
a diffraction gird that is adjusted on the transmitting unit. 
The receiving units are vertically placed at the respective 
bending maxima. Using this interconnection system #NRI 
receiving units can be connected with one transmitting 
unit. 
The sending layer consists of #NsL-bl transmitting units. 
The Fan-Out for each unit is #NRI^. The receiving layer 
consists of #Nitj/#Nsi/bl receiving units. The transmission 
for each package with bi bits is repeated ac times in order 
to transmit the b bit wide activation fianction. 
The maximum Fan-Out FOM for each transmitting unit 
is limited by technological constraints (see section 4.1). 
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f g p TranamltUng Unil 

( J Rscaiving Unit 

Figure 2: Structure of the optical interconnection system 

input activation state memory celi has the value 1 and the 
respective bias is stored in a memory celi in the weight 
memory. Furthermore the memory contains weight 
values for aH ne logical neurons represented by this one 
physical neuron. 
Processing takes plače in parallel, i.e. the overall result 
accumulation is completed 3 -Tj; tirne units after the last 
activation state is looked up from the memory (or 2-TE 
time units after the bias value) and is multiplied with the 
last weight value. Then the result of the accumulation is 
fed into the transfer function unit. 

3.2 Structural Design and Timing 

The physical neurons can be divided into three functional 
blocks: a block that receives the optical signals and then 
electronically stores these signals (optic to electronic 
block, OEB), a block that is used for the electronic 
processing of the data (data processing block, DPB) and 
a block that can be used to transmit electronic data to 
optic data and to send it to the follovving layer (electronic 
to optic block, EOB). 

3.2.1 Optic to electronic block. 
The structure of the OEB is shown in Figure 3. The 
optical signals representing the activation states of ali 
neurons from the previous Iayer are received by bl4N 
receiver cells and fed into a local memory. #N is the 
physical number of neurons. To further increase the 
number of neurons the processing elements and 
interconnects of the physical neurons can be used 
muhiple times with employing multiplexing techniques. 
For this purpose the multiplication factor ne is 
introduced. 
Incoming signals are stored in their respective plače in 
the memory. The memory has an overall size of nc4N 
times b bits. It is used to store the activation states for 
further processing. Receiving the signals and storing 
them in the local memory requires time 

ToEB=ac-ne-{TE+To)- (5) 

TE is the duration of one electronic processing step 
(including the conversion of optical to electronical). To is 
the duration of one optical transfer step (photon time of 
flight, To is much smaller than TJ;, therefore To is set to 
be equal to zero). Hence 

ToEB^^ac-nc-TE- (5a) 

3.2.2 Data Processing Block. 
Figure 4 shows the,DPB. The 6-bit wide activation states 
that are stored in the memory introduced in the OEB are 
transferred one after another to a multiplier (the overall 
time duration for this is nc4N-Tj,). In the multiplier the 
activation states are multiplied with their respective 
weight value (requires 1 -Ti? time units). Eventually the 
product is accumulated by an adder (this also takes 1 -Tg 
time). The memory contains an additional memory celi 
that is used to add the bias to the resulting sum. This 

Receiving units of 
one neuron 

Input activation state 
memory of one neuron 

VI 
V2 

1'#N 
2'1 

nc'(#N-1) 
nc'#N 

b bit wide 

Figure 3: Optic to electronic block. The parameter in the 
activation state memory before the apostrophe indicates 
the number of repetitions of transfers due to 
multiplication and the parameter after the apostrophe 
indicates the number of the physical neurons. 
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Figure 4: The data processing block 

Here either a look-up table or function computation 
rhethods are used to determine the value of the transfer 
ftinction. 
This is done for the first neuron's activation state and 
then repeated for the other nc neurons using the 
remaining weights stored. At the end the resulting 
activation states of the ne logical neurons are fed into the 
electric to optic block. This gives an overall processing 
time in the DPB block of 

Ti;)Pg=nc-{nc-#N + 3}TE- (6) 

Using parallelising methods for the multi-
plication/accumulation parts can fiirther enhance 
processing speed and performance. 

3.2.3 Electronic to optic block. 
The structure of the EOB can be seen in Figure 5. The 
memory states have a wordlength of b bit and are 
altogether nc states. For the transmission of one bl-bit 
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packet of the output activation state memory is sent. 
Hence, the tirne necessary for the repeated transfer of ali 
packets is: 

TEOB=ac-nc-TE (7) 

Output activation 
State memory 

ne 

b bit wide 
Transmitting 

units of one neuron 

{2-ac + nc4N + 2)-nc-T,; 

(8) 

3.3 Time for one complete propagation 

The processing tirne for evaluating the complete 
netvvork, i.e. the overall processing tirne T̂TV in the whoIe 
MLP is 

T^NN= 2jT.={ac-nc + 

UHIM 

( ^ (2 • ^c + nc4 N, + 3)) • ne) • T;.. 

Figure 5: The electric to optic block 

3.2.4 Overall processing tirne in one 
hidden or output layer. 

The overall processing tirne T^ for one layer therefore is 
the sum of the times for optic to electronic block (5), 
electronic to optic block (7) and data processing block 
(6): 

= ((2-ac + 3 ) - ( # / a + l) + 

ne- 2^#Nj + ac)-nc-Tf 

In this formula To and Tg^L+i denote the propagation tirne 
of the input and output layer and the remaining ones are 
for the hidden layers of the network. The index #HL+I 
specifies the output layer, index ie{\,2,...,#HL) the 
hidden layer number / and index O states the input layer. 
Figure 6 shows the overall structure of the MLP. 
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Figure 1: Overall structure ofthe MLP with detailed view ofthe firsthidden layer. 
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4 Performance Estimation 
The performance of a neural netvvork hardware 
architecture can be characterised by its size and its speed. 
The size is usually expressed by the number of 
connections (#connections) in the netvvork and the speed 
is described by the 'Connections per Second' (CPS) 
measure. To determine the number of connections in the 
network first the number of connections (Uconnectionsi) 
in each layer / i s calculated 

# connectionsi =# neiirons/ •# synapsesi (10) 
with le{\,2,...,#HL). The number of neurons {#neuronsi) 
of a layer / is 

# neurons i = nc-# N i ( I J ) 
and the number of connections {#synapsesi) that originate 
from one neuron in the layer / is 

Usynapsesi =nc4Nij^\ (12) 
with le(\,2,...,#HL). #synapsesi states how many neurons 
in the following layer are connected to one neuron. With 
fully connected MLP-networks these are ali neurons of 
the following layer. 
From (11) and (12) follow the number of connections of 
one layer 

# connectionsi = nc'^4Ni4Ni+\- ^ ' 
To eventually determine the number #connections of 
connections in the whole netvvork the sum of ali number 
of connections in the single layers is build 

#w. (14) 
# connections = X ^ connections, 

1=0 

= nc'-2i#N,4N^,,). 
The speed of the netvvork can now be determined by the 
number of connections and the processing tirne of the 
whole netvvork 

# connections (15) 

and 

CPS 
'NN 

With (9) and (14) the speed becomes 
CPS = (16) 

«c^.2(#7V,.#7V,„) 

(i2-ac + 3)-{#HL + l) + nc- '^#N.+ac)-nc-Ti; 

Here we estimate the best čase performance. When 
weight values are set to zero the performance is reduced 
accordingly. Stili a general performance evaluation can 
be done. 

4.1 Technological limits to implementation 

The maximum number of neurons and ]ayers are limited 
by the implementation technology: the former is the 
maximum number RM of sender and receiver cells per 
area and the latter the maximum Fan-Out FOM for each 
transmitting unit. The limits are 

#IO<RM (17) 

#N,^j<FOM. (18) 
The number #10 of sender and receiver cells per area is 
determined as 

#IO = bl4NsL-('i+#NRi). (19) 
Values from literature for minimisable structures indicate 
minimum pitch sizes (size transmitter or receiver cells) 
of between 62.5(xm and 125|xm [4]. 
For switching a gate in 0.8 Jim CMOS technoIogy a 
current Ipi, of 20 |.iA is sufficient. This value was 
determined by our own SPICE simulation experiments. 
Using (20) allovvs us to determine the maximum number 
FOA/of diodes for receiving such a signal [5, 6]. 

P =V (2^̂  
"'" /R 

R denotes the responsivity of the receiving photodiodes, 
a typical value of i?=0.35A/W [7] results in an optical 
transmission power Pop, of 57 ^W. VCSEL (Vertical-
Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser) diodes are capable of 
generating a P„pi of up to 5mW [8]. Without 
amplification of the signal 87 diodes can receive such a 
signal at a time. 

F0M<S7 (21) 
Using the power output of VCSELs and respective 
amplification circuits the number of receiving diodes can 
be multiplied, e.g. with using fingered photodiode 
structures in average light pulses can be received with a 
3dB rate of 300 Mbit/s by requiring only 5.6 |J.W light 
input power (A.=860 nm) for one diode [9]. • 
We are only looking at the non amplified čase in this 
study. 
For implementing a higher number of neuronal cells 
multiplying the data transmission betvveen the layers is 
possible: Several neurons are combined and the data for 
each of these neurons will be transferred one after 
another as described in chapter 3.1. By increasing the 
number of neurons using multiplexing the transmission 
time is increasing as well as the area needed for 
implementing the activation state storage, weight storage, 
and additional control circuitry. Stili, by using 
muitiplexing techniques, a large enough number of 
neurons per layer can be implemented when necessary. 

4.2 Number of hidden layers 

Using a MLP with two hidden layers is sufficient to 
approximate every nonlinear and continuous ftinction. 
Therefore the number of hidden layers #HL can be set to 
two: 

#HL = 2. (22) 
For reasons of modularity it is advisable to build each 
]ayer in a hardvvare component and to implement the 
neural netvvork by combining several single layers. 
Therefore an identical maximum number of neurons vvill 
be implemented for each layer (23). Neurons that are not 
required can be 'svvitched ofP by setting their 
corresponding multiplication vveights to zero. 

#N=#Ni (23) 
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with/e(l,2,...,#//i+7). 
Hence, by using (22) and (23) the propagation tirne 7̂ ^̂  
of the network and the number #connections of 
connections can be simplified: 

T^f,={l-AC + 9-^2,-NC4N)-NC-Tp^ (24) 
2 • 2 (25) 

#connections = 3-nc -UN ^ ' 
By using equations (24) and (25) the speed becomes 

CPS = 3-nc4N^ (26) 

(7-ac + 3-nc-#N + 9}TE 

4.3 Division factor ac of the bit length 

The maximum number of receiving celiš is limited by 
technology (see chapter 4.1). Looking at the 
nonamplified čase we see that the maximum Fan-Out 
FOM is 87. Therefore a maximum of 87 receiver cells 
can be attached to one sending celi. 
Suitable values for ac are 1, 2, 4 and 8 (using an 
activation fiinction represented with the vvordlength b=&). 
A vvordlength of 8 bit allows for sufficient precision for a 
MLP used in retrieve mode [10]. To achieve a natural 
number result for the division with ac the maximum 
value of Fan-Outs is assumed to be 80. With a division 
factor of ac=8 a maximum number of 80 receiving 
neurons can be connected to one sending neuron. With 
(19) this results in 6,400 sending and receiving cells. By 
using a fixed number of sending cells in the area of the 
FOM and with lower division factors the number of 
receivers can be further reduced, which facilitates 
realisation. At the same time the number or neurons 
decreases. 
With these values the maximum number of physical 
neurons and the number of sender and receiver cells are 
as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Maximum number of physical neurons per layer 
for different division factors 
Division factor ac 
Maximum number of 
neurons per layer #N 
Number #10 of sender and 
receiver cells per layer 

1 
10 

880 

2 
20 

1,680 

4 
40 

3,280 

8 
80 

6,480 

4.4 Overall propagation time 

The overall propagation time of the neural netvvork was 
determined in (24). Furthermore we now have to 
determine TE- Its minimum value depends on the 
technological implementation. The foIiowing 
components are used for implementing: 
• an input activation state memory in the optical to 

electronic block, 
• an output activation state memory in the electrical to 

optic block, 
• the weight / bias storage, 
• the multiplier, 
• the accumulation adder. 

• a look-up table for the transfer function in the proc-
essing unit and 

• the overall control logic for the layer. 
Estimating the timing for these components using [11] 
and [12] indicates that the multiplier is the component 
which is likely to have the longest propagation time. An 
8x8-bit Pezaris-multiplier [11, 12] vvas implemented 
using VHDL code. This is a very fast and size efficient 
multiplier architecture. Using the Synergy package of 
CADENCE for synthesis with the AMS Hit Kit standard 
celi 0.8 )im CMOS process, the maximum propagation 
time for the longest path in the multiplier is 5.24 ns. 
Also ali other components have been implemented using 
VHDL and synthesised for an 8 bit wide signal 
representation. This vvas done to study the 
implementation feasibility of the universal architecture 
presented in this paper: A prototype hardware for one 
layer of ten neurons vvas designed using a novel 
implementation approach based on standard cells [13]. 
The respective longest path propagation of the above 
components is well below the 5.24 ns of the Pezaris 
multiplier. For further estimation purposes T/; is now set 
to 6 ns. 
In this čase the propagation times T^ for different 
values of ac and ne according to (24) become as in Table 
2. 

4.5 Performance 

With using the estimate T/? =6ns CPS as well as 
#connections can be determined for different values of ac 
and ne. Figure 7 shows #connections and Figure 9 shows 
CPS for various values of ac and ne. 

aAC=i nAC=2 aAC=4 • A C = 8 

1,00E+07 

„ 1,00E+06 
C 
I 1,00E+05 
i 1,00E+04 o 
" 1,00E+03 

1,00E+02 :Mi iiii 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 20 

Figure 7: #connections for different values of ac and ne 
with TE =6 ns. 

DAC=1 iaAC=2 DAC=4 DAC=8 

1,00E+11 

1,00E+10 

1,00E+09 

1,C0E+08 iUiiflii 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 20 

Figure 8: CPS for different values of ac and ne with 7V=6 
ns. 
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Table 2: Propagation times in 
values of ac and ne in seconds. 

seconds for different 

ac, m 
«c=l 
ne =2 
ne =3 
ne =5 
ne =6 
ne=S 
ne -9 
ne =20 

1,10 
2,76E-07 
9,12E-07 
l,91E-06 
4,98E-06 
7,06E-06 
l,23E-05 
l,90E-05 
7,39E-05 

2,20 
4,98E-07 
l,72E-06 
3,65E-06 
9,69E-06 
l,38E-05 
2,41E-05 
3,74E-05 
l,47E-04 

4,40 
9,42E-07 
3,32E-06 
7,15E-06 
l,91E-05 
2,73E-05 
4,79E-05 
7,42E-05 
2,92 E-04 

8,80 
l,83E-06 
6,54E-06 
l,41E-05 
3,80E-05 
5,42E-05 
9,53E-05 
l,48E-04 
5,84E-04 

4.6 Comparison with existing hardware 

Figure 9 illustrates the performances of severa! neural 
processing architectures. Performances of serial 
implementations, implementations based on 
conventional, analog and digital neurochips are drawn as 
shaded surfaces (the values are derived from publications 
[14]). 
For comparison four biological implementations are also 
included in the figure. The crosses indicate the 
performances of the presented digital optoelectronic 
neurohardvvare for different values of ac and ne. The 
figure shows that the performance is on the level of the 
most povverful type of electronic implementations 
(analog neurochips). The optoelectronic hardvvare is up 
to one magnitude higher in speed (CPS) than the 
presented digital electronic implementations. Hence the 
optoelectronic implementation shows a performance that 
is in the range of analog neurohardware with a precision 
that is equar to digital neurochips. For up to 10'* 
connections the processing speed is superior even to 
analog neurochips. 
These values could be further improved by parallelising 
methods mentioned in section 3.2, by means of amplifier 
circuits for the optic receiver cells and by using higher 
integrated electronic standard celi packages. 

-r 
10' 10" 10" 

number of connections Ificonnections) 

Figure 2: Performances of neurocomputers (after [14], 
altered) 

5 Conclusion 
A novel digital neural network hardware based on MLPs 
has been introduced. For this purpose a suitable optical 
interconnect system and an electronic VLSI architecture 
for one single layer was presented. Performance values 
for variable parameters have been calculated to study the 
potential of such an optoelectronic hardvvare and actual 
performance rates using current technology have been 
determined. The results indicate that this new hardvvare 
has a performance potential that is up to one magnitude 
higher than the performance of conventional digital 
electronic neurochips. 
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Tbe versality of the compact disc (CD) has quickly become apparent to manufacturers and users alike. 
Exceeding the expectations ofeven its most ardent supporters, tbe CD holographic disc storage system 
has become one of the most successful consumer electronics products ever introduced. The phenomenal 
success of the audio CD on the eager worldwide marketplace has encouraged rapid development ofCD 
tecbnology and spawned entiiely new bigh tech applications for the dimpled disc. The Mini Disc (MD), 
for instance, occupies about one-fourth the area of the standard CD-Digital Audio (CD-DA) format yet 
provides an identical playing time through efficient data reduction. The essence of digital audio lies in its 
numerical basis. It is the aim ofthe presentpaper to elaborate the mathematical principles underlying the 
audio CD as far as tbey are concerned to the format's electronic and holographic principles. 

1 Introduction 

An important aspect of ali information transmission is the 
storage and detection of encoded information. Informa
tion technology (IT) deals with the implementation of these 
modalities. "Specifically storing audio information places 
great demands on a digital medium. A 60-minute musical 
program recorded in stereo channel modality with pulse-
code modulation (PCM) at a standard time sampling fre-
quency of 44.1 kHz and with 16-bit amplitude quantization 
leve! every 23 ^s, for instance, generates over 5 billion bits 
of information in ali. Because error correction, synchro-
nization and modulation are obligatory requirements for 
successful audio information storage and detection, the to-
tal capacity required with random access capability is over 
15 billion bits. 

The original Compact Disc-Digital Audio (CD-DA) for
mat was developed to meet these demands at low costs. 
The CD-DA system has become one of the most success
ful high precision microelectronic devices ever introduced. 
Specifically, more than one billion CD-DAs are sold every 
year, and LPs have ali but vanished. Because it contains the 
same audio information, bit for bit, that was recorded in the 
studio, the CD-DA has been growing rapidly in popuIarity 
since it was launched in the early 1980s. The commer-
cially available CD players represent prime examples of 
the benefits of digital microelectronic chips and integrated 
optoelectronic systems. They are perhaps the most sophis-
ticated and microelectronically subtle high tech pieces of 

audio equipment to ever reach the consumer. 

Today, the compact disc family encompasses alternative 
format specifications such as the Compact Disc-Read Only 
Memory (CD-ROM) for professional databases and mass 
storage for computer-related applications, Digital Versa-
tile Disc-Read Only Memory (DVD-ROM) for advanced 
high density storage of high fidelity audio-video frames, 
and various other types of CD formats among which the 
Interactive compact disc (CD-I) format is a special speci-
fication of the CD-ROM format ([4], [21]). Actually CD-
ROMs which store 600 megabytes on one side of the 5 meh 
disc are the logical extension of the CD-DA format toward 
the broader application of information storage on a digi
tal medium. The CD-ROM standard, unlike the CD-DA 
standard, does not link CD-ROM to any specific applica
tion of IT. The format is thus transparent and offers a cost-
effective way of distributing large amounts of information, 
especially information not requiring frequent updating. Of 
course, various more advanced concepts such as the com-
putationally highly demanding Mini Disc (MD) Adaptive 
Transform Acoustic Coding (Atrac 3) format, supported by 
the technological and signal theoretic progress made since 
the launching ofthe original CD-DA format, are under the 
way to open a new market for the information storage and 
retrieval industry. 

Elementary signal theoretic techniques such as the time 
sampling process and amplitude quantization modes of IT 
form the basis of digital audio. Without them, the CD-
DA system would not be a viable reality. Both sampling 
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and quantization are parameters vvhich determine the lim-
itations of an audio digitization transducer. Therefore ali 
digital audio system architectures use these parameters to 
record and reproduce signals. 

There are various different ways to encode serial strings 
of digital data ([16]). Modulation is the process of encod-
ing source Information prior to transmission and detection 
via Information channels and storage. Among these tech-
niques, PCM is one of the most efficient high performance 
encoding methods. The PCM hardware design is routinely 
used for telemetry of images from space vehicles and forms 
the most popular digital audio system architecture, owing 
to its error-free properties. PCM is a modulation process 
in which the instantaneous amplitude of an analog signal is 
converted to a binary number by a A/D converter and then 
transmitted as a serial string of bits. The enCoded signal 
is fully compatible with digital circuitry vvhich is usuany 
designed to operate with a binary code. Because of its effi
cient use of bandwidth and its compatibility with off-the-
shelf circuitry, PCM has proven to be an expedient means 
of representing audio data for recording and retrieval. 
The PCM format like various other coding schemes of IT 
requires wider bandvvidth than the corresponding analog 
signal. HoNvever, PCM data is easily multiplexed, that is, 
several data channels may be merged to form one channel 
of data. Therefore the majority of digital recordings are 
mastered on PCM digital audio recorders. At the output of 
a CD player which provides access to any part of the audio 
program within a second or less, the data returns to its PCM 
format at the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter. A D/A 
converter does the opposite IT job of an analog-to-digital 
(A/D) converter. It takes a train of binary-coded vvords as 
its input and produces a continuous-time output propor-
tional to the value of the digital input by means of the im-
pulse response of the Heaviside zero-order hold. The input 
sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit, sometimes called an aper-
ture circuit, which is the next integrated circuit follovving 
the D/A converter and installed on the same D/A micro-
electronic chip, performs a hold function to buffer insta-
bility in the analog signal and correct for high-frequency 
roll-off. When the D/A output voltage is stable and any 
glitches have passed, the S/H output forms a pulse ampli
tude staircase signal. 

The S/H circuit is essentially made of a capacitor and 
switch. It tracks the signal until the sample command 
causes the switch to open, isolating the capacitor from the 
signal. The capacitor holds this analog voltage during con-
version. The timing of the sample command must be care-
fully controlled to prevent jitter, the phenomenon of impre-
cise sample times. Then the pulses in the output are the 
width of a sampling period. Reconstruction requires pulses 
of infinitely short duration. This is impossible to achieve 
because it wouId require infinitely large current amplitude 
flow. Because of the finite duration of the output samples, a 
filtering effect occurs in vvhich the amplitude response de-
clines to zero at the sampling frequency. This is beneficial 
because image spectra are attenuated. 

To summarize the hardware design vvhich realizes an audio 
PCM digitization transducer, its recording section consists 
of input amplifiers, a dither generator, input anti-aliasing 
lovv-pass filters, S/H circuitry, A/D converters, a multi-
plexer, digital processing and modulation circuitry, and a 
storage medium such as optical disc. On the digitization 
transducer's output side are demodulation and processing 
circuits, a demultiplexer, D/A converters, S/H aperture cir-
cuitry, output anti-imaging lovv-pass filters, and output 
amplifiers. From the mathematical point of vievv, the trans-
ducer's input-output reflection symmetry is of particular 
importance. 

Usually, the mathematical interest of digital audio storage 
media such as the CD-DA format is restricted to the er-
ror correction vvhich is performed by the cornerstones of 
error correction: interleaving and parity. Interleaving is 
employed to guard against the occurrence of burst errors. 
The parity bit added to every data vvord represents the re-
dundancy contained in the correction codes. The parity bit 
is chosen so that the total numbers of ones and zeros in 
the data vvord plus parity bit is even or odd. Due to extra 
data created from the original data to help detect errors, the 
chance to correct errors is easier vvith digital data than vvith 
acoustic analog signals. The particular algorithm used in 
the CD-DA Information transmission channels is the Cross 
Interleave Reed-Solomon Code (CIRC). The CIRC circuit 
ušes tvvo correction codes for additional correcting capa-
bility and three interleaving stages to encode data before 
its placed on the disc. Similarly, CIRC performs error cor
rection vvhile decoding the serial string of data during play-
back. 

Upon playback, follovving demodulation, data is transmit
ted to a CIRC decoder for de-interleaving, error detection, 
and correction. The CIRC decoding process utilizes panty 
from tvvo Reed-Solomon decoders and scatters consecutive 
errors by de-interleaving. In this way, errors become more 
likely random errors vvhich are more easily corrected. 
In contrast to the treatments of coding algorithms, the 
present paper deals vvith the temporal data readout of 
the CD-DA. It shovvs that the timing defined by the real 
Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group G is behind the readout 
procedure and that the metaplectic group leaving the one-
dimensional center C oiG pointvvise fixed dictates the op
tical focusing as vvell as the discrete tirne data sampling 
process of IT ([23], [29]). Although there are, indepen-
dently of the summation formulae approach, very short 
proofs of the time sampling theorem available, the ap
proach based on a central projection has to be given pref
erence, at least from the methodological and the epistemo-
logical point of vievv, because G is a relatively elementary 
non-compact non-abelian Lie group vvhich allovvs to de-
fine in a conceptual way the filter banks of IT. 
Next to audio Information, visual information plays a ma
jor role in human communication and orientation. It is 
estimated that about 80 % of aH information received is 
of visual nature. It is not surprising, therefore, that vvith 
the advent of electronic data processing the desire arose 
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for the acquisition, processing and analysis of pictures and 
sequences of images by digital computers. Since the first 
trials some 30 years ago, image processing has developed 
into a broad scientific discipline which intensively inter-
acts with several other topics such as phase coherent op-
tics, quantum statistics of radiation, information theory and 
signal processing, pattern recognition, and artificial intelli-
gence ([5], [6], [7], [8]). As an oudook to advanced phase 
coherent summation imagery, the paper refers to a two-
dimensional imaging implementation of this system which 
leads to the non-invasive diagnostic modality of clinical 
magnetic resonance tomography ([24], [25], [26]). In fact, 
an understanding of the CD-DA system forms an excel-
lent preparation for the understanding of the much more so-
phisticated modality of clinical magnetic resonance imag
ing (MRI) and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging ([8], 
[20]). 

The theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras is a fundamental 
part of mathematics because it allows to investigate basic 
symmetry principles. According to Wolfgang Ernst Pauli 
(1900-1958), symmetry forms the fundamental organis-
ing principle of physics and the natural sciences. In sig
nal processing, symmetries are used to implement/a^r pro
cessing algorithms by sophisticated special-purpose pro-
cessors. Among these, spectrum analyzers implementing 
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) are particularly popular 
([16]). Albert Einstein's intuitive treatment of relativity 
was follovved shortly by a more sophisticated treatment by 
Hermann Minkowski (1864-1909) in which Lorentz trans-
formations were shown to constitute a Lie group of rota-
tional collineations. Similarly, shortly after Werner Kari 
Heisenberg (1901-1976) introduced his famous Commuta-
tion Relations in quantum physics, which underlie his Un-
certainty Principle, Hermann Weyl used the Lie commuta-
tor bracket [., . ] to show that they could be interpreted as 
the structure relations 

'Q 1 0\ /G O 0\ 1 
O O 0 , 0 O 1 

^0 O O/ l o O O 

for the canonical basis of the real Lie algebra Lie(G') of 
the real Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group G. This paper 
presents an introduction of harmonic analysis on the "al-
most abelian" Heisenberg group G to information theory 
with an outlook to the enchanting area of theta identities, 
such as the Jacobi and the Landsberg-Schaar identities, and 
the field of phase coherent summation imagery which is 
conceptually based on the notion of filter bank well known 
from multirate signal analysis or subband coding. 

2 The data readout procedure of it 

Many methods of audio storage and detection have evolved 
since Thomas Alva Edison (1847-1931) made the first au
dio recording in 1877 on a cylinder covered with tin foil. 
Early acoustical recordings were made on wax cylinder and 

Scanning spot 
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Information 
layer 

- O.Bmm -
Laser spot 

Figure 2: For data readout, the semiconductor laser beam 
passes the disc substrate. The refractive index of the sub
strate contributes to the optical focusing of the laser beam. 
The transparent plastic substrate forms most of the CD's 
1.2 mm thickness. 

shellac disc. Subsequently, numerous magnetic tape for-
mats were developed. Hovvever, ali of these audio systems 
recorded and reproduced analog signals by using a mechan-
ical pickup. 
In IT the CD is certainly one of the most advanced storage 
media available. The CD-DA format stores its information 
digitally and ušes a laser optoelectronic pickup. The length 
of its data represents the binary bits which represent the 
original audio signal. A laser beam of carrier frequency v is 
focused to read the data stream. The data is physically con-
tained in the disc's pits which are impressed along its top 
surface and are covered with a 50 to 100 nm metal layer. 
The data storage in pits on a flat surface is not direcdy vis-
ible to the naked eye. A scanning electron microscope is 
needed to get a sufficiently good look on the track of pits 
(Figure 1) arranged in a continuous spiral running from the 
inner circumference to the outer one. Another 10 /um to 
30 ^m plastic layer protects the metalized pit surface. The 
laser beam is focused on the metalized data surface em-
bedded inside the disc and passes through the transparent 
plastic substrate and back again. 

The fact that the laser beam passes the disc substrate pro-
vides one of the significant assets of the CD system. The 
plastic substrate has refractive index of 1.55 whereas air 
has normalized refractive index 1.0. The speed of light 
slows from c = 3.10* m/s to d = 1.9.10* m/s and changes 
the carrier frequency v to the fraction vg. It is the local 
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Figure 1: Visualization of the tracks of pits on the metalized CD surface by use of a scanning electron microscope. The 
horizontal line of the scan indicates a scale of 5 fj.m. The track pitch, the distance betvveen adjacent laps of the pit spiral, is 
1.6 fim so that there are about 600 tracks to a mm. Each pit has a width of about 0.5 fim. In comparison, the cross-section 
of a human hair has a width of 75 fim. The minimum pit length is 0.833 ^m to 0.972 pm, the maximum pit length is 3.05 
^m to 3.56 fim so that a track of pits might contain about 3 billion pits precisely arranged on a spiral. Unspiraled, the track 
would stretch about 3.5 miles. Because each outer track revolution contains more pits than each inner track revolution, 
the CD must be slowed down as it plays in order to maintain a constant rate of data. Based on the timing of the master 
clock, the CD player automatically regulates the disc rotational speed to maintain a constant bit rate of 4.3218 MHz. 

frequency vy vvhich characterizes the frequency modula-
tion of the carrier frequency v induced by the substrate. 
Because of the refractive index, the thickness of the CD, 
and the numerical aperture of the objective lens, the size of 
the laser beam on the disc surface is approximately Ifim. 
Hence, the laser beam is focused to a point slightly larger 
than a pit width but does not overlap the tracks of pits (Fig
ure 1). 
The reflective flat surface, called land (Figure 2), causes al-
most ninety percent of the laser light to be reflected into the 
optoelectronic pickup. When considered from the laser's 
perspective, the pits are viewed as tracks of bumps. The 
heightof each bump is between 0.11 ̂ m and0.13/im. This 
height is slightly smaller than the semiconductor laser's 
vvavelength A = 780 nm in air. Inside the polycarbonate 
substrate with a refractive index of 1.55, the laser's wave-
length is about A' — 500 nm. The height of the bumps 
is therefore approximately j of the laser's wavelength A' 
inside the disc substrate. 
Notice that light striking land travels a distance | A further 
than light striking a bump. This creates a phase difference 

a; = - A 
2 

betvveen the part of the beam diffracted from the bump and 
the part reflected from the sourrounding land (Figure 3). 
The phase difference x causes the two parts of the beam 

destructively interfere with and cancel each other. Actu-
ally each pit edge, whether leading or trailing, is a one and 
ali areas in between, whether inside or outside a pit, define 
zeros. This is a more efficient storage technique than cod-
ing the binary bits directly with pits. Combinations of the 
varying lengths of the pits encode the binary data stream 
to be read by the semiconductor laser beam. Because the 
readout procedure is non-invasive, the CDs are completely 
immune to damage from repeated playing. 
A CD might contain 3 billion pits precisely arranged on a 
spiral track. The optoelectronic pickup has to focus on, 
track, and read that data spiral. To achieve sharp focus 
within a ± 2/:xm tolerance on the data surface, and proper 
frequency modulation for the definition of the disc data y, 
a monochromatic illumination of the CD data surface is re-
quired. Othervvise the phase interference between the direct 
and reflected laser light is lost along with the audio data, as 
well as the tracking Information, and, ironically, the focus-
ing Information itself. The objective lens must therefore 
be able to refocus as the disc surface deviates vertically. A 
servo-driven auto-focus system manages this control prob
lem. 

Auto-focus control is an absolute prerequisite in a laser 
optoelectronic pickup system. Disc warpage and other ir-
regularities would plače the data out of the pickup's depth 
of focus, making it impossible to create the necessary phase 
interference patttern vvith the pit height and land. Specifi-
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Figure 3: Data is physically contained in pit tracks which are impressed along the CD top surface and are covered with a 
thin 50 to 100 nm metal layer. Another thin 10 to 30 /um plastic layer protects the metalized pit surface. A semiconductor 
laser beam is used to read the data. In the laser illumination, a pit height causes a wavelength path difference of a; = | A 
relative to surrounding land. The laser optoelectronics, servo system for automatic focusing and tracking, control micro-
processors, and integrated output D/A circuitry are ali high, high tech. 

cally, phase coherence is vital to implement phase cancel-
lation in the near-infrared light beam produced by disc pits 
so that disc data x can be read. Both specifications can be 
accomplished by a laser diode placed at the focus of the 
collimator lens with a long focal length. A monitor diode 
stabilizes the semiconductor laser's output. 

Any optoelectronic pickup system must, of course, control 
both tracking and focusing simultaneously. When the auto-
focus is not operative, the system puUs the objective lens 
back to prevent damage to the lens or CD. 

Because the parameters x and y have timelike character, a 
spindle motor is used to rotate the CD with constant lin-
ear velocity, a phase coherency condition in which a uni
form relative velocity is maintained between the disc and 
the pickup. To achieve this, the rotation speed of a CD has 
to vary depending on the position of the pickup underneath 
the surface. Because each outer track revolution contains 
more pits than each inner track revolution, the CD must be 
slowed down as it plays in order to maintain a constant rate 
of data. 

When the laser beam is reflected at the revolving disc sur
face during playback, the response is detected by a photo-
diode sensor. The optoelectronic pickup's servo loops use 
electric signals to control motors to mechanically adjust 
the pickup's position horizontally and vertically, relative to 
the disc surface. In another servo loop, Information from 
the data itself is used to determine the disc's precise rota-
tional speed, and maintain the proper data stream rate. It is 
the voltage stemming from the sensor vvhich is ultimately 
transformed into the analog audio signal output from the 

CD player. The encoded data from the pickup must first be 
decoded. 

In the CD-DA player, the numerical aperture of the objec
tive lens, Nvavelength of the semiconductor laser, thickness 
and refractive index of the disc, and size and height of the 
pits ali work together to allow data to be read from the disc. 
The various subsystems in a CD player are cIosely inter-
related with a tightly interlocked timing relationship: The 
audio data rate is 176.4 kbytes per second. Because there 
are 24 audio bytes in a frame, the frame rate is 7350 Hz 
and the master clock 4.3218 MHz. A single master clock 
is employed for ali the signal processing circuitry, includ-
ing the oversampling filter bank and D/A converters. The 
master clock establishes that the CD forms a temporal de
vice. As a result, the data stream of the CD-DA player is 
synchronous, preventing any internal beating. 

While CD-ROM ušes a data format similar to that of the 
CD-DA format, the players are not compatible. A C D -
ROM player contains laser optics, modulation, and error 
correction, but D/A conversion and audio output sections 
are replaced with a computer interface to output the ROM 
data to a host computer. Data is transmitted to the host 
computer in blocks of 2 kbytes. Because they are not tied 
to one specific operating system or data processor, C D -
ROM devices can be interfaced with ali existing computer 
systems. CD-ROM is limited only by the capabilities of the 
operating system and microprocessor of the host computer. 

A DVI (Digital Video Interactive) all-digital optical disc 
is a CD-ROM format containing DVI specific data of re-
producing full-motion, full-screen video, computer gen-
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erated video graphics, and digital audio via a CD-ROM 
drive ([28]). Although data on DVI discs is formatted to 
CD-ROM specifications and can be p]ayed on a CD-ROM 
drive, special DVI decoding technology is required. The 
DVI format is incompatible with the CD-I format and di-
verse other CD-ROM implementations. Interestingly, CD-
I was the first large volume application of the Moving 
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) international standard for 
coded representation of moving pictures» associated audio, 
and their combinations when used for storage and retrieval 
on digital storage media. The MPEG audio and video cod-
ing algorithms allow use of video sequences coded with 
a variety of CD-I picture formats, as well as a variety of 
CD-I audio formats. 

3 Harmonic analysis on the real 
heisenberg lie group 

Taking into account the aforementioned parameters de-
tected by the laser optoelectronic pickup, the real Heisen
berg group G collects the phase difference x, the local fre-
quency vy, and the real variable z dual to the carrier fre-
quency v into an upper triangular matrix with real entries 

The transversal trace of the element g 6 G is given by 

(a; G R, J/ e R) . 

The group law of G is matrix multiplication 

/1 Xi zA / 1 X2 Z2^ 
gi.g2= [o 1 2 / 1 . 0 1 2/2 | = 

VO O 1 / \ 0 O 1 

1̂ a;i+a;2 ^i + 2̂ + 2̂ 12/2̂  
O 1 2/1+2/2 

^0 O 1 

so that G forms a non-commutative real Lie group of di-
mension 3. The inverse of the element 5 € G is given by 

The center C <—> G is formed by the subgroup of matrices 

(z e R) , 

projects the one-dimensional center of Lie(G) of ali matri
ces 

( C 6 R ) 

onto the real line C. If the elements 3 £ G are vvritten as 
triples of real numbers {x,y,z), then the elements of G are 
identified with the real numbers z £ H. The non-trivial 
unitary characters of G are then given by the functions 

and is therefore isomorphic to the real line R. The matrix 
exponential, which maps the Lie algebra Lie(G) onto G, 

For the next step of reasoning it is important to note that 
the physical meaning of the elements g E G and its appli-
cations to IT becomes apparent only by unitarily represent-
ing the Lie group G. 
Let iSc(R) denote the Schwartz space of infinitely differ-
entiable rapidly decreasing complex-valued functions tj) on 
the real line R. For each real number v ^ O, the Lie group 
G acts tirne generating on the waveform Tp £ Se (R) ac-
cording to the temporal rule 

/ 1 X z\ 
P^ ( P 1 2/ M ^(*) = e''''"'^'+y'^iPit + x)iteR). 

\0 O 1/ 

Then there is a unique unitary linear extension of p^ from 
<Sc (R) to the standard complex Hilbert space L'Q (R). The 
unitary linear representation p^, of G in L'Q{'R) is irre-
ducible. It is called the linear Schrodinger representation of 
G ([23]) associated to the carrier frequency v ^Q. Because 
the irreducible unitary linear representation pi is sguare in-
tegrable mod G, it admits a reproducing kernel K allied to 
the global Frobenius reciprocity theorem ([18], [19]). In 
terms of multirate signal analysis or subband coding, the 
transversal linear mappings 

LUn) —> LliR){x e R, 2/ € R) 

defined by the transversal traces go G G are called filter 
bank operators associated to the linear Schrodinger repre
sentation pi of G. 
Often the linear Schrodinger representation of G is con-
fused with the Schrodinger equation of quantum mechan-
ics. Whereas the Schrodinger equation is related to the 
probabilistic detection of signals and therefore not invari-
ant under the action of the Lorentz group, the irreducible 
linear Schrodinger representation of G describes the tirne 
modi of Information transmission by phase coherent signal 
processing. An important consequence of the irreducibility 
is that the unitary linear representations p^ and pv' of G 
are inequivalent for v ^ v' ([23]). As a consequence, the 
associated diffraction patterns do not interfere so that audio 
signals can be conveyed from one device to another with a 
minimum amount of confusion. Specifically in the DVD-
ROM format this consequence of the fundamental Stone-
von Neumann theorem ([23]) is used to increase the Infor
mation content by stacking several transparent slices of pit 
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tracks. The transmission of digital data streams, however, 
is a great deal more complicated on account of the potential 
disagreements of the sampling frequency, the synchroniza-
tion method used, and the block length. In this čase, a time-
sharing multiplexing transmission channel transmits or re-
ceives frames, each containing left and right channel data 
alternatively. The transmission rate corresponds exactly to 
the source sampling frequency. When the time sampling 
frequency is 44.1 kHz, the CD-DA format allows to trans-
mit 44.100 frames per second. One frame consists of two 
subframes, labelled left and right stereo channel, each con
taining 32 bits of audio Information. 
In the čase of a unique slice as in the CD-DA format it 
is convenient to normalize the carrier frequency scale such 
that v — 1 holds. Then the Levi-Civita mapping 

(žen) 

forms an automorphism of period 4 of G which leaves the 
center C "-^ G pointwise fixed. Of course, the elements 

and 

£C 

are the only fixed points of the mapping J. It is not difficult 
to establish that the Fourier cotransform .F : Se (R) —> 
Se (R) which is defined by the assignment 

JR 
( s e R ) 

satisfies the intertwining identity 

^-'o p,ig) o :F = pi{Jig)) 

for aH matrices g e G. It follows that the linear 
Schrodinger representation pi is isomorphic to the unitary 
linear representation pi o J of G. The unitary isomorphism 
is given by the Fourier cotransform T. It is immediate that 
its inverse is associated with the automorphism 

( z e R ) 

of G, and the Fourier transform J^ : Se (R) —>• Se (R) 
where 

jr^(i) = f e - 2 ' ' " X s ) d s {t € R) . 
JB. 

It is immediate that both f' and J^ admit unique extensions 
to Z-c(R)- The mappings J and J~^ are elements of the 
metaplectic group and can be associated with the sympiec-
tic matrices 

0 - 1 
1 O 

1 
0 
0 

X 

1 
0 

n 
y] 
i 

—» 
A r̂  Vo 

y 
1 
D 

z 
— X 

1 

o 1 
-1 o 

respectively. It makes sense to denote them also by J and 
J^^ = — J, respectively. 
The symplectic matrices J and J~^ represent turns of 
90 degrees of opposite orientation in the affine Euclidean 
plane R © R (Figure 4). They suggest a complexification of 
the plane R © R in order to identify the matrices J and J~^ 
with i and i in C, respectively. Because the sampling pro-
cess of IT has the symplectic structure of the Levi-Civita 
matrices, the CD-DA system is actually tvvo-dimensional. 
This aspect does not only contribute to the high precision, 
it also makes the understanding of the CD-DA sytem an 
excellent preparation of the clinical MRI modality which 
has enjoyed, along with the art of electronics, an explosive 
development in the last decades ([24], [16]). 

4 The time sampling process of it 
Sampling means dividing a signal into evenly spaced dis-
crete points in time and smoothing by linear convolution. If 
the tvvo-dimensional lattice Z © Z is considered as a sub-
group of R ® R, periodization of pi mod Z © Z transforms 

G 3 (1 X z^ 
O 1 y\)m e C 
O o 1/ 

(^€<Sc(R)) 

where t £ R, into the eguivalent mapping 

G 9 I O 1 2/ -» X ] e'"'("+"''V(a; + n) € C . 
vO O 1/ nez 

It is actually sufficient to assume that the function tp is con-
tinuous on an interval of periodicity and to understand con-
vergence in the distributional sense. The central projection 
z = Q provides the periodized filter bank operator, and sub-
sequently an application of the mapping J under which the 
tvvo-dimensional digitization lattice Z ® Z is invariant pro
vides the Poisson summation formula in its syminetrized 
form due to G.H. Hardy ([11]) 

e""y Y^ (i^™^H{n + x)= e-'^"'' ^ e^'^'"^^^!^ - v) 
ngZ n e z 

( (a;,j/) e R ® R ) . 

The projection j / = G of thp tvvo-dimensional digitization 
lattice 'Z®7i yields the Poisson summation identity ([29]) 

\ J Tip{n -\- x) = 
nez 
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^ V ( n ) ,27rinx 

n € Z 

Supposethat .7 ?̂/' G LQ{R-) holds. Since 

nez •̂ o 
n + a;)| da; 

is finite, the series on the left hand side of the Poisson sum
mation identity converges for almost ali a; € R to a peri-
odic integrable function. Invoking a mathematical princi-
ple first explicitly enunciated and systematically exploited 
by Erich Hecke: "A periodic function should always be ex-
panded in a Fourier series", the A;th Fourier coefficient is 
given by resonance 

S/" ^—2nikx ^"^ Tip{n + a;) da; = 

L' -—2iTikx T^{x) dx = ilj{k) {k € Z), 

the term-by-term integration of the Laurent joined se
ries being justified by the dominated convergence theorem. 
Hence the Laurent joined series on the right hand side of 
the Poisson summation identity is the Fourier series of the 
function on the left hand side. Multiplication by the char-
acter 

s - ^ e 
-27rixs ( a ; e R ) 

of the additive group R , and integration over the symmetric 
unit interval [ - ^ , + ^ ] gives 

nez •'~2 
'Tip{n + s) As 

n^Z J-i ^Z ' ^ ( ^ - " ) nez 

and so 

E •'̂ (") 
nez 

sin7r(a; — n] 

•K{X — n) 

r+i 
'Ti){s)ds. 

But 

^{x) = E / , e-^^^^^^^^ijjis) ds = 

i:' e-^"'-^* J-i/i(s) ds , 

and so 

^ix) - E (̂'̂ ^ 
nez 

rk+h 

sin7r(a; — n) 

7r(a; — n) 

fcez Jk-^ 

Uip is a bandlimited function so that the symmetric spec-
tral condition 

ms) = Q ( | s | > i ) 

indicates the cut out procedure performed by the stop-
band, the cardinal series representation foUovvs ([22]) 

H^)=E (̂") '̂"r ̂  r = E (̂'̂ ) ̂ '""̂  (̂  ~") 
nez 

7r(a; — n) 
n € Z 

(a; e R ) . 

To reproduce %p from its bi-infinite sequence of samples 
(V'(n)) , the amplitude response function 

sme X = 7TX 

1 
for 
for 

a ; ^ 0 
a; = 0 

denotes the sinus cardiimlis filter of spline theory. It is im-
portant to note that the canonical product expansion of the 
window function 

sme : z ~> n('-5) 
n > l 

extends to an even entire holomorphic function of exponen-
tial type. Therefore the discrete time data sampling process 
of IT is closely allied to Carlson's theorem of complex vari-
ables which states that the trivial function is the only entire 
holomorphic function of exponential type < TT that van-
ishes at the set of integers (Section 5 belovv). 
The cardinal series representation permits to spot the mul-
tiresolution flavor of IT. Each sample value is multiplied 
by the appropriate sine coefficient corresponding to its con-
tribution to the overall impulse response of the filter. The 
products are summed to produce the output filtered sample. 
It thus digitally simulates the impulse response of an ana-
log filter. The time sampling theorem dictates that the fre-
quency content of the audio signal be less than or equal to 
the half-sampling frequency. The input signal may contain 
frequencies greater than the half-sampling frequency. A 
Iow-pass filter removes high frequencies to produce a spec-
trum of frequencies below the half-sampling frequency. 
Using the procedure repeatedly, the final approximation 
space obtains. 

From this procedure another technique of multirate sig
nal analysis called oversampling design becomes immedi-
ate. The oversampling filter bank is utilized in today's CD 
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players in vvhich additional sample values are computed 
by interpolating between original sample values on board 
a dual-channel linear-phase finite impulse response (FIR) 
digital filter chip. In view of the fact that additional sam-
ples have been generated, the sampling rate of the output 
signal is greater than the input signal. The spectrum of the 
signal is changed, with the images appearing at multiples 
of the oversampled sampling rate. Because the distance be-
tween the baseband and sidebands is larger, a gentle analog 
filter bank design can be used to remove the images vvithout 
causing phase shift or other artifacts ([21]). 

5 A reproducing kernel Hilbert 
space 

Filtering is a fact of life for digital audio systems. An in
put anti-aliasing filter must precede the sampler to uphold 
the symmetric spectral condition for bandlimited and thus 
lossless sampling. Similarly, the output anti-imaging fil
ter must filter out ali frequencies above the half-sampling 
frequency. 
The time sampling identity of the filter specified by the sine 
function allows an extension to the Paley-Wiener space 
([30]). The entire holomorphic functions of exponential 
type at most TT that are square integrable on the real axis 
forms a complex vector space VW{C). Under its natu-
ral scalar product, the complex Hilbert space VW{C) is 
isometrically isomorphic to L ;̂; ( [—5,+^] )• Let the 
reflection 

w • w 

denote the involutory automorphism of C with fixed point 
set R given by complex conjugation. The uniquely deter-
mined reproducing kernel ([13], [19], [27]) of the Paley-
Wiener space PW(C) is defined by the holomorphic-
antiholomorphic function of positive type 

K : (z^ w) -^ sine (z — w) 

on the space C x C. The function K reflects the global 
Frobenius reciprocity by incorporating production and re-
production simultaneously. As a consequence, the convo-
lution representation 

i>{,z) — / i/'(s) sine {z — s) ds {z 6 C) 

holds for every function V' € VV^iC). From the convo-
lution representation specified by"the sine filter it is imme-
diate that the Paley-Wiener space 7'>V(C) of reproducing 
kernel K is closed under the operation of differentiation. 

6 Basic theta identities 
A classical example of an application of the Poisson sum-
mation identitv referred to above is the Jacobi identitv for 

the theta nuU function 

?l£Z ^ n 6 Z 

( r > 0 ) 

which has also the computational merits of convergence ac-
celeration for small values of the parameter r > O ([2]). 
As a matter of fact, one of the main benefits of the Poisson 
summation formula is the systematic supplying of analytic 
and arithmetic approximations. 
Due to its quantum mechanical background, harmonic 
analysis on the real Heisenberg nilpotentLie group G is, of 
course, not restricted to the derivation of the time sampling 
process of IT and the reproducing kernel K of 'P>V(C) as a 
niče by-product. An analysis based on the dual stochastic 
aspects of quantum physics ([7], [8]) and the Maslov index, 
hovvever, leads via the longitudinal evolution operator asso-
ciated to the Schrodinger equation or the method of path in-
tegration of the longitudinally driving Levy stochastic pro
cess to the deep Landsberg-Schaar identity for quadratic 
Gaussian sums ([1], [9]) 

J_ 
0 < n < p - l 

1 
V2g 0 < n < 2 g - l 

# 

(p > O, 7 > 0), 

valid for positive integers p and q. The standard proof of 
the Landsberg-Schaar identity is by putting 

T-2%-
P 

(e>0) 

and then letting e -> 04- in the Jacobi identity. This 
method invokes an example of another mathematical prin-
ciple first explicitly enunciated and sytematically exploited 
by Hecke; "Exact knowledge of the behaviour of a holo
morphic function in the neighbourhood of its singulari-
ties forms a source of arithmetic theorems". In view of 
the Levy-Hinčin spectral trace formula ([3], [17]), the 
Landsberg-Schaar identity may be considered, hovvever, 
as dual to the Jacobi identity for the theta null function. 
The geometry of the Levy-Hinčin formula strikingly dis-
proves that the one-dimensional unitary representations of 
G are "substantially uninteresting" ([14]). Actually these 
unitary characters of G are of substantial interest for the 
detection procedure because they represent the collapsed 
States of phase coherent quantum field theory ([8], [10]). 
In elementary number theory the Landsberg-Schaar iden-
tity plays a central role underpinning key results relating to 
the law of quadratic reciprocity in terms of Legendre sym-
bols 

(p > O, 5 > 0) 

for odd integers p and q, and characters. Indeed, the con-
cept of Heisenberg group G may serve "a une demonstra-
tion de la loi de reciprocite quadratique, apparentee a celle 
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Figure 4: SimpHfied block diagram of a coherent radar system. The metaplectic group provides coherent signals via 
mixers which are indicated by the symbol ®. In the receiver, the phase delay of - 90 degrees implements the element 
of the metaplectic group associated to the matrix — J ( fjp- = intermediate frequency, f^p = radio frequency, COHO = 
coherent oscillator, LO = local oscillator, STALO = stable local oscillator). The two output channels of the receiver feed 
A/D converters which are the most critical and costly components in a reliable audio digitization transducer. 

qui figure au dernier chapitre du livre classique de Hecke 
sur les corps de nombres algebriques" ([29]). Shor's algo-
rithm for quantum computing suggests a close interrelation 
between elementary number theory and quantum Informa
tion, too. 

7 Outlook: phase coherent 
summation iinagery 

A central goal of signal processing is to describe real life 
signals by the concept of filter bank. Filter banks represent 
coherent arrangements of lovvpass, bandpass, and highpass 
filters used in IT for the spectral decomposition and synthe-
sis of signals. They play an important role in modern signal 
processing applications because they easily allow the ex-
traction of spectral components of a signal while providing 
very efficient implementations. 
A symplectic extension of the summation formulas leads 
to filter banks which are at the basis of clinical magnetic 
resonance tomography (MRI) and synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) imaging. Both of these imaging modalities are 
based on the hologram idea in the radiofrequency and the 
microwave range, respectively ([24]). In contrast to the 
Cardinal series filter implemented by the CD-DA, the con-
struction of a filter bank performs the recovery of the im
age. The output of the A/D converter installed in the CD-
DA player is parallel data in which aH 16 bits of the data 

word appear at once on 16 lines. Vet electronical storage 
devices permit storage only of serial string data in which 
the bits appear one after another. Data is therefore con-
verted from parallel to serial format. The symplectic ex-
tension to optical holography, however, allows the parallel 
processing modes of the SAR and MRI modalities by op-
tically implemented filter banks. The recovery of the im
age is then performed by a symplectic Fourier transform of 
the modulation transfer function ([20], [24]). The intrin-
sic symmetry of the symplectic Fourier transform allovvs to 
accelerate the image reconstruction vvithout severe degre-
dation of the picture. 
Clinical MRI which is based on intrinsic differences be-
tween normal and abnormal tissues, provides a multitude 
of image contrasts. Due to this advantage of spin dynam-
ics, MRI is the non-invasive imaging modality of choice 
in the majority of ali cases of clinical diagnosis. Differ
ences in longitudinal and transversal relaxation, spin den-
sity, macromolecular composition, diffusive motion, and 
bulk flow can be underscored by a variety of specifically 
designed pulse trains of suitable duration, orientation, and 
frequency. The subject of pulse train design is excitingly 
helpful and the clinical imaging results are čute. 

8 Conclusion 
Godfrey Harold Hardy (1877-1947), "the purest of the 
pure" mathematicians, thought that the existence of mathe-
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Figure 5: Radar imaging: The dynamics of pack ice in the Beaufort sea, located in the north of Canada and Alaska, has 
been observed and updated every three days by Radarsat. The channels, so called polynjas, have been created in the arctic 
ocean within nine days. Radarsat telemetry established that the lengths of some of the poIynjas is up to 2000 kilometers. 

matics could onIy be justified as art if it could be justified 
at ali ([15], [12]). Although he did not specify his under-
standing of the metaphysics of art, he insisted on the fact 
that his own mathematical achievements have been based 
on pure thoughts and did not admit any real life application. 
Hovvever, the grand master's elegant symmetric version of 
the Poisson summation formula which has been pat, inde-
pendendy, in its general group theoretical context by An-
dre Weil (I906-I998), projects from the two-dimensional 
digitization lattice Z © Z onto the tirne sampling theo-
rem which, ironically, forms the base of the most suc-
cessful consumer electronics products, the CD-DA, ever 
introduced. The CD-DA player forms the most sophisti-
cated piece of audio electronics to reach the home. Be-
cause ali CDs and players offer considerable advantage 
over other audio media, the CD has proved to be a tech-
nological wunderkind in the highly sophisticated and com-
petitive field of music and data storage. Due to their versa-
tility which has quickly become apparentto manufacturers 
and users alike, more than a billion CDs are sold every 
year. In the extremely storage-hungry market of IT, vvhich 
forced the MD Atrac 3 format to increase the maximum 

playing tirne of a conventional CD-DA from 74 minutes to 
320 minutes, the annual worldwide demand for CD-DAs, 
CD-ROMs, DVIs, CD-Is, and DVD-ROMs is stili rapidly 
climbing. 

A central extension of the symplectic structure hidden by 
the projected summation formulae allovvs a povverful appli
cation to phase coherent summation imaging modalities of 
IT such as SAR and clinical MRI. Different from Hardy's 
and Weirs view of the Poisson summation formula, the 
tempoml approach justifies the projection approach to the 
sampling processes and quantization modes of signal the-
ory and opens a new perspective to the innovative field of 
IT. In this context, basic theta identities and the law of 
quadratic reciprocity appear are niče by-products of har-
monic analysis on the Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group G 
which reveals itself as the universal mathematico-temporal 
structure of multirate signal analysis. 
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Fi gure 6: High resolution clinical magnetic resonance tomography: Sagittal cross—section of the neurocranium along the 
falx cerebri within the longitudinal interhemispheric fissure demonstrating midline sagittal neuroanatomy of the outwardly 
rounded gyri and inwardly invaginating fissures and sulci of the human brain. The various portions of the corpus callosum 
shown include the rostrum, genu, body and splenium, pineal gland, quadrigeminal plate, infundibulum, third and fourth 
ventricle, pituitary gland, cerebellar vermis, pons, aqueduct of Sylvius prepontine space, and craniocervical junction. 
High resolution MRI scans approximate the same level of detail as cut specimens to non-invasively depict neuroanatomy 
even in the deepest recesses of the brain. 
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You are kindly invited to cooperate on muiti-conference Information Society - IS 
2001, which will be held under INFOS from 22"'' to 26* of October 2001 in 
Cankarjev dom in Ljubljana. Tine multi-conference will include important 
achievements on the fields mentioned below. Emphasis will be given on the 
exchange of ideas and particular suggestions, which will be included in the fmal 
paper of individual conferences. 

IS 2001 exists of nine carefully chosen conferences: 

Collaboration and information society 
Data mining and warehouses 
Development and reingeeniring of information systems 
Education in information society 
Intelligent systems 
Management and information society 
Medical and cognitive science 
Speech technologies 
New information technologies in fine arts 

Further information is availabie at http://is.iis.si/ or 
http://ai.ijs.si/is/is2001/index01 .html. 

Institutions, enterprises and donators are invited to present interesting new 
developments on their fields of work as 'nonnal' contributions. They can make a 
review of new developments and existing situation in their institutions and talk 
about problems of development in Slovenia, attitude of govemmental institutions, 
and about the way Slovenia should be developing in the direction of information 
society. They can grant certain interesting activities, related to their work (please 
turn to the organizator, for exainple matjaz.gams(5),iis.si"). 
The emphasis is on development, new ideas and trends in information society. If 
you have something interesting to teli or show to Slovenia, Information Society is 
the right plače to be. 

Invited are primarily aH those, who have some knowledge about information 
society. Presentations of enterprises are welcome, especially from the functional 
point of view. To summarize, we will meet to teli what can we do in Slovenia, to 
exchange our experiences and to help Slovenia make a step forvvard in the 
direction of information society. 

You are kindly invited to make a presentation and actively take part in the open 
exchange of ideas with your knovvledge and achievements. The submissi 
deadline isfall2001. 

Pictures from the IS 2000 conference can be found at 
http://ai.ijs.si/IS/is2000/index00.html. 

ion 

http://is.iis.si/
http://ai.ijs.si/is/is2001/index0
http://ai.ijs.si/IS/is2000/index00.html
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JOŽEF ŠTEFAN INSTITUTE 

Jožef Štefan (1835-1893) was one oftlie most prominent 
physicists of the 19th centiuj. Boni to Slovene parents, 
he obtainedhis Ph.D. at Vienna University, where he was 
later Director ofthe Physics Institute, Vice-President ofthe 
Vienna Academy of Sciences and a meniber ofseveral sci-
entific institutions in Europe. Štefan explored many areas 
in hydrodynamics, optics, acoustics, electricity, magnetism 
and the kinetic theory of gases. Among other things, he 
originated the law that the total radiation from a black 
body is proportional to the 4th power of its absolute tem
perature, known as the Stefan-BoUzmann law. 

The Jožef Štefan Institute (JSI) is the leading indepen
dent scientific research institution in Slovenia, covering a 
broad spectrum of fundamental and applied research in the 
fields of physics, chemistry and biochemistry, electronics 
and Information science, nuclear science technology, en-
ergy research and environmental science. 

The Jožef Štefan Institute (JSI) is a research organisation 
for pure and applied research in the natural sciences and 
technology. Both are closely interconnected in research de-
partments composed of different task teams. Emphasis in 
basic research is given to the development and education of 
young scientists, vvhile applied research and development 
serve for the transfer of advanced knowledge, contributing 
to the development of the national economy and society in 
general. 

At present the Institute, with a total of about 700 staff, 
has 500 researchers, about 250 of whom are postgraduates, 
over 200 of whom have doctorates (Ph.D.), and around 
150 of whom have permanent professorships or temporary 
teaching assignments at the Universities. 

In view of its activities and status, the JSI plays the role 
of a national institute, complementing the role of the uni
versities and bridging the gap between basic science and 
applications. 

Research at the JSI includes the following major fields: 
physics; chemistry; electronics, informatics and computer 
sciences; biochemistry; ecology; reactor technology; ap
plied mathematics. Most of the activities are more or 
less closely connected to information sciences, in particu-
lar computer sciences, artificial intelligence, language and 
speech technologies, computer-aided design, computer ar-
chitectures, biocybernetics and robotics, computer automa-
tion and control, professional electronics, digital Communi
cations and networks, and applied mathematics. 

ranean Europe, offering excellent productive capabilities 
and solid business opportunities, with strong International 
connections. Ljubljana is connected to important centers 
such as Prague, Budapest, Vienna, Zagreb, Milan, Rome, 
Monaco, Niče, Bern and Munich, ali within a radius of 600 
km. 

In the last year on the site of the Jožef Štefan Institute, 
the Technology park "Ljubljana" has been proposed as part 
of the national strategy for technological development to 
foster synei'gies betvveen research and industry, to promote 
joint ventures betvveen university bodies, research institutes 
and innovative industry, to act as an incubator for high-tech 
initiatives and to accelerate the development cycle of inno
vative products. 

At the present time, part of the Institute is being reor-
ganized into several high-tech units supported by and con
nected vvithin the Technology park at the Jožef Štefan In
stitute, established as the beginning of a regional Technol-
ogy park "Ljubljana". The project is being developed at 
a particularly historical moment, characterized by the pro-
cess of State reorganisation, privatisation and private ini-
tiative. The national Technology Park vvill take the form 
of a shareholding company and vvill host an independent 
venture-capital institution. 

The promoters and operational entities of the project are 
the Republic of Slovenia, Ministry of Science and Tech-
nology and the Jožef Štefan Institute. The framevvork of 
the operation also includes the University of Ljubljana, the 
National Institute of Chemistry, the Institute for Electron
ics and Vacuum Technology and the Institute for Materials 
and Construction Research among others. In addition, the 
project is supported by the Ministry of Economic Relations 
and Development, the National Chamber of Economy and 
the City of Ljubljana. 

Jožef Štefan Institute 
Jamova 39, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 
Tel.:-i-386 1 4773 900, Fax.:-i-386 1 219 385 
Tlx.:31296JOSTINSI 
WWW: http://www.ijs.si 
E-mail: matjaz.gams@ijs.si 
Contact person for the Park: Iztok Lesjak, M.Sc. 
Public relations: Natalija Polenec 

The Institute is located in Ljubljana, the capital ofthe in
dependent State of Slovenia (or SCnia). The capital today 
is considered a crossroad between East, West and Mediter-

http://www.ijs.si
mailto:matjaz.gams@ijs.si
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